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We thus, from the biological standpoint, see the cerebrum, and

especially the cerebral cortex, as the latest and highest ex-

pression of a nervous mechanism which may be described as

the organ of, and for, the adaptation of nervous reactions. ... It

is then around the cerebrum, its physiological and psychological

attributes, that the main interest of biology must ultimately

turn.

(C. S. Sherrington, The Integrative Action of

the Nervous System)

On the whole, looking back upon this new field of physiological

research 1 find it full of fascination, especially since it satisfies

two of the fundamental cravings of the human intellect—striving

to realize ever new and new truths, and to protest against the

pretension of finality in truth we have already gained. In this

domain there will for long remain an immense breadth of un-

charted ocean compared with the small patches of the known.

(I. P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes)
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FOREWORD

It is now forty years since Sherrington’s outstanding monograph,

Tlw Integrative Action of the Nervous System, was published. To
a large extent this book laid down the roads of the further

development of physiology of the nervous system, and outlined

a programme of experimental research for many years after.

True, the experimental material with which Sherrington

operated at that time was comparatively small, and a number

of his generalizations proved to be erroneous. But if Sherrington’s

book has j)layed such an enormous part in the development of

neurophysiology, and is even to-day of great actual, and not only

historical, importance, it is because the author has put forward

a certain general conception of the functioning of the central

nervous system, which still to-day we have to regard as sound

and fruitful. Broadly speaking, this conception consists in

basing the functioning of the central nervous system on its

neuron organization, in laying down that isolated reiiex arcs

arc only an abstraction and that the nervous system acts as a

single integrated whole, that the organism s reactions to stimuli

falling on it are always inulti-eflcctor, using an enormous number
of final common paths in various ways and in various combina-

tions. Working on these principles, Sherrington carried out a

brilliant analysis of the interaction of reflexes, indicating the

manner in which they participate in the co-ordination of the

organism’s activity. Obviously it is difticult to foresee how the

Sherrington conception will be regarded by later generations of

physiologists, what part of it will be rejected, and what additions

we shall have to make in order to allow for newly obtained facts,

but it must be objectively admitted that at the present time the

physiology of the central nervous system is developing to a large

extent under the guidance of this particular conception, and that

for the time being we do not see any likelihood of its possibilities

being exhausted.

If we attempt to trace in general outline the further develop-

ment of investigation into the problems raised in Sherrington’s

monograph, we have to state the following. The problems of

integrative action continued to be studied in Sherrington’s
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laboratory and also in other physiological laboratories, covering

both the reflex activity of the spinal cord and that of the sub-

cortical ganglia. But gradually problems in this field have been

exhausted, and the centre of gravity of research work has shifted

more and more in the direction of problems concerning the

intimate nature of the intercentral transmission, the mechanism

of the processes of excitation and inhibition, the exact structure

of particular reflex arcs, etc. As experimental technique grew

more perfect, and especiall}" as the apparatus for recording action

potentials improved, analysis of the processes occurring in the

central nervous system became more subtle and exact, and so the

state of our present knowledge (despite the circumstance that cer-

tain important problems are still unsolved) is incomparably more

precise than the data available to Sherrington forty years ago.

So, while investigations into the ‘microstructure’ of the

activity of the nervous system have recently made enormous

advances, in the field of ‘macrostructure’ of the functioning of

the nervous system, i.e. in that of integrative action, we have

made incomparably less progress from the position which was
reached in Sherrington’s first monograph. I suppose that this

is chiefly due to the fact that investigations concerning this

subject were performed mainly on decorticated and spinal pre-

parations, and they did not include the main integrating organ,

the cerebral cortex.

As is well known, an extensive investigation of the cerebral

activity was undertaken by Pavlov, who studied it over many
years with the aid of the method of conditioned reflexes which he

had created. But the theory of the nervous processes which

Pavlov developed on the basis of bis own and his collaborators’

experimental work is entirely different from Sherrington’s con-

ception, and in consequence the work of the Pavlov school is

not a genuine extension of Sherrington’s work into the field of

higher nervous activity, but constitutes a separate and in-

dependent line of inquiry.

The task which has been undertaken in this book consists in

an attempt to extend the Sherrington conception of the func-

tioning of the nervous system to the field of higher nervous

activity* This has been done on the basis of the enormous experi-

mental material collected by the Pavlov school over almost forty
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years of research work. All this factual material has been

isolated from the theoretical conceptions in which it has been

entangled, and reinterpreted and reorganized from a new
viewpoint.

Basing our analysis of the higher nervous activity upon the

Sherringtonian principles, in other words, accepting that the

nervous impulse is that form of nervous process which causes the

excitation in nerve cells and carries it from one neuron to

another, we do not in the least forget, or even disregard, the

great body of experimental facts accumulated during recent

years concerning the spontaneous rhythmic activity of the brain,

which facts suggest that there may be other mechanisms of

propagation of the nervous processes. We think, however, that,

whatever their interest and importance, these facts are yet not

sufficient to serve as a foundation of a new theory of the nervous

processes, and it is not even excluded that they may be explain-

able in terms of the Sherringtonian conception. On the other

hand, in our analysis of the body of facts dealt with in the present

book we are not confronted with any necessity to go beyond the

‘classic’ principles of the nervous function and accept any

additional assumptions which may be, but also may not be, true.

This explains why in the present book the vast consequences of

modern electro-encephalographic study have not been utilized

and taken into consideration. This does not mean, however, that

we deny the possibility that new mechanisms of nervous function

may eventually emerge from that study, and that they may throw

light on many facts hitherto entirely unintelligible, perhaps even

improving upon or replacing our present explanations.

It must be pointed out that the new approach to the study of

the higher nervous activity confronts us with a large number of

new questions, to some of which we do not find answers in the

existing experimental data. And so certain of the problems

surveyed could be solved only hypothetically on the basis of

inadequate or indirect factual evidence, while others have only

been posed, without any attempt at their solution. So the

question is bound to arise, whether a book of this kind ought

not to be postponed until all the more important consequences

arising from the new approach to the field discussed are experi-

mentally worked over and elucidated.
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The following considerations disposed me against such an

attitude. The field of experimental investigation which is opened

to the experimenter by this proposed approach to the physiology

of higher nervous activity is really very extensive, and greatly

exceeds the possibilities of the physiological laboratory at my
disposal in the Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, especi-

ally as it was completely destroyed during the war and has had

to be reconstructed from the beginning. On the other hand, it

seems to me that an adequate and exact interpretation of the

experimental material already collected by Pavlov's collaborators

from the point of view of the general laws governing the function-

ing of the nervous system, making that material comprehensible

and clear to modern neurophysiology, is of importance in itself,

and should be made as soon as possible.

Obviously, any attempt to reinterpret the data of the physio-

logy of higher nervous activity requires as corollary the demon-
stration that the theory which Pavlov formulated and acted

upon is incorrect. That involved presenting an outline of the

Pavlov theory and subjecting it to exhaustive criticism.

This exposition of the general principles of the Pavlov theory

differs in two respects from the synthetic expositions which

Pavlov himself wrote during the last years of his life.* On
the one hand, it presents not only cortical mechanisms with

which the Pavlov theory operates, but also those experimental

facts on which this theory has been based, facts which were

almost completely omitted in Pavlov's last published works.

On the other hand, as our book is confined to consideration of

problems of the normal physiology of higher nervous activity,

problems of pathophysiology are hardly touched upon.

As to criticism of the Pavlov theory, this has here been con-

fined to purely physiological questions, and does not touch upon
the philosophical problems which are often widely discussed in

association with Pavlov’s conception.

In this connexion I think it desirable to state the following:

For many years I took Pavlov as my teacher. Both when
working in Leningrad under his direct guidance and later in

Poland at the Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, I was

Vide Pavlov, I. P., Lectures on Conditioned Reflexes^ vol. ii. London,
1941 .
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always greatly influenced by his scientific ideas and governed

by his conceptions. Hov/ever, as the years passed, I became
more and more convinced that Pavlov’s theory was not correct,

as it could not be reconciled with the evidence of general physio

-

lo^ of the central nervous system, nor was it adequate as a

working hypothesis for explaining experimental facts. For that

matter, as is well known, Pavlov himself realized that hi.-, theory

contained many defects and contradictions, but he ascribed them
to ‘the devilish complexity of the subject’, as he used to say,

and not to the unsound prerequisites on which he had chosen

to base his analysis.

Thus, I consider that the time is ripe to submit Pavlov’s

doctrine to a thorough and detailed criticism and to make an

attempt to replace it by another which would better fit the

experimental facts and which would be compatible with the

general principles of neurophysiology. It hardly needs stressing

that no reflexion is cast thereby upon Pavlov’s scientific work;

it would rather seem to be the best tribute that could be paid to

his memory and achievements to attempt to establish adequate

foundations for a further development of the branch of science

which he has created and to which he devoted the greater part

of his life, instead of leaving it fettered to an erroneous

theory.

An undoubted defect of this book is that it was written during

a period when, owing to the war, I was almost entirely cut off

from western literature, and my own notes were destroyed.

I have attempted to fill some of the hiatuses (though certainly not

all) during my stay of some months in London. And so I hope

I may be pardoned by anyone who finds views similar to his

adduced in this book without acknowledgement, and also by

anyone who finds views contrary to his own stated without any

explanatory criticism of his viewpoint.

A few words on the literature quoted. Whenever describing

various facts in the field of higher nervous activity, I refer to

the original papers only when there have been few papers on

the given subject or when a certain work is regarded as the classic

for a given problem. But I do not provide any references when

discussing generally known facts which every investigator in

this field knows through his own experimental practice. As the
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papers of Pavlov’s collaborators are in general inaccessible to the

British and American reader, in all cases where Pavlov has

quoted and discussed the given paper in his books I cite the

corresponding page of their English editions.* Thus the reader

will be able to acquaint himself directly with the problems which

are of greater interest to him, or to check and supplement the

factual evidence I have given. In regard to the English termino-

logy of the Pavlov theory, I have in general kept strictly to

that adopted by Anrep and Gannt in their excellent translations.

Only here and there has it seemed useful to make insignificant

changes in their terminology.

I cannot end without expressingmy deep gratitude to all those

who have helped me in the publication of this book. In par-

ticular I am deeply obliged to Professor C. H. Waddington,

General Editor of the Cambridge Biological Studies, for all

the interest he has shown in and all the support he has given

to the publication of this book. I would like, too, to thank

Professor E. G. T. Liddell, Dr L. Lubinska, Professor J. H.

Woodger and Professor J. Z. Young very sincerely for reading

the manuscript and making most valuable suggestions and
corrections. And I have to put on record my thanks to the

translator for his able and ready co-operation.

I would like to add that it was through the assistance of the

Polish Ministry of Education that I was able to visit this country

in order to complete this book and to prepare for its publication,

and that all the expenses connected with the translation were

covered by the Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology. I also

owe a debt of gratitude to the British Council for their valuable

help extended to me in respect of my visit to England.

J.K.
LONDON,

November, 1946

Pavlov, I. P., Conditioned Reflexes, An Investigation of the Physiological

Activity of the Cerebral Cortex, translated and edited by G. V. Anrep, Oxford
University Press, Humphrey Milford, 1927. Lectures on Conditioned Reflexes,

translated and edited by W. Horsley Gannt, Lawrence and Wishart Ltd.

London, vol. i, 1928; vol. ii, 1941. In further references to these books we
shall call the first simply Conditioned Reflexes and the second Lectures,



Chapter I

Conditioned reflexes and the physiology of the

central nervous system

1

There is one aspect of research in the physiology of higher

nervous activity which cannot but be regarded as unsatisfactory

by many workers in this field. It is this. Whereas in Russia

and later in the Soviet Union the science of conditioned reflexes

developed very rapidly, and even took precedence over other

departments of physiology, attracting many workers, it has

aroused comparatively little interest among physiologists in

other countries. It is true that Pavlov has long enjoyed great

authority among scientists, and the fame of his investigations

during both the first and the second, main, period of his activity,

has spread all over the world. None the less, whereas his dis-

coveries in the field of digestive functions have become a per-

manent acquisition of physiology, and it is impossible to deny

or even ignore them, the study of conditioned reflexes, to which

he devoted far more years of strenuous work, has not yet become

part of the body and blood of physiology, and is still situated

somewhere on the periphery of this science. To use an expression

which is familiar to all who were among his disciples, we would

say that the science of conditioned reflexes still remains concert-

trated in the centre of its origin, and irradiates far too feebly

into other centres of physiological thought.

Of course conditioned reflexes are well known, and a great

deal is written and said about them not only among scientists

but also among the laity. But, unfortunately, all the hubbub

which, justly or unjustly, has arisen around Pavlov’s theory is

little concerned with its substance, but is chiefly interested in

its philosophical bases, the problem of the relations between

psychology and physiology, the possibility of a physiological

approach to the study of behaviour, etc. Whatever its philo-

sophical importance, such discussion does not contribute any-

thing positive to the physiology of higher nervous activity,
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any more than discussion of the existence of infinitesimal

magnitudes advances mathematical analysis.

However, it has to be pointed out that of recent times the

physiology of higher nervous activity has penetrated deeply into

related fields, such as psychology, pedagogics, neuropathology

and psychiatry, and that it is now playing a large and positive

part in these fields. As is well known, conditioned reflexes are of

particular importance in the American behaviourist school of

psychology. But if the manner in which behaviourism exploits

the science of conditioned reflexes is analysed more closely, it

will be found that it consists chiefly in utilizing the basic and

most elementary concepts of this field, i.e. the Pavlovian nomen-

clature^ for the denomination of particular phenomena (e.g. the

experimental extinction, differentiation, generalization, etc.)

without getting down to their physiological content and physio-

logical mechanism. And if at times behaviourist psychology

borrows anything more from the physiology of the higher nervous

activity and makes use of such concepts as irradiation or

induction, it does so purely as a borrower, utilizing these con-

cepts in the same way as physiology makes use of concepts

of physics and chemistry. How little the achievements of the

Pavlov school have been taken into account, even by those

investigators who have been most directly concerned with the

study of conditioned reflexes, may be judged, for example, from

the chapter on the conditioned reflex written by Dr H. S, Liddell

of Cornell University in Fulton’s famous monograph, Physiology

of the NeiTous System (second edition, 1943). Stating that the

influence of Pavlov’s theory on neurophysiology ‘has been

almost nil’ and that ‘it is at present of historical interest only’,

Liddell simply disregards the huge body of experimental evidence

which forms the bases of the theory and which must find

explanation in some way or other. It is easy to decry Pavlov’s

theory, but then one is obliged either to explain all its basic facts

in some other way or to admit that they are at present unexplain-

able. Liddell, however, takes the inadmissible course of drawing a

veil of silence over most of the facts and deals only with the most
elementary phenomena in the field. One regrets to have to say

that many American authors behave in exactly the same way.
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So we are faced with a strange and abnormal situation in the

modern physiology of the nervous system. More or less at the

same time, at the turn of the nineteenth century, two related

branches of physiological science began to develop systematically

and almost independently of each other. There was the physio-

logy of the lower nervous activity, and especially the spinal

cord, dealt with in the work of Sherrington and his school, and

the physiology of the higher nervous activity, in the Pavlovian

teachingon conditioned reflexes. Both these disciplines developed

rapidly and fruitfully, but whereas the first has spread all over

the world and is now studied in many scientific centres and

schools, and its achievements have become a generally recognized

acquisition of physiological knowledge, the other has so far

hardly passed outside the bounds of the school which created it,

has not been enriched by the results achieved by other schools,

and still to-day remains isolated from other, even closely related,

departments of physiology.

How has this situation come about? Of course it is partly due

to the fact that the majority of works on the physiology of the

higher nervous activity are published in Russian, a language

comparatively little known in other countries. But it is easy to

show that this explanation is quite inadequate. For almost all

Pavlov ’s own work has been translated into many other languages,

and is available to all the world. Besides, the very fact that the

science of conditioned reflexes is well known to American

behaviourists, i.e, to scientists who in. general do not know
Russian, shows that the chief obstacle is not that of* the language

difficulty, but that there arc other factors hindering the trans-

mission of knowledge in this field to physiologists outside the

Soviet Union. We shall consider these other factors in a moment.

2

Any physiologist who has studied the field of conditioned re-

flexes, and who also knows the present state of physiology of

the lower nervous activity, cannot but be greatly surprised at

the extent to which these two related departments of science

use quite different languages, not in the linguistic, but in the

conceptual sense. It is true that there are certain terms which
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are common to both departments. Both groups of physiologists

use the terms excitation and inhibition, irradiation, induction,

and facilitation. But the properties ascribed to the phenomena

denoted by these terms are so different that the identity of

language rather makes the situation worse, since it gives an

impression of homogeneity where it really does not exist. And so,

an English or American neurophysiologist who reads Pavlov’s

surveys of the functioning of the cerebral cortex,* not being

acquainted with all the experimental evidence from which the

laws there formulated are inferred, is often at a loss to know what

they mean and whence they originate. Thus, when he reads that

the process of excitation or inhibition first irradiates over the cere-

bral cortex from the cortical point in which it arose, and then con-

centrates back, or that a concentrated cortical process induces

the inverse process on its periphery, that a weak excitation (or in-

hibition) irradiates over the cortex, that one of moderate strength

is concentrated, but again that a strong one irradiates, or that a

strong excitation of the cortical cells brings about a protective or

top inhibition, etc., then, as he reads all this he can only be puzzled

at the extent to which the laws of functioning of the cerebral

cortex differ from those governing the lower nervous activity.

The question arises whether the differences between the

cerebral cortex and other parts of the nervous system really are

so great. As for the morphology, we know that the accumulation
of neurons is greater in the cerebral cortex than elsewhere, their

topography and relation to the white matter are different, but
the plan of structure and general pattern of neuronic connexions
are the same throughout the nervous system. As for their re-

spective functions, we have to note one pro})crty which is

peculiar to the cortex, or at least is displayed by it to an incom-
parably higher degree than by lower parts of the nervous system.
It consists, broadly speaking, in the following: while a stimulus

impinging on the spinal cord gives rise to a more or less pro-

longed cycle of events after which the organ returns to its

previous state, a stimulus reaching the cerebral cortex evokes,

E.g., ‘A brief outline of the higher nervous activity’ (Psychologies of
1930), Pavlov, Lectures, vol. ii, p. 44. ‘Physiology of the higher nervous
activity’ (read before the 14th International Physiological Congress, Rome,
1932), Lectures, vol. ii, p. 86.
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besides disturbances analogous to that occurring in the cord,

another kind of change which leaves permanent traces in the

cortex. In other words, while the property generally called

excitability is an attribute of the entire nervous system, the

cerebral cortex (and probably to some extent the subcortical

ganglia also) exhibits an additional property which may be

designated plasticity (vide Chapter v).

Taking the foregoing into account, we have to conclude'

that, when undertaking investigation of the function of the

cerebral cortex, we should be prepared for the fact that this

organ does possess certain specific properties distinguishing it

from other parts of the nervous system, and that the language

in which its activity has to be described needs to be enriched by

certain new terms. But we cannot expect this language to be

fundamentally different from that of the physiology of the spinal

cord. And yet the situation at present is precisely that the two

languages are quite different, and there is not even a dictionary

to explain the one in terms of the other.

It follows that a very important and pressing task confronting

physiologists of the central nervous system is to bridge the gulf

separating the two fields of research, and to unify the language

in which each field is described. So long as this is not done

the present abnormal situation, which is only a brake on the

development of the science, will continue.

The problem that thus arises needs to be discussed unam-
biguously and without reservations. The basic properties which

Pavlov ascribed to the processes of excitation and inhibition,

the manner in which these processes are propagated, and their

temporal evolution, all (as will be shown in later chapters) differ

fundamentally from the properties of those processes that have

been established in studying the functions of the lower parts

of the nervous system. The interpretation and even the descrip-

tion of experimental facts given by Pavlov, and, after him, his

disciples, in hundreds of papers on conditioned reflexes are

fundamentally different from and often contradictory to the

generally accepted interpretation of facts in the physiology of

lower nervous functions. We must conclude, therefore, that

either the general physiology of the nervous system based on the

experimental work of many research centres gives a wrong
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interpretation of data and must be revised and enriched by the

laws established in the study of conditioned reflexes,* or that

Pavlov’s interpretation is inadequate, and that the extensive ex-

perimental material collected by his school requires a different

systematization and explanation.

In this rivalry of two physiological conceptions—the one

created by Pavlov to explain the cortical phenomena, and the

other built up on the basis of investigation of lower nervous

activity—one should a priori admit the superiority of the latter.

Indeed, since functional relations in the cerebral cortex are

undoubtedly far more complex than those in the spinal cord,

it seems sounder to utilize the latter in order to explain the

mechanisms of cortical activity than vice versa, especially as,

owing to modern experimental methods, the conditions of in-

vestigation of lower nervous activity have been perfected to

the highest degree. Besides, it must be remembered that the

cerebral cortex, like the entire nervous system of the higher

animals, possesses a neuronic structure, and any theory which

does not take this fact into account (which is {)rceisely the case

with the Pavlov theory, as we shall show later) must eventually

fail to stand.

After detailed analysis of the body of facts collected in this

field by the Pavlov school, we came to the conclusion that these

facts can be systematized and explained on the basis of the

conceptions and data of neurophysiology, and that the system

which can thus be developed, being a logical complement of

the system of physiology of lower nervous activity, will make
it possible to lead the science of conditioned reflexes out of the

dead end in which it is at present. It is to the explanation and
development of this new approach that this book is devoted.

Pavlov himself frequently expressed this view, considering that the
method of conditioned reflexes is more perfect than those adopted in

investigation of the function of the spinal cord. By way of illustration of
his opinion we quote the following passage ;

‘ I think that the experiments
on conditioned reflexes carried out on animals in normal conditions afford
the formulation of general laws [concerning the whole of the central nervous
system—J.K.] better and more precisely than could be done hithelrto on
the basis of data obtained from the lower parts of the nervous system and
generally in acute experiments’ (Lecture to the 14th International
Physiological Congress, Home, 1982).



Chapter II

An outline of Pavlov’s theory of the activity of

the cerebral cortex

1

As is well known, the fundamental concept of the physiology

of the higher nervous activity is the conditioned reflex. In this

science it plays a dual role. On the one hand, it is regarded as

the simplest functional mechanism specific to the highest levels

of the nervous system (primarily to the cerebral cortex). On
the other hand, in the work of the Pavlov school and of certain

other investigators the conditioned reflex is treated as a method

of investigating the activity of the cerebral cortex, i.e. by means

of the ‘method of conditioned reflexes’ the functional properties

of this organ are made known.

Without making any claim to exactitude, which would call

for excessive comment, wc may formulate the definition of

a conditioned reflex as follows: a conditioned (or individually

acquired) reflex arises when two stimuli, of which one evokes an

inborn, permanent, or so-called unconditioned reaction of the

organism, are applied in association a number of times, and it

consists in the second of these stimuli beginning to evoke the

same kind of reaction as that produced by the first stimulus.

The stimulus which now gives rise to a reaction, which pre-

viously it did not evoke, becomes the conditiomd stimulus^ and the

simultaneous application of l)Oth stimuli—unconditioned and

conditioned—is called the reinforcement of the conditioned

stimulus (or reflex) by an unconditioned stimulus (or reflex).

In experimental work on higher nervous activity, alimentary

or acid conditioned reflexes (i.e. reflexes which are reinforced

by presentation of food or the introduction of acid into the

animal’s mouth) are generally used; the reaction observed is

a flow of the saliva through the opening of the salivary duct

transplanted to the outside of the cheek, and usually so-called

indifferent stimuli (auditory, visual, tactile or olfactory) serve

as conditioned stimuli. The conditioned and unconditioned
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stimuli are usually applied in overlapping sequence, the first

preceding the latter by ten to thirty seconds (the so-called

isolated period of the conditioned stimulus). Such a procedure

enables the observation of the conditioned response at each

trial.

Pavlov was not particularly concerned with the mechanism

of the actual formation of conditioned reflexes. He considered

that this type of reflex arises by the establishment in the cerebral

cortex of a connexion between the centre of the conditioned

stimulus and the centre of the unconditioned stimulus (possessing

its ‘cortical representation’), but he was rather vague as to the

nature of this connexion. And so the statements to be found in

his writings, that ‘ every strongly excited centre in some manner

attracts to itself every other weaker excitation reaching the

system simultaneously, and thus the point of application of this

excitation . . . becomes more or less firmly connected with that

centre’, or that a conditioned reflex is the result ot ‘the meeting

of the waves irradiated from different points ’* are rather vague

hypotheses, and play no essential part in his theory.

The established conditioned reflex may be temporarily or

permanently suppressed in two ways. The first consists in some
extraneous stimulus, evoking its own unconditioned reaction,

being applied together with the conditioned stimulus (or just

preceding it), with the result that the conditioned reflex is in-

hibited to a greater or lesser degree. Pavlov called this inhibi-

tion, which is analogous to other similar phenomena in the

nervous system, an external inhibition (also a passive or uncon-

ditioned inhibition), and the foreign stimulus exerting inhibitory

effect he called the eocternal inhibitor. The second method of

suppressing a conditioned reflex consists in its ceasing to be

reinforced by an unconditioned reflex. Here, at the very be-

ginning of investigations into conditioned reflexes, a fact came
under notice which played a great part in the development of

the physiology of the higher nervous activity, and which must

The first of these two quotations is taken from ‘ A brief outline of the
higher nervous activity’, an article published in Psychologiett of 1930
(Lectures, vol. ii, p. 47). The second is taken from a Lecture to the Inter-

national Physiological Congress, Rome, 1982 (Lectures, vol. ii, p. 87).
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be regarded as one of the basic facts in this field. It was found

that if the conditioned stimulus, in some way or another, ceases

to be reinforced (see below), then, although it no longer produces

the conditioned response, it by no means becomes what it had

been before (e.g. an indifferent stimulus), but acquires new,

definite properties. During the initial stages of investigation

into conditioned reflexes two such properties were observed.

The first was that if, after presenting (best of all several times

in succession) such an unreinforced and therefore inactive con-

ditioned stimulus, another normal conditioned stimulus is given,

the effect of the latter is weakened to a greater or lesser extent.

The second property then observed was that, if some not very

strong foreign stimulus is applied simultaneously with an inactive

conditioned stimulus, this latter is reactivated and gives rise

to a conditioned reaction. These discoveries led Pavlov to the

conclusion that non-reinforcement of a conditioned stimulus

leads not to the destruction of the reflex, but to its inhibition,

which manifests itself either in its being extended to other

conditioned reflexes (the first of the above-mentioned properties,

called inhibitory after-effect) or in the fact that under the influence

of foreign stimuli it can be temporarily removed (the second

of the above-mentioned properties, known as disinhibition).

The inhibition that arises in consequence of the non-reinforce-

ment of a conditioned reflex Pavlov called an iiUernal or active

inhibition, since it arises in the actual arc of the conditioned

reflex; and he called the stimulus which as the result of non-

reinforcement had ceased to give a conditioned reaction the

internal inhibitor, or inhibitory or negative conditioned stimulus.

So it follows that besides the active or positive conditioned

reflexes with a directly observable effect, there arc also negative,

or inhibitory conditioned reflexes, whose negative effect cannot

be directly measured, though their existence can be inferred

from their inhibitory influence upon other conditioned reflexes.

According to the manner in which the conditioned reflex

concerned is not reinforced we can distinguish different varieties

of internal inhibition.

The first and simplest variety occurs when the conditioned

reflex ceases to be reinforced by the unconditioned stimulus.
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This variety is called the experitnenlal extinction of the conditioned

reflex. Usually in experimental work use is made of so-called

acute extinction, which consists in repeating the conditioned

stimulus many times without reinforcement at brief (in terms

of a few minutes) intervals. After a number of such repetitions,

the conditioned reaction falls to zero. If the conditioned stimulus

continues to be applied without reinforcement the state of

inhibition is more and more ‘deepened’, which is manifested by
an increasingly strong and more and more prolonged inhibitory

after-effect (the so-called secondary extinction of other con-

ditioned reflexes). If the extinguished stimulus is not repeated
during a period of time, the conditioned reflex recovers spon-
taneously. The longer the interval and the less deepened the

inhibition, the more complete is the restoration of the positive

conditioned reflex.

A second variety of internal inhibition arises in the following

circumstances. It is known that if a conditioned reflex has been
elaborated in response to a given stimulus, it is also evocable
by other stimuli, similar to the original conditioned stimulus.

It was established by experiments that similar stimuli are
stimuli of the same quality but of different intensity, the same
intermittent stimuli of diflerent frequencies, tones of different

pitch, tactile stimuli directed to different parts of the skin, etc.

This phenomenon is called the generalization of the conditioned
reflex. But if one of the similar stimuli is regularly reinforced

by the unconditioned stimulus, while the other is never re-

inforced, then, after a certain period the second stimulus is

differentiated from the first, and the positive conditioned reflex

to it is transformed into an inhibitory reflex. This variety of
internal inhibition is called differentiation or differential inhibition.

The so-called conditioned inhibition is a particular case of

differentiation. It occurs when the given conditioned stimulus
is reinforced, whereas the same stimulus, combined with an
additional stimulus, is not reinforced.*

Tlie addition of an extraneous agent to the conditioned stimulus, of
course, produees an external inhibition. But if the additional agent evokes
only an orientation reaction, then on its repetition this reaction gradually
fades, and with it also fades its inhibitory effect on the conditioned reflex.
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After a time the combination of stimuli ceases to produce a

conditioned reaction and becomes inhibitory. The additional

stimulus, which has acquired the property of inhibiting the

conditioned reaction to the stimulus with which it has been

combined, is called the conditioned inhibitor. It must be mentioned

that the conditioned inhibitor added to any other conditioned

stimulus forms an inhibitory combination with it, without pre-

vious elaboration.

Finally, a third variety of internal inhibition occurs when the

conditioned stimulus is followed by an unconditioned stimulus,

not after a few seconds (as usually) but after two or three

minutes from its inception. During the early applications of

such combinations the conditioned response continues through-

out the isolated period of the conditioned stimulus, but later

this response gradually shifts more and more towards the

moment when reinforcement occurs, and in its first phase the

conditioned reflex is inhibited. This kind of internal inhibition

is called the inhibition of delay.

2

The laws of conditioned reflex activity so far discussed have

been of a purely descriptive character, and the terms introduced

have served simply for the denomination and classification of

the observed phenomena. Only in the next period of investiga-

tion into conditioned reflexes did problems arise which concern

the central mechanism of these phenomena, in other words,

which concern the mechanism of the activity of the cerebral

cortex.

This period was opened with Krasnogorsky’s experiments in

1910,* which were afterwards repeated in innumerable variations

by various workers. The general scheme of the experiments

we refer to was as follows. Conditioned reflexes to a number of

similar stimuli (e.g. to the rhythmic touching of various places

on a dog’s skin, or to a number of different musical tones) were

established, one of these stimuli was transformed into an in-

Krasnogorsky, N. I., Diss., Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Conditioned

RefiexeSt PP* 158 et seq.).
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hibitor, and then the extent of the inhibitory after-effect upon

active conditioned stimuli at various intervals after the applica-

tion of the inhibitory stimulus was investigated. A dual kind of

inhibition was made use of. Either one of the conditioned stimuli

was acutely extinguished, and immediately after its extinction

(more or less deep) the secondary extinction of other, similar

conditioned stimuli was investigated; or one of the stimuli was

differentiated from the others and, when the differential in-

hibition was adequately established, the inhibitory after-effect

upon active conditioned stimuli applied after the inhibitory

stimulus was investigated. By comparing the results of all

the experiments of a given series, it was possible to determine

the extent and the duration of the inhibitory effect exerted

by the inhibitory stimulus on various active conditioned

stimuli.*

The results obtained in the majority of cxj>eriments of this

kind can be summarized as follows

:

(1) The more the given conditioned stimulus resembles the

stimulus originally inhibited (i.e. extinguished or differentiated),

the more lasting is the inhibitory after-effect upon it.

(2) Given an equal interval after the application of the in-

hibitory stimulus, the inhibitory after-effect is the stronger, the

more the conditioned stimulus resembles the inhibitory stimulus

which it follows.

(3) The secondary inhibition of all conditioned stimuli applied

after the inhibitory stimulus increases gradually, achieves its

maximum after a dozen or so seconds, or rarely after a few

minutes, and then gradually diminishes over the course of a

few or a dozen or so minutes.

(4) The more times the inhibitory stimulus is repeated (i.e.

the more the internal inhibition is deepened) the stronger and

the more lasting is the inhibitory after-effect.

(5) The secondary inhibition of active conditioned stimuli

The substantives ‘inhibition’, ‘extinction’, ‘differentiation’ and the
corresponding participles are used in association both with the substantive
‘reflex’, and with the substantive ‘conditioned stimulus’; e.g. the ‘con-
ditioned stimulus was inhibited, has undergone extinction’, etc. Obviously
these are abbreviations for the phrases: ‘the conditioned reflex to this or
that stimulus was inhibited’, etc.
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impinging upon the same analyser* as the inhibitory stimulus is,

ceteris paribits, stronger and more prolonged than the inhibition

of stimuli impinging upon other analysers.

By way of illustration and better elucidation of the above

principles we briefly adduce the results of the experiments

carried out by Ivanov-Smolensky and Bieliakov.f

Ivanov-Smolensky's experiments. Alimentary conditioned re-

flexes were established in a dog to the tones: 123 vibrations a

second (H), 132 vibrations a second (C), 1036 vibrations (C) and

1161 vibrations (D), and also to a hissing sound and to beats of

a metronome. Then, from time to time, one of these stimuli

was subjected to acute extinction (by applying it without rein-

forcement a number of times in succession) and the effect was

investigated of the extinguished conditioned stimulus upon the

active conditioned stimuli applied after it. The results of these

experiments are shown in a diagram compiled on the basis of

the author’s statistical data (Fig. 1). As can be seen from this

diagram, the inhibitory after-effect upon conditioned stimuli

applied at different intervals after the inhibitor increases

gradually during 3-5 minutes, then slowly subsides; the con-

ditioned reflex to the tone nearest to that of the extinguished

tone is inhibited most strongly and for the longest time, there is

much weaker inhibition to the distant tone, and still weaker

inhibition to the other auditory stimulus.

Bieliakov's experiments. An alimentary conditioned reflex

was established to a musical tone (auditory stimulus) and to a

noiselessly rotating object (visual stimulus). Differentiation was

established to half a tone lower. In various experiments the

inhibited tone was applied twice or four times, and then after

a minute’s interval the active tone or the rotating object was
tested. After a double application of the differentiated tone the

The term ‘analyser’ was introduced by Pavlov to denote the part of the
nervous system dealing with a definite kind of stimuli. Thus we have the
visual analyser, the tactile analyser, the auditory analyser, etc. An analyser

possesses a p)eripheral end (receptors) and a central end (the corresponding
receptive area of the cortex).

t Ivanov-Smolensky, A. G., Trudy Lab. Pavlom^ 1924, vol. i, p. 229
(Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes^ pp. 165 et seq.). Bieliakov, V. V., Diss.,

Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 167 et seq.).
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effect of the conditioned active tone was diminished by 60 %
in comparison with the norm, but there was no change in the

effect of the rotating object. After a fourfold repetition of the

differentiated tone the conditioned reflex to the active tone

diminished almost to zero, whereas the conditioned reflex to the

rotating object was diminished only by half.

Fig. 1. Tlie dependence of the intensity of inhibitory after-effect upon the

time elapsed between the application of the negative and the positive

conditioned stimulus and upon the similarity of these stimuli (according

to Ivanov-Srnolensky’s experiments). Abscissa: time (in minutes) elapsed

since the last application of the conditioned stimulus submitted to experi-

mental extinction (musical tone of 123 vibrations). Ordinate: the size of

the conditioned response to stimuli subjected to the inhibitory after-effect,

in percentages of their normal response. musical tone of 132

vibrations (the nearest to inhibitory stimulus). musical tone of

1161 vibrations (more remote from inhibitory stimulus). hissing

sound.

If we accept the position (as was adopted by Pavlov) that

the cortical end of the given analyser constitutes a projection

of its peripheral end, in other words that there is a strict point-

to-point correspondence between the receptive surface and its

cortical representation, then the simplest interpretation of the

results above described is as follows: the inhibitory stimulus

initiates in its cortical point dHmpact a state of inhibition which

irradiates or spreads over the cortex during some seconds,

affecting the nearest cortical cells to the greatest extent, the

more distant cells of the same analyser to a lesser extent, the
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still more distant cells belonging to other analysers to an even

lesser extent. Then during some minutes it is concentrated^ and

flows back to its starting-point, successively releasing first the

most distant and then the increasingly closer areas of the

cerebral cortex. That is the interpretation Pavlov himself gave

to the facts we have just described.

Let us consider more closely what is asserted and predeter-

mined by this interpretation. First and foremost, it unequi-

vocally localizes the process of internal inhibition. So far

experimental data have not allowed of any precise determination

of the particular sector of the conditioned reflex arc in which

this process arises; indeed, in the earlier works of the Pavlov

school we find continual vacillation as to this point. But if we

accept the foregoing interpretation, we have to accept that the

seat of the process is the cortical centre of the inhibited con-

ditioned stimulus. In other words, we accept the thesis that

under the action of the given conditioned stimulus a state of

excitation or of inhibition arises in the cortical cells corresponding

to this stimulus, depending on whether it is reinforced and gives

a positive reaction, or is not reinforced and so calls forth an

inhibitory reaction. From this it follows that in the case of the

conditioned stimulus not being reinforced, the given cortical

point acquires, either tem})orarily or permanently, what Pavlov

calls ‘inhibitory (or negative) excitability’, i.e. the property of

reacting to stimuli not with a process of excitation but with

one of inhibition.

Secondly, we must accept that the state of inhibition arising in

a given point of the cortex, because of its negative excitability,

does not remain there, but temporarily spreads out into other

points of the cerebral cortex, which normally are endowed with

‘excitatory (or positive) excitability’.

When it was discovered that inhibition has the property of

irradiating over the cortex, it was supposed that this is also

true of excitation. This supposition was confirmed by means of

two separate categories of facts. One of these categories was

obtained in experiments analogous to those of Krasnogorsky.*

Pietrova, M. K,, Diss., Petersburg, 1014. Podkopayev, N. A., TrudyLab,
Pavlova, 1941, vol. x, p. 160 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 177 et seq.).
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They consisted in elaborating a positive conditioned reflex

to the tactile stimulation of one place on a dog’s skin, while

other places were differentiated. When differentiation of all

these places was well established the experiments proceeded as

follows; Immediately after the active conditioned stimulus one

or another of the inhibitory conditioned stimuli was applied.

In these conditions the inhibitory stimuli proved to be dis-

inhibited, and the conditioned effect which they evoked was

the stronger the closer the stimulated point of the skin lay to

the excitatory point. The conclusion this leads to is that the

excitation of the given point of the cerebral cortex irradiates

and involves other points endowed normally with inhibitory

excitability, in consequence of which they become temporarily

positive to a greater or lesser extent.

The second category of facts confirming the irradiation of

excitation is derived from the phenomenon of generalization of

conditioned reflexes. In fact, experimental data show that a

conditioned reflex to a tactile stimulation of one place on the

skin is generalized to other places, the effect of these secondary

conditioned stimuli being the less, the farther the stimulated

place is situated from the primary stimulus. If it is assumed that

the sensory area of the cerebral cortex constitutes a projection

of the surface of the skin, then the phenomenon of generaliza-

tion can be explained by accepting that the excitation of the

given cortical point irradiates into neighbouring points, and

these points, being excited simultaneously with the centre of the

unconditioned stimulus, link up with it on the basis of the general

law of the formation of conditioned reflexes. In the case of

differentiation we create in the given analyser not only a focus

of excitation, but also one of inhibition; inhibition irradiates

over the cortex in the same way as excitation, and thus these

processes mutually restrict each other. As the result, after the

differentiation of the two stimuli is achieved, the generalization

of the conditioned stimulus remains restricted in the direction

of the inhibitory stimulus, since the inhibitory centre resists

its wider irradiation.
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3

We have mentioned that the irradiation of inhibition does not

appear immediately after the application of the inhibitory

stimulus, but develops gradually, achieving its maximum in the

course of some tens of seconds. The question arises, what goes

on in the cerebral cortex before the beginning of irradiation?

A clear answer to this question was given for the first time by
the experiments carried out by Fursikov* several years after the

discovery of irradiation. He pointed out that the active con-

ditioned stimulus, applied immediately after the inhibitory

stimulus, often evoked an effect greater than usual, and some-

times almost double by comparison with the normal effect. This

fact indicates that, before it has begun to irradiate, the process

of inhibition arising in a given point of the cerebral cortex

evokes the opposite process, i.e. an increase of excitability of

the nerve cells in other points of the cortex. Pavlov called this

phenomenon positive indiwiion.

Experimental research has been devoted as much to positive

induction as to the irradiation of inhibition, and has shown
that this phenomenon is far more capricious than inhibitory

after-effect, and is less rcgidarly observable. Certain conditions

of its manifestation have been investigated fairly precisely. For

instance, it has been shown that positive induction arises more

easily after differential inhibition than after other varieties of

internal inhibition, that it arises with the greater strength and
freq\iency the fresher is the inhibitor (in other words, the less

established it is) and the finer the differentiation, and that

finally, if the inhibitory retlex is disiuhibited by some extraneous

stimulus, then positive induction is replaced by inhibition.

By w'ay of illustration wc give the following data from

Kalmykov’s experiments.*)* From a conditioned stimulus, con-

sisting in a metronome beating at a frequency of 100 a minute,

he differentiated a beat at a frequency of 160 . When the differ-

Fursikov, D. S., Arch, Nauk biol. 1928, vol. xxiii, nos. 1-3 (Pavlov,
Conditioned Reflexes, p. 189).

t Kalmykov, M. P., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1926, vol. i, no. 2 (Pavlov,

Conditioned Reflexes, p. 191).

KC R Z
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entiation was established, he applied from time to time the active

stimulus immediately after the inhibitory stimulus, and found

that in this situation its effect was regularly greater (by over

50 %). Then a very fine differentiation was established in the

same dog, by applying the beat of a metronome at a frequency

of 112 without reinforcement. When this differentiation was

achieved the new inhibitor evoked a still stronger positive

induction (an increase of the conditioned reflex by over 70 %),

but the old inhibitory stimulus (160 beats of the metronome)

failed to cause any positive induction.

The positive induction appears not only after the inhibitory

stimulus, but also, to a still greater degree, during its application.*

This fact shows that during the action of the internal inhibitor

the process of inhibition is rather concentrated in the cortical

point corresponding to the inhibitory conditioned stimulus,

while the irradiation of this process begins only after the stimulus

is withdrawn.

In connexion with the facts described in the previous and the

present section it is worth while drawing attention to the

following state of affairs. If, repeating a conditioned stimulus

many times without reinforcement at 2 minute intervals, its

effect is reduced to zero, and then at the same interval another

conditioned stimulus is tried, owing to the irradiation of the

inhibition its effect will be considerably diminished. But if the

conditioned stimulus is given simultaneously with the ex-

tinguished stimulus (or immediately after it) the conditioned

reaction may not only be undiminished, but, on the contrary,

sometimes shows a certain increase. It follows from this that

* As this fact is not well known, we cite data illustrating it, drawn from
Podkopayev's paper {Jubilee Volume in honour of Pavlov, 1924, p. 297).
The author compared the effect of a conditioned stimulus (a tone) applied
during the action of a differential inhibitor (beats of a metronome) with the
effect of the same stimulus applied immediately after the inhibitor. In the
case of the tone being presented during the inhibitor, out of nine tests the
results were: an increase in the effect of the conditioned stimulus (by
26-86 %) in four tests, the usual effect in four tests, and a slightly diminished
effect (by 10 %) in one test. When the tone was given immediately after the
inhibitor, out of six tests there was a reduction of the conditioned reaction
in four cases (from 80 to 40 %), in one case the reaction remained normal,
and in one case there was an increase by 26 %.
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whereas after the cessation of the inhibitory stimulus the in-

hibition irradiates widely over the cortex, on the successive

application of this stimulus it is immediately reconcentrated

at its starting-point, so releasing the rest of the cerebral cortex

from its influence.

Establishment of the fact that a concentrated state of in-

hibition causes an increase of excitability in the surrounding

areas of the cerebral cortex led to the conclusion that, on the

other hand, a concentrated state of excitation should produce

an inhibition around itself. This principle is called negative

induction, and many facts of the most varied nature were drawn
upon for its confirmation. Here we mention the most important

of these.

First, negative induction provided an explanation of all the

facts which previously had been called external inhibition. And,

indeed, if it is known that an extraneous stimulus evoking an

orientation reaction, for instance, inhibits a simultaneously

acting conditioned reflex, there is no difficulty in explaining

this fact by reference to negative induction. It is assumed that

the extraneous stimulus brings about a concentrated excitation

in the corresponding point of the cerebral cortex, as the result of

which other points of the cortex, including the point corre-

sponding to the given conditioned stimulus, are inhibited.

In the same way excitation of an alimentary centre (evoked

by a conditioned or unconditioned stimulus) produces negative

induction, as the result of which all the animal’s other activities

during the act of eating (or waiting for food) are inhibited. This

explains, among other things, the fact that, if a stimulus to be

conditioned is regularly applied during the action of the un-

conditioned stimulus, instead of before it, the conditioned reflex,

practically speaking, cannot be established, and, as later

research showed, an inhibitory reflex arises in its place.

f

According to Pavlov this is due to the fact that when the

indifferent stimulus reaches the cortical centres during the period

* Krestovnikov, A. N., Trudy Ohshekestva Russkikh Vrachei, 1913, vol.

Lxxx (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 27 et seq.).

t Kreps, E. M., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1933, vol. v, p. 5; Pavlova, V. J.

ibid. p. 21; Vinogradov, N. V., ibid. p. 88; Petrova, M. K., ibid. p. 49
(Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp, 391 et seq.).
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when they are subjected to negative induction it is unable to

evoke there the excitatory process necessary for the elaboration

of a conditioned connexion.

But in Pavlov's theory negative induction is used to explain

not only phenomena of external inhibition, but also other facts in

which the excitation in any way strengthens or incites the state

of inhibition. For instance, Krzyshkovsky’s and Strogonov’s

investigations* showed that in the course of transforming an

inhibitor}" conditioned reflex to the differentiated stimulus into an

active conditioned reflex, the following interesting phenomenon

arises. If the inhibitory stimulus is applied successively and

reinforced by the unconditioned stimulus, the transformation

of this stimulus into a positive stimulus occurs very rapidly.

But if this stimulus is applied in alternation with the positive

stimulus from which it has been differentiated, the formation

of an active conditioned reflex to the inhibitory stimulus pro-

ceeds as a rule very slowly and laboriously, and sometimes

appears to be almost hopeless. It appears as if the intervention

of positive conditioned stimuli between the inhibitory stimuli

strengthened the process of inhibition evoked by these stimuli,

and hindered the replacing of this process by one of excitation.

Pavlov ascribed this fact to negative induction.

In general it has to be pointed out that, as numerous experi-

ments have shown, after a differentiation between two similar

stimuli is established, these stimuli become a pair, linked

together by inductive relations. For instance, a conditioned

response to the positive stimulus usually becomes higher than
it was before differentiation, which is ascribed to the constant

influence of the positive induction surrounding tlie inhibitory

point; similarly, the application of the positive conditioned

stimulus before its inhibitory opposite is favourable to the

strengthening of the inhibitory reflex, this being regarded as the

result of negative induction, and so on. Particularly clear in-

ductive relations between the excitatory and the inhibitory

points were found by Kupalov in his fine experiments concerning

the so-called ‘cortical mosaic ’.I In these experiments positive

Quoted from Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 196 et seq.

t Kupalov, P. S., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1929, vol. iii, pp. 8, 27, 89.
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and negative conditioned reflexes were alternately established

to the stimulation of several places on a dog’s skin. The author

was able to demonstrate that the proeesses of excitation and

inhibition were in this situation strictly concentrated in the

cortical ‘points’ proper to them and exerted inductive influence

on neighbouring points.

Pavlov also considered that relations of mutual induction

exist between larger divisions of the nervous system. According

to him the cerebral cortex constantly exhibits inhibitory in-

fluence upon the subcortical ganglia (negative induction), while

the inhibition of the cortex causes excitation of the subcortical

ganglia as the effect of positive induction. Similar relations would

also exist between the various parts of the cerebral cortex.

4

As can be seen from the foregoing description, in certain cases

the states of cortical excitation and inhibition both remain

concentrated, causing the phenomenon of induction, whereas

in other eases they irradiate to a lesser or greater extent over

the cortex. Here we are confronted with the important problem

:

On w'hat factors does the behaviour of both processes depend?

Pavlov was greatly concerned with this problem, and in the last

few years of his life he formulated general laws which defined

this (picstion. For this purpose he made use chiefly of facts

concerning the influence of extraneous stimuli upon active and

inhibitory conditioned rellexes.

Now weak extraneous stimuli (like weak light, weak sounds,

etc.), unlike strong ones, very often do not cause a diminution

of the conditioned reflexes, but slightly increase them,* and

they also bring about disinhibition of the inhibitory rellexes.

This leads to the conclusion that a weak excitation, contrary

to a strong one, is not concentrated in the spot where it originates,

but irradiates over the cortex, suminating with excitations

originating in other points, or temporarily ‘washing out’ the

state of inhibition from the inhibitory points. As for stronger

excitations evoked by such stimuli as sounds of average strength.

* Bylina, A. S., Diss., Petersburg, 1910.
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strong light, strong smells, rhythmic touching of the skin, etc.,

as we have already said, these are concentrated, and conse-

quently they exert an inhibiting effect on the simultaneously

acting conditioned reflexes (external inhibition). However, the

traces left after the action of such strong stimuli have the same

properties as weak stimuli possess during their action, i.e. they

disinhibit the inhibitory reflexes and increjise the active reflexes.

From which we can infer that the strong stimulus after its

cessation behaves in the same way as does a weak stimulus

during its action, i.e. it causes irradiation of excitation. The fact

that, as was observed long ago {vide the works of Pimenov and
Grossman),* the trace conditioned reflexes (i.e. reflexes estab-

lished not to an actual stimulus but to its traces) are generalized

much more broadly than ordinary conditioned reflexes, is taken
to confirm this view. For in this case, after the cessation of the

conditioned stimulus the excitation evoked by it irradiates

widely over the cortex, which enables distant cortical points to
link up with the centre of the conditioned reflex.

Whereas during the action of the strong stimulus excitation

is concentrated, very strong excitation behaves like a wxak one,
i.e. it irradiates at once. Pavlov based this assertion on the
following fact. When, during an experiment on alimentary
conditioned reflexes a dog was brought to a highly aggressive
state towards an outsider present in the room, the conditioned
reflexes grew considerably, this being explained by the irradia-

tion of the excitation from the ‘centre of aggression’ to other
centres, inter alia to the alimentary centre. But when the animal
quietened down a little and only fixed its gaze on the stranger,
the conditioned reflexes, on the contrary, grew less than the
normal, since the somewhat weakened excitation in the ‘centre
of aggression ’ became concentrated and began to cause a negative
induction in other centres (Bezbokaya’s experiments).

f

A similar state of dependence between the strength of a process
and its diffusion is to be observed in the process of inhibition.

* Pimenov, P. P., Diss., Petersburg, 1907. Grossman, P. S., Diss.,
Petersburg, 1910 (Pavlov, CoTufifioned p. 118).

t Bezbokaya, M., Diss., Petersburg, 1918 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes,
p. 182).
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When the inhibition is weak, i.e. incomplete (not fully formed),

it does not usually give a positive induction, and so the in-

hibitory stimulus exerts an inhibiting effect upon the conditioned

stimuli even during its actual duration. This shows that the

process of inhibition irradiates at once, without previous con-

centration. In the case of a stronger inhibition, when it is

wholly formed and complete, during the action of the stimulus

and immediately afterward a positive induction is observed, i.e.

there is a concentration of inhibition, which later yields place

to irradiation. Finally, a very strong inhibition, which is obtained

through a marked prolongation of action of a differential in-

hibitor, or through the manifold repetition of the inhibitory

stimulus, again gives almost no positive induction, but only a

considerable weakening of the active conditioned reflexes, i.e. a

strong irradiation.

All the facts above adduced led Pavlov to formulate the

following general statement: ‘with a slight tension of either the

excitatory or inhibitory process, under the action of corre-

sponding stimulation, irradiation carries the processes from the

original point; with a moderate tension it is concentrated in the

original point; and with marked tension, there is again irradia-

tion’.*

According to Pavlov sleep is a demonstrative example of the

irradiation of inhibition. The phenomenon of sleep was met with

quite early on in experiments on conditioned reflexes, and it

was established that it frequently occurs in strict association

with internal inhibition. Thus, the deep extinction of a con-

ditioned reflex, or even of an orientation reflex, or the manifold

successive repetition of a differential inhibitor, often leads to

the animal falling asleep. Similarly, with a greatly delayed con-

ditioned reflex, when the reinforcement follows only after the

conditioned stimulus has continued for 3 minutes, the dog

frequently falls asleep in the inhibitory phase, i.e. in the first

2 minutes, and wakes up in the third minute, not long before the

food is given. In all these cases we have inhibition not con-

centrated, but strongly irradiating. But, on the other hand,

the application of a well-established differential inhibitor alter-

Pavlov, Lectures, vol. ii, p. 87.
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nately with positive conditioned stimuli favouring a concentra-

tion of the inhibition and positive induction, never causes sleep.

On the basis of these data Pavlov came to the conclusion that

‘internal inhibition and sleep are one and the same process’; in

other words, sleep comes as the result of a strongly diffused

state of inhibition, which involves not only the cerebral cortex,

but the subcortical ganglia.

During the first phase of the act of falling asleep a certain

motor excitation and some enhancement of subcortical reflexes

are often observed. Pavlov explains this as due to the inductive

relations existing between the cortex and subcortical ganglia,

which cause the subcortical centres, which have been partially

inhibited during the active state of the cerebral cortex (negative

induction), to be excited during the inhibition of the cortex

(positive induction). Only when the sleep is deeper does the

irradiation of the inhibition spread to the subcortical ganglia.

According to Pavlov hypnosis is a state of partial sleep, when
little islands of excitation emerge against the background of the

inhibited cortex.

Confirmation of the above conception is found in the facts

that indicate that a deepening of inhibition often leads to sleep,

while, on the other hand, a weakening of the inhibition, or its

concentration, eliminates sleep. For instance, experiments are

conducted on conditioned reflexes in which the reinforcement

is postponed for 30 seconds. It is observed that during the

experiment the animal is sleepy, and more and more frequently

falls off to sleep completely for longer and longer periods. It is

only necessary to reduce the isolated periods of the conditioned

stimulus to 5 or 10 seconds (whereby the inhibition of delay is

eliminated) or to introduce a differential inhibition and elaborate

it satisfactorily (whereby we intensify the concentration of the

inhibition) for the drowsiness and the sleep to vanish. Many
similar examples could be adduced.

The results of experiments carried out by Galkin and
Speransky, who established that dogs deprived of three receptors

(visual, auditory and olfactory) spend almost all their time in

sleep, led Pavlov to the assumption that besides active sleep, as

above described, there is also ‘passive’ sleep, caused by the
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absence of stimuli to the cerebral cortex.* But later he came to

the conclusion that ‘ passive ’ sleep possesses the same mechanism

as ‘active’ sleep, and that the sleep of animals deprived of

receptors is also caused by inhibition, which is the result of

monotonous stimuli originating from the tactile receptors. The

strong irradiation of this inhibition is due to the absence of

excitation in other areas of the cortex, in consequence of which

the process of inhibition meets with no obstacles whatever in

the course of its dispersal.t

o

As we have seen from the preceding sections, the second stage

of the work on the physiology of the higher nervous activity

was chieily devoted to research into the interactions between

various reflexes, both conditioned and unconditioned, both*

activx and inhibitory. These inv^estigations led to the establish-

ment of laws for the ‘ dynamics ’ of the cortical processes, namely,

of the law of irradiation and concentration of the processes of

excitation and inhibition, and that of mutual ind\iction. During

the third decade of this century this stage began imperceptibly

to pass into the next, which has dominated all the work on

conditioned reflexes ever since. In this last period the chief role

is given over to the investigation of the functional properties of

various ‘points’ of the cerebral cortex under the influence of

various factors.

It has long been known that if, on the basis of a defined un-

conditioned stimulus (for instance a regular portion of food

given), conditioned reflexes arc elaborated to the various

stimuli, each of these reflexes develops to a certain magnitude,

where, given unvarying experimental conditions, it remains

constant. However, this magnitude is different for different

stimuli. The stronger the conditioned stimulus, the greater the

conditioned reflex it evokes. For instance, a stronger tone

acting as a conditioned stimulus gives a greater response than a

weaker tone, a higher frequency of the metronome beat gives

E.g. Pavlov, Lectures, vol. n, p. 89.

t Pavlov, ‘The problem of sleep’, in the first volume of his Collected

Works, p. 409, Moscow, 1940.
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a greater response than a lower frequency. Furthermore, it has

been observed that in general intermittent agencies are stronger

conditioned stimuli than continuous agencies, and the acoustic

stimuli used in the laboratory produce in general a greater

conditioned effect than tactile or visual stimuli. All this class

of phenomena has been pretty thoroughly worked over experi-

mentally, and these investigations led to Pavlov’s formulation

of the ‘law of the relationship between the magnitude of the

effect and the strength of stimulation’, which lays down that

the more strongly a cortical ‘point’ is stimulated, the stronger

is the conditioned effect. Thus the magnitude of the conditioned

reflex becomes an indicator of the strength of excitation of the

given cortical point.

However, further investigations revealed that the strength

of excitation of the cortical cells depends not only on the

strength of the stimulus acting on them, but also on two funda-

mental properties of these cells, namely, on their excitahility

and their capability. In every ease both these properties deter-

mine the magnitude of the conditioned reflex to the given

stimulus.

The greater the excitability of the cortical cells, the stronger,

ceteris paribus, is the conditioned reflex to the given stimulus,

provided there is no obstacle in the too poor capability of these

cells (see below). According to the Pavlov theory small in-

jections of ealfein, moderate hunger, and certain other factors,

cause an increase of reflexes through an increase in the

excitability of the cortical cells. On the contrary, the satiation

of the animal causes a diminution in the excitability of the cells

and a reduction in the conditioned reflexes. Old age, the

removal of the thyroid gland, etc., have a similar but chronic

effect.

The concept of the capability of the cortical cells arose in

connexion with the following type of experiment. If conditioned

reflexes are elaborated to various stimuli from the weakest to

the strongest, it is found that whereas strong stimuli evoke the

maximal conditioned response, very strong stimuli, so-called

supra-maximal, evokean effectmoreor less diminished. According

to Pavlov the explanation of this is that the cortical cells possess
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a ‘top capability’,* in other words, they are capable of reacting

by excitation to the stimuli that reach them only up to definite

limits. If the stimulus exceeds the top capability of the corre-

sponding cortical cell, this cell reacts to such a stimulus with

inhibition, the so-called top or protecting inhibition. According

to Pavlov and his followers, the biological role of this inhibition

is by its intervention to prevent damage to the cortical cells

which might result from too strong an excitation, i.e. to protect

the cells from the strain of too great a ‘loss of energy ’.f

The capability of the cortical cells depends on many factors,

and may change either acutely or clironically. First of all it

depends on the type of animal. The cortical elements in animals

with a so-called weak nervous system arc of poor capability,

i.e. in their ease any strong excitation easily becomes supra-

maximal and leads to top inhibition. Further, such factors as

neuroses, old age, and, among transient factors, drowsiness also

weaken the cortical cells, i.e. they lower their top capability.

It is easy enough to realize what consequences follow from a

lowering of the top capability of cortical cells. A strong

conditioned stimulus which had pnwiously been evoking a

maximal conditioned reaction, as the result of a reduction of thv

cortical cells’ capability, becomes a supra-maximal stimulus,

and as the result of the top inhibition its effect is diminished,

becoming equal to the effect of weaker stimuli. This is what is

called the phase of equalization, when both strong and weak con-

ditioned stimuli evoke an identical conditioned reaction. With
a still greater lowering of the top capability the effect of strong

* I prefer the word ‘top’ to the word ‘limit’ used by Gaunt in his trans-

lation, as more precisely corresponding to the Russian w'ord ‘priediel’.

‘ Zapriedielnoye Tormozhenie’ I translate ‘top inhibition’. .1. K.

t The attentive reader will certainly see a contradiction between the

statement that very strong stimuli evoke top inhibition, and the earlier

statement that they evoke strong excitation irradiating over the cortex.

This contradiction (which has not been explained either by Pavlov or by
his followers) is in our view to be explained within the framework of Pavlov’s
theory as being due to various nerve cells possessing various tops ofcapability.

Cortical cells, which have no great capability, react to strong stimuli with
top inhibition, whereas subcortical cells, which have a far greater capability,

react to such stimuli with an adequately strong excitation, wliich because
of its strength overflows into other centres. It seems to us that this explana-

tion is completely in accordance with the spirit of Pavlov’s theory.
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stimuli may become less than that of weak stimuli, which state

is called the paradoxical phase. With a very considerable reduc-

tion of capability the so-called ultra-paradoxical phase is some-

times observed, when positive conditioned stimuli are completely

inhibited, whereas the inhibitory stimulus evokes a positive

conditioned reaction. The explanation of this phase is that the

inhibited excitatory point produces excitation in the inhibitory

point, with which it is linked by mutual induction.

The phase of equalization and the paradoxical phase can be

obtained not only by lowering the top capability of the cortical

cells, but also by an increase in their excitability. In these

conditions the maximal stimulus may evoke too strong an

excitation, causing a top inhibition, in consequence of which its

effect becomes equal to the effect of weaker stimuli, or even less.

This explains why large doses of caffein produce an increase of

conditioned reflexes to weak stimuli, whereas strong stimuli, on

the contrary, are weakened, which results in an equalization or

paradoxical phase.* Similar relations between conditioned re-

flexes are sometimes met with in cases of hunger.

f

Animals with a so-called weak nervous system, i.e. with

cortical cells of a poor ca{)ability, always exhibit disturbance of

the law of strength of stimuli, in the form of the phases above

mentioned. In normal animals such disturbance is manifested

in states of drowsiness (hence the term ‘hypnotic phases’). As
we have said, there is a chronic diminution in the capability of

cortical cells in the case of experimental neuroses, which have
been very thoroughly investigated by the Pavlovian school.

Experimental neuroses are pathological states of the cortical

activity, evoked in a purely functional manner, i.e. only by
certain combinations of stimuli which are detrimental to the

animal’s nervous equilibrium. Among the factors that can evoke

experimental neuroses are: (1) collision of the processes of

excitation and inhibition, produced by the application of an
active and an inhibitory conditioned stimulus concurrently or

* Kleshchov, S. V., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1938, vol. viii, p. 182. Zewald,
L. O., ibid. p. 360.

t Rikman, V. V., unpublished experiments. Vide Pavlov, Lectures, vol.
II, pp. 54 et seq.
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in immediate suceession; (2) overstrain of the process of in-

hibition, when, for instance, th? duration of the differential

inhibitor is protracted from its usual 15-30 seconds to several

minutes; (3) overstrain of the process of excitation, evoked by

supra-maximal stimuli; and finally (4) any ‘task’ too difficult for

the animal’s nervous system, e,g. a very subtle differentiation, the

application of the same stimulus sometimes with and sometimes

without reinforcement, etc. The last factor may be regarded as a

collision between excitation and inhibition.

We may cite the neurosis obtained in Razienkov's experi-

ments as a classic example of such a state with all its typical

symptoms.* This experimenter produced a collision of the

process of excitation and inhibition in a dog, by applying a

positive conditioned stimulus (rhythmic stimulation of a given

point on the skin at a frequency of 24 touches per minute)

immediately after a negative stimulus (rhythmic stimulation

of the same spot on the skin at a frequency of 12 to the minute).

From the following day onward over the course of a few weeks

the conditioned reflex activity of the animal suffered considerable

disturbance. During the first 9 days the conditioned reflexes

were down to zero
;
then they began to appear, but the relation-

ship between the strength of the stimuli and the conditioned

effect was reversed, i.e. there occurred a paradoxical phase which

lasted 2 weeks, then came an equalization phase, and only after

it had passed did the dog gradually return to normal.

In bad cases of neurosis pathological phenomena are met with

also in the sphere of behaviour: e.g. despite its hunger the dog

does not take the food offered, displays negativism and ambi-

valence, cataleptic states, etc. As these phenomena belong to

the pathophysiology of the cerebral cortex, they lie beyond the

scope of the questions with which we are concerned in this book.

6

In this section we desire to give an exposition of Pavlov’s views

on the nature of the process of cortical inhibition and the state

of ‘inhibitory excitability’ of the cortical cells. This problem

* Hazienkov, I. P., Trudy Lab, Pavlova^ 1924, vol. i, no. 1 (Pavlov,

Conditioned Reflexes^ pp. 270 et seq.).
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greatly occupied him; he called it the ‘damnable problem of

physiology of the higher nervous activity, and put forward a

number of hypotheses regarding it, but finally could not decide

in favour of any, since they all seemed to him imperfect in some

respect and none of them could cover all the facts they were

intended to explain. Here we give the most important of these

hypotheses together with the defects which made them un-

satisfactory to Pavlov.

Quite early on the view was accepted by the Pavlov school

that inhibition is the opposite state to excitation, that it is

a kind of ‘negative excitation’. Therefore there was a continual

search for a symmetry between the two processes, and a tendency

to find in every property of one process the converse of the

corresponding property of the other. Thus the irradiation of

inhibition stimulated investigations into the irradiation of ex-

citation, and positive induction was the source of the conception

of negative induction. In this connexion the discovery of top

inhibition was a serious breach in the idea of the symmetry of

the two processes, for no corresponding phenomenon for excita-

tion was ever found.

As excitation is a kind of discharge of energy of the nervous

cells, in other words is associated with the catabolic process,

Pavlov associated inhibition with the opposite process, of recon-

struction or assimilation. And so he very often expressed the

opinion that inhibition is a rest for the cortical cells, of which

the most demonstrative expression he considered to be the

recuperative action of sleep. It is this that led Pavlov to give

his approval to the sleep treatment of nervous diseases. But,

on the other hand, he realized the great dilliculties that are

inherent in this conception. For the accumulated evidence con-

cerning internal inhibition indicates that it is an ‘ active ’ process,

that it has to be established often long and laboriously, that

its maintenance demands specific ‘cerebral work’ on the part

of the animal, that too frequent repetition of inhibitory stimuli

lead to their disinhibition, and so on. So how in such cases

can one speak of a rest for the cells of the cerebral cortex,

when experimental data show something rather diametrically

opposite?
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There is a certain connexion between the assimilation theory

of inhibition and the conception, according to which inhibition,

or more strictly ‘inhibitory excitability’, of a given cortical

point is associated with its functional exhaustion. One of the

main facts on which this theory is based is that the frequent

repetition of one and the same conditioned stimulus leads, even

though it is reinforced each time, to a gradual diminution of its

effect, which may even fall to zero. This occurs either rapidly,

in one experiment, or chronically, in a long series of experi-

ments.* This phenomenon is called ‘extinction with reinforce-

ment’. Pavlov explained it as follows. Every cortical cell

which is excited many times over becomes exhausted, and so

passes into a state of inhibition. So the problem is not why does

a state of inhibition arise in the cortical cells, but why does the

non-reinforcement of a conditioned stimulus lead to this state

incomparably more rapidly than does the repetition of this

stimulus with reinforcement. The answer is based on the above-

formulated theory of the anabolic role of inhibition. The applica-

tion of an unconditioned stimulus (e.g. offering food to a dog)

evokes concentrated excitation surrounded by strong inductive

inhibition in other parts of the cerebral cortex, and as the result

a conditioned stimulus acting simultaneously evokes inhibition

in its point (^impact (cf. [). 19). This inhibition is the very factor

that enables these cells to recover.

In connexion with this conception experiments were made
which tended to show that the more the conditioned stimulus

overlaps the unconditioned stimulus, the stronger is the con-

ditioned reflex. This conception also explains why a conditioned

reflex weakened by too prolonged training shows marked

recovery if the isolated period of conditioned stimulus is

shortened.

However, in this conception also Pavlov saw great difficulties.

He formulated them as follows :
‘ It is obvious that only certain

cases of the development or disappearance of inhibition can be

brought into relation with a supposed functional exhaustion

and recovery of the cortical elements, and we cannot interpret

in this fashion the cases of permanent and unvarying inhibitions

* On this question see Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes^ lecture xiv.
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in which the activity of the cortex is so rich—for example, all

cases where an established inhibitory conditioned stimulus

evokes an inhibition of the cortical elements directly and without

a preceding phase of excitation, as, for instance, in the case of

differentiation and conditioned inhibition. The problem pre-

sented by inhibitions of the latter type becomes still more

complicated when we remember that those points of the cortex

which become the centres of such direct inhibitions are never

transformed into centres for excitation, even though the experi-

ments are interrupted for weeks and months.’*

In the last years of his life, Pavlov put forward a new con-

ception of inhibition which it seems was never formulated by

him in \\Titiiig.| According to this conception the state of in-

hibition in the cortical cells consists simply in a reduction of

their capability. Thus, if some cortical ‘point’ is constantly

inhibitory (i.e. is a point d'impoct for an inhibitory stimulus),

this is because its capability is almost down to zero, and con-

sequently it responds to every stimulation only with the process

of inhibition. The irradiation of inhibition is nothing but acute

and transient lowering of the top capability of all the cells in

the cortex because of the action of an inhibitory stimulus. If

the reduction of capability is not very significant, there is a

diminution in the conditioned reflexes, which results in corre-

sponding ‘hypnotic phases’. If it is considerable, the inhibition

is complete. An acute reduction of capability arises also in

cortical cells through negative induction, evoked by a concen-

trated focus of excitation. And so all kinds of inhibition would

be reduced to top inhibition.

We do not know why Pavlov did not develop this conception

to any extent. Possibly it was because he did not wish to break

altogether with the idea of symmetry in the processes of excita-

tion and inhibition, which would have to be rejected in ioto if

this conception were accepted. Possibly he also saw other

insuperable difficulties in the way of its acceptance.

Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, p. 249.

t We find a vague reference to it in the lecture in Rome, 1982.
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7

In concluding this sketch of Pavlov’s theory (which of course

we do not claim to be complete) we have to state the following:

This theory is the fruit of the great Russian physiologist’s

many years of ‘incessant meditation’ on a vast amount of

experimental work performed by a large group of his collaborators,

over a period of more than 30 years. Those acquainted with the

literature covering the physiology of higher nervous activity,

and even more those who made acquaintance in Pavlov’s own
laboratories with the vast accumulation of unwritten knowledge

in this field, know what a mighty instrument his theory was in

his hands, how keen and cogent was his analysis on its basis

not only of experiments on dogs but of psycho and neuropathic

phenomena in human beings, and how greatly the theory stimu-

lated further experimental work. I think, however, that the

apparent harmony and beauty of this theory was a little too

seductive and, held in its power, wc failed to discern many
discrepancies between the theory and the facts, we closed our

eyes to its seemingly tiny inconsistencies. Perhaps the above
mentioned properties of the Pavlov theory were responsible for

the circumstance that as the years passed it was not only never

revised but, on the contrary, more and more crystallized, and

finally became a dogma, inhibiting the development of this

branch of physiology for many years.

KCR 3



Chapter III

A criticism of the Pavlov theory

1

Before we enter upon a criticism of the Pavlov theory, we wish

to make it clear that we have no intention of engaging in a

detailed analysis of a variety of Pavlov's pronouncements and

picking upon any inaccuracies to be found in them, or upon dis-

crepancies between one pronouncement and another, such as

we shall undoubtedly find if we go through all his works over

the thirty years of his investigations into conditioned reflexes.

Nor have we any intention of captiously questioning various

expressions or terms used by him and of proving that they can

be replaced or improved upon, nor of making use of any experi-

mental data which have not been adequately verified, nor, finally,

of examining and criticizing hypotheses which Pavlov himself

regarded as provisional and inadequately justified. VV^e know
Pavlov’s mental grasp and scope, and how frequently he modified

and changed his views in the light of new facts. And because

of this there is nothing easier than to submit his work to

petty and unfair criticism (such as is sometimes found in the

literature of this subject) concerned with combating clumsy

formulations or unessential details of the great scientist's con-

ception. Such criticism does not contribute anything of positive

value to the field of knowledge we are surveying. Therefore we
shall base our criticism only on such experimental data as con-

stitute a permanent scientific acquisition in regard to conditioned

reflexes, and shall take into consideration only those of Pavlov’s

conceptions which he continued to alTirm to the end, and which
constitute the core of his theory.

Pavlov’s theory can be submitted to critical analysis from
two viewpoints. First, we can investigate whether and to what
extent it is in harmony with the data and conceptions of the
modem physiology of the central nervous system. Secondly,
we can seek to elucidate whether it contains any intrinsic contra-
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dictions, and whether its statements are in harmony with the

experimental facts on which they are based.

2

We have no intention of devoting much space to a criticism of

the Pavlov theory from the viewpoint of data drawn from

contemporary physiology of the central nervous system. For,

on the one hand, the previous chapter shows quite clearly the

extent to which the whole styh of this theory is foreign to

contemporary physiological thought concerning the nervous

system, and so a detailed specification of the discrepancies that

exist is quite unnecessary. On the other hand, we must bear in

mind that study of the physiology of higher nervous activity is

so complex and dilllcult that, if anyone formulated a system of

w’orking hypotheses which completely accorded with the factual

evidence and were not internally contradictory, we should be

prepared to accept that system, ev^en if it departed considerably

from the system of conceptions developed in the physiology of

other parts of the nervous system.

The essential difference between the two approaches concerns

on the one hand the nature of the processes, and on the other

their propagation over the nervous tissue.

We shall first consider the question of the nature of the

nervous processes, concentrating all our attention on the process

of inhibition, in which the difference between the two approaches

is particularly obvdous. As w'c know% according to the evidence of

contemporary physiology, inhibition is a synaptic process. This

means that, quite independently of the theory w^e adopt for the

explanation of this phenomenon, it is considered that it goes

on at synapses and concerns the transfer of a nervous excita-

tion from one neuron to the next. If a reflex is inhibited, this

is because in one of the intermediary stations of its reflex arc

a block of nervous impulses occurs, and in consequence the

neurons receiving the impulses are unable to transmit the excita-

tion to their axons.

From the viewpoint of the Pavlov theory the process of

inhibition is totally different. According to this theory two

3-2
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different forms of this process may be distinguished, though

there is by no means a strict demarcation between them.

In certain cases the cortical cell possesses siii generis in-

hibitory (negative) excitability i.e. a certain more or less

lasting property, thanks to which, stimuli reaching this cell

always initiate a process of inhibition. This happens when a

permanent inhibitory conditioned reflex has been established

to a stimulus, e.g. by differentiation, or by chronic extinction.

Thus the cerebral cortex contains points endowed with ‘ inhibitory

excitability’ and ‘excitatory excitability’, and it represents, in

Pavlov’s words, 'an enormous assemblage of positively and

negatively excitable points thickly and patchily intermingled’.

In other cases the process of inhibition arises in cortical cells

not predestined to this role, namely, it is passed on to them, or

flows over into them for some reason or other. This happens

with irradiation of inhibition, with negative induction, and also

under the influence of supra-maximal stimuli.

In both cases inhibition is a process taking place in the cortical

cells themselves, and depends, as Pavlov assumes, on their

metabolism. Just as, according to him, excitation is connected

with catabolic processes of the cell, so the anabolic processes

correspond to inhibition. The gulf between the two conceptions

we have just presented is so obvious that there is no need to go

into the matter further.

There is a similar disparity in regard to the transmission of the

nervous processes over the nervous tissue. The evidence of neuro-

physiology shows that there is one unquestioned form of such

transmission, i.e. the transmission of excitation from neuron to

neuron by means of nervous impulses. No facts seem to exist

at present which would necessitate our going beyond the neuron

theory of the functioning of the nervous system and would
compel us to accept quite different forms of propagation of the

nervous processes. And yet the Pavlov theory is concerned
almost exclusively with such different forms. Only, perhaps,

the course of the conditioned reflex itself is subordinated to the

general scheme of nervous activity. But where irradiation and
concentration of excitation and inhibition as well as their mutual
induction are concerned, the substratum of these processes is
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by no means the differentiated network of neuronic structure

but some kind of cell continuum (which, it should be mentioned,

is not completely homogeneous) in which the processes flow and

ebb or mutually restrict one another but do not travel along

any definite paths.

It is true that by special effort and making various corrections

to and modifications of the Pavlov theory, it would be possible

somehow or other to bring isolated statements of his within the

scheme of neuron activity. Thus, the Pavlovian irradiation of

excitation could in certain instances be treated as a spreading

of this process from neuron to neuron along the nerve paths,

and concentration of this process could be regarded as simply

its gradual disappearance. The irradiation of inhibition could be

explained on the basis of Lorente dc No’s evidence that the

cerebral cortex consists of closed eliains of neurons in a state of

continual activity; inhibition in one chain might involve a

depression of activity in the successive chains, and so the ‘ wave
of inhibition’ would proceed further and further. Negative

induction would correspond to the inhibitory influence of higher

centres on lower, while positive induction would be analogous

to the ‘release phenomenon’. But while it might perhaps be

possible to reconcile these phenomena (taken separately) with

the known mechanisms of nervous activity, their interrelations

and interaction are, in the Pavlov theory, something absolutely

specific. The processes of excitation or inhibition, which in

certain cases arc concentrated and surrounded with processes

of the o})posite ‘sign’, but in other cases break down this wall of

induction and flow more or less broadly, and the dependence of

the state of the given process on its strength—all this, in our view,

cannot be brought within the framework of the neuron theory.

We repeat that we do not attach much importance to this

part of our criticism, because it would be convenient to accept

Pavlov’s system of conceptions in their entirety (at least as

temporary working hypotheses) if they were capable of ad-

equately explaining and systematizing the existing factual data,

and did not contain internal contradictions. But in the following

sections we shall attempt to show that Pavlov’s theory cannot

satisfy us in any of these regards.
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3

As we have said in the preceding chapter, the fundamental

feature of Pavlov’s theory, which sets its mark on it and

determines all its statements, is the assumption that not only

the process of excitation evoked by the application of an active

conditioned stimulus, but also the process of inhibition, evoked

by the application of an inhibitory conditioned stimulus, is

localized in the cortical centre of this stimulus, in the point of

the cerebral cortex to which it is ‘addressed’. This assumption,

which came to be formulated at the end of the first decade of

work on conditioned reflexes, took deeper and deeper root with

the course of time, and finally became something indubitable

and not open to discussion, a dogma on which, as we saw in

the previous chapter, all the conceptions of the Pavlov school

concerning the activity of the cortical processes are based.

This assumption predetermines that all the fundamental pro-

cesses which occur in the cerebral cortex when positive and

inhibitory conditioned reflexes are in action, when they mutually

interact, when they are influenced by extraneous stimuli, etc.

—

all these processes take plaee at the very beginning of the cortical

part of the corresponding reflex arcs, and that one or another

conditioned reaction, or the absence of it, is only to be regarded

as an indicator which gives notice of the ‘sign’ and intensity of

the process. Thus the reflex arc as a whole disappears completely

from sight, and attention is concentrated on unspecified states

of excitation and inhibition, irradiating or concentrating, sum-

mating or mutually restricting—unspecified because it does not

matter in the least which executive neurons they are linked to.

In our view this assumption is the ‘ original sin ’ of all Pavlov’s

theory, for it constitutes the turning point in the development

of the physiology of the higher nervous activity, from which
research in this field was directed along wrong paths.

The inadequacy of this assumption can be readily seen as soon

as we free ourselves of thinking in terms of the Pavlov theory.

In fact, the stimulus which we (or the animal) perceive is for us

one and the same stimulus irrespective of whether it is accom-
panied by an unconditioned stimulus or not, whether it evokes
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a secretion of saliva, or whether it has ceased to evoke such

a secretion in consequence of non-reinforcement. Therefore it

seems quite natural to assume that one and the same nervous

process arises in the cortical centre of the stimulus irrespective

of whether it plays the role of positive or negative conditioned

stimulus. And yet, accepting the Pavlov theory we are compelled

to believe that the same stimulus gives rise to one cortical

process (viz. that of excitation) when it is reinforced, and to

a quite different process (viz. that of inhibition) when the

reinforcing stimulus is omitted.

The same kind of difficulty arises when top inhibition is con-

sidered. According to the Pavlov theory, if a stimulus is extra-

ordinarily strong, then besides excitation (or instead of it)

protective inhibition arises in the cortical centre, for the purpose

of safeguarding the cortical cells from damage caused by too

intense an excitation. But, after all, there is not the least doubt

that the animal perceives such a stimulus (just as we do) as

extraordinarily strong, bears it with difficulty and usually is

afraid of it; frequently the dog trembles, runs from the stand,

will not take food, etc. What right have we to assert that a state

of inhibition arises in the centre of the stimulus itself for the

sole reason that the conditioned reflex to it is diminished?

Like the basic Pavlovian conceptions, so, too, their direct

consequences are often quite unacceptable. For instance,

Grigorovich and Yaroslavtseva* studied the question of the

character possessed by the intermediary stimulus between the

active conditioned and the differentiated stimuli, in order to

elucidate what happens on the border between the areas of points

charged positively and others charged negatively. Both authors

reported that between the two areas there is an indifferent field,

i.e, stimuli reaching it evoke neither excitation nor inhibition.

Podkopayev came to similar conclusions on the basis of his

experiments.! He found that an extraneous stimulus of long

duration has neither excitatory nor inhibitory influence on con-

ditioned reflexes, from which he drew the conclusion that this

* Grigorovich, L. S., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1982, vol. iv, p. 224; Yaro-

slavtseva, O. P., ibid. p. 268.

t Podkopayev, N. A., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1945, vol. xii/2, p. 170.
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stimulus produces in the cortex neither excitation nor inhibition,

only ‘an indififerent state’.

How a stimulus reaching the cerebral cortex of a wakeful

animal, and undoubtedly perceived by the animal, has no effect

whatever in the cortex, or brings about some mysterious

‘indifferent state’, is for the authors of these experiments to

elucidate.

As we write now about the above-mentioned defects they seem

to us so obvious that it is rather diilicult not to perceive them.

And yet even to-day many of Pavlov’s disciples and followers,

hypnotized by his theory, either do not see, or else do not want

to see them. It is diflicult to resist the impression that fate has

taken a mischievous revenge on Pavlov because, having dis-

covered facts which served as a foundation for his theory, he

resolutely turned his back on all attempts at their psychological

understanding, was contemptuous of introspection, and de-

liberately rejected it.*

4

We shall now show that tlie laws of cortical activity established

by Pavlov cannot be maintained because of the internal contra-

dictions they contain.

First and foremost it must be pointed out that at the very

bases of the Pavlov theory is an essential conceptual vagueness,

which no one has ever tried to remove, and which, it seems to us,

cannot be removed. We refer to the distinction between the

concepts ‘excitation’ and ‘positive excitability’, and between

the concepts ‘inhibition’ and ‘negative excitability’. ‘Excita-

tion’ and ‘inhibition’ are actual processes occurring in the

nerve cells, while ‘positive excitability’ and ‘negative excita-

bility’ are certain permanent properties of these cells, responsible

for their reacting with excitation or inhibition to the stimuli

reaching them. Yet, in the Pavlov theory these concepts are

confused, and very often one of them is incorrectly used for

another.

Vide Pavlov, ‘The pure physiology of the brain’ {Lectures, vol. i,

p. 245); ‘Physiology and psychology in the study of the higher nervous
activity of animals’ {Lectures

y

vol. i, p. 261) and elsewhere.
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We shall give some examples of this confusion.

As we have said in the preceding chapter, after the differ-

entiation of two similar stimuli is established, each of them

gives rise to a process of excitation or inhibition concentrated

in a small area and mutually restricting each other. But at the

moment when the positive conditioned stimulus acts in the

points with negative excitability the process of inhibition is

inactive, just as at the moment when the inhibitory stimulus acts

there is no actual excitation in the points with positive excita-

bility. So it is not clear how one process can be restricted by

the opposite process which at that moment is not functioning.

On the other hand, there is evidence that inhibitory excitability

does not constitute any obstacle to the spread of the process

of excitation, just as excitatory excitability does not hinder the

irradiation of the process of inhibition.

Similarly, it is known that after the establishment of differ-

entiation the effect of the active conditioned reflex becomes

greater, which is explained by the permanent influence of positive

induction coming from the inhibitory focus. But positive in-

duction can be brought about only by the actual process of

inhibition, and not simply by the existence of an inhibitory

point. So long as it is not stimulated this point surely cannot

exert any influence, whether excitatory or inhibitory, on other

points. And yet the increase of the reflex to the conditioned

stimulus is permanent, and does not in the least depend on

whether a differentiated inhibitory stimulus has or has not been

applied previously. Similarly, it is often said that the admini-

stration of bromide increases the size of conditioned reflexes in

consequence of the concentration of inhibition caused by this

drug, and the jx>sitive induction this concentration evokes.

Inhibition, however, can be concentrated or not only when it

actually occurs, whereas the increase of conditioned reflexes

after corresponding doses of bromide occurs even when we do not

apply any inhibitory stimulus.

In all these examples the Pavlov theory unjustifiably makes
use of the actual processes of excitation and inhibition to explain

facts that concern only positive and negative excitability.

Moreover, it must be pointed out that in many instances it
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is not possible at all to define whether we have to do with an

actual nervous process, or only with a corresponding ‘attitude’

of nerve cells, and frequently one or the other of these concepts

is used in accordance with convenience. For instance, when

considering the irradiation of excitation due to generalization, it

must be assumed that in this case the actual process of excitation

is spreading, for otherwise the nerve cells situated around the

point originally excited cpuld not form conditioned connexions

with the centre of the unconditioned stimulus. Similarly, if a

wave of excitation (caused by a weak foreign stimulus) summates

with the actual excitation of the centre of a conditioned stimulus,

then it is understood that the actual process of excitation is

spreading over the cortex. But in other cases we find quite

another state of affairs. For instance, the disinhibition of in-

hibitory reflexes by weak extraneous stimuli is understood as

meaning that a wave of excitation ‘washes away’ the inhibitory

excitability of the given point, and confers on it a transient

positive excitability. Again, in Pietrova’s and Podkopayev’s

experiments (cf. p. 15), excitation irradiating from a point with

positive excitability to points with negative excitability tem-

porarily transforms them into points endowed with positive

excitability. So here there is no talk of an actual excitation of

these points, but only of a change in the sign of their excitability.

An analogous lack of clarity can be found in the analysis of

different cases of inhibition. It is known that after the elabora-

tion of a permanent inhibitory reflex to some stimulus (e.g. by
differentiation) the corresponding cortical ‘point’ acquires an
‘inhibitory excitability’, and in consequence stimuli reaching it

give rise to a process of inhibition. Analogously it can be

assumed that the same situation is to be found in acute ex-

tinction, and that there, too, the centre of the conditioned

stimulus temporarily acquires negative excitability, which lasts

until the conditioned reflex has recovered. But, on the other

hand, it is known that an actual process of inhibition continues

in this centre throughout the whole period of extinction, irradi-

ating or concentrating in dependence on the moment, and it is

the cessation of this process that marks the recovery of the

conditioned reflex. Similarly, it is impossible to decide which of
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the two states is imparted to the cortical cells during the irradia-

tion of inhibition or negative induction, since certain facts

suggest that there is an actual process of inhibition, while others

compel the assumption that there is only a state of negative

excitability.

But we shall try to avoid this conceptual vagueness, assuming

that there is no strict demarcation between excitation and

positive excitability, or inhibition and negative excitability, so

that analogous properties can be ascribed to both these pheno-

mena, and w^e shall show that, even on this assumption, the laws

of the functioning of the cerebral cortex as adopted in the Pavlov

theory cannot be maintained.

5

We shall begin wnth an analysis of the properties of the

process of cortical excitation. We recall that on the basis of the

fact of generalization on the one hand, and of the experimental

data obtained by Pietrova and Podkopayev on the other (cf.

p. 15), a law of irradiation of excitation over the cerebral

cortex >vas formulated. And on the basis of data concerning

the influence exerted by extraneous stimuli on conditioned re-

flexes (cf. p. 21 et seq.) it was concluded that weak excitations

and very strong excitations irradiate over the cortex during the

action of the stimulus, whereas those of moderate strength are

concentrated, and their irradiation begins only after the stimulus

has ceased to act. It can be demonstrated that all these inferences,

which apparently confirm one and the same law, tha^ of the

irradiation of excitation, really contradict one another.

We shall attempt first to compare the experimental data

obtained by Pietrova and Podko})ayev with the phenomenon

of generalization. According to the law of generalization the

irradiation of excitation spreads as far as the generalization

extends. Thus, if by stimulation of one point on the dog’s skin

with reinforcement and other points without reinforcement the

differentiation in the hictile analyser is established, the inhibitory

points in the cortex restrict the irradiation of the excitation and

so confine the generalization to the zone in the proximity of the

place stimulated with reinforcement. However, as Pietrova’s
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and Podkopnycv's experiments demonstrate, the irradiation of

excitation by no means is restricted only to this zone, but, on the

contrary, extends to the inhibitory points, ‘washing out^ the

inhibition from them, as is shown by the disinhibition of the

corresponding inhibitory reflexes. So what are we to believe?

The law of generalization, which says that the irradiation of

excitation spreads as far as the extent of the generalization,

which in the case of differentiation of a given point from neigh-

bouring points is very close? Or are we to believe the experi-

mental data provided by Pietrova and Podkopayev, according

to which, on the contrary, the irradiation of inhibition extends

also to the inhibitor}" points? For if we accept this latter state-

ment, it would follow that the application of a conditioned

stimulus several times in succession should destroy the dif-

ferentiation, since the excitation irradiating from the centre of

this stimulus to the centres of inhibitory stimuli would allow

these latter to reconnect with the centre of the unconditioned

reflex. In such a situation no lasting diflerentiation could exist

at all. But if we take the standpoint that in the case of differ-

entiation of two proximate stimuli both processes, of excitation

and inhibition, are concentrated (and even inductive relations

exist between them), then how arc we to inter] )ret the results

of Pietrova’s and Podkopayev’s experiments? It surely is

unnecessary to add that it is not the facts that are in contradic-

tion with one another, but their false interpretation.

To continue. From experiments on the disinhibition of in-

hibitory stimuli by weak extraneous stimuli, it results that the

irradiation of excitation initiated by these stimuli involves the

entire cerebral cortex, since the extraneous stimulus of one

analyser is capable of disinhibiting the inhibitory stimulus of

another analyser. From this can be inferred that if a weak
stimulus becomes conditioned, the generalization from it should

extend to all other stimuli, even those belonging to other an-

alysers, while the conditioned stimuli of moderate strength,

producing a concentrated excitation, should yield a very re-

stricted generalization. This conclusion is false. There is no
correlation whatever between the disinhibitory or inhibitory

effect of extraneous stimuli on conditioned reflexes and the
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degree of generalization of these stimuli when they become

conditioned. These two categories of phenomena have simply

nothing in common with each other, and a theory which unifiers

them cannot be correct. Moreover, it can be added that between

weak stimuli, which disinhibit inhibitory reflexes, and stimuli

of moderate strength, which inhibit active reflexes, there is no

strict demarcation at all, such as should exist if we accept the

theory above discussed. Most frequently the same stimulus

which disinhibits an inhibitory reflex exerts an inhibiting effect

(although feeble) on an active reflex. So we should have to

infer that an excitation caused by this stimulus is simultaneously

irradiating and concentrating, which is obviously absurd.

In order to get over this contradiction, Pavlov accepted the

explanation that an excitation irradiating from a centre of a weak
foreign stimulus sunimates with the excitation of a point excited

by a conditioned stimulus, with the result that top inhibition

arises in this point.* But this explanation is wrong, since it

would follow that an extraneous stimulus should inhibit only

strong conditioned stimuli (such as evoke an excitation close to

the top) but should increase the effect of weak conditioned

stimuli. But in reality it is rather the converse that occurs,

since weak conditioned reflexes can be inhibited far more easily

by extraneous stimuli than can strong ones. It is also worth

noting that now, according to the Pavlov theory, one and the

same fact, viz. external inhibition, is explained by two opposite

cortical mechanisms (concentration of excitation and negative

induction on the one hand, and irradiation of excitation and

top inhibition on the other) and there exist no criteria at all to

show which of these mechanisms is operating in any given

instance.

6

Now we pass on to the properties of the process of inhibition.

So far as the irradiation of this process is concerned, we must

first and foremost point out that the results of the experiments

which were conducted in order to demonstrate it by no means

fulfil their role, i.c. they do not confirm the existence of irradia-

Vide, for example, Pavlov, Lectures^ vol. ii, p. 90.
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tion of inhibition at all. For, accepting the Pavlov conception,

we should expect that after the application of an inhibitory

stimulus the conditioned stimuli most approximated to it would

be subject to inhibition first, and then those more remote, while

the recession of the inhibition should occur in the converse order.

The model for all this phenomenon should be a wave of inhibition

spreading out from the inhibitory point, and then retreating

back to it. But in reality, if we analyse the experiments whieh

have been sufficiently precise and complete to enable definite

conclusions to be drawn from them (such as the experiments of

Anrep, Ivanov-Smolensky, Kreps and Podkopayev*), we find

that inhibitory after-effect increases simultaneously for all the

stimuli, and then simultaneously fades (cf. fig. 1). The difterence

between close and distant stimuli in relation to the inhibitory

stimulus is simply that the first are inhibited (in the majority

of cases, but by no means always) more deeply than the others,

so that they reach zero point earlier and maintain it longer.

It seems to us that the above-described actual course of in-

hibitory after-effect cannot be reconciled with the Pavlov con-

ception, according to which the inhibition spreads from the

point where it originates and returns to that point.

Further, as is evident from the experiments cited in the

preceding chapter, the irradiation of inhibition occurs usually

after the cessation of the inhibitory stimulus, but on its next

application there is a momentary concentration of this process.

This is founded on the fact that the conditioned stimulus

applied concurrently with the inhibitory stimulus is anything

but inhibited. Without discussing the point that it is difficult to

imagine the mechanism of such a momentary concentration (if

we consider that normally it occurs over several minutes), in

the light of the fact described the phenomenon of the summa-
tion of inhibition arising on a repetition of the inhibitory

stimulus is completely incomprehensible. For if with every

application of such a stimulus the irradiating [>rucess of inhibi-

* Anrep, G. W., Russk.flz. Zh. 1917 vol. i, nos. 1-2 (Pavlov, Conditioned

Reflexes^ pp. 162 et seq.). Ivanov-Sraolensky, op. cit. Kreps, E. M.,
Jttbilee Volume in honour of Pavlov’s 75th birthday, 1925, p. 326 (Pavlov,
Conditioned Reflexes, p. 205). Podkopayev, N. A., ibid. p. 298 (Pavlov,
Conditioned Reflexes, p. 209).
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tion concentrates again, then every successive irradiation of

inhibition begins from the beginning and cannot be summated
with a process which has completely vanished. If we are to

avoid the contradiction that arises here, we have to assume that

the irradiation of inhibition and positive induction are completely

independent processes, and can co-exist simultaneously in the

same cells of the cerebral cortex. It has to be mentioned that

Pavlov himself gave vague expression to this thought,* but this

assumption cannot be reconciled with other statements of his.

Let us consider another fact. We remember from Chapter ii

(p. 11) that the conditioned inhibitor (i.e. the stimulus which

jointly with the conditioned stimulus forms the inhibitory

combination) attached to any other conditioned stimulus also

causes an inhibition of its reaction. How are we to explain this

fact? Every one of Pavlov’s pupils will at once reply tliat this

is a typical case of irradiation of inhibition. And yet we have

just been saying that during the action of the inhibitory stimulus

the process of inhibition is concentrated, and so, when we apply

a conditioned stimulus together with the conditioned inhibitor

we should expect not a weakening, but an intensification of its

effect. But such a result ueirr occurs. So we are lx)und to ask

why the conditioned inhibitor breaks away from the general rule

governing phenomena of internal inhibition, evoking an irradi-

ation of this process without any concentration.

Further, it must be stated that positive induction is not at all

the converse of negative induction, as Pavlov wished it to be.

We remember that j>ositive induction is based on the fact of an

increase in the effect of active conditioned stimuli, applied

during the action of inhibitory stimuli or immediately after them,

whereas negative induction depends chiefly on the fact of the

inhibition of the active conditioned reflexes by an extraneous

stimulus. One sees easily enough that these two facts are by no

means symmetrical, since in the case of positive induction the

two stimuli (positive and inhibitory) are homogeneous conditioned

stimuli (i.e. conditioned with the aid of the same unconditioned

stimulus), whereas in the case of negative induction there is an

interaction of two iieterogetu^ous reflexes, c.g. the orientation

Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes ^
lecture xii.
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reflex, evoked by the extraneous stimulus, and the conditioned

alimentary reflex. If we wished to conduct experiments on

negative induction analogous to those on positive induction, we
would have to apply an inhibitory conditioned stimulus im-

mediately after the active conditioned stimulus, and to show

that the process of inhibition is then stronger than usual. But

in reality we know from the Pietrova and Podkopayev experi-

ments already cited that in these conditions, on the contrary,

the inhibitory stimuli are disinhibited, which was taken to

demonstrate the irradiation of excitation.

Furthermore, we must point out that the various facts on

which the principle of negative induction is based have nothing

in common with one another, and by no means justify ascribing

them all to the same mechanism. For instance, the phenomenon

of inhibition of conditioned reflexes by extraneous stimuli on

the one hand, and the phenomenon of the deepening of the in-

hibitory reflex after active conditioned reflexes (Krzyshkovsky’s

and Strogonov’s experiments, p. 20) on the other, are facts of

two completely different categories, occurring in completely

different conditions, and the analogy between them is purely

superficial. The first of these phenomena concerns heterogeneous

reflexes, the other homogeneous reflexes; the first occurs in the

course of action of a foreign stimulus or soon after, the other

continues for a long time after the action of the conditioned

stimulus; the first concerns active conditioned reflexes, which

are inhibited; the other, on the contrary, has no influence

whatever on such reflexes, and concerns only inhibitory re-

flexes, which are intensified. Could one imagine a greater

heterogeneity between phenomena, or a more fine-drawn and

artificial analogy between them?

We have the impression that in the course of discussion of the

above experiments we have to some extent elucidated the secret

of the already-mentioned flexibility of the Pavlov theory, and
the ease with which it can be applied to explain the most widely

different of experimental results. Indeed, once we are provided

with the law of irradiation and concentration of excitation and
inhibition, and the law of the mutual induction of these two pro-

cesses, by arbitrarily applying these laws according to the
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results obtained we can explain every fact concerning the inter-

action between stimuli. For every fact can be allocated to one

of four categories: irradiation of inhibition, positive induction,

irradiation of excitation, and negative induction. And whereas

in Pavlov’s hands the above-mentioned laws were none the less

living and rich in content, and he continually attempted (though

wc think unsuccessfully) to find certain general principles

governing the application of those laws, some of his pupils

juggle arbitrarily with these concepts and quite mechanically

stick corresponding labels on various categories of phenomena.

7

In concluding this survey we shall consider the phenomenon
of sleep. As we said in Chapter ii, this phenomenon is very

frequently observed in association with internal inhibition,

which led to the statement that in essence it is irradiation of

inhibition. We would now like to adduce facts which contradict

this statement.

First let us consider the oncoming of sleep during the mono-

tonous repetition of an indifferent stimulus. According to Pavlov

this fact is exjilained by the assumption that a stimulus reaching

repetitively one and the same point of the cerebral cortex gives

rise to an inhibition, owing to the extinction of the orientation

reaction, and that this inhibition irradiates over the cortex and

settles on subcortical centres.* But if the investigators w'ho

performed these experimentst had carried out simple control

experiments, leaving the dog at the stand without any stimuli,

they w^ould have discovered that sleep would come no less and

possibly even more swiftly—a fact perfectly well knowm in

everyday laboratory practice. Turning to our owm life experi-

ence, we must observe that monotonous stimuli by no means

necessarily help us to fall asleep, as the Pavlov theory supposes.

For instance, in a brilliantly lit room it is unquestionably harder

to fall asleep than in a darkened room, although continual

illumination is a typical monotonous stimulus, to which our

Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes^ chap. xv. ‘The problem of sleep’, in the

first volume of Collected Works

^

1940, p. 409, etc.

t Cf, Chechulin, S. I., Arch. Nauk bioL 1928, vol. xxiii, nos. 3-5, etc.

KCR 4
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orientation reaction has long been extinct. Similarly, it is easier

to fall asleep in perfect quiet than to the accompaniment of

some monotonous sound. This is why if we want to sleep, we

try to isolate ourselves from all external stimuli. Undoubtedly

monotonous stimuli are less of an obstacle to our falling asleep

than diversified stimuli, this being because of the adaptation of

the organs receiving the given stimulus, and also because of the

extinction of the orientation reaction to it. For this reason,

after a certain time we am get accustomed to falling asleep

even when comparatively strong external stimuli are in action

(e.g. gunfire). But we have not the least reason to think that

these stimuli help us to fall asleep, unless, perhaps, they have

been conditioned to sleep by previous experience.

So it seems to us that Pavlov’s statement that stimuli acting

monotonously are the cause of sleep is quite without foundation

and, indeed, is unsound. The most we can say is that stimuli of

this kind do not hinder sleej), or hinder it only insignificantly.

But the best condition of falling asleep is the absence of stimuli,

whether external or internal. And so in our view the prolonged

sleep of an animal deprived of the majority of its receptors

(cf. p. 24) is explained, in accordance with intuition, simply by

the absence of external stimulation, and certainly not by an

inhibition arising through the monotonous stimulation of the

receptors still possessed by the animal.

Various experiments on conditioned reflexes also provide facts

indicating that there is by no means the strict connexion the

Pavlov theory assumes between internal inhibition and sleep.

It was long since observed that if in experiments with conditioned

reflexes only weak stimuli are applied (e.g. tactile, thermal, etc.),

the dog grows more and more sleepy, and finally the experiments

have to be broken off, because as soon as it finds itself on the

stand it falls into a deep sleep. This even led Pavlov to assume
that weak stimuli for some reason evoke a state of inhibition

spreading through the cortex. But, on the other hand, we know
that such stimuli evoke an irradiation of excitation, which is

capable even of removing the state of inhibition from the in-

hibitory points. So once more we come up against a contradiction

which seems to us inexplicable. Another fact is still more ex-
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pressive. In a number of experiments performed in Pavlov’s

laboratory* it was shown that if the stimulation of a dog’s skin

with an electric shock is conditioned to food, it frequently leads

to the animal falling asleep. Moreover, this phenomenon is so

strongly marked that after a time the very process of attaching

the electrode to the place usually stimulated causes sleep (by

way of conditioning). This fact is quite incompatible with

Pavlov’s conception of sleep, and it cannot be explained from

the viewpoint of that conception without artificially stretching

the theory.

So, while not at all denying the wealth and interest of the

facts concerning sleep discovered in the Pavlov laboratories, we
must none the less state that the theory formulated on the basis

of those facts is unsatisfactory, since some of the facts from this

field arc not explainable by it at all, while others it explains

incorrectly.

It is hardly necessary to add that so far as we are concerned

with the phenomena of sleep outside conditioned reflex experi-

ments, namely, with experimental sleep evoked by stimulation

of the hypothalamus, with sleep in encephalitis lethargica, or

with natural or pathological sleep, these categories do not in the

least require the Pavlov theory for their explanation, and, indeed,

sometimes they are in obvious conflict with that theory.

8

It seems unnecessary to continue further with this discussion of

the errors, internal contradictions and discrepancies to be found

in the Pavlov theory. From what has been said, it is in our view

quite clear that beneath the superficial harmony of this theory,

and its apparent accordance with reality, there are many
mutually contradictory statements wdiich, moreover, do not

accord with the general principles of functioning of the nervous

system, generalizations which do not fit the facts, and arbitrary

adaptation of experimental data to the requirements of the

theory.

What is the reason for this? Can w^e even for one moment

* Vide, for example, Podkopayev, N. A., Trudy Lab, PavlovUy 1932,

vol. IV ; Fiodorov, V. K., ibid. 1983, vol. v, p. 199, and others.

4-2
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assume that the assertions of the Pavlov theory were formulated

without adequate thought and without sufficient experimental

bases? It is well known, especially to those who worked with

him, how ‘incessantly’ Pavlov was absorbed in the problems

raised in his laboratories, how much he thought about and
tested each new conception, and how he hated pure speculation,

unsupported by experimental evidence. We know, too, how many
of the contradictions in his theory were observed by Pavlov
himself, how frequently he spoke and wrote of them,* and how
constantly he struggled, 1 do not hesitate to say struggled

tragically, in order to eliminate them.

In our view the cause of this situation is clear. It derives

from the circumstance that the main prerequisites and assump'
tions of the Pavlov theory are wrong, and so it is quite impossible

to create an adequate and consistent theory of the cortical pro-

cesses on their basis. Consequently the contradictions which we
have pointed out, and many others w^e have not mentioned, are

not the result of some oversight on the part of the creator of the

science of conditioned reflexes, but are unavoidable within the
framework of the theory he adopted, since they are inherent in

its very fundamentals.

9

We w'ould be guilty of an injustice ifwe maintained that Pavlov’s
view's never aroused any doubts or reservations among his

collaborators, and that they were immediately and uncritically

VVe give a quotation from the last of his lectures devoted to the
systematic presentation of the acquisitions in the realm of physiology of the
higher nervous activity (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 878-9 ).

‘ It is

obvious that these special peculiarities of the research are, in many instances,
the cause of fallacies, esj>ecially since it is so tempting to adhere to different
fancied analogies and plausible generalizations~a tendency which cannot
be too much guarded against in the present state of research. The mind,
so to speak, often fails to keep pace with the tremendous variety of inter-
relations, and this is why our interpretations were often too limited and led
to errors which have had to be constantly corrected. Indeed, I have no
doubt that the presentation of the subject-matter attempted in these
lectures will in the future still be corrected in many details. Errors in inter-
pretation, and errors sometimes in the methods of observations, are naturally
to be expected in a study of such astounding complexity.’ This passage
faithfully reveals Pavlov’s own doubts and hesitations concerning the
correctness of the conceptions he put forward.
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accepted by them. On the contrary, vital and vsometimes

stormy exchanges of opinion and ideas went on in his laboratories,

both in the form of innumerable conversations, and also at the

scientific meetings. Consequently, the statements that Pavlov

formulated were usually the product of the collective mental

effort of all the workers in the laboratories.

So it is not surprising that from time to time one or another of

Pavlov’s collaborators and pupils gave expression to views which

were not in harmony with their master’s, and which questioned

certain, sometimes even essential, statements of his theory.

We shall devote this section to some of the more important

and noteworthy criticisms of the Pavlov theory made by the

more prominent of his followers.

In 1932, as the result of experiments he had made, Anokhin

decided that Pavlov’s statement that the seat of the process of

internal inhibition is the centre of the conditioned stimulus was

erroneous.* He based his criticism on the fact, established in

his laboratory, that in the process of internal inhibition a diminu-

tion or disappearance of the proper conditioned response (e.g.

salivation) is by no means accompanied by a weakening of other

reactions of the organism. On the contrary, there is an intensifi-

cation of breathing activity, as also of some motor reactions.

Hence it w^as inferred that the inhibitory process cannot occur

in the centre of the conditioned stimulus, since in that case all

the animal’s reactions would be bound to suffer inhibition.

Anokhin’s collaborator, Balakin, who drew attention to this

fact, wrote about it as follows ‘All conditioned stimuli falling

on any part of the animars sensory surface always and in all

conditions evoke in the receptory points of the cerebral cortex

a process of excitation; but the absence of, let us say, the

secretory indicator may be due to an absence of excitation in

the executive part of the reaction, i.e. either in the peripheral

secretory centre, or in the “cortical representation’' [Pavlov’s

phrase] of the corresponding organ.’

Anokhin, P. K., Hussk.Jiz, Zh, 1983, vol. xvi, no. 5.

t Balakin, S., in Problems of the Centre and the Periphery in the Physiology

of Nervous Activity

^

collection of papers, etc., edited by Anokhin, 1935,

p. 379.
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Thus long ago Anokhin and his collaborators found a weak-

ness in the Pavlov theory and criticized it in a statement with

which we wholeheartedly agree. But did Anokhin draw the

conclusions that follow from his criticism? The fact of motor

excitation during the action of the internal inhibitor was perfectly

well knowm to Pavlov, yet it did not cause him to modify his

view. Anokhin, who, on the basis of facts he had observed,

undermined one of the fundamental assertions of the Pavlov

theory, did not even attempt to show how otherwise the facts

on which it was based ought to be explained. It is clear that if

this statement is rejected the principles of irradiation, positive

induction and many other laws of the functioning of the cerebral

cortex laid down by Pavlov must also be rejected. But in that

case we are bound to ask what is to replace them, and Anokhin

does not answer this at all. He was undoubtedly quite aware

what an enormous mass of factual material this assertion was

based upon and how long Pavlov had hesitated and wavered

before he finally adopted it. So either we must find a different

explanation for all this material, or the facts to which Anokhin

drew attention must be explained in harmony with the Pavlov

theory. This second alternative is by no means difficult, for \vc

need only accept the view (which was adopted by Pavlov himself

in regard to motor excitation) that the excitation of the breathing

centre is due to positive induction caused by the process of in-

hibition concentrated in the centre of the inhibitory stimuli.

This must not be taken as meaning that we agree with this

explanation; we simply wish to show that the facts under con-

sideration do not destroy Pavlov’s assertion, and that, if we

accept his theory as a whole, we must take account of this

particular explanation.

Similarly, we cannot agree with the criticism, or rather

modification, of Pavlov’s views, which Asratian attempted to

make in one of his works.* This author reveals a correct

tendency to base the laws governing the higher nervous activity

on the general laws of the functioning of the nervous system.

From this standpoint the author attempts to explain the law

of the irradiation and concentration of inhibition in a manner
C.R. Acad. Sci. V.R.S.S. 1934, p. 146.
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more intelligible to modern physiology. He claims that inhibi-

tion initiated in a particular point of the cerebral cortex does

not spread as such, but that the cells transfer to one another

a state analogous to Sherrington’s ‘central inhibitory state’.

The concentration of inhibition is not a recession of this process

to its starting point, but simply its gradual disappearance.

The author adopts an analogous theory in regard to the irradia-

tion and concentration of excitation.

We must point out that this correction to the Pavlov theory

in no way saves the situation in regard to all the objections we
have made in preceding sections. Moreover, the author did not

test out whether it can be maintained in face of all the known
facts. It is easy to show that it cannot. For if the irradiation

of excitation concerned not the process itself, but only the sub-

threshold excitatory state, it would be impossible for cells in

such a state to enter into connexion with the centre of the un-

conditioned stimulus, i.c. generalization of conditioned reflexes

would be impossible.

Finally, we will consider certain views of another outstanding

investigator in this held, Kupalov.

Kupalov,* like Anokhin, also pays much attention to the

problem of the seat of the process of inhibition, and extensively

discusses all the possibilities that may be considered. He
adduces the fact (known for a long time past) that, if the in-

hibitory stimulus is suddenly reinforced by an unconditioned

stimulus, the unconditioned reflex is inhibited. Where does this

inhibition occur? After considering various possibilities, he

comes to the conclusion that it could occur only in the ‘ cortical

representation’ of the unconditioned centre, and consequently

he declares: ‘our investigations have shown that in all inhibitory

reflexes the inhibition is addressed not so much to those nerve

elements associated with the reception of the conditioned

sStimulus, as to further elements, which take part in the long-

protracted course of the reaction. To express the position in

spatial terms, this inhibition is localized not in the centre of the

conditioned stimulus, not in the receptory part of the cortex,

Vide Kupalov, P. S., Arch. Nauk biol. lOilO, vol. liv, p. 5; ibid. 1939,

vol. Liv, p, 14.
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or not only in it, but, in the case of alimentary reaction, also in

the cortical alimentary centre.’ As we see, after some hesitation

Kupalov is disposed, like Anokhin, to accept that internal

inhibition takes place in the centre of the unconditioned stimulus,

but he, too, does not draw the logical consequences from this

statement, and in other cases operates entirely within the limits

of the Pavlov theory, paying no attention to the contradictions

that arise. It is worth recalling here that Pavlov ascribed the

inhibition of the alimentary reflex under the influence of an

inhibitory stimulus simply to the irradiation of inhibition into

the alimentary centre. We must admit that if Pavlov's theory

is to be accepted it is difficult to think of any other satisfactory

interpretation of this phenomenon.

Summarizing what we have said, we consider that the views

expressed by Anokhin, Kupalov and others arc undoubtedly

due to their observation of defects in the Pavlov theory, but

that they were not prepared to carry their criticism to its logical

consequence, and so it could not avoid being fragmentary and
incomplete in its nature.

ADDENDUM

The Beritoff Theory

We think we are right in saying that the first to draw attention

to the discrepancy between the present-day physiology of the

central nervous system and Pavlov’s theory was the eminent

Georgian physiologist, I. S. Beritofl\ In his monograph entitled

Individually Acquired Activity of the Central Nervous System

(Tiflis, 1932)’*' he subjected Pavlov’s theory to severe and ruthless

criticism, pointing out its entire incompatibility with the evi-

dence of modem physiology. Further, on the basis of experi-

mental material accumulated by the Pavlovian school, and also

of his own experiments, he attempted to establish his own theory

of higher nervous activity, based on the general physiology of the

central nervous system.

So far as Beritoff’s criticism of the Pavlov theory is con-

See also Beritoff, I. S., Brain, 1927, vol. lxxvii, pp. 109, 858.
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cerned, we share his views almost in their entirety. His funda-

mental thesis, that the Pavlov school developed its work in

almost complete isolation from other workers in the field of

neurophysiology and made very little use of their achievements,

is undoubtedly sound, and is recognized as such to-day even by
pupils of Pavlov himself.* The examples he adduces of the

discrepancies in this field are wholly convincing, and largely

coincide with the arguments as presented in § 3 above. However,

so far as the positive aspect of Heritoff's work is concerned,

i.c. his own theory of higher nervous activity, wc think it is

unsatisfactory.

The basic assumption of Beritoff's theory is his law of the

‘interdependent irradiation of excitation’. According to this

law, excitation arising in a certain zone of the cerebral cortex

irradiates over the nervT)us tissue in all directions, the strength

of this irradiation along every nerve path being dependent on

the excitability of this path or the centre to which it leads and

the excitability of all the other centres or nerve })aths originating

from this zone. The more excitable the giv'en path, the stronger

is its excitation, and the weaker is the excitation of other nerve

paths. As Beritolf himself emphasizes, nervous excitations

behave like an electric current running along a ramified con-

ductor. He assumes this property of ‘ interdependent irradiation
’

to be specific to the cerebral cortex, and explains it by the

distribution of bio-electric currents with varying strength in

varying directions, assuming that these currents intensify the

excitability of the corresponding nerve paths, the degree of

excitability increasing with the strength of the currents.

If two centres of the cerebral cortex (say the centre of an

indifferent stimulus and the centre of an unconditioned stimulus)

are excited simultaneously, nervous impulses are propagated

from these centres in all directions, but the strongest stream of

impulses runs along the paths connecting these two centres.

This is because the excitability of the unconditioned centre

during its excitation is very high and so, according to the law

of interdependent irradiation, it accumulates the greater part of

the nerve impulses, to the detriment of other paths. With

Vide Kupalov, P. S., Arch, Nauk hioL 1938, vol. liv, p. 14.
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repetitive concurrence of these two excitations the paths con-

necting them, being the most active, grow more and more

excitable, and therefore they more and more concentrate in

themselves the entire traffic of nerve impulses propagated from

the centre of the indifferent stimulus. As a result the con-

ditioned (or individually acquired, as Beritoff calls it) reflex is

formed, since the centre of the indifferent stimulus being excited

sends impulses predominantly in the direction of the uncon-

ditioned centre.

As to the irradiation of excitation from the centre of the

unconditioned stimulus, it is rather insignificant, since the main

part of the impulses is conducted to the executive organs. But
when the conditioned stimulus ceases to be reinforced the excita-

tion of the centre of the unconditioned stimulus dissipates in

all directions, and predominantly in the direction of the centre

of the conditioned stimulus, this last centre being in a state of

high excitability. With the repetitions of unreinforced trials

such retrogressive connexions grow more and more excitable,

and they gather to themselves all the excitation originated in

the centre of the unconditioned stimulus, to the detriment of

other directions. In consequence the conditioned response

gradually diminishes, and eventually subsides altogether. So

the entire body of phenomena related by Pavlov to the concept

of internal inhibition is treated by Beritoff not as inhibition,

but as the result of establishing retrogressive connexions between

the corresponding centres. To provide ‘direct’ proof of this

assumption Beritoff cites an observation by Podkopaev,* who
found that the rhythmic tactile stimulation of a [)aw began to

evoke the defensive flexion of the leg, since it became a dif-

ferential inhibitor. In this case, argues Beritoff, the excitation

transferred from the centre of the conditioned to the centre of

the unconditioned stimulus afterwards runs back to the centre

of the conditioned stimulus, summates with the original excita-

tion of this centre, and in this manner evidently becomes so

strong that it forms the source of a defensive reaction.

The inadequacy of this interpretation can be demonstrated

without difficulty. For the fact just cited occurs only in the

Podkopaev, N. A., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1026, vol. i/2-3, p. 187.
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case of alimentary reflexes; where acid (or other defensive)

conditioned reflexes are concerned we have clear evidence which
points to the direct opposite. For instance, experiments by
Petrova* showed that the defensive flexion to the tactile stimula-

tion of a paw was obtained when this stimulation was reinforced

by acid (and not diflerentiated as in Podkopaev’s experiments),

and so no conditions for the formation of retrogressive con-

nexions were present. That it was really so can be demonstrated

by the fact that the proper conditioned reaction to this stimulus

(i.e. salivation) was by no means impeded, which makes

the assumption that retrogressive connexions were formed

inadmissible.

Still more convincing proof of the inadequacy of Beritoft' s

conception can be found in Fiodorov’s experimental results.

t

This author established an acid conditioned reflex to a weak

electrical stimulation of the dog's skin, with the result that the

local defensive reaction against the electrical shock was greatly

enhanced, but simultaneously this stimulus evoked a powerful

acid conditioned reaction. Th(‘se two reactions by no niean.^

neutralized each other (as they should if the laws of inter-

dependent irradiation and retrogressive connexums were valid),

rather the contrary, mutual facilitation was observed. The local

defensive reaction to the electric shock was only suppressed

when acid reinforcement was replaced by alimentary reinforce-

ment.

We are confronted with a similar situation if we take into

consideration the experiments of Hezbokaya, which were de-

scribed in the foregoing chapter (§ 7). This author found that

the aggressive reaction in a dog greatly enhanced the alimentary

conditioned reflexes. Now, if the centre of aggression, being

excited, drew ofl* to itself the excitation which was directed to

the alimentary centre, the alimentary reflex should be reduced.

The same should occur if the aggression j)roduced a general

excitation of the cerebral cortex, which, according to the law of

interdependent irradiation, would cause a dispersal of the

nervous impulses in all directions. But any increase in alimentary

Pietrova, M., Uiss., Petersburg, 1917.

t Fiodorov, V. K., Trudy lAtb, Pavlova^ 1933, vol. v, p. 199.
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reflexes under the influence of aggression is, from the viewpoint

of the Beritoff theory, quite incomprehensible.

All the above-cited facts are in opposition both to the

conception of interdependent irradiation of excitation and to

the formation of retrogressive connexions between the centres

when the conditioned stimulus is non-reinforced. And, as will

be shown in Chapter vii, these facts can be satisfactorily ex-

plained on the basis of general neurophysiological principles

without the necessity of applying any additional mechanisms.

More recently Beritoff has supplemented his theory on the

basis of his conception of the significance of neurophil in the

processes of inhibition.* These supplements not only did not

lead to any clarification of his views, but. on the contrary, made

them more confused. For he now ascribes a dual mechanism

to one and the same phenomenon: there is the mechanism which

he formerly accepted, and the mechanism associated with in-

hibition caused through the action of neurophil.

There are other difficulties of interpretation in Beritoff's theory

which could be pointed out. But we think it unnecessary. This

theory has played no great part in the development of the

physiology of higher nervous activity, and, unfortunately, has

not even induced workers in the Pavlov school to revise their

views and to look for other interpretations of the facts obtained

in this field. The only real service Beritoff lias rendered, in our

view, is that he was the first to draw attention to the gulf that

exists between the physiologies of the higher and lower nervous

activity, and was the first to attempt to bridge this gulf.

Beritoff, Trans. J. Beritashvili Physiol. Inst. 1037, vol. hi, 21;

Communication of the Georgian Filial of the Soviet Academy of Sciences^ 1040,

vol. I, 140.



Chapter IV

General laws of the functioning of the

nervous system

1

We give the following brief outline of the laws governing the

functioning of the nervous system for two reasons. First, we
desire to make our work intelligible to those readers who are

not fully acquainted with these laws, and who, therefore, might

otherwise not thoroughly understand our further argument.

Secondly, despite the great progress of recent years in the

physiology of the central nervous system, many problems in

this field remain unelarified, and there is not as yet unanimity

of thought in regard to them. The necessity to take into con-

sideration the great mass of new facts which have been provided

by the physiology of higher nervous activity, and the task of

incorporating them in the general aggregation of neurophysio-

logical data oblige us, among various conceptions, to choose

those which will serve for (‘xplanation of these new facts, and

to reject others with which they could not be reconciled.

So the present exposition is entirely subordinated to the ends

it is intended to serva% i.e. it discusses only those laws of nervous

activity which will be of use to us later and, without raising any

controversies, presents only those hypotheses which we shall

use for the construction of a theory of cortical activity.

Apart from this, one other circumstance has governed the

character of the present exposition. In the physiology of higher

nervous activity we do not deal with such stimuli as single

volleys of impulses, and with such reflexes as act through two-

or even three-neuron reflex ares. The stimuli which we make

use of in this field are lasting and compound, the reflex arcs are

extensively ramified and multi-neuron in nature. Consequently,

in order to get an idea of the phenomena which are found in this

field of neurophysiology, one needs to make a certain extra-

polation of the laws discovered on relatively simple reflex

preparations to phenomena incomparably more complex. An
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attempt to give such an extraijolation will also be made in this

chapter.

It is perhaps unnecessary to emphasize that for the laws and

hypotheses on which we base our exposition we are chiefly

indebted to Sherrington and his school, and that, despite the

modifications that have been introduced in the subject of recent

times, as a whole his conception remains valid for to-day. and

serves as the foundation of the work which we have undertaken

in this book.

2

A nervous impulse, conducted along the axon of one nerve cell

to the body or dendrites of the next cell, causes either a state of

excitation, or a state of inhibition in the spot at which it arrives

(i.e. at the synapse). It will be to the point to consider these

two states separately.

The essential point in our understanding of the functioning of

nerve centres was the realization that a single centripetal (pre-

synaptic) nervous impulse, reaching the nerve cell and exciting

it, in normal conditions is insufficient to cause a discharge of

the centrifugal (post-synaptic) impulse.* The excitation which

one afferent impulse produces in a nerve cell is subliminal and

must summate with excitations caused by other afferent impulses

for the cell to be excited above the threshold. This gave rise to

the concept of the ‘central excitatory state’, i.e. a state which

is caused by nervous impulses arriving at the nerve cell and

which, having accumulated in sufficient amount, produces a dis-

charge of the efferent impulse, but, not reaching the threshold,

is gradually dissipated. If the intimate nature of excitation is

regarded as consisting in a depolarization of cell membrane, then

the subthreshold ‘central excitatory state’ will be due to its

partial, incomplete depolarization.

As to the precise mechanism of the initiation of post-synaptic

impulses in the nerve cell two different views can here be taken

into consideration.

* Later in the text, when usinn*: the terms ‘centripetal (or afferent)

impulses’ and ‘centrifugal (or efferent) impulses’ we shall relate them
only to a given centre, and not necessarily to the entire central nervous
system.
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According to Lorente de No* a nervous impulse arriving at

the nerve cell produces at its synapses a ‘synaptic excitatory

process’; this state differs from the Sherringtonian ‘central

excitatory state ’ in being purely local and lasting a much briefer

period, only the fraction of a millisecond (as compared with the

dozen or so milliseconds’ duration of the central excitatory state).

In itself it is inadequate to excite the neuron above threshold;

for this to occur, it must summafe with similar processes brought

about in neighbouring synapses. As it is of such brief duration,

this summation can occur only if there is an almost simultaneous

arrival of various impulses in the given discrete zone of the cell

surface.

Lorente de No has shown that every axon ramifying around

the nerve cell possesses synapses scattered over that celFs body,

but on any small zone of its surface only synapses originating

from different axons are to be found. It follows that the liminal

excitation of a nerve cell is always initiated by the simultaneous

action of impulses originating from different axons, i.e. it is the

result of the spatial summaiion of impulses.

On the other hand, as was stated recently by Eccles, r impulses

reaching the nerve cell evoke on its surface a prolonged and

widespread ‘synaptic potential’ of catelcctrotonie origin. Eccles

assumes that this ‘synaptic j>otentiar, if sulTieiently strong, is

the actual cause of neuron discharge. Since it lasts more than

10 milliseconds it can easily summate with synaptic potentials’

evoked by successive volleys of inqnilses, and thus the temporal

summation of afferent impulses comes into being. Lloyd in his

recent paperf confirmed the existence of prolonged facilitation

evoked by a single volley of afferent impulses reaching the

motoneurons, and called it "residual facilitation’.

It is dilTicult to foresee now which of these mechanisms will

prove to be true and responsible for the neuron discharge. It is

possible, as is assumed by Lloyd {op, cif,), tliat they both share in

Lorente de N6, K., Amer. J. Physiol, 1935, vol. cxi, p. 272; ibid. p. 283;

ibid. vol. cxii, p. 595; ibid. vol. cxiii, p. 505; ibid. p. 524; ibid. 1938,

vol. CXXTII, p. 388 (with H. T. Graham); J. Neurophysiol, 1938, vol. i, p. 187;

ibid. p. 195; ibid. p. 207; ibid. 1989, vol. n, p. 403.

t Eccles, J. C., J. Neurophysiol, 1946, vol. ix, p. 87.

X Lloyd, D. P. C., J, Neurophysiol. 1946, vol. ix, p. 421.
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synaptic transmission, one being the immediate cause of the

discharge of the neuron and the other increasing its excitability.

In any case it has to be noted that the above described con-

troversy does not affect the problems dealt with in the present

book, for they can be analysed in the terms of either conception.

The structure of the great majority of reflex arcs is such that

they include two fundamental types of circuit:* multiple chains

of neurons (the type M) and closed chains of neurons (the type C)

(fig. 2). The multiple chains cause a considerable temporal dis-

persion of the impulses falling on the nerve cell, and enable the

summation of a number of volleys, sent one after another at

quite wide intervals of time, since direct impulses set up by

succeeding stimuli can arrive at this cell simultaneously with

impulses set up by preceding stimuli, but reaching it through

many internuncial relays. Closed (or self-re-exciting) chains are

responsible for the fact that the reflex response lasts much
longer than the stimulus itself and subsides very slowly, since

in these conditions every cell-discharge becomes the source of

its renewed excitation. And so such closed chains of neurons,

once they have been excited, can go on discharging ‘spon-

taneously’ for a long period, until an end is put to their activity

by some additional stimulus, which has an inhibiting effect on one

of the links in this circuit and so stops all this spontaneously

acting mechanism. (Compare, for example, the effect of an

inhibitory stimulus on the after-discharge of a crossed extensor

reflex,t)

Taking into account the manner in which the nervous impulses

act on the cell which they reach, and the above described

arrangement of neurons in nervous centres, we can represent the

reflex activity in the nervous system as follows. Each afferent

impulse, as the result of the numerous ramifications of the fibre

along which it runs, reaches many neurons, and, owing to the

numerous ramifications of axon terminals around every single

cell, as well as owing to the lateral chains of the type M, it arrives

* Hanson, S. W. and Hinsey, J. C., Amer. J, Physiol. 1930, vol. xciv,

p. 471. Lorente de Nd, R., Arch. Neurol. Psych. 1988, vol. xxx, p. 245.

t Liddell, E. G. T. and Sherrington, C. S., Proc. Roy. Soc. B, 1925,

vol. xcvii, p. 488.
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at the nerve cell in the form of hundreds of both synchronized

and successive impulses. If we take into account the fact that

a normal stimulus sets up not one impulse, but a long series of

closely consecutive impulses in every afferent fibre, and that

many afferent fibres contact with each neuron, we see that as

Fig. 2. Chain arrangement of neurons according to l^orente de N6. («) The
multiple chain (M). The neuron is excited by the neuron Ny either

directly, or indirectly by the intermediary of various chains of internuneial

neurons: i/, ®tc. In this manner the single impulse set up
by the neuron is transformed into numerous impulses reaching the

neuron JV, with temporal dispersion, (b) The closed chain (C). The neuron
iV, excited by the neuron A\ re-excites itself through the intermedial
neurons iy, ig, t,. If this re-excitation is strong enough to produce a
repeated discharge of the neuron iV,, the activity of this neuron may last

a long time without any influx of impulses from the neuron Ny,

the result of stimulation an abundant and prolonged shower of

impulses falls on the neuron. In view of the Lorente de No
conception we have just presented we must conclude that the

origination of an efferent impulse in a neuron is a matter of

statistics. If the shower of impulses falling on a neuron is weak,

KCR 5
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then it is very unlikely that so many of these impulses will

assemble simultaneously on a small zone of its surface as will

cause depolarization adequate to ensure the discharge of a new

impulse. Therefore the cell will be in a state of permanent

subliminal excitation, which, in accordance with its reJative

strength, will occasionally discharge in the form of an efferent

impulse. But if a ‘downpour’ of nervous impulses falls on

a nerve cell, there will be a very great probability of threshold

depolarization arising on one or another zone of its surface, and

the cell will discharge with great frequency, limited only by its

subnormality periods.

3

As is seen from the foregoing discussion, the frequency of the

efferent impulses set up by the nerve cell is in strict relation to

the density of afferent impulses falling on it. If we wish to

express this relation graphically the curve shaped approximately

as in fig. 3 will be obtained. This curve is constructed according

to the following assumptions
: (1) When the density of the afferent

impulses is small (less than OA in the diagram) they are insuffi-

cient to initiate the discharge of the cell and they hold it in a

state of subliminal excitation. (2) When the density of afferent

impulses rises above the threshold (i.e. it becomes greater than

OA) a series of efferent impulses is set up by the neuron, the rate

of this series being, within limits, more or less proportional to the

density of the incoming impulses. (3) When the frequency of the

efferent impulses achieves a definite value (OB' in the diagram)

they begin to follow one another in a period of subnormality

(which period, it should be recalled, is the more protracted, the

greater the frequency of discharge),* and in consequence their

further increase is slowed down: the curve bends towards the

horizontal. The theoretical asymptote of the curve is determined

by the length of the absolute refractory phase of the neuron.

If we are concerned not with the frequency of efferent im-

pulses but with the magnitude of the reflex response (as is the

case in the study of conditioned reflexes) then the height OB',

at which the curve ABC bends, is less than in the previous case,

Lorente de N6, R., Amer, J. Physiol, 1988, vol. cxxiii, p. 388.
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Fig. 3. The chanicteristic of the functional system and the principles of

summation of allied rellcxes. Abscissae: the density of the shower of

excitatory impulses falling on the neuron. Ordinates: the size of reflex

response of the given effector-unit, (a) Summation of two simultaneous
subliminal stimulations. Oa, the density of the incoming impulse shower
set up by each stimulus acting independently; 06 = 20a, their concurrent
action; bb\ the size of the corresponding reflex response, (b) Summation
of two simultaneous supraliminal weak stimulations. Oa, the density of

the incoming impulse shower produced by each stimulus; aa', the corre-

sponding reflex response; 06 = 20a, the density of impulse shower caused
by two stimuli acting concurrently; bb\ the corresponding reflex response.

The reflex response to the joint stimulation exceeds the sum of the
responses to each stimulation separately {bb' >2aa'), (c) Summation of

two simultaneous strong stimulations. The symbols as in (b); the reflex

response to the joint stimulation is less than the sum of the responses
to each stimulation applied separately {bb' < 2aa').

5-2
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since the maximal response of the effector organ is reached at

a rate of efferent impulses usually much smaller than that allowed

by the efficiency of the discharging neuron.’*' Other features of

the curve will remain without change.

We shall call the curve ABC ‘ the characteristic of the neuron

or ‘the characteristic of a functional system’ if the magnitude

of the response and not the rate of discharge is taken into

consideration.

Suppose now that two independent showers of excitatory

impulses fall on the given nerve cell. The results of their sum-

mation are also represented in fig. 3.

If the density of each shower is such that it produces only

subliminal excitation of the cell, their concurrent action may
be quite sufficient to evoke supraliminal excitation and to

generate a series of efferent impulses of a greater or lesser rate.

Then we have the phenomenon oi facilitation of two subliminal

stimulations (fig. 3a).

If two stimuli set up separately evoke a weak supraliminal

excitation of the nerve cell, then their concurrent action may
also result in facilitation, the conjoint reflex response more or

less exceeding the arithmetical sum of both separate responses

(fig. 86).

But the situation changes when the stimuli become stronger,

i.e. the arithmetical sum of their effects exceeds the height ()B\

Then, instead of facilitation, occlusion takes place, a phenomenon

which is due to the existence of the maximal response of the

given effector unit. As fig. 3c shows, its result is that the joint

effect of two strong stimuli is much less than the sum of their

separate effects. Occlusion is the more manifest the stronger

are the two acting stimuli, or at least one of them. In the case

of one ofthem being maximal, i.e. of its giving a maximal response

of the functional system, occlusion is complete : this means that

the conjoint effect of the two showers of afferent impulses does

not exceed the effect of the stronger one acting separately.

Before we proceed we should like to draw attention to some

Adrian, E. D. and Bronk, D. W., J. Physiol. 1029, vol. lxvii, p. 119;
Sherrington, C. S., Proc. Roy. Soc. B, 1920, vol. cv, p. 832 ; Cooper, S. and
Denny Brown, D., ibid. p. 863.
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terminological vagueness concerning the concept ‘excitation’,

which emerges from our present discussion.

It is not difficult to observe that this term has been used so

far in two slightly different meanings

:

(1) The excitation of a neuron (or centre) signifies that it is

stimulated by excitatory impulses, and the measure of the

excitation thus conceived is the density of the afferent impulses

reaching the neuron.

(2) But excitation of a neuron or centre also means that it

is thrown into activity, i.e. that it is discharging efferent impulses,

and the measure of the excitation thus conceived is the frequency

with which the efferent impulses are fired off.

Very frequently there is no need whatever for distinction

between these terms, since excitation in the second sense is

completely dependent on excitation in the first sense, so it makes

no difference which of these meanings is intended. But this is

far from always the case. If, for instance, very many excitatory

impulses bombard a given centre, but for some reason or other

its excitability is diminished, then its excitation in the first sense

is considerable, but its excitation in the second sense is small,

since, because of its momentary properties, the centre is dis-

charging at a slower rate. A similar situation arises when,

in addition to excitatory impulses, inhibitory imjiulses fall on

the centre. Then it is again strongly excited in the first sense,

but its excitation in the second sense may be insignificant, since

the inhibiting impulses have a hindering effect (see below). The

converse phenomenon occurs when the excitability of the given

centre is increased (c.g. under the influence of strychnine) Then

a weak excitation of this centre (in the first sense) is sufficient

to bring about a considerable excitation (in the second sense).

In order to avoid misunderstanding, wherever it is necessary

to distinguish between the two meanings we shall use the term

active excitation or activation of the nerve cells, whenever the

stress is laid on the second meaning, i.e, on the amount of the

activity produced by the centre. In cases where it is not essential

to distinguish the two concepts and where the term ‘excitation’

simultaneously implies both meanings, the adjective ‘active’ will

be dropped.
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4

We pass now to consideration of the mechanism of central

inhibition. As we know, the problem of the intimate nature of

inhibition is not yet resolved, and, therefore, in our interpreta-

tion of this process we must resort more often to incompletely

substantiated hypotheses than was the case in our discussion of

the process of excitation.

Of course we have no intention of dealing with the problem

of inhibition in all its extent. We have only to remember that

while, chiefly because of the works of Gasser and Lorente de No,*

for some years before the war there was a strong tendency to

accept the monistic theory of excitation and inhibition (according

to which there are no separate ‘inhibitory synapses’, and inhibi-

tion can be entirely accounted for as the result of a subnormal

phase after the passage of nervous impulses in suflieiently rapid

succession) later works by Lloyd and Renshawf have clearly

shown that this explanation does not cover all the cases of

inhibition, and that beside the ‘indirect inhibition’ due to the

subnormal phase of a discharged neuron one must admit the

existence of ‘direct inhibition’ caused by inhibiting impulses.

Taking into account the evidence provided by the physiology

of higher nervous activity, we have to accept the fact that

‘direct’ inhibition unquestionably exists, and that it is this type

which plays the main, if not the exclusive role in all inhibition

phenomena found in conditioned reflex activity. Moreover, it

seems to us that, if our interpretation of this activity is correct,

it provides additional support for the dualistic theory of excita-

tion and inhibition. And so, without considering whether

‘indirect inhibition’ plays any role in the normal functioning

of the nervous system,J we shall discuss only the conception

of inhibition as a process separate from excitation.

Vide, for example, Gasser, H. S., BulL N.Y, Acad, Med. (Harvey
Lecture), 1937, vol. xiii, p. 324; Lorente de N6, R., J. Neutophysiol. 1988,
vol. 1

, p. 207.

t Lloyd, D. P. C., J. Neurophysiol, 1941, vol. iv, p. 184; ibid. 1948,

vol. VI, p. Ill ; ibid. 1946, vol. ix, p. 421 ; ibid. p. 489. Renshaw, B., ibid.

1941, vol. IV, p. 167; ibid. 1942, vol. v, p. 477; Amer, J. Physiol, 1946,

vol. CX1.VI, p. 443.

X Even if the answer is in the afhmiative, we consider that the mechanism
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So it is assumed that excitatory and inhibitory impulses

(i.e. impulses exerting excitatory or inhibitory effect on the

nerve cell they reach) are conveyed through different pathways,

though where the actual difference between them lies—whether

in various types of nerve terminals, or in their various localiza-

tion, or else in various kinds of neurons which set up impulses

—

is as yet unknown. It is also not clear whether one and the

same axon, when ramifying, can give different types of terminals

to different nerve cells, or whether it may convey impulses of

only one character. In our further discussion we deem it prudent

to operate with the second assumption,*

As to the time course of inhibitory action exerted by inhibiting

impulses on a nerve cell, the first clear answer to that question

was given recently by Lloydf who has shown that it is more or

less constant and lasts as long as 'residual facilitation’, i.e. about

10 milliseconds. Thus, if certain inhibitory reflexes possess longer

and others shorter after-effect, if some of them have a greater

and others a lesser latency, if certain reflexes ‘open’ at once

and others gradually, showing recruitment, these variations

depend exclusively on the structure of their reflex arcs, i.e. on

the same factors that determine the course of excitatory reflexes.

From this it follows that if a nerve cell is subjected to the

simultaneous action of excitation and inhibition, showers of

excitatory and inhibitory impulses fall on it, and the activity

of the cell depends on their respective density. If, for instance,

at a given moment sufficient excitatory impulses arrive at the

cell membrane to initiate a discharge in ordinary conditions,

of ‘direct inhibition’ is so different from that of ‘indirect inhibition’, that

it seems improper to give the common name of ‘inhibition’ to both these

phenomena. So we propose to retain this term for the phenomenon of

‘direct inhibition’, which after all is nothing else than the well-known

Sherringtonian ‘antagonistic inhibition’, and to introduce the term ‘sub-

normality depression’ for ‘indirect inhibition’.

* From the experiments conducted by Kato and his collaborators

(Kato, G., Kaku, Z. and Tasaki, I., volume dedicated to Professor Bery-

tasvili, Tbilisi, 1936, p. 203), it follows that one and the same alTcrcnt nerve

fibre is capable of carrying excitation to certain neurons and inhibition to

other neurons. But this fact does not contradict the thesis we have adopted,

for it can be assumed that the inhibition of a given group of motoneurons

was transmitted to them not directly, but through internuncial neurons.

t Lloyd, D. P. C., J. NeurophysioL 1946, vol. ix, p. 421.
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but simultaneously inhibitory impulses fall on it, then the exci-

tatory impulses may prove to be inadequate, and the neuron

will fail to discharge at that moment. If the inhibitory impulses

are much more frequent than the excitatory ones, the cell’s

activity will be completely suppressed; if the predominance of

the inhibitory impulsens is less, they will only slacken the rate

of discharge to a greater or lesser degree; if, on the other hand,

the inhibition is not so very strong, whereas more excitatory

impulses fall on the cell than is necessary to produce the maximal

reflex response, then the inhibitory stimulus may have no

influence whatever on the course of the reflex, etc.*

From what has been said it is seen that, without in the least

prejudging the intimate nature of inhibition, we may assume

that inhibitory impulses heighten the threshold of excitability of

the nerve cell, since under their action more excitatory impulses

than the normal are required in order to initiate a discharge

of an efferent impulse in the neuron. This means that the curve

of characteristic of nerve cells represented in fig. 3, under the

influence of inhibitory impulses, will be shifted to the right, the

extent of this shift giving the measure of the density of inhibitory

impulses arriving at the cell. As for the shape of the curve,

it remains unchanged, since the discharge mechanism of the

neuron itself is in no way affected (fig. 4).

As is seen in fig. 4, if the shower of excitatory impulses falling

on the cell is very heavy, its effect is hardly affected at all

by moderate inhibitory influence; if it is not so very dense,

inhibitory impulses diminish the frequency of the reflex dis-

charge; if inhibitory impulses are abundant the excitation of

the cell becomes subliminal, etc. In other words, all the relations

obtained by the concurrent action of excitatory and inhibitory

impulses can be easily represented in our diagram.

5

Having discussed the action of excitation and inhibition upon
the single nerve cell, we shall now consider the manner in which
these processes interact throughout the nervous system. Long

* The reader will find many demonstrative examples of such relatiohs
in Sherrington^s Ferrier Lecture. Proc, Ray, Soc, B, 1929

, vol. cv, p. 882 .
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since, Sherrington drew attention to the circumstance that the

reflex we operate with in experimental work is ‘a convenient

if not a probable fiction’, and that in reality the organism’s

response to a stimulus is always compound and involves a large

number of eflectors. Thus every reflex throws the whole of the

nervous system into activity, causing excitation in certain

elements, inhibition in others, and alternating states of excitation

and inhibition in yet other elements. And so particular reflexes

4. The influence of inhil)ition upon the characteristic of tlie functionn!

system. Abscissa ; the density of the shower of excitatory impulses falling on
the neuron. Ordinate: tlic size of the reflex responst* of the given effector-

unit. AliC^ ‘normar eharaeteristie of neuron. .Ij/ijU, and the
characteristics of neuron bombarded by lesser or greater quantity of

inhibitory imj)ulses. Oa, weak excitatory stimulation of the neuron.

06, moderate exeiUitory stimulation of the neuron. Or, strong excitatory

stimulation of the neuron. The shift of the curve .iBC to the position

A^ByCi causes tlie response to the stimulus Oa to become subliminal, the

response to the stimulus Ob to become greatly diminished, and to the

.stimulus Oc to remain practically unchanged. The further shift to the

position A 2B2^2 uiakes tlie response to the stimulus 06 subliminal, and
diminishes the response to the stimulus Or.

do not difler from one another by the circumstance that the)

bring into activity different groups of neurons, but above all

because they produce different exeitato-inhibitory configurations

within the nervous system, in both a spatial and a temporal sense.

It follows that, with the exception of so-called ‘local reflexes',

there are hardly any reflexes which are mutually independent of

one another, and which, acting simultaneously, have no re-

ciprocal relations. This truth becomes even more evident when

we turn from the spinal animal to an animal with intact brain.
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‘It is a cardinal feature of the construction of the higher

vertebrate nervous system’, writes Sherrington, ‘that longer

indirect reflex-arcs, attached as extra circuits to the shorter

direct ones, all pass through the brain. With those former intact

the number of reflexes neutral one to another might be fewer.

In presence of the arcs of the great projicient receptors and the

brain there can be few receptive points in the body whose

aetivities are totally indifferent one to another. Correlation of

the reflexes from points widely apart is the crowning contribution

of the brain towards the nervous integration of the individual.’

(Sherrington, Integrative Action^ 1947, p. 149).

According to Sherrington we have to distinguish between

allied reflexes, i.e. reflexes winch act in the same manner on the

given nerve cells, exciting or inhibiting them, and antagonistic

reflexes, i.e. those winch act on the same nerve cells in different

ways. The interaction of allied reflexes results in their ‘summa-

tion’, w'hile the interaction of antagonistic reflexes leads to

‘interference’ between them.

The principles of summation of two allied reflexes in relation

to a single effector unit were discussed in §3. When a stimulus

is applied to the receptors or the total centripetal nerve there

is, of course, an excitation of many neurons, certain of them
being excited more strongly, others more weakly. And so, if two

allied reflexes act synchronously their general eflect is more

complex than in the case of excitation of a single cell, since it

can depend on facilitation in certain cells and a lesser or greater

occlusion in others. But, generally speaking, the basic relations

remain of course the same ; two concurrent weak reflexes result

chiefly in facilitation, while concurrent strong reflexes give rise

to occlusion, this being the more complete, the stronger the

stimuli applied.

However, it has to be remembered that alliance between

reflexes exists not only when corresponding stimuli belong to the

same ‘receptive field’ and provoke roughly the same excitation

patterns in the nervous system. It can be detected also between

reflexes exciting supraliminally quite different pools of neurons

and possessing apparently quite different effects. For instance,

stimulation of the forefoot in the spinal animal gives as primary
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response a flexion of this foot, while the stimulation of the

crossed hindfoot causes primarily flexion of that limb. And yet

these two reflexes acting simultaneously reinforce each other

and prove to be allied to a high degree. The cause of this alliance

is that each of these reflexes, exciting supraliminally a certain

group of neurons, produces subliminal excitation in many other

groups, inter alia in that group which is thrown into activity by

the other reflex. This subliminal excitation does not manifest

itself when the reflex acts sef)arately, but betrays its existence

wlien the reflex is combined with another allied reflex.

All this problem was thoroughly analysed by Sherrington in

Chapter v of his Integrative Action of the Nervous System,

Let us pass now to the analysis of antagonism between re-

flexes. At one time, while studying the interaction Vjetween the

flexion reflex and the scratch reflex, Sherrington expressed the

view that the struggle between two antagonistic reflexes for

‘ the final common path’ is always uncompromising, and that one

or the other reflex dominates that path completely.* Thus the

antagonistic reflexes (according to his earlier view) can enter

only into successive (and not simultaneous) combinations

between each other, since only Ahis reflex or that reflex, but not

the two together ’ can act at the same time. But later research by

his school showed that this view was not correct, and that in the

struggle between reflexes, one of which causes excitation and

the other inhibition of a given group of neurons, compromises

are reached which often resemble the ‘ algebraic summation ’ of

two antagonistic processes. The precise mechanism of such

compromises was discussed in the foregoing section.

The total victory of one of the competing reflexes occurs only

when it possesses a considerable preponderance over the other.

Thus interference between antagonistic reflexes appears in

certain respects to be similar to the situation which arises when

using a pair of scales. If the freight on one of the pans is greatly

in excess of the other, it weighs down the pan completely,

i.e. the other pan is completely neutralized, no matter what

weight is in it. So in these cases one side has an uncompromising

victory over the other. But within the range of a certain narrow

Sherrington, Integrative Action^ pp. 118 et seq.
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ratio of relations between the two weights neither side achieves

complete predominance, and the needle points to one or another

position in its arc in dependence on fine differences in the weights

put into the two pans. So in this case one side has only a relative

victory, which can be greater or lesser. And just as in different

scales this state of relative equilibrium lies within a broader or

narrower arc, and can be achieved either more easily or with

greater difficulty, so perhaps it varies for different kinds of

reflexes. In certain instances it is very narrow, and then it is

extraordinarily difficult to match up the strength of the two

acting stimuli so as to ensure that neither of them predominates

completely, and the struggle between them always appears to be

uncompromising; but in other instances it is comparatively

easy to reach this relative equilibrium between reflexes and, by
correspondingly apportioning the strength of the two stimuli,

the scale of victory can be shifted to one or the other side with

comparative ease.

In the case of higher nervous activity this comparison with

a pair of scales would seem to convey accurately the actual

state of affairs, and it is a general rule for compromise to occur

between two antagonistic reflexes if their relative strengths are

appropriately matched.

When speaking of alliance or antagonism between two reflexes

we must remember that these concepts concern the action of the

two reflexes only on a definite group of neurons in a certain

period of time. Since, as we have said, every reflex represents

its own peculiar (both tem|X)rally and spatially) and very complex

configuration of excitations and inhibitions, it is hardly likely

that with a normal activity of the organism any two reflexes

would be exact copies of each other, or, on the contrary, exact

negatives, i.e. that they would be absolutely allied or antago-

nistic with regard to all the effectors on which they work.

Undoubtedly, in the great majority of cases, or perhaps always,

two reflexes which are allied within the scope of one group of

effectors can be antagonistic within another group, and may
even be allied within a group of effectors at one moment and
antagonistic at another. Ifwe cannot cite many precise examples

of this state of affairs, this is because research on reflexes has
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hitherto been conducted chiefly so as to .focus attention on one

definite effector, or sometimes on two, but ignoring all others.

None the less, even in his early work Sherrington draws attention

to this state of affairs,* giving as example the interrelation

between the scrateh reflex and the ipsilateral flexion reflex.

We shall describe this fact in his own words: ‘The scratch

reflex, though at first sight it appears unilateral, is not strictly

so. Suppose the left shoulder stimulated, the left leg then

scratches; but if the right leg is examined it is found to present

slight steady extension with some abduction.. . .Again the

homonymous flexion-reflex of the hind leg (spinal dog) is only

the main part of a larger complex reflex which is bilateral, and

consists of flexion of the same side leg and extension of the

crossed leg (the crossed extension-reflex). This being so, the

mutual relation between the complete scratch-reflex, e.g. of left

foot, and the complete noci-ceptive reflex of the same foot, is

that the homonymous uncrossed parts of each reflex interfere

and are related mutually as antagonistic reflexes, but the crossed

parts of each reflex coalesce in excitation of the extensor neurons

and inhibition of the flexor neurons of the right leg, and are

related mutually as allied reflexes.’

When setting about the investigation of phenomena of higher

nervous activity all these relations have to be remembered,

since in the case of a normal animal with intact brain they are

manifested especially clearly.

Sherrin^on, C. S., Integrative Action, pp. 145 et seq.



Chapter V

Excitability and plasticity in the nervous system

1

Before we proceed to the main part of our discussion concerning

the new approach to the physiology of higher nervous activity,

it seems desirable to analyse more precisely than may have been

done hitherto those functional properties of the cerebral cortex

which distinguish this organ from the lower levels of the nervous

axis, and which give its functions their specific character.

Let us begin by characterizing those properties, utilizing a

comparatively simple cortical phenomenon, such as the extinc-

tion of an orientation reflex.

It is known that the higher animal reacts to external stimuli

falling upon certain of its receptors (such as auditory or visual)

by turning its head in the direction of the source of the

stimulus, pricking up its ears, sometimes by a slight start in-

volving all its body, etc. This is the so-called orientation reflex.

Its strength can be measured either globally on the basis of the

magnitude of the movements mentioned, or more accurately,

but also more onerously, by investigating the extent to which

this reflex inhibits an alimentary conditioned reflex evoked

simultaneously.

If the stimulus causing the orientation reaction is repeated

again and again, this reaction (measured either directly or

indirectly) gradually diminishes and may even fade altogether.

This process is called extinction of the orientation reflex.

There is no doubt whatever that the mechanism by which the

extinction of the orientation reaction operates is sui generis,

and that it must not be identified or even said to be analogous

with other, apparently similar phenomena, such as the gradual

disappearance of spinal reflexes through their too frequent

repetition, the decrease of reaction in neuromuscular preparation

kept in an unsuitable physiological condition, etc. For while in

these latter cases the disappearance of the function is explained

either by the lesion of the preparation, caused by fatigue or

poisoning, or by a subnormal period of the excitability cycle
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after the passage of nervous impulses, the extinction of the

orientation reflex is not referable to any of these categories of

phenomena. Many proofs of this may be adduced. First, we

have clear experimental evidence that the orientation reflex is

extinguished even when the intervals between the stimuli are

very long (24 hours or longer) so that neither a functional ex-

haustion nor a subnormal period can account for this process.

Secondly, there is evidence that the extinction of the orientation

reflex occurs the more rapidly the better the functional condition

of the nervous system and the higher the degree of its phylo-

genetic development. Thirdly, it is known that in animals whose

cerebral cortex has been removed the orientation reflex ex-

tinguishes incomparably more slowly than in normal animals,

and possibly is not extinguishable at all, being as stable as other

unconditioned reflexes. Fourthly, and finally, as will be seen

later there are phenomena profoundly analogous to the pheno-

menon of extinction of the orientation reflex, in which the

reaction to a stimulus does not grow weaker on its repetition,

but on the contrary grows stronger and stronger, which makes any

analogy with fatigue or with a subnormal period quite inad-

missible.

So we have to infer that in a normal animal the application

of a stimulus evoking an orientation reaction leads to changes of

a twofold kind in the nervous system. First, it gives rise to a

cycle of acute changes, which consist in some transient excitato-

inhibitory configuration arising in the nervous system, as the

result of the given stimulation, and disappearing completely

after a shorter or longer period. But, on the other hand the

stimulus inaugurates certain permanent and irreversible changes

in the centres, these having the effect that when, after some time,

even a long time, the stimulus acts again, the excitato-inhibitory

configuration elicited by it will now be somewhat different from

that of the previous occasion. The first property, by virtue of

which the nerve cells react to the incoming impulses with a

certain cycle of changes, we call excitability, and the changes

arising in centres because of this property we shall call changes

due to excitability. The second property, by virtue of which

certain permanent functional transformaiiom arise in particular

systems of neiirons as the result of appropriate stimuli or their
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combinations, we shall call plasticity, and the corresponding

changes plastic changes. So among changes due to excitability

we include such as a manifest or subliminal excitation of the

nerve centres, inhibition of the centres caused by, for instance,

an antagonistic reflex, changes of their excitability caused by the

excitability cycle, etc.; but among plastic changes are the ex-

tinction of the orientation reflex, the formation of active and

inhibitory conditioned reflexes, habit formation, etc.

As is well known, excitability is a universal feature of the

nervous system, whereas plasticity is a characteristic of only its

highest divisions, and, in the higher vertebrates, especially of

the cerebral cortex.

It is remarkable how little attention physiologists have

devoted to the problem of plasticity in the sense just given.

While investigations concerning the excitability properties of

the cerebral cortex are numerous and manifold, and by various

methods a great mass of facts has been gathered in this field,

the study of plasticity in the functioning of this organ is as yet

but little advanced. Even Pavlov, who, having introduced the

conditioned reflex to physiology, was particularly concerned

with a phenomenon which is specifically due to plasticity, who
fully appreciated the revolution he had brought about, and gave

this property of the cerebral cortex the name ‘linkage’ (‘Zamy-

katielnost’)—even he did not devote adequate attention to the

problem of this ‘linkage’, and most of the investigations of his

school were devoted to the excitability properties of the cerebral

cortex, studied with the method of ready-made conditioned

reflexes.

We cannot now go into a detailed discussion of the reasons for

this state of affairs. Perhaps it is partly due to intellectual

inertia, which impels the physiologists who study the activity

of the cerebral cortex to follow beaten paths and seek in the

functioning of this organ the same problems that were known
from the study of the lower parts of the nervous system. Further-

more, it must be realized that, unlike excitability, the plasticity

of the cortical activity has so far not yielded to direct investiga-

tion. The mechanisms of plasticity are to be found only in a

normal animal, whereas after it has been anaesthetized and its
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skull has been opened they vanish completely, and so the experi-

menter who is tempted to make direct investigations into the

activity of the cerebral cortex finds that under his hands it

becomes only an excitable organ.*

2

As we have said, the extinction of the orientation reflex (and of

certain other unconditioned reflexes) is not the only type of

plastic phenomena. There are other types, some of which have

been examined far more thoroughly. Thus, if two stimuli are

applied always in overlapping sequence a plastic change occurs

in the nervous system, in that the ‘leading’ stimulus begins to

evoke the same reaction as the ‘aftercoming’ stimulus (condi-

tioning). If the conditioned stimulus is given separately without

the reinforcing stimulus, a plastic change occurs, consisting in

the disappearance of the conditioned reflex (internal inhibition).

Further, there is a more complex kind of plasticity, on which

the habit formation is based, to which we have given the term

‘conditioned reflexes of the second type’; this kind will be dis-

cussed in one of the final chapters. Undoubtedly there are other

kinds of plasticity also, which so far physiology has nc't con-

cerned itself with, but which are well known to psychologists.

All of them, without regard to whether they result in the

establishment of a new reaction to the stimulus, or, on the

contrary, in a subsiding of the former reaction, or both one and

the other, possess certain general common properties which make
it possiVfle to treat them as one great class of phenomena,

probably of identical or similar nature.

Here we shall specify some of these properties:

(1) If the application of a certain combination of stimuli

(here we include an individual stimulus in the term combination)

tends to give rise to a definite plastic change, the repetition of

In this direction a bc}a[inning has been made by the work of those

experimenters who arc* adapting the method of direc^t stimulation of the

cerebral cortex to investigations on conditioned reflexes (Loucks, K. B.,

J, Psychol, 1935, vol. i, p. 5; J. Comp. Psychol, 1938, vol. xxv, p. 315;
Konorski, J. and Eubinska, L., Acta Biol, Exper. 1939, vol. xiii, p. 143,

and others). So far, however, it is difficult to say what this line of research

will yield.

KCR 6
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this combination leads to ‘cumulation’, i.e. an increase in this

change. The cumulation of a plastic change depends on the

number of repetitions of the combination, and on the intervals

between the separate trials.* The smaller the intervals, the

swifter occurs the cumulation of the plastic change. However,

too frequent trials are detrimental to the formation of the

plastic change, because of the proneness to fatigue of the nervous

elements involved.

Examples, (a) The application of a combination, consisting

of an indifferent stimulus and an unconditioned stimulus in

overlapping sequence, leads to the formation of a conditioned

reflex, which increases pari passu with the repetition of the

combination. The more frequently the combination is given,

the more rapid is the formation of the reflex, i.e. the fewer the

trials required; however, too frequent trials do not lead to an

acceleration of the establishment of the reflex, but rather they

delay its formation.

(6) The repetitive application of the same conditioned stimulus

without reinforcement leads to extinction of the reflex, and the

extinction deepens pari passu with the repetition of the stimulus.

The shorter the intervals between the trials (within certain

limits) the fewer the trials required to achieve the complete

extinction of the reflex. By way of illustration we give extracts

from Babkin’s experiments.

f

The conditioned stimulus consists in showing a dog meat

powder for 1 minute. This stimulus is not reinforced.

If the stimulus is given every 16 minutes it is not completely

extinguished after seven trials.

If it is given every 8 minutes it is completely extinguished

after six trials.

If it is given every 4 minutes it is completely extinguished

after four trials.

If it is given every 2 minutes it is completely extinguished

after five or six trials.

By ‘trial’ we mean each application of the stimulus or combination of
stimuli, which leads to the formation or maintenance of some plastic change.

t Babkin, B. P., Diss., Petersburg, 1904 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes^

p. 53).
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Thus, in these experiments the optimum interval of time for

the extinction of the conditioned reflex was 4 minutes.

(2) If the combination of stimuli which is the cause of the

plastic change is not applied, this change suffers regression

^

which is the stronger, the longer the interval sinee the last

application of the combination. If the interval is long enough

there may even be apparently complete regression. That it is

only apparent is shown by the fact that a reapplication of the

combination leads to the formation of the plastic change more

rapidly than on the first occasion.

Examples, (a) A combination is given consisting of an in-

different and an unconditioned stimulus. After a number of

trials a conditioned reflex of a certain magnitude is formed.

A suspension in application of the combination causes a weaken-

ing of the conditioned reflex; after a sufliciently long interval

the reflex can disappear altogether. But if we try to form it

anew, it is established more rapidly than on the first occasion.

(b) A stimulus evoking an orientation reaction is given at

intervals of several minutes. After a number of applications

the orientation reflex extinguishes completely. If after an hour’s

interval the same stimulus is again applied, it may be found

that the orientation reflex has recovered to a greater or lesser

extent. After an interval of many hours the recovery may be

complete. If now the same stimulus is applied at the original

intervals, it will be found that the reaction to it subsides much
more rapidly than before.

(3) The longer the period over which the combination of

stimuli causing a plastic change is repeated, the more stable the

change becomes, i.e. there is less regression if the application of

the combination is suspended.

Example. While a recently established conditioned reflex

undergoes regression very swiftly, almost from day to day, a

conditioned reflex trained over a long period hardly suffers

regression at all, i.e. even a break of many months in the applica-

tion of the combination does not cause any diminution in its

effect.

The differences in stabilization of plastic changes arising from

the degree of training are of great importance in work on con-

6-2
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ditioned reflexes, and provide a straightforward explanation for

facts which the Pavlov school have never interpreted from this

viewpoint. Take, for example, the spontaneous recovery of

an extinguished conditioned reflex after a suspension in applica-

tion of the conditioned stimulus. From the viewpoint of the laws

discussed above, this fact is very easily explained. The positive-

conditioned reflex constitutes a plastic change firmly established,

and therefore even longer intervals between the trials are of no

significance for its maintenance; on the other hand, the extinc-

tion of this reflex is a fresh plastic change, which undergoes

regression very rapidly. Consequently, after a couple of hours’

interval in the application of the conditioned stimulus the

extinction undergoes apparently complete regression,* but in

practice the conditioned reflex suffers no regression whatever.

As the result a complete recovery of the conditioned reflex

occurs. Obviously, if the conditioned stimulus is regularly

given day after day without reinforcement, then the new plastic

change, i.e. the extinction, grows more and more fixed and

becomes just as stable and insensitive to a suspension in the

application of the stimulus as was the active conditioned reflex

originally.

3

Accepting plasticity as an independent property of the function-

ing of higher nervous activity, we must also admit that it can

be displayed in various degrees in different species of animals,

in different individuals of the same species, and even in the same
individual in different states, or at various periods of its life.

In fact, a considerable body of experimental evidence indicates

that animals at the lower stages of phylogenetic development

form both active- and inhibitory-conditioned reflexes, and habits

also, more slowly than higher animals, that there are great

differences in the rate of formation of plastic changes among
various individuals of the same species, that the plasticity of

the nervous system grows feebler as the result of illnesses,

* Apparently, because if we tried immediately to extinguish this same
reflex a second time, the extinction would occur much more rapidly than
on the first occasion.
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through organic lesions of the nervous tissue, in states of

fatigue, in old age, etc.

Just as the physiology of higher nervous activity has hardly

paid any attention to the general problems of plasticity, so it

has completely ignored the questions concerned with the rate

of formation of plastic changes, or the rate of their regression.

Thus, whereas in psychology experimental research into memory
is regarded as very important, and constitutes one of the best

explored departments of this science, physiology so far has had

little to say on the subject. One gets the impression that physio-

logists have even avoided raising elear issues in this field.

Pavlov, for instance, when analysing the greater or lesser rate of

formation of positive or inhibitory conditioned reflexes, attri-

butes it to the excitability of the animal’s nervous system, to

the ‘strength’ of the processes of excitation or inhibition, to

their ‘lability’ (sec below). But it never occurred to him that

capacity to form plastic changes is a property sui generis, which

can be correlated with other characteristics of the nervous

system, but must not be identified with them.

How great was the misunderstanding of problems of })lasticity

in the Pavlov school can be seen from the paper written by one

of Pavlov’s pupils, E. Asratian, ‘On the physiological lability

of the higher central levels’.* In this paper the author

compares the rate with which conditioned reflexes are esta-

blished, extinguished, delayed, diflerentiated, etc., in two dogs

of approximately the same age and identical ‘strength’ of their

nervous processes (in the Pavlo\ school sense), and shows that

the formation of both positive and inhibitory conditioned re-

flexes in one of the two dogs proceeded at a much faster rate

than in the other. Heading the reports of these experiments,

one can have no doubt whatever that this was a case of a

difference in the plastic properties of the two animals; yet the

author argues that the different rate of formation of reflexes

depends on . . . the lability of their nervous systems. By ‘ lability
’

(a term used by Wedensky) he means the property corre-

sponding to Lapicque’s ‘excitability’ and measurable by

chronaxie. The author himself states that ‘ right at the beginning

* Asratian, E., Uchonie Zapishi L. G. U, 1939, no. 41, p. 23.
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a question of first-rate importance has to be asked: to what

extent are we entitled to accept the comparative rate of reaction

development by the method of conditioned reflexes as lability

in VVedensky’s sense?’ Without providing any convincing

evidence Asratian none the less regards these two phenomena
as identical, and by so doing attempts to squeeze into the

framework of the physiology of the lower nervous activity that

very property of the cerebral cortex which is almost exclusively

specific to it.

So the problem of plasticity of the nervous system is almost

an unexplored region for physiology, and research in this

direction should yield valuable results. Whether or not the

lower species of animals really show a lesser plasticity than the

higher (as is universally accepted), whether or not the relative

rate of formation of plastic changes is identical for various kinds

of plasticity, what influence humoral factors, the autonomic

system, etc., have on plasticity, what correlation exists between

plasticity and other properties of the nervous system—all these

are problems which can and should be investigated with the

aid of physiological methods, and their investigation from this

aspect will undoubtedly be of great benelit.

4

Remembering the poor development of physiological investiga-

tion into plasticity, one cannot be surprised that in the present

state of knowledge very little can be said about the intimate

nature of this phenomenon. If none the less we raise the matter

here it is because a general view of the mechanism of plasticity

is an indispensable link in the construction of a theory of the

functioning of the cerebral cortex. In fact, as the present work

is devoted to the plastic phenomena arising in the cortex, it is

impossible to pass over the problems of their general mechanism.

For the purpose of considering the mechanism of plastic

changes we shall concentrate attention on the formation of

conditioned reflexes, postponing the problem of their inhibition

and the inhibition of the orientation reaction to one of our later

chapters.

There would seem to be little doubt that in the present state
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of physiological knowledge the most simple and natural explana-

tion of the elaboration of conditioned reflexes is the assumption

that between the centre of the conditioned stimulus and the

centre of the unconditioned stimulus previously non-existent

functional connexions are formed. This is suggested both by the

existence of spatially separate ‘centres’ for different stimuli (i.e.

of assemblies of cells, scattered over the nervous system, which

on the application of the given stimulus arc regularly excited),

and by the fact that there is a great similarity in physiological

properties between the well-established conditioned reflexes and

ordinary reflexes, which implies a similar structure of their reflex

arcs. The nature of these connexions is a matter for discussion.

Obviously, it is hardly to be believed that, as the result of

repetitive application of one or another combination of stimuli,

new, previously non-existent, iierve paths could arise in the

cerebral cortex. There is clear morphological evidence against

this assumption, and, moreover, the very fact of the sometimes

extraordinarily rapid formation of the conditioned reflex (even

after one association of adequate stimuli) points to its extreme

improbability. Thus we have to assume that the formation of

new intercentral connexions must be regarded as a synaptic

process, i.e. only sucli groups of neurons as are predestined to

this because of corresponding anatomical paths can be brought

into a functional relationship. In other words, we have to

assume that before a conditioned reflex is established, there

potential interneuronic connexions, directed from the centre

of the stimulus to be conditioned to the centre of the reinforcing

stimulus, and that as the result of repetitive associations of

these stimuli these potential connexions are transformed into

actual connexions. The neurons or centr(*s linked together by

such potential connexions we shall call coupled^ and we shall

distinguish the emitting neuron or centre, which sends impulses

to the other centre, and the receiving neuron or centre, to which

these impulses are addressed.*

* Ariens Kappers {Brain, 1921, vol. xuv, p. 125), discussing the problem

of selectivity in the formation of new connexions as a result of simultaneous

excitation of two centres, called such centres ‘stimulatively correlated'.

We think, however, that the term ‘coupled’ we propose is more suitable

and more expressive.
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The problem arises: What is the intimate nature of the trans-

formation of potential into actual connexions? Two main lines

of approach to the solution of this problem can be distinguished

:

morphological and functional.

The functional interpretation of plastic changes has been

generally more popular among physiologists than the morpho-

logical interpretation, and these changes were most frequently

related to the phenomenon of facilitation. This view, however,

is rather difficult to maintain, since facilitation represents, strictly

speaking, nothing else than one of the phases of the excitability

cycle, and as such is fully reversible, in contradistinction to the

practical irreversibility and permanence of plastic changes. In

recent years more serious attempts have been made to explain

plastic changes in functional terms by the assumption that the

formation of new functional connexions is based on bringing

into activity previously inactive closed self-re-exciting chains

of neurons in the highest divisions of the nervous system.*

According to this hypothesis simultaneous application of two

stimuli (the one to be conditioned, and the other unconditioned)

initiates activity in certain closed chains of neurons, which from

that moment continue to function unceasingly. Their functioning

has the result that when the conditioned stimulus is now applied

alone it evokes a response which previously it did not produce.

The cessation of this steady activity corresponds to the pheno-

menon of forgetting. Models of interneuronic connexions are

constructed to account for the processes of conditioning, extinc-

tion and so on.

It seems to us that this theory presents difficulties (indicated

already by Householder and Landahl) which cannot be overcome.

In fact, if we hold that the whole body of interneural connexions

acquired by the organism during its individual life is due to the

incessant activity of self-re-exciting chains of neurons, once

thrown into activity, it is incomprehensible how they can be

preserved after such states of complete inactivity of the brain

Vide Young, J. Z., in Evolution, Essays on Aspects of Evolutionary
Biology, Oxford, 1988, p. 179; Rashevsky, N., Mathematical Biophysics,

Chicago, 1938; Householder, A. and Landahl, M., Mathematical Biophysics

of the Central Nervous System, Bloomington, 1945.
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as are produced by a very profound narcosis, a cerebral ischemia,

and so on. We know that in these states very simple and primitive

functions of the nervous system (such as two-neuron reflexes)

are completely abolished and precluded, so how is it possible

that highly complex and delicate activities could continue to

be sustained? And yet it is well known that the whole body of

‘engrams’ is as a rule completely preserved after such states,

and that the various forms of partial amnesias are described and

investigated rather as exceptional phenomena, they being in

most cases fully reversible.

In our opinion the objection just raised not only renders in-

admissible this particular conception, but also must be taken into

account in discussing any other conception attempting to explain

plastic changes in functional and not morphological terms.

On the other hand, reasonable arguments can be put forward

in favour of a morphological conception of plasticity, according

to which plastic changes would be related to the formation and

multiplication of new synaptic junctions between the axon

terminals of one nerve cell and the soma (i.e. the body and the

dendrites) of the other.*

So the significance of training in the establishment of new
connexions, the great dependence of the plastic projierties of

a nervous system upon the age of the organism, the fact that in

some pathological cases (such as Korsakoff psychosis, pellagra,

etc.) the formation of new plastic changes is greatly impaired

while the formerly elaborated changes are preserv^ed, all these

facts are in agreement with the morphological hypothesis of

* As is well known, such a view was put forward by Ramon y ^ajal, S.,

Textura del sistenia iiervioso del hombre y de los vertebradosy Madrid, 1904;

Ariens Kappers, C. U., J. Comp. Seurol. 1917, vol. xxvii, p. 261; Brain,

1921, vol. XLiv, p. 125; Child, C. M., The Origin and Development of the

Nervous System, Chicago, 1921 ;
Coghill, C. E., Anatomy and the Problem of

Behaviour] Cambridge, 1929. From the last of these authors we give the

following noteworthy quotation (pp. 84-5): ‘Growth of the terminals of

axons and dendrites through microscopic dimensions is sufficient to have

a profound effect in behaviour. This we have demonstrated in a vertebrate

of such primitive form as ambylastoma, w hich, by the growth of terminals

of nerve cells over a distance of less than one one-hundredth of a millimetre,

transforms itself from an animal that must live helpless where chance places

it into one that can explore its environment in response to impulses from

within or stimulation from without.’
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plasticity. The phenomenon of the regression of plastic changes

when the appropriate training is suspended (which fact can be

considered as homologous to the general phenomenon of

‘atrophy from disuse’) also fits in very well with this hypo-

thesis, as does the fact that the regression chiefly affects fresh

plastic changes leaving the old ones rather undisturbed.*

Taking all the foregoing into account, we are rather disposed

to accept the morphological hypothesis of plasticity as the basis

of our further discussion, the more so because, as will be seen

later, it is suitable for the systematization and explanation of

the body of facts provided by the physiology of higher nervous

activity.

Thus, according to the theory we have adopted, wc shall use

the expressions ‘formation and multiplication of synaptic con-

nexions’ to denote the processes underlying the elaboration of

conditioned reflexes (or other plastic changes), and ‘fading or

atrophy of synaptic connexions’ to denote the processes under-

lying the regression of plastic changes when the appropriate

combination of stimuli is withheld. It must be stressed, however,

that when using these expressions we are not necessarily bound

to assign them strict and concrete morphological meaning, and

we think that they may retain their usefulness even if some

other theory of plastic changes proves to be adequate.

5

We have said that actual connexions between two neurons can

arise only when they are coupled, i.e. when potential connexions

formed owing to the hereditary patterns of development already

* Compare Ramon y Cajal’s ‘law of atrophy through disuse' of the

newly formed axon when ‘it has not been able to establish congruent
anatomico>physiological relations with the terminal structures’ (Ramon
y Cajal, S., Degeneration and Regeneration of the Nervous System, London,

1928, p. 367). In this connexion it is also worth drawing attention to

Young’s ‘Principle of double dependence’ {The Lancet, 1946, p. 109). This
author indicates that the normal functional condition of nerves is ensured
when they receive some stimulation from above and exercise some stimu-

lating effect below, and that, if one of these factors fails to act, atrophy of

the tissue occurs. I think that the analogy between this principle and the
actual condition of the maintenance of a conditioned reflex is so manifest
that it must be considered as something more than a merely superficial

coincidence.
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exist between them. The question arises whether the cerebral

cortex is so constructed that any of its centres can form con-
ditioned connexions with any other centre, or whether potential

paths exist only between definite centres, and the existence of

these paths predetermines the bounds within which further

development, due to the individual experiences of organisms,

can proceed.

No satisfactory answer can be given to this question. It is

well known that conditioned reflexes reinforced by such un-

conditioned stimuli as the presentation of food to the animal,

the stimulation of the paw with an electric shock, etc., can be

formed to any extern-, intero- and proprioceptive stimuli, and
that perhaps there is no stimulation of an animal’s receptors

which could not be conditioned. Moreover, the experiments of

Narbutovich and Podkopayev* and other, similar observations

(vide Chapter xi, § S) indicate that in dogs ‘indifferent’ stimuli,

visual, auditory, tactile, etc., can also be mutually conditioned.

Similarly, the many years of research work of the Bykov sehoolt

shows that any functions of the organism c*ontrolled by the

central nervous system can serve as a basis for the formation

of conditioned reflexes. All this evidence indicates that the

possibilities provided in the field of conditioning by the brain

of such an animal as the dog arc really enormous, and on the

basis of these data we arc dispensed to believr that in fact there

are no reciprocally unrelated Jireas whatever in the cerebral

cortex.

Hut, on the other hand, it must be remembered that con-

ditioned reflexes of the Pavlov type do not exhaust all the

acquired activity of the higher animals, and that there are forms

of cortical activity which are peculiar to species \\ith a higher

(cortical struetiirc and are not found in animals on the lower

levels of phylogenetic development. It is difiirult to say whether

Narbutovich, I. O. and Podkopayev, N. A., Trudy hob. Pavlova. 19^0,

vol. VI, no. 2, p. 5; these authors applied concurrently stimuli evoking an

orientation reaction (light and tone, hissing and the sight of a rotating

object, etc.) and found that after a number of trials the application ot one

of these stiiiiiili cause<i a reaction in the direction of the source of another.

t Cf. Bykov, K. M., Kora golovnovo mozga i rmtUtennie organy {Cerebral

Cortex and Visceral Functions). Moscow, 1944.
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such differences are due to the existence or absence of corre-

sponding nerve paths, or a greater or lesser development of

particular centres.

It is just as impossible to answer another question, namely,

whether various centres of the cerebral cortex are always coupled

with one another in the same manner, or whether in certain cases

the potential connexions are more direct, whereas in other cases

they are intercalated by more or less numerous intermediary

links. The fact that in certain cases conditioned reflexes are

formed extraordinarily slowly and obstinately, whereas in other

cases they are quite established after one or two trials, would

seem to suggest the second alternative. But as the differences

in the rate of formation of conditioned reflexes can often be

explained without appealing to a greater or lesser complexity

of nerve paths between centres, this question also must remain

undecided.

However, the problems to which this monograph is devoted

do not require answers to the questions just asked. So we

content ourselves with stating that potential connexions do exist

between various centres of the cerebral cortex, and that they

provide an anatomical basis for conditioning. Moreover, for the

sake of simplicity in our further consideration, we assume that

the coupling between such centres is complete, i.e. that each

neuron of the emitting centre is potentially connected with all

the neurons of the receiving centre. Indeed, we see no adequate

reason to assume any arbitrary hypothesis of only partial con-

nexions between the coupled centres, and besides, such an

assumption would greatly complicate our further discussion.

Whether any cortical centres are mutually linked by potential

connexions, and whether the connexions between various centres

possess various degrees of complication (in the sense of different

numbers of intercalated links) are problems which for the time

being remain unsolved.



Chapter VI

The conditioned reflex

1

As we have said in the previous chapter, the simplest and best

known type of plasticity is the Pavlovian conditioned reilex.

Its formation consists in the establishment of new functional

connexions between two concurrently excited groups of nerve

cells, one representing the centre of the conditioned stimulus,

the other being the centre of the reinforcing unconditioned

stimulus. For the sake of convenience we shall call the first of

these centres simply the ‘conditioned centre’, and the second

the ‘unconditioned centre’.

Here we shall not prejudge the question either of the structure

possessed by these centres or of their localization. Therefore we
shall not consider the problem whether, for a conditioned bond
to arise between them, both the conditioned and the uncon-

ditioned centre must be situated in the cerebral cortex (as

Pavlov was inclined to think), or whether conditioned ‘cortico-

subcortical’ or ‘subcortico-subcortical’ connexions can also

exist. We point out, however, that, in our opinion, in a normal

mammal a dominating role in conditioning miist unquestionably

be attributed to the cerebral cortex.

In stating that the conditioned reflex is due to the formation

of new intercentral connexions (in the sense determined in the

preceding chapter), wc have no intention of implying that these

connexions are direct and simple. On the contrary, we have

many reasons for thinking that the conditioned reflex is an

extremely complex nervous phenomenon, and we must remember

that its schematic simplification, although in many cases useful,

is really only a fiction. Let us specify the main factors which

condition this complexity. First, the so-called conditioned

stimulus, such as is employed in experiments, never acts in

isolation, but always together with a compound of other stimuli,

constituting the environment of the experiment. That these

share in the conditioned reflex is shown by the fact that the
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same conditioned stimulus used in another environment is more

or less, or may be even entirely, deprived of its conditioned

action. As a matter of fact, the conditioned stimulus is always

a certain complex situation, acting on a number of receptors,

a single element of which is artificially isolated out and subjected

to analysis. Secondly, even if we take into consideration only

the conditioned stimulus in this more strict sense, its action

on the cerebral cortex is not restricted to the excitation of

a single cortical point (as Pavlov liked to say) or to a restricted

group of cells. On the contrary, we have no doubt that the

formation we briefly term a conditioned centre is extremely

complex and multi-storied, and that cell groups of different

cortical fields belong to it. More exact evidence indicating this

will be given in one of the later chapters. The same applies to

the unconditioned centre. It hardly needs to be mentioned that

an excitation of this centre causes not only the response on

which our attention in experiments is chiefly concentrated, but

also many other responses, within the range of almost all the

animal’s effectors; so the treatment of an ‘unconditioned centre’

as a spatially restricted and defined morphological group of

cells would be quite obviously absurd. Finally, as we have

already said, we assume that in the majority of conditioned

reflexes the path from the conditioned to the unconditioned

centre leads through a number of ‘intermediary stations’,

i.e. internuneial centres, each of which must also possess a com-

plex structure.

It follows from all this that the structure of the conditioned

reflex is far from simple, and we are still a long way from knowing

its precise nature. And so, not making any attempt to follow

up this question, we confine ourselves to a certain simplification

of the conditioned reflex, concentrating attention solely on its

chief links, namely: the conditioned stimulus in the stricter

meaning of the words, the cortical centre of this stimulus, the

centre of the unconditioned stimulus (each of these centres being

treated globally, without going into their structure) and the

definite conditioned effect. We deliberately ignore all the other

component parts of the conditioned reflex, referring to them

only when we need them in order to explain experimental facts.
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2

In this chapter we intend to present the fundamental properties

of the conditioned reflex, and to attempt on their basis to eluci-

date the mechanism of the formation and course of this reflex

in more detail than in our previous chapter.

We begin with those properties of the conditioned reflexes that

are attached to their formation and training, i.e. their plastic

properties.

If we form a conditioned reflex, reinforcing the indifferent’

stimulus by an unconditioned stimulus of constant strength,

the conditioned reflex gradually grows, until finally it reaches

a certain magnitude which is its maximum. We shall call this

magnitude the limit value of the given conditioned reflex. The
limit value is not entirely constant; it may fluctuate to a smaller

or greater degree, in dependence on the temporary state of

excitability of the nerve centres coming into play, but it does

not depend on the number of applied associations of the stimuli,

as is the case in the initial phases of conditioning.

Given a constant strength of the reinforcing stimulus, the

limit value of a conditioned reflex is the greater, the greater the

strength of the applied conditioned stimulus (the law of strength

of conditioned stimuli, vide Chapter ii, § 5). If the strength of

the conditioned stimulus is increased, the conditioned reflex

grows, as we recall, only to certain limits. Following Pavlov,

we shall call these limits the top. but not the top of capability

of cortical cells, as he called it, but simply the top of the con-

ditioned reflexes. So the top of conditioned reflexe^ is the

highest achievable value of these reflexes with the given excita-

bility of the nerve centres and the given reinforcement. This value

may equal the magnitude of the reinforcing unconditioned reflex.

The magnitude of the established conditioned reflex depends

also on the strength of the reinforcing unconditioned stimulus

(concretely, on the tastiness or abundance of the presented

portion of food, the concentration of the acid poured into the

mouth, the strength of the electric shock, etc.). The stronger

the unconditioned stimulus, the greater, ceteris paribuSy are the

conditioned reflexes formed on its base.
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The fact that a conditioned reflex has achieved its limit value

by no means signifies that on its further repetition it will not

be subject to further changes. We have much evidence that the

further repetition of a reinforced conditioned reflex leads to its

further stabilization. On the one hand, this stabilization causes

the old conditioned reflex to fade much more slowly when the

stimulus is not applied, than does a fresh reflex (vide p. 83),

and on the other hand (as many fortuitous observations have

shown) when a conditioned reflex is firmly established it yields

far less both to external inhibition and to experimental extinction

than when it is fresh.

The foregoing is a brief outline of the basic facts observed in

the formation of a conditioned reflex. We shall try to explain

them, taking into consideration those arguments and data we
have discussed in the two preceding chapters.

Before setting about this task, we must clarify more exactly

what is meant by the concept of the strength of a conditioned

or unconditioned stimulus. In harmony with the evidence of

the physiology of lower nervous activity, we assume that a

stimulus leading to a stronger reaction involves excitation of

a larger number of cell elements in the given centre, i.e. a larger

neuron field, while a weaker stimulus involves excitation of a

smaller neuron field. Of course there is no doiibt that the greater

or lesser effect of a stimulus also depends on the intensity of

excitation of each individual neuron, in other words, on the

density of impulses reaching it. But, in order not to complicate

our further discussion, this factor will be ignored.

On the basis of the foregoing assumption, it is easy enough

to explain the fact of the relationship between the size of the

conditioned reflex and the strength of the reinforcing uncon-

ditioned stimulus. In fact, as follows from the evidence of the

preceding chapter, with a concurrent activation of two coupled

centres each element in the conditioned centre becomes actively

connected with all the elements of the unconditioned centre.

Therefore, the stronger the unconditioned stimulus, i.e. the

larger the cellular field excited by it, the greater the magnitude
of the conditioned reflexes formed with its aid.

But explanation of the relationship between the magnitude
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of the conditioned reflex and the strength of the conditioned

stimulus, given a constant reinforcing stimulus, calls for more
extensive consideration. For the neuron field of the uncon-

ditioned centre excited by the conditioned stimulus is in this

case always the same, irrespective of the strength of this

stimulus, so how is it that the reflexes to different conditioned

stimuli are of different magnitudes?

To find the answer to this question it is necessary to consider

more closely the rate of the formation of synaptic connexions

when a conditioned and an unconditioned stimulus are repeatedly

associated.

Two different possibilities seem to be reasonable and deserve

discussion. (1) We can assume that the increment of synaptic

contacts between two coupled neurons is roughly constant for

each trial, depending only on the functional condition existing

in the given centres at the moment of excitation. In this case

the quantity of synapses formed between the neurons would

be a linear function of the number of their simultaneous excita-

tions (fig. 5a). (2) The increment of synaptic contacts between

two coupled neurons on each concurrent excitation depends on

tlie qtiantity of contacts already formed, diminishing with the

increase of this quantity in such a manner that the total quantity

of synapses between them approaches a definite limit (fig. 5b).

It is easy enough to show that acceptance of the first of these

assumptions involves the conclusion that conditioned reflexes

to any conditioned stimuli (from the weakest to the strongest)

should possess an identical limit value, equal to their top value.

Indeed, let us denote the increment of the synaptic connexions

between two coupled neurons on each trial by A: and the number
of neurons comprised in the conditioned centre by n. Then the

total quantity of synaptic connexions formed around a single

neuron of the unconditioned centre after oC trials will be y=inkx.

Assume that Y denotes the quantity of synaptic connexions

which ensures the maximal response of the given effector-unit.

This value will be reached for any n provided that a sufficiently

great number of trials is given. This means that with any
strength of the conditioned stimulus the conditioned reflex must

ultimately attain its top value. The difference between weak and

KC R 7
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strong conditioned stimuli would consist solely in the diflFerent

rate of attainment of this maximal effect; for the larger the

cellular field representing the conditioned centre, the more new

synaptic connexions are supplied to the individual neurons of

the unconditioned centre at each trial.

Fig. 5, Two hypotheses of the development of conditioned connexions.

Abscissae ; successive trials. Ordinates
;
quantity of connexions formed be-

tween the conditioned and the unconditioned centre. 0.1, the quantity of

connexions necessary to reach the top value of conditioned rellex. (a) The
development of synaptic connexions on the assumption that the rate of their

formation is constant. The conditioned reflex reaches top value with any
strength of conditioned stimulus, which contradicts the experimental data.

(b) The development of synaptic connexions on the assumption that the rate

of their formation decreases, tending to O. In this case the limit value of the
conditioned reflex depends, within limits, on the strength of conditioned
stimulus. /, //, III, IV

,

curves corresponding to different strength of

conditioned stimulus.

Because, as is well known, the ultimate value of a conditioned

reflex to a given stimulus does depend on the strength of the

conditioned stimulus, and because this dependence remains even

after the two stimuli have been associated hundreds of times,

we infer that the increase in synaptic connexions cannot occur

linearly.
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Let us consider now the other assumption, according to which

only a limited number of synaptic contacts, a, can be formed

between individual neurons of two coupled neuron fields. Then

the ultimate quantity of synaptic contacts formed around a single

neuron of the unconditioned centre will be na. If na is greater

than F, then the conditioned reflex will reach the top value

after a sufficient number of trials
; but if na is less than F, then

the ultimate effect of the given conditioned reflex will be less

than the top effect and will depend on the number n of elements

of the conditioned centre, i.e. on the strength of the eonditioned

stimulus. The relationship between the strength of the conditioned

stimulus and the magnitude of the conditioned response would

thus be fully eonfirmed.

So we are led to the conclusion that the increase of synaptic

contacts between two coupled neurons (or centres) repeatedly

excited in association is limited. Although the actual shape of

the curve representing this increase is still unknown, it can be

reasonably assumed that the increasingly slower rate of forma-

tion of new synaptic contacts depends on the increasing numbci-

of contacts already established.

To make this last point more clear let us take into considera-

tion the following explanation of the phenomena above discussed,

which explanation can at least serve as the model of events,

if one is not disposed to accept it as their true mechanism.

Assume that the concurrent excitation of two cou})led neurons

is accompanied by the emergence of electrical gradients between

the axon terminals of the emitting neuron and the soma of the

receiving neuron, and that these gradients are responsible for

the formation of synaptic contacts.* If it is accej)ted that

synaptic contacts already established between the axon terminals

and the soma lessen the electrical resistance between them, we
have to conclude that, as the synaptic connexions increase in

number, the potential gradient diminishes. From this two im-

portant consequences follow. The first is that the formation of

* A similar view was extensively developed by Ariens Kappers and by
Child (op. cit.). The experimental evidence of the influence of electrical

gradients upon the nerve growth in vitro was recently produced by Marsh, G.
and Beams, H. W., J. Cell, Comp. Phymol., 1946, vol. xxvii, p. 138.

7-2
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new synapses between two coupled neurons should proceed more

and more slowly with the establishment of more and more

synapses between them. Secondly, the synaptic contacts between

the axon of one nerve cell and the soma of another should be

dispersed over the soma of the cell, and not concentrated, since

the formation of a new synapse close to an already existing

synapse of the same axon is rendered impossible by the small

potential gradient prevailing in this zone. Consequently, on small

zones of the neuron surfaces assemble only axon terminals

belonging to different axons.

The latter of these statements was put forward by Lorente

de No on the basis of histological research. The first we have just

inferred from the analysis of facts obtained in the study of

conditioned reflexes.

Now if we accept Lorente dc No’s conception, according to

which the postsynaptic impulse is originated in the nerve cell

when a suflicient quantity of presynaptic impulses is collected

simultaneously on a discrete zone of its surface, then the relation-

ship between the strength of the conditioned stimulus and the

magnitude of the conditioned response will be made particularly

clear. For the larger the neuron field excited by a conditioned

stimulus, the more impulses are collected on every discrete zone

of the neurons of the unconditioned centre and the better will

be the conditions for their activation.

The maximal density of synaptic contacts connecting two
coupled neurons we shall call their saturation point.

The foregoing considerations seem to make clear the fact of

the invariability (in the sense of untrainability) of certain inborn

reflexes, in which interneuronic connexions have reached the

saturation point because of the hereditary scheme of develop-

ment of the organism, the fact of the ‘maturation’ of other

inborn reflexes, in which the interneuronic connexions have not
reached the saturation point, and the formation of ‘purely’

acquired reflexes, in which all connexions have been potential.

Now only the last of the properties of the conditioned reflex,

namely, its stabilization by the repetition of associations of the
conditioned and unconditioned stimuli, remains to be explained.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to analyse this process, because of
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the small amount of existing faetual material, so we can only

put forward certain suppositions which need to be verified by

future special experiments.

It seems that we have to distinguish two completely different

aspects of the stabilization of conditioned reflexes. One is

the growing resistance of the conditioned reflex to a break in

its repetition. Although this aspect has not been submitted to

systematic quantitative investigation, it is perfectly well known
from everyday laboratory practice. The other, much more

obscure, aspect is the increasing insusceptibility of the reflex

to destructive influences, such as external and internal in-

hibition.

It seems that the first of these two facts—the growing

permanence of the reflex in the sense of its not yielding to

regression—should be attributed simply to a growing stabiliza-

tion of the synaptic contacts. In fact, once we have accepted

that synapses are formed through conditioning, and that they

are subject to atrophy when the conditioned reflex is not

trained, we see no difllculty in accepting that the training of a

reflex leads to its increasing stability.

As for the increasing insusceptibility of the conditioned

reflex to the inhibitory influence of extraneous agents, and its

increasing resistance to internal inhibition, we assume that

the mechanism of this phenomenon is quite different. As will

be shown in following chapters, in such cases the greater or

lesser conditioned response depends on the result of a struggle

between the impulses exciting and inhibiting the nerve cell.

The greater the number of synaptic connexions through which

excitatory impulses are transmitted to the neuron, the weaker

will be the influence exerted on it by the inhibitory agent. As
follows from the foregoing, the fact that a conditioned reflex

has achieved its maximal value does not mean that the increase

in synaptic connexions between concurrently activated centres

is brought to an end, for, given a sufficiently strong conditioned

stimulus, the number of these connexions may prove adequate

to evoke the maximal response even at earlier stages of con-

ditioning. So a further increase in synaptic contacts will no

longer have any effect on the size of the conditioned reflex, but
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will Still be manifested in an increasing resistance to inhibitory

influences.

What far-reaching consequences are involved in this state-

ment it is easy to observe. For it follows that the stabilization

of a conditioned reliex, measured by its degree of resistance to

inhibitory influences, does not continue to an unlimited extent,

but increases only as long as, in practice, new synaptic connexions

do increase between the two concurrently activated centres.

So the increasing resistance of the rellex to inhibitory factors

may constitute a measure of the increase in synaptic connexions

at that stage of conditioning when the reflex has already achieved

its maximum value. But it must be pointed out that, if our

arguments arc correct, the discrepancy between the stabilization

of a reflex (in the aspect now being considered) and the increase

of its response should chiefly concern conditioned reflexes to

strong stimuli. In reflexes to weak stimuli these two phenomena

should proceed approximately parallel. The performance of

suitable experiments would make it possible to base the fore-

going argumentation on more solid ground. In the meantime it

must remain a hypothesis.

3

Hitherto we have considered the magnitude of a conditioned

reflex in relation to the increase in the number of synaptic

connexions between the two centres concerned, i.e. as a function

of the plastic changes in the cerebral cortex. Now we shall study
the variability of reflexes in relation to the excitability of the

centres engaged in them. This excitability can be varied either

by acting specifically on those centres, or by acting pharmaco-
logically on the entire nervous system.

There have been no detailed investigations into the relation-

ship between the strength of the conditioned reflex and the
excitability of the conditioned centre. On the other hand,
investigations concerning the influence of the excitability of
the unconditioned centre on conditioned reflexes have been
numerous and manifold. Increase of excitability in the uncon-
ditioned alimentary centre has been achieved by fasting, and
a decrease of its excitability by feeding the dog before the experi-
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merit. The common result of all experiments of this type is that

with a high alimentary excitability the conditioned reflexes rise,

and with a low alimentary excitability the reflexes fall. This

result is clear, and calls for no comment. However, another

fact, obtained by the majority of the experimenters (Skipin,

Dolin, Norkina and others*), calls for attention. It is that with

a diminution of alimentary excitability conditioned reflexes to

weak stimuli fall much more than conditioned reflexes to strong

stimuli. It often even happens that conditioned reflexes to weak
stimuli drop to zero, whereas the effect of strong stimuli is

hardly diminished.

This fact, which in the light of Pavlov’s theory is rather un-

expected, can be easily understood in the light of our preceding

arguments. A change in alimentary excitability induces a

change in the ‘characteristic’ of the nerve cells of the alimentary

centre, in the sense that with a diminution of excitability the

curve ABC shifts to the right, but with heightened excitability

it shifts to the left (fig. 6). As can be seen from the diagram,

conditioned reflexes to weak and average stimuli undergo great

changes as the result of these shifts, whereas a conditioned reflex

to a strong stimulus remains in practice without change. For

this stimulus ensures with excess a maximal response in all

the effector units of the given centre, and so it can hardly be

influenced by slight changes in the characteristic of that

centre.

But we must point out that there are many unclarified

features in the problem we are discussing. In the diagram

(fig. 6) it is assumed that changes in the characteristic of the

alimentary centre due to greater or lesser alimentary excita-

bility touch only the threshold value of stimulation, and not the

maximal response elicitable from this centre {OC'), Probably

this assumption is correct only in the case of slight changes in

alimentary excitability, whereas with more considerable changes

it is possible that the maximal response also alters, and in con-

sequence the curve ABC takes quite a different shape (A^B^C^)*

In such a case, obviously, reflexes to both strong and weak

Skipin, G. V., Trudy Lab, Pavlova^ 1941, vol. x, p. 263; Dolin, A. O.,

Personal communication; Norkina, L. N.. Diss., 1944 (unpublished).
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stimuli undergo changes. The whole problem presents an in-

teresting and promising theme for experimental analysis.

A similar influence on the size of the reflexes is exerted by

general changes in the excitability of the brain, caused by drugs.

Small doses of calfein cause in general an increase in conditioned

reflexes, small doses of narcotics cause their diminution; in this

Fig. 6. Relation between the changes in the excitability of the alimentary
centre and the size of conditioned reflexes. ABC^ the ‘ normaP characteristic

of the alimentary centre neurons, , the characteristic of alimentary
centre in a state of increased excitability. the characteristic of
alimentary centre in a state of diminished excitability. probable
characteristic of alimentary centre in a state of strongly diminished
excitability. aa\ the size of conditioned resjjonse to weak stimulus, bb', the
size of conditioned response to moderate stimulus. cc\ the size of conditioned
response to strong stimulus. As is seen from the diagram, the alimentary
excitability being diminished, the conditioned reflex to the weak stimulus
becomes subliminal

; to the moderate stimulus it is significantly reduced, and
to the strong stimulus it remains practically unchanged. The alimentary
excitability being increased, the conditioned response to the weak stimulus
increases greatly; to the moderate stimulus it increases less; to the strong
stimulus it remains unchanged. A very great diminution in alimentary
excitability causes a significant decrease of all reflexes.

latter case also, as Lebedinskaia’s experiments show, * conditioned
reflexes to weak stimuli undergo a greater fall than those to
strong stimuli.

However, it must be added that the results of various experi-
ments concerned with the influence of changes in the excitability
of the nerve centres on the magnitude of the reflexes are highly

Cf. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, p. 279 .
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diverse, and often contradictory. This is due to the circumstance

that in these experiments certain factors have not been taken

into account. For instance, severe starvation of the animal

results not in a heightening but a diminution of alimentary

excitability, and, moreover, it causes general debility in the dog.

Furthermore, it is necessary to allow for the fact that (as we shall

see in the next chapter) strong conditioned stimuli cause also,

to a greater or lesser degree, a defensive reaction. When the

animal is in a normal state this reaction can be completely

inhibited and imperceptible, but under the influence of stimula-

ting drugs (such as caffein) or with a lessening of alimentary

excitability, it may emerge more strongly, and distort the usual

conditioned effect. This is perhaps the explanation of the fact

that, under the influence of caffein, conditioned reflexes to strong

stimuli sometimes suffer diminution,* and also the fact obtained

by Rikmant (not, however, confirmed by other authors) that

with a diminution in alimentary excitability strong stimuli

sometimes lost more of their effectiveness than weak ones, and

in their presence the dog refused to take the food.

Because of the above-discussed discrepancies we judge that

all this field of phenomena calls for new, systematic and funda-

mental experimental study.

4

In our discussion so far on the problem of the formation of the

conditioned reflex we have omitted one aspect which plays a

great role in experimental work, and has far-reaching theoretical

consequences.

As was emphasized in Chapter ii, one of the indispensable

conditions for the elaboration of a conditioned reflex is that the

application of the stimulus to be conditioned should slightly

precede the reinforcing stimulus. If the former stimulus starts

to act when the unconditioned stimulus is already in action a

stable conditioned reflex fails to be established, and an inhibitory

Cf, Zimkin, N. V., Trudy Lab. Pavlova^ 1928, vol. iii/l, p. 79; Zewald,
L. O., ibid. 1988, vol. viii, p. 369; Kleshchov, S. V., ibid. 1938, vol. viii,

p. 182.

t Unpublished experiments. Vide Pavlov, Lectures, vol. ii, pp. 54 et seq.
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reflex arises in its place (see p. 19).* Leaving the discussion of

this last point to one of our later chapters, we must now analyse

the significance of the above-mentioned temporal order of the

stimuli for the conditioning process.

The bringing into operation of the unconditioned stimulus

connotes, of course, a sudden rise of activity of the corre-

sponding centre. No matter what the state of this centre be-

fore the application of the stimulus, whether it was ‘quiet’

or subliminally excited, the action of the proper stimulus

abruptly raises the excitation and makes it supraliminal. As

we have just indicated, it is with this moment of its operation

that a conditioned stimulus (or its traces) must coincide in

order to bring about the formation of the normal conditioned

reflex.

It follows from this that our statement in the foregoing

chapter, that the conditioned reflex is formed when two coupled

cortical centres are activated simultaneously, is slightly in-

accurate. In reality the optimal (if not necessary) pre-condition

for the formation of the conditioned reflex is the coincidence of

excitation of the emitting centre with a suiflciently abrupt rise

of activity in the receiving centre. In other words, in order to

obtain a conditioned reflex of normal size and stability the

impulses set up by the centre to be conditioned must reach the

unconditioned centre in the stage when the latter’s activation is

growing. This inference will be given further support in later

chapters, where we shall show that inhibitory conditioned re-

flexes arise, on the contrary, when excitation of the emitting

centre coincides with the abrupt fall of active excitation of the

receiving centre as the result of the cessation of action of the

unconditioned stimulus, or of non-reinforcement of the con-

ditioned stimulus by the unconditioned stimulus.

Although single authors (both in U.S.S.H. and in America) claimed
to have obtained positive conditioned reflexes with the reverse order of
stimuli, the result of such a ‘backward conditioning’ (as it is called) was
always uncertain and insignificant. Therefore the opinion now prevails that
‘backward conditioning’ does not exist at all, and that the positive effect
sometimes obtained may be due to sensitization or pseudoconditioning
(cf. Hilgard, E. R. and Marquis, D. G., Conditioning and Learning, New York,
1940, p. 160).
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If this principle is accepted, it becomes very easy to under-

stand another well-known phenomenon, that of the formation

of a conditioned reflex of the second order. It has long been

recognized that if a stable and firmly established conditioned

stimulus is from time to time preceded by another, indifferent

stimulus (the conditioned stimulus not then being reinforced),

then, if certain precautionary measures be observed, a conditioned

reflex of the second order can be obtained. Such a reflex is

formed especially readily when the conditioned stimulus of the

second order is rather weak, while the conditioned reflex of the

first order is strong and adequately fixed. In other cases, with

such an experimental procedure an inhibitory reflex is esta-

blished (conditioned inhibition, see p. 10).*

The explanation of this fact does not involve any difficulty.

The excitation of the new stimulus coincides with the sudden

rise of activity of the unconditioned centre produced by tlie

application of the conditioned stimulus, and, therefore, it is

not surprising that in such circumstances functional connexions

arise between the centre of the new stimulus and the uncon-

ditioned centre. The following fact obtained by Lindberg| is

proof of the validity of this explanation. After the elaboration

of an alimentary conditioned reflex of the second order the

conditioned reflex of the first order was transformed from an

alimentary into a defensive one by replacing the food reinforce-

ment with an electric shock applied to the paw. When this had

been achieved, the action of the conditioned stimulus of the

second order was tested. It was found that it completely pre-

served its former significance, i.e. it remained a conditioned

alimentary stimulus; which proves that the eentreof this stimulus

was indeed linked up with the alimentary centre, but not with

the conditioned centre of the first order.

The linking up of a centre of a conditioned stimulus of the

second order chiefly with an unconditioned centre does not,

however, exclude the possibility of establishing connexions

between the centres of the two ‘indifferent’ stimuli. Thus, in

the above-cited Narbutovich and Podkopayev experiments the

Pursikov, D. S., Trudy Lab. Pavlova^ 1924, vol. i/l, p. 3.

t Personal communication.
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link between the simultaneously presented ‘indifferent’ stimuli

(hissing and the sight of a rotating object) was so strong that

when a conditioned defensive reflex to the rotating object was

elaborated, the same reflex was formed spontaneously to hissing.*

These data, which require both confirmation and further, more

detailed, examination, can throw much new light on the

mechanism of the formation of intercentral connexions.

Vide Chapter v, §5. Similar results were obtained by W. ,T. Brogden,
J. Exper. Psychol., 19i^9, vol. xxv, p. 323.



Chapter VII

Alliances and antagonisms in the field of

conditioned reflexes

(The summation of conditioned reflexes, and

external inhibition)

1

In the preceding chapter we discussed the basic properties of

a single conditioned reflex; now we shall consider the laws of

interaction of various reflexes.

It must be recalled that conditioned reflexes reinforced by

one and the same unconditioned reflex are called homogeneous

reflexes, and conditioned reflexes reinforced by different un-

conditioned reflexes arc called heterogeneous reflexes. We shall

call an assembly of homogeneous reflexes a group of reflexes, and

for the sake of convenience the unconditioned reflex reinforcing

the conditioned reflexes will also be referred to as appertaining

to the same group. The unconditioned reflex will also be said to

be homogeneous with all conditioned reflexes reinforced by it,

but heterogeneous to all conditioned and unconditioned reflexes

appertaining to other groups of reflexes.

It can easily be seen that homogeneous reflexes are always

allied, since, being reinforced by the same unconditioned stimu-

lus, they have qualitatively exactly the same effect. Moreover,

these reflexes represent an ideal form of alliance, such as is

hardly found in lower reflexes. For whereas in the latter case

different stimuli from the receptor field of the given ‘ type reflex
’

always evoke a somewhat different configuration of excitations

and inhibitions in the nervous system, and their effect is never

quite identical, in the case of homogeneous conditioned reflexes

the neuron fields corresponding to various conditioned stimuli

are connected with one and the same unconditioned centre, and

so the convergence of the given group of conditioned reflexes is

always complete. These relations are diagrammatically presented

in fig. 7.
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Comparatively little attention has been given by the Pavlov

school to the problem of summation of conditioned reflexes,

since in his theoretical system this problem was of rather

secondary importance. That is why in our exposition of the main

principles of his theory the discussion of this problem was

omitted. From experiments concerning summation* conducted

by the Pavlov school it follows that if one at least of the two

Fig. 7. The partial convergence of the majority of spinal allied reflexes (a)

as compared wath the total convergence of conditioned homogeneous
reflexes (6). A, B, two afferent nerve paths, a, a', b\ 6, efferent nerve

paths. More detailed explanations will be found in the text. Fig. 7 a is

taken from Sherrington, Proc. Roy, Soc, B, 1929, vol. cv, p. 332.

concurrently acting conditioned refiexc's possesses top value

when elicited separately, their joint action also gives a top effect,

though in Rikrnan’s experiments (not confirmed by others)

sometimes the effect was rather less. When both the reflexes

acting separately have a value exceeding half the top value,

their joint action also gives p, top effect. But when both reflexes

are still weaker, then, as Pavlov claims, the conjoint effect is

approximately the exact sum of their separate responses.

It is noteworthy that although the Sherringtonian interpreta-

tion of the foregoing facts quite obviously fits them perfectly,

in this case also Pavlov remained faithful to his own conception.

Certainly he did admit that ‘the results of summation of weak

Rikman, V. V., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1928, vol. ii/2, p. 13; Yakovleva,
V. V., ibid. 1932, vol. iv, p. 268; Galperin, S. I., ibid. 1940, vol. ix, p. 5;
Zewald, L. O., ibid, 1940, vol. ix, p. 62, and others.
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conditioned stimuli might naturally be regarded as the fusion

of the effect of both weak stimuli in the point of the cortex with

which, in all these particular experiments, the conditioned

stimuli are brought into relation, viz. the chemical analyser in

the cortex’. ‘But’, he argues further, ‘on the other hand the

summation of the weak conditioned stimulus with the strong,

and of the two strong together, definitely points to tJie cells

pertaining to the conditioned stimuli themselves. We have every

right to regard the interrelation of processes in summation as

taking place somewhere within the above-mentioned sets of cells.'*

So it is not surprising that when summation is treated from this

viewpoint, phenomena not particularly difficult to understand

have ‘hitherto not lent themselves to solution’.

Analysis of the data given above from the aspect of the laws

of summation of allied reflexes presents no difficulty (cf. fig. 3).

It is easy to see that in the interaction of two strong conditioned

stimuli the phenomenon of occlusion arises. In fact, if one of

the conditioned stimuli evokes a top conditioned reaction

(which is defined by the magnitude of the field of excited cells

in the unconditioned centre and by the maximal effect elicited

from each cell), the second stimulus cannot add anything to this

reaction. In this respect, as we have pointed out, homogeneous

conditioned reflexes ditl'er from ordinary allied reflexes, in which

a singular stimulus is only exceptionally capable of eliciting a

response of maximal size for the reflexes of the given group.

This is explained by the relative convergence existing in the

majority of allied inborn reflexes, as contrasted wdth the absolute

convergence existing in homogeneous conditioned reflexes.

When both the concurrent conditioned stimuli arc not so

strong, there is less occlusion, and therefore the summation of

the responses of the two reflexes can be observed.

From the above summary it is evident that in the experiments

of the Pavlov school the case in which both the concurrent

conditioned stimuli are so weak that the phenomenon of facilita-

tion can arise in their joint effect was overlooked. We have filled

this hiatus, and as we have not previously published the results

obtained, we summarize them here.

Pavlov, Lectures, vol. i, p. 388 (our emphasis).
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Joint

effect

Maximum
value of

reflexes

Conditioned Its Conditioned Its of both on the

stimulus 1 effect stimulus 2 effect stimuli given day

1st dog: Lamp 38 Touch 33 66 66

Lamp 40 Metronome 61 65 65

Lamp 39 Metronome 59 59 59

Very dim lamp 18 Continuous
touch

15 37 57

Very dim lamp 18 Continuous
totich

29 64 70

2nd dog: Metronome 42 Touch 40 53 58

Metronome 47 Touch 33 55 55

Very dim lamp 8 Continuous
touch

16 48 50

* Very dim lamp 3 Continuous
touch

2 29 29

Dog fed before experiment.

Note. In both dogs conditioned alimentary reflexes to the above-presented

stimuli were established. The isolated })eriod of the conditioned stimuli

lasted 30 sec. The numbers given in the table express the quantity of con-

ditionally secreted saliva in scale graduations (one graduation = 0*01 cm.®).

The above table shows that the result of concurrent applica-

tion of strong and weak stimuli exactly corresponds to the

results obtained by other authors. But in regard to the con-

currence of very weak stimuli (such as the dim lamp lit in a

lighted room, and the continuous tactile stimulation of a dog’s

unshaven skin) an outstanding facilitation of both reflexes is

obtained (‘
18’ ‘29’

=

‘64’ in one dog, and ‘8’-f‘16’ = ‘48’ and
‘3’ + ‘2’ = ‘29’ in the other).

The last row of figures given in the table calls particularly

for attention. For three or two graduations of saliva secreted

in 30 seconds is really almost zero effect. So we obtained

a result in which each of the separately acting conditioned

reflexes was really subliminal (not in the sense of action on the

corresponding receptors or centres of the given analyser, but in

the sense of action on the unconditioned centre), but in sum they

yielded a noteworthy conditioned response.

In view of the importance of this result we quote the report

on the experiment in its entirety. The dog was given a good meal

before the experiment.
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Isolated Secretion

Time action of of saliva

in Conditioned stimulus per Total Reinforce-

min. stimulus sec. 10 sec. secretion ment

1 Very dim lamp 30 0, 0, 4 4 Food
6 Metronome 30 8, 7, 14 29 Food
10 Very weak touch 30 0, 0, 0 0 Food
15 Very dim lamp 30 3, 0, 0 3 Food
20 Very dim lamp and 30 5, 11, 13 29 Food

very weak touch

26 Metronome 30 4, 0, 1

1

15 Food
31 Very weak touch 30 0, 0, 3 3 Food
35 Metronome 30 0, 12, 13 25 Food

As can be seen from this report, each of the very weak stimuli,

applied separately, evoked hardly any secretory reaction, but

applied in association they produced the top response for that

day. But it must be pointed out that experiments concerning

the summation of responses to very weak stimuli come up

against one fundamental didiculty, namely, the extraordinarily

marked fluctuation in the size of the conditioned reflexes to these

stimuli. For instance, the same stimulus in the same experiment

may cause a minimal conditioned reaction at one time, and a

quite imposing reaction, equal approximately to half the top

value, at another. It is not dilHcult to explain this variability.

In every dog submitted to stereotyped conditioned reflex experi-

ments a subliminal conditioned reflex ‘to time’ is established; this

reflex easily summates with reflexes to other weak stimuli, re-

sulting in considerable facilitation, whereas, because of occlusion,

it has only insignificant influence on the effect of strong stimuli.

In other words, the variability of reflexes to weak stimuli and

their comparative constancy to stronger stimuli are an expression

of those very laws of summation which we are now discussing.

It is worth pointing out that, as Cooper, Denny Brown and

Sherrington report,* the same kind of difficulty is encountered

when the summation of weak spinal reflexes is investigated.

Here are their words ; ‘But such results (i.e. facilitation) although

fairly frequent, have not been of regular occurrence, and reflex

contractions in response to stimuli not far above threshold are

wont to be irregular in size. The control observations as gauge

Ptoc, Roy, Soc, B, 1927, vol. ci, p. 262.

KCR 8
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and standard for the size of the interacting concurrent reflexes

are for these low values of stimulus much less trustworthy.’ This

quotation is striking evidence of the harmony that exists

between the properties of conditioned and inborn reflexes even

in regard to such tiny details.

2

Now we turn to discussion of the interaction between hetero-

geneous reflexes. It has been usual to investigate this inter-

action on the basis of the effect exerted by so-called extraneous

stimuli (i.e. stimuli causing an heterogeneous unconditioned

reaction) on the conditioned reflex; and generally for this pur-

pose stimuli eliciting an orientation reaction have been chosen.

In connexion with the inhibitory action of such stimuli on

conditioned reflexes the concept of external inhibition came into

being, and later that of negative induction (p. 19).

It is obvious that external inhibition can be completely

explained from the viewpoint of the general laws governing

reflex activity, and that it is nothing but one of the numerous

manifestations of interference between antagonistic reflexes. In

fact, as we pointed out in Chapter iv, each reflex (conditioned

or unconditioned) always involves a great number of effectors,

and affects the whole nervous system in one way or another. Thus,

if one of the concurrently operating reflexes causes excitation

(supra- or subliminal) in certain groups of neurons, and inhibi-

tion in other groups, while another reflex causes excitation

of those groups which in the former reflex were inhibited, and
inhibition of those groups which were formerly excited, the

result of their joint action will be a mutual weakening of both

the reflexes. The degree of this diminution depends on the

strength of the two stimuli, and on the excitability of the nerve

centres involved.

It has to be mentioned that while the supraliminal excitation

of any group of neurons is a phenomenon directly observable

and measurable, subliminal excitation and also inhibition do not

manifest themselves directly, and can be detected only with the

aid of the action of other reflexes; reflexes allied with the given

reflex make it possible to detect the concealed excitation of
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certain groups of cells, while antagonistic reflexes do the same
for inhibition. For instance, in eliciting an alimentary reflex

alone (whether conditioned or unconditioned) it is possible to

recognize only the excitation of those groups of neurons which

are excited supraliminally, i.e. which form the so-called ali-

mentary centre. But it is not known what happens meanwhile

in other centres, e.g. in the centres of various defensive reflexes,

of the sexual reflex, etc. In order to have evidence on this

question an extraneous reflex must be elicited concurrently

with the alimentary reflex, and the inerease or decrease of its

(the extraneous reflex) response will indieate whether the corre-

sponding centre is subliminally excited or inhibited by the

alimentary stimulus. Conversely, the ehanges in the alimentary

reflex will provide evidence of what is happening in the ali-

mentary centre during the operation of one or another hetero-

geneous reflex.

It is worth mentioning that this is the same method that was

so successfully applied more than 40 years ago by Sherrington

in his investigations into the integrative aetion of the spinal

cord, and which enabled him to elucidate the actual structure of

many spinal reflexes.

Unfortunately, the problem of interaction between hetero-

geneous reflexes has been investigated by the Pavlov school very

inadequately. Apart from numerous and detailed works on the

influence on alimentary and acid conditioned reflexes of stimuli

evoking an orientation reaction, there have been hardly any

investigations into the mutual interaction of other pairs of

reflexes. And so this extensive field so far represents an almost

unchartered province of physiology of the higher nerv'ous

activity, and only a few fortuitous observations point to its

far-reaching importance and interest.

In Chapter ii we referred to Bezbokaya’s experiments, in

which an animal’s aggressive reaction caused an increase of the

alimentary conditioned reflexes, which Pavlov explained as an

irradiation of strong excitation from the centre of aggression

throughout the nervous system. In our view this fact is to be

explained as follows: Between the reflex of aggression and the

alimentary reflex (perhaps in connexion with their biological

8-2
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affinity) there is a concealed alliance, expressed in the fact that

in a state of agression the alimentary centre is subliminally

excited. This excitation, summating with a supraliminal excita-

tion of this centre, evoked by an alimentary conditioned stimulus,

causes an increase of the conditioned response. It is a pity the

experimenter did not examine how the aggression acted on

acid or other defensive conditioned reflexes; that would have

made it possible to estimate whether it was a case of unspecified

irradiation of excitation, or a definite, purely selective summation

of corresponding reflexes.

A result similar to that of Bezbokaya’s experiments was

obtained by Bieliakov.* This author employed as extraneous

stimulus a trumpet of unusual and piercing sound, which pro-

v^oked in the dog a violent aggressive reaction in the form of

barking, aggressive movements, etc. This stimulus caused a

complete disinhibition of the inhibitory alimentary reflex elicited

after it. As we shall see later, this is the result of the summation
of the subliminal excitation of the alimentary centre, evoked by

the inhibitory stimulus, with the subliminal excitation of this

centre, caused by the stimulus of aggressive reaction (vide

Chapter X). It is worth while recalling here that strong

extraneous stimuli, causing not an aggressive but an orientation

reaction of a passively defensive character, not only do not

disinhibit the inhibitory reflexes, but, on the contrary, inhibit

active alimentary reflexes, both conditioned and unconditioned.

So, as can be seen from these experiments, aggressive reflexes

enter into a partial alliance with alimentary reflexes, as they

both cause an excitation in the alimentary centre; but, while in

the alimentary reflex this excitation is manifest, in an aggressive

reflex it is subliminal and can be detected only by aid of the

former reflex. It is a matter for future investigations to discover

how the relations between these two reflexes in the field of other

effectors, and in animals other than carnivorous, are arranged.

Similar relations of a partial alliance are also to be observed

in heterogeneous defensive reflexes. As we shall show in the next

section, an alliance exists between the defensive reflex against

Bieliakov, V. V., Diss., Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Lectures^ vol. i,

pp. 172-3).
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the introduction of acid into the mouth and the defensive reflex

to stimulation of the paw with an electric shock (or between

corresponding conditioned reflexes); this alliance consists in the

acid reflex strengthening the local defensive reaction against

the stimulation of the paw and, on the other hand, the defensive

reflex to the electrical shock causing an intensification of the

defensive reaction against the introduction of acid.

The facts cited wholly confirm the thesis formulated by

Sherrington 40 years ago that each particular* reflex has a much
more compound structure than one could have expected if only

their observable efleets had been taken into account, and that

this structure can be elucidated by investigation of the results

of the simultaneous action of different reflexes. Although syste-

matic investigations of this type have not yet been undertaken

in regard to higher reflexes, the fortuitous data available indicate

that definite groups of reflexes (e.g. alimentary and aggressive

reflexes on the one hand, various defensive reflexes on the other)

enter into partial alliance with one another, i.e. they cause

partially identical excitato-inhibitory patterns in the nervous

system. Future research should clear up more precisely the

essence of these common elements of difl’erent reflexes, and

should thus provide a basis for proper classification of animals'

reflex activity.

a

So far we have been speaking of alliances and antagonisms

between reflexes, whether conditioned or unconditioned, elicited

by two separate stimuli. Study of the interrelations between

such reflexes is a simple extension and complement of in-

vestigations already carried out in the field of spinal and

subcortical reflexes. But it has to be pointed out that conditioned

reflex activity provides yet another very interesting possibility

of investigating interrelations between heterogeneous reflexes,

one not met with in the field of ordinary reflexes, and having

certain advantages over the method already described.

Let us assume that there are two unconditioned reflexes,

that, by applying the stimuli and 5a
in overlapping sequence a number of times, the first becomes
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COiHlitioilcd mid bt^ili!* fn pitxluce the reaction Thus the

stiniuhis S\ becomes the source of two retlexes: ‘its own ’

conditionied reflex Hud the new, imposed eomJitiomtl

reflex, 6\ reflexes /nay be either in alliance or

in antagonism with each other, and the results of the experiment

will depend on which of these alternatives applies.

Let us first consider these two possibilities from the theoretical

aspect, utilizing the diagram in fig. 8.

C\ and C2 are two ‘unconditioned centres’, and in order to

avoid complicating the diagram and making our analysis difficult

we treat each of them as a whole, not distinguishing their

respective parts (e.g. the receptive centre of the unconditioned

stimulus and the executive centre, the cortical and the sub-

cortical parts of these centres, etc.). We take into account only

the unconditioned reactions and /^2 » ignoring all others.

Fig. 8 a represents the case in which the two centres are in

antagonistic relations, i.c. the activation of either of them
produces the inhibition of the other. If the stimuli and
are applied in overlapping sequence, conditioned connexions are

formed from the centre C\ to the centre The conditioned

reflex thus produced will be elaborated slowly and laboriously,

since the excitatory conditioned connexions must become
numerous enough to preponderate over the unconditioned

inhibitory connexions already existing between the two centres.

When this reflex is formed the situation will be as follows: the

stimulus will produce an excitation of the centre C\, which

because of the conditioned connexions will cause an excitation

of the centre Cj; the excitation of this latter will exert inhibitory

influence on the centre C\; as the result the stimulus will

produce the reaction B^^ but this reaction will always remain

‘stunted’, because of the strong admixture of inhibitory im-

pulses travelling along the path ii; simultaneously its own
reaction also will be more or less inhibited because of the in-

hibitory impulses coming from the centre C’2 to the centre C\

along the path So in this case the conditioned reflex S\ ^B^

will be constantly inhibited by the unconditioned reflex 6\->Bi ,

while this latter also will be inhibited by the conditioned reflex

6V—«2-
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Fig. Sb represents the case when the centres Cj and Cg are in

a state of concealed alliance. Let us Apply the stimuli and S2

so as to form conditioned connexions from C\ to Cg. The con-

ditioned reflex thus obtained will be elaborated readily and

rapidly, and will be of con? iderable magnitude, since the excita-

tory impulses travelling along the conditioned connexions coj

will summate with the excitatory impulses travelling along the

Fig. 8. The interrelations between the cortical ‘centres’ (C^ and Cg) when
repetitively excited in overlapping sequence. Stiinuliis precurrent;

stimulus postcurrent. —-> Excitatory inborn connexions. > Ex-
citatory acquired connexions. C Inhibitory inborn connexions, a*,

afferent pathways. <*1 , ^2 , efferent pathways, tj , I’a ,
inborn interconnexions

between the centres, coj, conditioned connexion between the centres,

(a) Reflexes and -> are antagonistic. After conditioning is

established stimulus evokes an excitation of centre through co,,

stunted by inhibitory impulses travelling through . The centre Cy is also

inhibited by impulses travelling along tj. {b) Reflexes Sy Ry and *^2

are allied. After conditioning is established stimulus Sy evokes an excitation

of centre (through cOy) enhanced by excitatory impulses travelling along

iy . The excitation of the centre Cy is also enhanced by excitatory impulses

travelling along t, . Further explanations in text.
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unconditioned connexions ij. Ti be result will be as follows: the

stimulus aSj will evoke excitation in the centre Ci, which will

cross to the centre 62 ^dong the paths co^ and and con-

sequently will initiate the reaction 74* simultaneously the

stimulus will produce its own reaction 77^, which will be

stronger than before, sinee it will be strengthened by the

impulses coming from the excited centre C2 along the paths 1

*

2 .

Thus in this ease the reflex will not only be enhanced

by the reflex but will also have facilitating influence

on it.

The existing experimental material strikingly confirms the

foregoing considerations.

The case presented in fig. 8a is obtained when the stimulation

of the skin by an electric shock (S^) is reinforced by food (S^)-

As the defensive and alimentary reflexes arc antagonistic to

each other, the following situation arises: (1) the conditioned

alimentary reflex to stimulation by electric sho(‘k is formed

slowly and laboriously; (2) this rellex is always more or less

stunted, never reaching the magnitude of conditioned rellexes

to strong stimuli; (3) the unconditioned defensive reflex

is completely or almost completely suppressed.

A quite diflerent state of affairs is observable in the case when
stimulation of the skin with an electric shock is reinforced by
introduction of acid into the dog's inoutli. Only in one short

series of experiments performed by Fiodorov* has this subject

been investigated, and unfortunately the results have not

been adequately analysed; none the less they are suhicient to

provide a demonstrative confirmation of our previous argument.

These experiments yield evidence that when stimulation of the

skin with an electric shock was reinforced by introducing acid

into the mouth, the defensive reaction against shock not only

did not diminish, but, on the contrary, increased greatly; the

dog tried to tear away the electrodes with his mouth, developed

strong motor excitement, and so on. Despite the existence of

this reaction the conditioned reflex to stimulation with electric

shock, directed against the introduction of acid (S^ ^ 772 ), was
formed very rapidly, and soon reached a greater value than to

Fiodorov, V. K., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1933, vol. v, p. 199.
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other stimuli. It would be dilficult to have a more obvious

example of mutual facilitation between two reflexes.

Another, no less interesting fact of the same kind was obtained

by Pietrova.* This investigator reinforced a rhythmic tactile

stimulus acting on a dog’s hindleg by introducing acid into

the mouth. When the conditioned reflex was formed it was

found that the tactile stimulus, which previously had caused no

defensive reaction, began to evoke a rhythmic defensive flexion

of the limb in time with it. This fact, at first glance very strange,

is easily understood when considered in the light of the foregoing

argument. The rhythmic tactile stimulus of the leg undoubtedly

provokes a weak subliminal defensive reaction, which in normal

conditions, or when the tactile stimulus is reinforced by food,

is not manifested at all. But when this stimulus is reinforced by

introduction of acid, i.e. a stimulus itself producing a defensive

reaction, the local defensive reaction against the rhythmic

touching is facilitated and becomes manifest.

With the help of the relations above described it is also

possible to explain the properties of alimentary conditioned

reflexes to the so-called supramaximal stimuli. As will be re-

called from Chapter ii, the properties of these reflexes gave rise

to the conception of ‘ the top of capability of cortical cells ’ and

of ‘top inhibition’, which was used to explain the low value of

the conditioned response to this kind of stimuli. As we showed

in Chapter iii (§ 3), this explanation will not withstand criticism,

and cannot be accepted. Now we can prove that it is completely

unnecessary.

There is not the least doubt that a supramaximal stimulus

causes a strong defensive reaction in a dog (as in human beings),

which is displayed quite clearly: it shivers, runs from the stand,

or refuses to jump on to it, will not take food, etc. So it is not

surprising that if such a stimulus is reinforced by food, it be-

comes the source of two antagonistic reactions: defensive and

alimentary. The situation that arises in consequence is shown

in fig. 8a. Though the defensive reflex is more or less

suppressed, the conditioned reflex is formed with

difliculty and remains stunted.

Pietrova, M. K., Diss., Petersburg, 1914.
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The more timid the dog, i.e. the stronger the defensive

reaction evoked by the supramaximal stimulus, the more

difficult it is for the alimentary reflex to overwhelm it, and so the

alimentary conditioned reflex is formed with particular difliculty

and remains particularly small. So the phenomenon that Pavlov

calls a low top of capability of the cortical cells, and which he

attributes to ‘the weak type of an animal’s nervous system’,

we ascribe to the animal’s timidity, i.e. to the increased excit-

ability of its defensive centres. The factors that further increase

this timidity also make it diflicult to elaborate an alimentary

conditioned reflex to a supramaximal stimulus, and, conversely,

factors which enhance the alimentary excitability give this reflex

relative preponderance.

It is also easy to understand that a supramaximal stimulus

introduced into the stereotype of conditioned reflexes (vide

Chapter xi) disturbs all the conditioned reflex activity sometimes

for several days. This is because the whole experimental situation

gets conditioned to the supramaximal stimulus, and itself

tends to elicit the defensive reaction. This explains all the dis-

orders in conditioned reflexes and in the animal’s behaviour

during the experiment, which gradually disappear when the

supramaximal stimulus is withheld.

In connexion with this interpretation of the nature of supra-

maximal conditioned stimuli, important new problems arise

which the Pavlov theory did not consider at all. What will be

the magnitude of the conditioned reflex to a supraiiiaximal

stimulus reinforced by the introduction of acid into a dog’s

mouth, or by the stimulation of the paw with an electric shock?

Will the conditioned stimuli then also be smaller than to other

stimuli, or, on the contrary, will the effect of these reflexes be

increased because of the summation of the two defensive

reflexes, conditioned and unconditioned? Investigation along

these lines would render it possible to obtain more detailed

knowledge of the structure of the defensive reflex to supra-

maximal stimuli, and would enable us to abandon the un-

fortunate conception of top inhibition altogether.

When speaking of the summation of conditioned reflexes to

strong stimuli, we drew attention to the results of Rikman’s
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experiments, in which the joint effect of the action of such

stimuli was occasionally less than that of each stimulus separ-

ately. Though this fact has not been confirmed by other in-

vestigators, it seems to be quite possible. In fact, if each of the

strong conditioned alimentary stimuli evokes a subliminal defen-

sive reaction, which normally does not influence the conditioned

reflex, when they act jointly both defensive reactions are mutually

facilitated so much as to bring about a manifest inhibition of the

alimentary reflex with which they are in antagonism.*

While alimentary conditioned reflexes to supramaximal or

other stimuli, evoking a defensive reaction, are formed with

some difficulty, on the other hand they are formed rapidly and

easily to stimuli of which the reaction is in concealed alliance

with the alimentary reflex. The experiments conducted by

Cytovich may serve as an example of this phenomenon.! In his

well-known experiments Cytovich has shown that in the dog the

alimentary reflex to the smell of meat is not an unconditioned

but a conditioned reflex. In order to demonstrate this fact he fed

the dogs for a long time after birth exclusively on milk. When
the animals were shown meat for the first time no salivation was

evoked either by its sight or its smell. Only when the dogs had

been fed with meat once or twice did the smell of this food start

to evoke the salivary reaction.

Although the facd described by Cytovich seems to be quite

convincing, reading his paper one is struck by the circumstance

that from the very beginning the smell of meat was very attrac-

tive to the dogs (they sniffed at it, and tried to seize it with the

The following situation which arose in Uikmun's experiments is worthy
of attention. In his experiments on alimentary excitability (of which we
have spoken in the previous chapter) he found that, despite the evidence

of other authors, in a state of a reduced alimentary excitability the con-

ditioned reflexes to strong stimuli diminished more than those to weak
stimuli. In the experiments with summation now cited, again, despite

the evidence of other authors, two strong stimuli given in association

caused a lesser effect than each of the tw'O separately. From this should

it not be deduced that in these experiments, either as the result of the

individual properties of the dogs or as the result of the particularly strong

sound of the auditory stimuli used, these stimuli brought out a concealed

defensive reaction which became manifest in eircumstances favourable to

it, such as were supplied by the experiments described?

t Cytovich, I. S., Diss., Petersburg, 1911.
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mouth) and that the elaboration of the conditioned reflex to the

smell of meat occurred extraordinarily rapidly, much more

rapidly than it usually occurs to other ‘ indiflerent ’ stimuli. In

our view this fact must be considered as showing that between

the inborn reflex to the smell of meat (contrary to the inborn

reflexes to the smell of some repellent substances) and the

alimentary reflex a concealed alliance exists, which is manifested

by the very rapid and easy formation of the corresponding

conditioned reflex and by its strength and stability.

From all the above data it follows that the cerebral cortex

cannot be considered as a uniform structure capable with equal

facility of putting through any intercentral connexions, like an

automatic telephone exchange, but that it possesses a definite

organization, which makes the formation of certain connexions

an easy and rapid process, and others, on the other hand, difli-

cult and complex. We may expect that suitable experimental

investigations undertaken in this direction will throw more light

on this problem.

All these facts show how erroneous was Pavlov’s view that

the relative strength of the two concurrently applied stimuli

was the factor which determined the direction of conditioning

in the sense that ‘every strongly excited centre attracts to itself

every other weaker excitation’. As we have argued in the pre-

ceding chapter, the direction of conditioning dei)ends primarily

upon the temporal succession of two concurrently applied

stimuli, the precurrent stimulus being conditioned, and the post-

current stimulus conditioning. If, for instance, an electrical

shock to the paw is conditioned to the introduction of acid into

the animal’s mouth (as in Fiodorov’s experiments), it is not

because this latter stimulus is stronger, but because the former

was the ‘leading’ stimulus. We have no doubt that if the

temporal succession of these stimuli were reversed, the intro-

duction of acid into the mouth would evoke (besides its own
reaction) conditioned flexion.*

Although experiments of this kind with the use of acid have not been
performed, we have experimental evidence to show that the introduction of
sugar into the mouth can be conditioned to the electric shock (Savich, A.,

Diss., Petersburg, 1918).
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It is true that in some cases the relative strength of the

stimuli does play some role in the process of conditioning,

a role which can be easily foreseen in the light of our foregoing

discussion. In fact, if two stimuli applied in overlapping sequence

evoke antagonistic reflexes to one another, and the leading

reflex is much more powerful than the subsequent reflex, then

this latter reflex can be inhibited to such an extent by the

former that the corresponding centre will fail to be activated

altogether. In such a situation the elaboration of an active

conditioned reflex to the precurrent stimulus (the post-current

stimulus reinforcing) will be completely prevented. On the

contrary, as will be seen in Chapter ix (§ 1), such a coincidence

of stimuli results in the formation of an inhibitory conditioned

reflex to the subsequent stimulus, with the cessation of the

leading stimulus acting as a negative reinforcement.



Chapter VIII

The generalization of conditioned reflexes

The generalization of the conditioned stimulus would at first

glance seem to be a phenomenon most easily interpreted in

terms of irradiation of excitation. Indeed, if it is found that

the formation of the conditioned reflex to stimulation of a given

place on the dog’s skin leads to the establishment of the same

reflex to stimulation of other places, one is greatly inclined to

think of irradiation of excitation as the physiological mechanism

responsible for this fact. The evidence that irradiation of exeita-

tion really occurs in such cases as Jacksonian ejiilepsy and direct

stimulation of the cortex* seems to support this view. On the

other hand, however, at the present moment it is difficult to

decide whether these phenomena can be regarded as the real

prototype of normal cortical activity, or whether they represent

rather exceptional events occurring only with the use of very

strong stimulation applied directly to the cortical cells.

There is no doubt that the problem of generalization will find

its final solution only when we ascertain what is the structure of

‘ the centre of the conditioned stimulus and what is the intimate

mechanism of its activity. Therefore we shall here confine our-

selves only to presenting the arguments which dispose us to

reject the Pavlovian conception of generalization based on

irradiation of excitation, and to putting forward another con-

ception which seems more adequate as an explanation of this

phenomenon.

As is well known, the generalization of the conditioned

stimulus extends to all stimuli similar to it, and the closer the

similarity, the stronger is the generalization. But concretely

all the cases of similarity between stimuli and, consequently,

of the generalization of the conditioned reflex can be divided

into the following three categories:

(1) Stimuli are similar (i.e. lead to generalization, if one of

them is a conditioned stimulus) when they act differently on the

Adrian, E. D., J. Physiol. 1937, vol. Lxxxviii, p. 127.
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same receptors. This group includes, e.g. the difFering frequency

of beat of a metronome, the rhythmic stimulation of one and

the same place on the skin with touches of different frequency,

tones of the same pitch, but of different strength, etc.

(2) Stimuli are similar when the receptor fields excited by

them partially overlap. This includes tones of the same })itch

but different overtones, chords, possessing common tones, and

generally all kinds of compound stimuli possessing certain

components in common.

(3) Stimuli are similar when they excite different points of

the same receptor surface in the same way. This includes the

stimulation of the same kind applied to different areas of the

skin, tones of different pitch played on the same instrument, etc.

It is easy to observe that to understand the generalization of

conditioned reflexes to stimuli belonging to the first two cate-

gories we do not need to postulate the existence of irradiation

of excitation at all, unless it is accepted that, for instance, the

beat of a metronome at different frequencies excites different

cortical ‘points’. On the other hand, the generalization of the

third category of similar stimuli can easily be explained by the

irradiation of excitation, if it is accepted, as one has every right

to do, that there is ‘point-to-point correspondence’ between the

given receptive surface and the corresponding area of the cortex.

But it must be observed that in experimental practice there

is no difference whatever between these three categories of

similar stimuli, and that the properties of generalization are

absolutely identical, irrespective of whether it is a question of

similar stimuli differing from one another in rhythm, or in

particular elements, or in their position within the receptive

surface. For instance, in all these cases there is a definite

‘gradient’ of generalization, as the result of which, the farther

the stimulus is from the original conditioned stimulus (whether

in the sense of rhythm, or common elements, or physical

distance) the weaker is its effect: if one of the similar stimuli is

not reinforced, differentiation occurs, and its ‘difiiculty’ depends

on the similarity between the two stimuli, etc. These data incline

us rather to accept a single common principle for the explanation

of generalization, since it is diilicult to assume that this pheno-
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menon would in different cases possess a completely different

mechanism, which fails to be revealed in any experimental

facts.

So, in order to interpret all the phenomena of generalization

in a uniform manner by reference to a single principle, we have

to accept one of the following postulates. Either it must be

assumed that each individual stimulus gives rise to excitation

in some ‘point’ (or limited group of cells) in the cerebral cortex,

that the more similar the stimuli, the closer are the corre-

sponding cortical points situated to one another, and that the

excitation arising in any cortical point irradiates to neighbouring

points, this constituting the source of generalization. Or it must

be assumed that the cortical centres of particular stimuli repre-

sent complex and widely dispersed formations, that they can

partially overlap, and that this partial overlapping is the cause

of generalization.

The conception of overlapping between cortical centres has

many adherents among both physiologists and neurologists, and

is supported by strong evidence in various fields of experimental

data. To begin with, as morphological evidence indicates, each

point of the receptive surface has a corresponding large area of

representation in the cerebral cortex, this being because of the

extensive ramifications of the afferent nerve paths leading from

the periphery to the centres. The study of the action potentials

developed in the cortex as the result of peripheral stimulation

seems to point in the same direction. Although in the deeply

narcotized animal the stimulation of small receptive areas elicits

electrical changes limited only to small zones in the cortex,

the more the animal is awakened, the more complex and ex-

tensive these changes become,* Further, we must bear in mind

that the ‘cortical centre’ of a given stimulus is not confined only

to the group of cells receiving the impulses from the periphery,

but includes also other elements situated both in the primary

receptive fields and in ‘associative’ areas. The extensive evi-

dence of so-called physiological neuronography fully confirms

this view. Finally, it must be emphasized that stimuli dealt

Vide, for example, Marshall, W. H., Woolsey, C. N. and Bard, P., J.

NeuTophysiol. 1941, vol. iv, p. 1.
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with in conditioned reflex study are always compound, which

connotes that their cortical centres are of even greater com-
plexity.

All these considerations strongly support the view that the
‘ centre of a stimulus ’ must be regarded as a broad multistoried

and highly organized aggregate of cells, and that even if ‘point-

to-point correspondence’ between the centre and periphery can

be detected in various analysers, it may concern only the cortical

‘entrance gates’ of the particular simple stimulus. But it would

be quite incorrect to regard such a single ‘point’ as the entire

cortical centre of the given stimulus, responsiVflc for all its

complex properties.

The view just presented allows us to accept the assumption

that the intimate nature of the phenomenon of similarity

between various stimuli consists in the partial overlapping of

the corresponding cortical centres. The more extensive the over-

lapping, the closer is tlie similarity between the respective

stimuli, and when this overlapping is virtually complete the

similarity j)asses into ' identity’. Beyond all doubt this mechanism

of similarity exists in the case of similar stimuli described as

belonging to the second category above. For in this category

individual similar stimuli partially overlap already at the level

of the receptors, so there is no reason to doubt that these same

relations exist in the centres. As for the first category of similar

stimuli, i.e. those concerned with stimulation of the same

receptors with different strength or frequency, in their case also

it can be accepted that the corresponding cortical centres

partially overlap. Such an assumption was actually adopted

in Chapter vi in order to explain the dependence of the magni-

tude of the reflex response upon the strength of the stimulation.

So there remains only the third category of similar stimuli, that

in which individual stimuli affect quite different receptors. We
assume that in this case also the centres of these stimuli partially

overlap, and the more so, the closer the positions of the stimu-

lated points, i.e. that the relations which in the case of the first

two categories exist at the level of the receptors, here occur

only at the level of the nerve centres (whether in the thalamus

or in the cortex).

K CR 9
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It is easy to see that the conception we have just presented

quite satisfactorily explains all the properties of generalization.

First, it is quite clear that the more elements in common
possessed by the centres of two stimuli the stronger will be the

generalization if one of these stimuli has been conditioned.

Hence the existence of a gradient of generalization can be

deduced.

Further, it is known that the first application of a stimulus

similar to the original conditioned stimulus evokes an abnormally

low conditioned reaction, which on its repeated applications

increases even when it has not been reinforced.* This fact is

explained by the circumstance that the excitation of a part of

the centre of the new stimulus which does not overlap with the

centre of the conditioned stimulus causes an orientation reaction,

which inhibits the conditioned reflex evoked by the excitation

of the common part of both centres. This reaction is quickly

rendered extinct, and in consequence the conditioned reflex to

the similar stimulus is revealed in all its true strength.

The extinction to zero of the primary conditioned reflex

causes the complete extinction of reflexes to stimuli similar to

it; this is obvious, since these reflexes are evoked by the excita-

tion of those elements common with the elements of the con-

ditioned centre. But the extinction of a reflex to a secondary

conditioned stimulus causes only a partial extinction of the

reflex to the original stimulus (the weaker, the more distant the

stimulus), since the centre of the original stimulus contains

elements which did not partici])ate in the process of extinction.

Finally, it must be observed that the evidence [)rovided in

the previous chapter concerning subliminal conditioned reflexes

(§ 1) compels us to recognize the existence of latent generaliza-

tion when the given stimulus, having little similarity with the

conditioned stimulus, evokes a subliminal conditioned response

which can be detected only through its summation with other

allied reflexes. We emphasize the existence of this kind of

generalization, as hitherto it has not been taken into account,

though it undoubtedly plays a significant role in the phenomena
of disinhibition (see p. 175).

Vide Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 118 et seq.
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Summing up, we think the reader will agree that the physio-

logical mechanism of similarity we have put forward fits well

with the known experimental facts concerning the generaliza-

tion of conditioned reflexes. The usefulness of the proposed

conception will, however, appear still more clearly in the next

chapter, when we shall apply it to the explanation of the

phenomenon of differentiation.

9-2



Chapter IX

Internal inhibition. 1. Its nature and varieties

1

At the outset of our analysis of the process of internal inhibition

we must note that it undoubtedly presents far greater difliculties

than that of the active conditioned reflexes. For although the

intimate mechanism of the formation of these reflexes has many
unclarified aspects, the mechanism of their course can be re-

garded, within certain limits, as intelligible, because it largely

c oincides with the mechanism of inborn reflexes. But so far as

inhibitory conditioned reflexes are concerned, hitherto it has

been impossible to determine what phenomena in the field of

the lower nervous activity they correspond to, and, consequently,

we are not in possession of a ready-made prototype for them.

So a model of such reflexes has to be built up from the beginning,

drawing on the known experimental facts on the one hand and

the laws of the functioning of the nervous system on the other,

and taking care to ensure that all the known facts fit the model.

For it must be remembered that a false model, like a false

prophet, can lead one badly astray in regard to both the inter-

pretation of existing facts and the formulating of new problems.

At first glance it would seem simplest to explain the mechanism
of the disappearance of non-reinforced conditioned reflexes by

the gradual elimination or atrophy of the synaptic contacts

formed between the conditioned and the unconditioned centres.

However, there are such serious arguments against this view

that it is impossible to accept it.

To begin with, the fading of intercentral connexions as the

converse process to their formation would connote the return

of the conditioned stimulus to its original state before con-

ditioning. But, as we know, that is by no means the case, for

the non-reinforced conditioned stimulus acquires certain new
properties, which are not in the least characteristic to stimuli

which have not been conditioned at all.
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Secondly, there is clear evidence that a gradual fading of

intercentral connexions, i.e. their retrogressive development,

occurs when a conditioned stimulus, not too firmly established,

is not applied at all for some time. Now an applied but non-

reinforced conditioned stimulus has fundamentally different

properties from a stimulus which has been conditioned, but

thereafter has not been applied. Briefly speaking, the difference

consists in the circumstance that while a stimulus long left

unapplied simply becomes a weaker (less elaborated) conditioned

stimulus, a non-rcinforced stimulus becomes an elicitor of an

inhibitory conditioned reflex. Speaking in psychological terms,

if the conditioned stimulus is not applied the animal forgets'

that this stimulus has been conditioned, whereas if the con-

ditioned stimulus is non-reinforced the animal learns that the

reinforcement which previously had betm presented with this

stimulus is now omitted. So a theory which did not take account

of the difference between two such distinct phenomena would

be inadequate.

Thirdly and finally, the application of the (‘onditioned stimulus

without reinforcement is a certain neiv combination of stimuli

reaching the cerebral cortex, and, as such, it must lead to the

formation of a new plastic change in it. There is much evidence,

both physiological and ])sychological, that new plastic changes

by no means cause the elimination of old clianges, but in some

way are superimposed on them. Concretely speaking, so far as

the inhibitory stimuli are concerned, it can always be shown

without diflieulty that they xeere })rcviously active conditioned

stimuli, and that inhibition has by no means destroyed the

excitatory connexions between the conditioned and the un-

conditioned centre. The best evidence of this is the fact of the

disinhibition of inhibitory reflexes caused either by the applica-

tion of extraneous stimuli or by an increase in the excitability

of the cerebral cortex. So the concept of internal inhibition as

the fading of intercentral connexions is in obvious contradiction

to the existing facts.

The acceptance of superimposition of new plastic changes

upon the old as one of the fundamental principles of plasticity

not only makes it possible to reject the conception of inhibition
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formulated above, but also provides a key to the formulation of

a new conception, which seems to fit the existing state of things

better. Namely, we assume that non-reinforcement of a con-

ditioned stimulus by an unconditioned stimulus causes the

formation and multiplication of neiv synaptic connexions of an

inhibitory character side by side with old ones. It follows that,

when activated, the centre of a conditioned inhibitory stimulus

sends both excitatory and inhibitory impulses to the centre of

the reinforcing stimulus, and the magnitude of the conditioned

reaction depends on the relative density of both the showers

of impulses falling on the unconditioned centre.

It is easy to see that although the conception just put forward

has still to be verified against experimental facts, it is in complete

harmony w'ith, and in a sense is consequential upon, the evidence

of general physiology of the central nervous system. For if, as

w^e assumed in Chapter iv, there are both excitatory and in-

hibitory synapses in the nervous system, and the state of

inhibition is passed to the nerve cell by the intermediary of tliese

latter synapses, and if, as we showed in Chapter v, the formation

of an excitatory conditioned reflex depends on the formation and

increase of excitatory synapses between the conditioned and

the unconditioned centre, there can be no doubt that inhibitory

synapses also can be formed between the cortical cells, and

that they are the cause of the formation of inhibitory con-

ditioned reflexes. The great body of experimental evidence

collected by the Pavlov school proves that such inhibitory

reflexes do in fact arise if the conditioned stimulus is non-

reinforced by the unconditioned stimulus, i.e. in the phenomena
covered by the term internal inhibition.

So the assumption that inhibitory synaptic connexions arise

betw'een corresponding centres in an inhibitory conditioned

reflex is fundamentally on the same plane as the assumption

that excitatory connexions arise in excitatory conditioned re-

flexes, and, like the latter, the former assumption can be tested

(as we shall see) by reference to experimental data. But let us

try to see whether we can explain, at least to some extent, why
the non-reinforcement of a conditioned stimulus leads to the

formation of inhibitory connexions between the conditioned and
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the unconditioned centre, especially in view of the fact that if an

indifferent stimulus is a{)plied in the same way (i.e. without any

reinforcement) no connexions of this kind are formed.

As was said in Chapter ii, investigators in Pavlov’s laboratories

(Kreps, Pavlova, Pietrova, Vinogradov) showed that if an in-

different and an unconditioned stimulus are applied in reverse

overlapping sequence (the unconditioned stimulus being ])re-

current) then not only does a positive conditioned reflex fail to

be established, but the indifferent stimulus is transformed into

a strong inhibitory stimulus (see p. 19). Moreover, if a con-

ditioned stimulus, relatively fresh and not firmly established, is

repeatedly ‘overlapped’ in this way by an unconditioned

stimulus, it soon loses its active conditioned properties and is

transformed into an inhibitory stimulus.*

Pavlov himselfwas extremely puzzled by these facts and looked

for their appropriate explanation.I Finally, he concluded that

evidently if a given cortical point is repeatedly stimulated when

subjected to external inhibition, it gains negative excitability

and becomes permanently inhibitory.

VVe have found that Pavlov's explanation is inaccurate and

that the facts under consideration must be intcTpreted in quite

another way.J We have shown by experiments that if an in-

different stimulus is applied after the ince])tion of an uncondi-

tioned alimentary stimulus but is reinforced by an additional

portion of food which protracts the act of eating, then a

positive conditioned reflex is formed to this stimulus, this reflex

being stable and of considerable intensity (fig. 9 c). But if the

additional portion is withheld, and the conditioned stimulus

applied during the act of eating signalizes the termination of

this act, then the conditioned reflex very quickly undergoes

extinction, i.e. is inhibited (fig. 9d). From this we drew the

conclusion that in the above-described experiments of Pavlov’s

collaborators the reverse overlapping sequence of the stimuli

led to the formation of an inhibitory comlitioned reflex, nc»t

Potikopayev, N. A., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1928, voJ. ii/2, p. 81; Right

(Hait), U. G., ibid. p. 87; Solovcyehik, 1). I., ibid. p. 95.

t See Pavlov, Lectures^ vol. i, pp. 381-^’!.

t Konorski, .1., Liibinska, L. and Miller, 8., Acta Biol, Exp, 193t>, vol. x,

p. 297.
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because the conditioned stimulus acted against the background
of the inductively inhibited cerebral cortex, but because it

preceded and signalized the discontinuance of the unconditioned

stimulus. Generally speaking, our experiments, supported by the

evidence of the above-cited authors, demonstrated that, if an

indifferent stimulus precedes the termination of an unconditioned

6
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Fig, 9. The effect of the stimuli sequence upon the fonnation of the con-

ditioned reflex. Thin lines denote the duration of the ‘indifferent’ stinmlus,

thick lines denote the duration of the reinforcing stimulus, {a) The indif-

ferent stimulus precedes the reinforcing stimulus : as the result excitatory
conditioned reflex is established. (A) The two stimuli are applied in ovcr-

lapping sequence; this is the optimal sequence for elaboration of the
excitatory conditioned reflex, (c) The indifferent stimulus is applied during
the operation of the reinforcing stimulus which is protracted : the excitatory
conditioned reflex is established, its magnitude being less than in (fe). (d) The
indifferent stimulus precedes the termination of the reinforcing stimulus ; the
inhibitory conditioned reflex is established, (e) Two stimuli are applied in

reverse overlapping sequence: the strong inhibitory conditioned rellex is

established, s—)-K, excitatory conditioned reflex; inhibitory

conditioned reflex. Time (5 sec.).

stimulus, an inhibitory conditioned reflex is established in just

the same way as an excitatory conditioned reflex is formed

when a stimulus to be conditioned precedes the beginning of an
unconditioned stimulus.

The removal of an unconditioned stimulus connotes a more
or less abrupt fall of excitation of the corresponding centre,
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i.e. a phenomenon exaetly eonverse to that whieh oceurs when
by applying the unconditioned stimulus the excitation in this

centre is suddenly raised. In Chapter vi (§ 4) we demonstrated

that when the excitation of a given cortical centre is synchronous

with the rise of excitation in another centre, conditioned excita-

tory connexions are formed from the first of these centres to the

latter. Now we find that, conversely, the excitation of a given

cortical centre synchronized with the fall of excitation in another

centre results in the establishment of inhibitory connexions

between these two centres.

It is easy to grasp the similarity between this method oT

elaboration of an inhibitory conditioned reflex, and those

methods used in everyday practice in conditioned reflex experi-

ments. Let us assume that a conditioned alimentary stimulus

is applied without reinforcement. This stimulus produces active

excitation of the alimentary centre, of which the visible sign is

the secretion of saliva, and motor alimentary reaction. But food

is not presented, and therefore excitation of the alimentary centre

is abruptly falling. Thus the conditioned stimulus, which so far

has been a signal of the rise of excitation in the alimentary

centre, now becomes the signal of its fall. This causes inhibitory

connexions to form between th(‘ centre of the conditioned stimulus

and the alimentary centre, on the same basis as in tlie experi-

ments just adduced. The dilVerence between the situation arising

in the foregoing experiment and that in ordinary cases of

inhibition is solely that, whereas in the first case the excitation

of the unconditioned centre has been produced by the uncon-

ditioned stimulus, and its fall by the discontinuance of this

stimulus, in ordinary cases of internal inhibition the excitation

is produced by a conditioned stimulus, and its fall is due to the

absence of reinforcement.

From this it follows that the primary and direct method of

forming a stable and strong inhibitory reflex consists in rein-

forcing an indifferent stimulus by discontinuing the unconditioned

stimulus, whereas the methods generally used in laboratory

practice are rather indirect. Indeed, the inhibitory reflex obtained

by the reverse sequence of stimuli is the direct converse of the

excitatory reflex formed by a normal sequence of stimuli (cf.
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fig. 9d and e)^ while the inhibitory rcdexes dealt with in Pavlov’s

school correspond rather to the conditioned rellexes of the second

order. Unfortunately, the method of elaboration of inhibitory

conditioned reflexes just described has not been applied so far in

experimental practice, and we have willy-nilly to utilize only the

experimental material at present at our disposal.

To end these general remarks on the mechanism of inhibitory

conditioned reflexes, we would like to point out that, as follows

from our conception, cells of the conditioned centre and those of

the unconditioned centre are linked together both by excitatory

and by inhibitory connexions. If one accepts (as for the sake

of prudence we did on p. 71) that each axon can provide ter-

minals of only one kind, it has to be assumed that the connexions
between the two centres can never be direct, but possess at

least one intermediary relay. As we have pointed out above
(Chapter vi, § 1), such an assumption is entirely justified.

2

Taking the conception just advanced as a basis, we turn now to

examination of the various kinds of inbrnal inhibition. We
begin with the simplest kind of inhibition, namely, experimental

extinction.

As we have said, the non-reinforeement of a conditioned by an
unconditioned stimulus leads to the formation of inhibitorv

connexions between the centres of the two stimuli, and with
repetition of the non-reinforced conditioned stimulus these con-
nexions grow more and more numerous. In consequence, every
time the conditioned centre is excited it sends more and more
inhibiting impulses to the unconditioned centre, and these more
and more effectively oppose the simultaneously sent exciting

impulses. The conditioned reflex diminishes niore and more, and
at last completely disappears. The stronger the conditioned
stimulus, i.e. the more excitatory connexions exist between the
two centres, the more inhibitory connexions must be formed in

order to subject the conditioned reflex to complete inhibition.

So the total extinction of such a reflex follows after a larger

number of trials than that of a conditioned reflex to a weak
stimulus. Similarly, a firmly established conditioned reflex
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becomes extinct more slowly than a fresh one, since its rcliex arc

also possesses more excitatory connexions (vide p. 101).

If an acutely extinguished conditioned stimulus is not repeated

for a period of time the fresh inhibitory connexions fade, just

as do fresh excitatory connexions when a positive conditioned

reflex is not trained. Therefore, if a linnly established con-

ditioned reflex is subjected to experimental extinction and then

the application of the extinguished stimulus is suspended for

several hours, the excitatory conditioned reflex is generally

thereafter fully restored. This is explained by the very poor

stability of the fresh inhibitory connexions as compared with

the much greater stability of the old and firmly established

excitatory connexions (cf. Chapter v, § 2). On the contrary, if

an old and firndy establishe<l inhibitory reflex is acutely trans-

formed into an excitatory conditioned reflex the firmly established

inhibitory connexions will prove to be stable, w'hilc new excitatory

connexions will be liable to atrophy. As a result, after a lapse

of time, the new excitatory conditioned reflex will disapjiear and

the inhibitory reflex will be lully restored (see below).

These facts not only constitute an illustration of the evidence

showing that the stability of synaptic coniuxions (both excitatory

and inhibitory) depends upon the training of the corres})onding

reflex, but also yield a {)roof that old excitatory connexions arc

not annihilated by the new inhibitory coniu xions. and vice versa,

but new connexions are formed side by side with the old ones.

As we said in Chapter iv, the efleet of inhibitory impulses on

the nerve cell can be considered as consisting in a rise in the

threshold of its excitability. It follows that the cells of an

unconditioned centre a fleeted by inhibitory impulses temporarily

change their characteristic so that the (‘urve* ^iUC' in flg. 4 ([). 73)

is shifted to the right, and this the more, the greater the number

of inhibitory connexions formed between the two centres. The

shape of the curve ABC of course remains the same, since the

discharge capacity of the cells themselves does not undergo any

change.

It is worth pointing out here that there was a similar shift

of the curve ABC to the right in the case of lowered excitability

of the unconditioned centre (ef. tig. 4, p. 73 and fig. 6, p. 104). The
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difference between the two phenomena consists in the fact that,

w'hereas in the latter case the change in characteristic is of a

more permanent character, i.e. it lasts as long as there is a

state of decreased excitability, in the case of inhibition the

change in the threshold is acute, and lasts only as long as the

inhibiting impulses are falling on the nerve cells.

i

Fig. 10. The process of extinction of the conditioned reflex. Abscissa.

(1) The number of applications of conditioned stimulus without reinforce-

ment (lower line). (2) The quantity of excitatory impulses failing on the

unconditioned centre in a unit of time. Ordinate. The size of the condi-

tioned reflex response. The stiimdus used for extinction, acting against the
background of ‘normal’ characteristic curve of alimentary centre ABC^
evokes the response aa\ The curve of extinction is constructed according

to the actual experimental data. From the diminution of the reflex response

at each extinction trial the shift of the characteristic eurv'es to the right

can be deduced A^B2C2 j etc.) provided that each application of

the stimulus produces a showier of excitatory impulses of the same density

;

hence the increase of the density of inhibitory impulses falling on the centre

at each trial (AA^^ A^Azt etc.) can be calculated; it corresponds to the

increase of inhibitory connexions at each trial. As is seen from the diagram,
the increase of inhibitory connexions decelerates as the process of extinction

proceeds. Further explanation in text.

The shape of the extinction curve of the conditioned rellex

is of great theoretical importance, since its slope at any given

point represents the rate of the formation of the inhibitory

connexions between the conditioned and the unconditioned

centre. As is well known, the typical extinction curve of a con-

ditioned reflex is concave, i.e. the size of the reflex response at
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first diminishes very rapidly, but then more and more slowly.

This fact is very significant, since it proves that the rate of

the lormation of inhibitory connexions diminishes as the number
of connexions increases.

The above-stated conclusion can be })resented graphically as

follows (fig. 10). The size of the conditioned reflex is plotted

against the number of applications of the non-reinforced con-

ditioned stimulus (for the curve of extinction) and against the

density of the excitatory impulses falling on the cells of the

unconditioned centre (for the curves ABC,
etc.). In fig. 10 the curve of extinction of the conditioned reflex

is taken from one of our experiments.* The initial size of the

reflex response w^as near to the top value. With the increase of

inhibitory connexions between the conditioned and the uncon-

ditioned centre there was a gradual diminution in the size of

the reflex response, and from the extent of this diminution it is

possible to infer how far th(‘ eurv(‘ of the characteristic is shifted.

The distances between the various curves, i.e. the intercepts

AA^, A
1
A 2 , A^^A^i etc., measure the increase of inhibitory con-

nexions at each trial. As can be seen from the diagram, this

increase procec‘ds more and more slow'ly, in line with the process

of extinction, i.e. with the augmentation of the number of

inhibitory connexions formed.

f

* Konorski, J., Kev. Phi/siol. Mom't,, 1939, voi. ix. p. 191, fij;. (>.

t However, it must be pointed out that there is not a complete analof^y

between the decelerating^ increase of excitatory connexions in the elaboration

of an excitatory conditioned reHex,and the decelerating increase of inhibitory

connexions in the extinction of a (*onditioned rcHcx. In the first nisc the

conditioned stimulus is accompanied by the rise of active excitation in the

unconditioned centre, due to the presentation of food. This rise is exactly

the same at each trial, provided the alimentar>' excitability is unchanj^cd.

But in extinction the active excitation of the alimentary centre ev'oked

by the conditioned stimulus diminishes with each trial, because of the

inhibitory connexions which are being formed in larger and larger quantities.

So the deceleration in the increase of these connexions probably depends

not only on their approximation to a state of ‘saturation’, but also on the

(drciimstancc that with each successive trial the active excitation of the

alimentary centre is weaker, and therefore, when food do<*s not follow

it^ fall is smaller. An experiment completely analogous to those concerned

with the formation of an excitatory conditioned reflex would be made if

the stimulus (whether conditioned or indifferent) were reinforced by

a cessation of the act of feeding, i.e. by a fall of excitation, caused by the
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However, when analysing the curve of extinction it must be

remembered that its shape depends on a number of factors

which may deform it more or less. Thus, if the intervals between

the applications of the extinguished stimulus are too long (e.g. if

extinction is more chronic) it is necessary to take into account

the regression of the fresh inhibitory reflex in the intervals

between successive trials, a circumstance which greatly com*

plicates the course of the curve. On the other hand, if the

extinction of the conditioned reflex is acute, and if we have

to do with an alimentary reflex, then the course of the extinction

may be disturbed (especially in certain animals) by the inertia

of inhibition in the alimentary centre, a phenomenon which we
shall discuss in detail in the next chapter.

Extinction (whether acute or chronic) to zero of the conditioned

reflex by no means indicates that the inhibition of the uncon-

ditioned centre has reached the peak point and will not grow any

further. First, with further repetitions of the non-reinforced

stimulus the inhibitory reflex grows more stable in the sense

that it becomes more and more insusceptible to a break in its

elicitations, which shows that the inhibitory connexions are

strengthened. Secondly, inhibitory connexions can continue to

increase (if their quantity has not reached saturation point)

exactly like excitatory connexions after the conditioned reflex

has reached its top. This is shown chiefly by the fact that the

more deeply a conditioned reflex is extinguished (i.e. the more

the stimulus has been repeated without reintorcement after

zero reaction was achieved), the more reinforced trials are

required to restore the conditioned reflex.* Apart from this,

numerous proofs of the fact that the increase of inhibitory

connections continues after the conditioned reaction has reached

zero will be given in the next chapter.

The important question arises, what happens to the excitatory

removal of the unconditioned .stimulus. It is clear that this fall is always
approximately the same, just like the rise of excitation following the

presentation of food. As there is no experimental evidence covering this

case, we are not in a position to conduct a comparative analysis of these

two cases of inhibition.

Vide experiments by Kasherininova, N. A., Diss., Petersburg, 1908,

p. 97.
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connexions as the non-reinforced conditioned stimulus is re-

peated?

So far as acute extinction is concerned, there is hardly any

doubt that these connexions do not suffer any change during

this process. The best proof of this is the above cited fact of

the complete restoration of the conditioned reflex after a longer

or shorter lapse of time. The idea that excitatory connexions

could be destroyed during the extinction and afterward could

spontaneously ‘regenerate’ seems both arbitrary and un-

necessary.

However, the position may be different in the case of chronic

extinction. F'or in this case the conditioned stimulus is not re-

inforced for a period of many months, and even years. It is

doubtful whether in these conditions the excitatory connexions

can be maintained, it is rather to be assumed that they undergo

atrophy. Maybe this atrophy is precisely the same as if the

stimulus were not applied at all, and so it would depend on the

degree to which the conditioned reflex to this stimulus had been

stabilized
;

it is also possible that the application of a conditione^d

stimulus without reinforcement in some way accelerates or

retards this atrophy. In any case, if its existence is assumed, it

must in turn be accepted that inhibitory connexions also atrophy,

since they are ‘ nourished ’ by the fall of excitation in the uncon-

ditioned centre, and so cannot be maintained if this excitation

ceases to operate.

So we arrive at the conclusion that a conditioned stimulus,

repeated over a very long period of time (i.e. months and years)

without reinforcement, slowly becomes an indifferent stimulus,

i.e. its centre loses all actual connexions with the corresponding

unconditioned centre. Intuitively, this deduction seems to be

very probable, but there is no evidence whatever in substantia-

tion of it, since the process of chronic extinction has hardly

been investigated at all. Yet it would not be difficult to test this

deduction. Indeed, if it were established that the stimulus now
under discussion no longer caused any inhibitory after-effect,

did not give positive induction and could not be disinhibited in

any way, we would then have no evidence whatever for regarding

it as an inhibitory stimulus.
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On the basis of the foregoing remarks we must conclude that
the process which Pavlov calleti * extinction with reinforcement’
has nothing in common with the phenomena of extinction in the
strict sense of this tenn. It is difficult to detennine the
meclmnism of this phenomenon, owing to the lack of the appro-
priate control expi^riments. Taking into account the fact that
* natural’ eoful itiomnl stimuli (such as scent, or the sight of food)

do not succumb to 'extinction with reinforcement’, despite the

{act that nature presents them throughout an animars life, we
must conclude that it is associated with some aspect of experi-

mental technique. So far as ‘extinction with reinforcement

’

with an acute course is concerned, i.c. one which arises in a

single experimental session as the result of the multi-repetition

of the SHine conditioned stimulus,’*' this is probably simply a case

of the • fatigability ’ of the corresponding intercellular connexions,

plus the animars satiation (for the experiments were conducted

exclusively with alimentary reinforcement). In the case of

chronic ‘extinction with reinforcement ’f when, after the

stimulus has been applied for many montlis and years, its effect

begins gradually to diminish and may finally disappear alto-

gether, presumably we have to do with the formation of a

delayed reflex. Certainly, if the reinforcing stimulus is con-

tinually postponed by 15-30 seconds from the beginning of the

conditioned stimulus, the animal finally learns that the food

does not follow immediately after the application of the con-

ditioned stimulus, but only some time later. In consequence,

a strong and lasting inhibitory reflex is formed to the initial

phase of the conditioned stimulus.

But while ‘extinction with reinforcement’ can never be

considered as a ‘true’ extinction, the position is quite otherwise

with regard to a diminution of the conditioned reflex as the

result of a weakening of the unconditioned stimulus.

In Chapter vi, when discussing the properties of conditioned

reflexes, we drew attention to the circumstance that the magni-

tude of a conditioned reflex depends, inter alia, on the strength

Stroganov, V. V., Trudy Lab, Pavlwa, 1029, vol."^ iii/2~3, p. 103.

Soloveychyk, D. I., ibid. 1940, vol. ix, p. 277.

t Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, chap. xiv.
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of the reinforcing unconditioned stimulus. We explained this

fact by assuming that a stronger unconditioned stimulus pro-

duces excitation in a larger cellular field, and in consequence the

cells of the conditioned centre form connexions with a greater

number of cells of the unconditioned centre. It follows that

a lessening of the conditioned reflex caused by a weakening of

the reinforcing unconditioned stimulus (e.g. by a diminution in

the portion of food presented) should occur by way of a partial

extinction of this reflex, since a part of the cells of the uncon-

ditioned centre excited by a conditioned stimulus is not succes-

sively excited by the reinforcing stimulus, with the result that

these cells should receive inhibitory connexions from the con-

ditioned centre. In fact, as Kleschchov’s thorough and detailed

experiukents showed,* a lessening of conditioned reflexes in

consequence of a diminution of the portion of food presented

w'ith the alimentary conditioned stimulus occurs as the result

of the process of internal inhibition. While from the viewpoint

of the Pavlov theory this result is rather unexpected, from our

view’point it is quite understandable and could easily be

foreseen.

In ('onehision to this section we should like to remark that the

mechanism of extinction of the orientation reflex {vick Chapter v,

§ 1 )
has to be thought of as analogous to that of extinction of the

conditioned reflex. In other words, wt assume that the gradual

disappearance of the orientation reflex with the repetition of the

corresponding stimulus is due to the formation of inhibitory

connexions between certain int<Tvening centres in just the same

way as they are formed in the extinction of the conditioned

reflex. This would explain the striking similarity of the properties

of these tw'o proc^esses : for instance, when the application of the

extinct stimulus is suspended for some time, the orientation reflex

tends to recover spontaneously in just the same w^ay as does the

extinguished conditioned reflex; the extinguished orientation

reflex can be disinhibited by another extraneous stimulus, etc.

The only difference betw een the two processes is that whereas

the excitatory conditioned reflex and the superimposed in-

hibitory conditioned reflex arc both acquired and are dependent

Kleshchov, S. V., Tnidy Lab, Pavlova^ 1936, vol. vi, no. 2.
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mainly on the cerebral cortex, the orientation reflex itself is

inborn and of subcortical origin, unlike its inhibition which,

being formed on the basis of the animal’s individual experience,

originates chiefly from the cerebral cortex.

3

Before we proceed to consideration of the other kinds of internal

inhibition we have to discuss a problem of great theoretical

importance, namely, that of the mechanism involved in re-

establishing an excitatory conditioned reflex to an inhibitory

stimulus, this latter being again applied with reinforcement.

Unfortunately, we are not in a position to provide a solution to

this problem, because of the almost complete lack of appropriate

experimental evidence.

Experiments with the re-establishment of conditioned re-

flexes have been conducted only in relation to acute extinction

and differentiation. The first of these cases is unsuitable for

analysis, since the inhibitory connexions are so fresh that they

fade spontaneously after a lapse of time and so the conditioned

reflex recovers even without retraining. In the second case

inhibitory connexions are certainly adequately fixed, but the

fact that here we have to do with a differential inhibition greatly

complicate the experimental situation (see below). On the

other hand, no experiments have been performed with the re-

establishment of chronically extinguished reflexes, and this is

precisely the form of experiment necessary to elucidation of

the problem we have posed.

The experimental evidence we have at our disposal indicates

that the reinforcementof even a firmly established inhibitory reflex

leads, generally speaking, to the re-establishment of a positive

conditioned reflex to it (if cases of pathological stability of the

inhibitory reflex are left out of account), and that this reflex

may achieve the normal value it had before inhibition. The rate

of formation of such a reflex varies greatly, and is dependent

on various factors; but the fact is worthy of note that applica-

tion of the stimulus with reinforcement several times succes-

sively leads to an almost immediate re-establishment of an

active conditioned reflex in a single experimental session. Such
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a reflex, however, is very unstable, and may subside completely

the very next day.

Let us assume that a conditioned reflex has been elaborated

to a stimulus, and that in the course of further training this

reflex has been adequately stabilized. Then, bygiving this stimulus

without reinforcement day after day, the reflex undergoes

chronic extinction, and the inhibitory reflex thus formed is also

trained for a period. Then the stimulus is again reinforced by
the unconditioned stimulus until the active-conditioned reflex

is re-established. The question arises, what are the changes in

the intercentral connexions that cause this secondary formation

of the conditioned reflex?

The simplest of the possible explanations of this phenomenon
would be as follows. During the chronic extinction of a con-

ditioned reflex which, be it remembered, has lasted for a long

period, at least certain of the excitatory connexions might be atro-

phied, and with a renewed reinforcement of the stimulus these

would again ‘regenerate’. On the other hand, reinforcement of

the inhibitory stimulus may lead to a gradual disappearance of

the inhibitory connexions, just as happens, according to our

assumption, in the case of excitatory connexions as the result of

non-rcinforcement of the conditioned stimulus. Thus the ex-

citatory connexions finally gain the upper hand over the inhibitory

connexions, and so the active conditioned reflex is restored.

However, it must be pointed out that though in all probability

this explanation is correct to a certain extent, it cannot be

completely satisfying. First and foremost it is hardly believable

that well-fixed excitatory connexions could undergo any con-

siderable atrophy in the course of the few months required for

the formation of a stable inhibitory reflex. Secondly, as we have

already pointed out, even a very firmly established inhibitory

reflex can be transformed into an active reflex in the course of

a single experiment. Truly, this occurs with difterential inhibitors,

but there is no reason to doubt that it also may occur in the case

of chronic extinction. Now in a single experiment inhibitory con-

nexions cannot undergo any atrophy, a fact of which there is

direct proof in the circumstance that the inhibitory reflex is

spontaneously restored the very next day.

10-2
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The fact just cited is deserving of considerable attention.

It is kno»Ti that if the conditioned reflex has not been repeated

/or B long tinic^ so thfit it has undergone H ccrtfiiii regression

f

only a trials are required to restore it to its previous state,

and then the return to the standard is permanent at once. But

in the present case the recovery of the active reflex is transient,

from which we must deduce that the excitatory connexions

formed are fresh. However, the question arises, how can fresh

excitatory connexions be formed if the original conditioned

reflex was firmly established, and the corresponding intercentral

connexions which were then created were undoubtedly in a state

of complete saturation?

The conclusion that would seem to result from this analysis

is that the quantity of excitatory synapses between the two

centres, which has reached saturation point after the first forma-

tion of the conditioned reflex, becomes insuflicient for saturation

when inhibitory connexions are formed between these centres. In

other words, the inhibitory connexions would seem to increase

the ‘capacity’ of the surfaces of the receiving cells to establish

excitatory synapses, and so after the formation of inhibitory

connexions between the centres ‘ room is made ’ for new excitatory

connexions.

This conclusion, which may seem strange at first sight, has

a number of arguments in its support. For, as follows from the

considerations adduced in Chapter v, the main force causing

the formation of excitatory connexions between two con-

currently activated coupled centres is the lack, or the inadequacy

of these connexions, so that the impulses arriving from the

emitting centre are unable to activate, or inadequately activate,

the receiving centre. As, owing to the formation of new con-

nexions, the ‘transmissibility’ between the two centres increases,

the formation of new synapses proceeds at a decelerating rate, and
finally ceases altogether. Now, the establishment of inhibitory

connexions between these centres in a certain sense restores the

former relation between them. Namely, excitatory impulses

coming from the emitting centre are again unable to produce

active excitation in the cells of the receiving centre, in this case

because of the hindering effect of the inhibitory impulses. So it
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may be that in sueh conditions, when concurrent excitation of

both centres is renewed, excitatory connexions are formed anew,

until the transmissibility between these centres again becomes

optimal, i,e. until the excitatory connexions reach a new state

of saturation.

So then, while previously we treated the increment of excita-

tory connexions as an inverse function of already formed

excitatory connexions, now it would be necessary to modify this

view somewhat, by saying that their increment is an inverse

function of the transmissibility between the two centres, i.e.

of the ease with which the activation of the emitting centre is

able to produce active excitation in the receiving centre. It is

easy to see that such a formulation embraces both the formation

of excitatory conditioned reflexes to ‘indifferent’ stimuli, and

the formation of such reflexes to inhibitory stimuli.

Ending this section of our argument, we think it worth

while recalling yet again that it has no direct support in experi-

mental facts, and that our deductions have been extrapolated

from experiments which only indirectly testify in their favour.

And so the problem we have been discussing calls for detailed

experimental investigation, and only the appropriate facts will

be able to inform us whether the state of saturation of the excita-

tory synapses between two coupled centres really does depend

on the inhibitory connexions existing between them, and vice

versa, or whether tliis supposition is incorrect, and the re-

establishment of an active conditioned reflex to an inhibitory

stimulus depends solely on the regeneration of faded excitatory

connexions and the fading of the inhibitory connexions.

4

Now we turn to a discussion of the next type of internal inhibi-

tion, namely, differential inhibition. It arises when a new
stimulus similar to the conditioned one is introduced into

experiments and then applied without reinforcement. As,

because of generalization, this stimulus also is a conditioned

stimulus, its non-reinforcement leads to the formation of an

inhibitory reflex to it.

In our preceding chapter we gave reasons for the view that
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generalization is caused by a partial overlapping of the centre

of the original conditioned stimulus with the centres of the

secondary stimuli, and that, the more they overlap, the stronger

is the degree of generalization. Let us attempt on the basis of

this conception to explain the mechanism of differentiation.

Let us assume that the stimulus is the primary conditioned

stimulus, reinforced by the unconditioned stimulus 6', and that

the stimulus ^2 similar to it has been differentiated. In the centre

of the stimulus we can distinguish the subcentre a, belonging

only to the centre and not belonging to the centre and the

subcentre common to both centres. Similarly, the centre ^2

can be divided into subcentre h and subeentre c, the latter

belonging only to the centre ^2* Now let us consider what

connexions will arise between each of these three subcentres

and the unconditioned centre during the process of differentia-

tion and after it is completed.

Subcentre a, appertaining only to the centre at each excita-

tion is reinforced by the excitation of the unconditioned centre

both in the period before differentiation, and during the forma-

tion of differentiation. So the synaptic connexions of this

subcentre with the unconditioned centre aw exclusively of an

excitatory character.

The situation of subcentre b is more complicated. So long as

only the conditioned stimulus Si is given, this subcentre possesses

exclusively excitatory connexions with the centre S; but then,

when the stimulus ^2 introduced into the experiments, being

given without reinforcement, this subcentre forms inhibitory

connexions with the unconditioned centre. Now, however, the

position is completely different from that arising in the case of

extinction of a conditioned reflex. In that ease the excitation of

a conditioned centre occurred without reinforcement throughout

the training (i.e. during the period of formation and maintenance

of the inhibitory reflex), while in the case of differentiation the

excitation of subcentre b is at one time associated with the

direct excitation of the unconditioned centre (when this sub-

centre shares in the excitation of the centre and at another

time is not associated with this excitation (when it shares in the

excitation of the centre S2). So although between the subcentre b
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and the centre S inhibitory connexions are formed, yet the

excitatory connexions continue to be trained and cultivated.

Obviously here we are confronted with the problem we have

already discussed in detail in the preceding section. If we accept

the hypothesis which we there defended and justified, that the

formation of inhibitory connexions between two centres creates

conditions for the emergence of new excitatory connexions

between them, then the position of the subcentre b will be as

follows: each time it is excited without reinforcement will

lead to the formation of inhibitory connexions between it

and the unconditioned centre, but when it is excited with re-

inforcement the existence of newly established inhibitory con-

nexions will render possible the formation of new excitatory

connexions. The general ‘balance’ of the excitatory and inhibi-

tory connexions will therefore depend on the comparative

frequency with which the stimuli Si and $2 are applied, and will

be approximately stable. Therefore the difference between the

position of the subcentre b and that of the conditioned centre in

extinction is clear. In extinction only inhibitory connexions

are formed against the background of an iiivariable number of

c'xcitatory connexions; but here the excitatory and inhibitory

connexions are formed parallel, since one group ‘makes room’

for the other, and vice versa.

The conclusion we have just reached on the basis of our

previous hypothesis seems to be in complete harmony with the

generally known experimental data. Namely, it is known that

in the first stage of diflerentiation a conditioned reflex to the

stimulus Si (i.e. the positive conditioned stimulus) dinunishes,

which in our opinion is an expression of the rapid formation of

inhibitory connexions between subcentre b and the uncon

-

liitioncd centre. However, in the following stage the reflex to

stimulus Si is restored, which has to be explained as compensa-

tion by the newly arising excitatory connexions. As wc said in

Chapters ii and iii (pp. 20 and 41 ), it often happens that a

conditioned reflex to the stimulus Si becomes greater after

differentiation than it was before. Obviously it is difficult to

explain this fact without special experiments, but we think we

are entitled to express the supposition that it takes place
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because of some hyper-compensatioii on the part of the newly

established excitatory connexions. In any case this increase

of the conditioned rellex to the stimulus $i indicates that some

kind of ‘ re-organization ’ has taken place between the centre of

this stimulus and the unconditioned ecmtre, this ‘reorganiza-

tion’ consisting, perhaps, in the formation of new excitatory

and inhibitory connexions between subeentre h and centre S.

However, we must rememlier that our hypothesis has not so

far been directly contirmed, and that the dilTerence between the

position of subeentre h in dilferentiation and the conditioned

centre in extinction of the conditioned rellex may perhaps be

explained in a totally dilferent manner : in the extinction of the

conditioned reflex the excitatory connexions are not trained,

and in consequence they partly atrophy; whereas during differ-

entiation the excitatory connexions belwt'en th(‘ sub(‘entrc h

and the centre S are constantly trained, and so are maintained

in a state of saturation.

As for the subcentre c, belonging to the centre .S‘2 and not

belonging to the centre s^, its excitation never eoincides with

the excitation of tJie unconditioned centre by th(‘ unconditioned

stimulus. On the other hand, it is constantly excited together

with subcentre h, producing an excitation of the unconditioned

centre by way of conditioned connexions, and so its excitation

coincides with the fall of excitation in this centre. Consequently

only inhibitory connexions can be formed between the subcentn* e

and the unconditioned centre, if om* Ic avt s out of account those

few excitatory connexions which eo\dd arise through the forma-

tion of a conditioned rellex of the second order (cf. p. 107).

From the foregoing it follows that the main burden of the dilfer-

entiation rests precisely on this subeentre e, since it must provide

the unconditioned centre with an adequate quantity of inhibitory

connexions to balance the great quantity of excitatory connexions

formed between subcentre b and the centre S,

Now let us try on the basis of the foregoing analysis to explain

the main properties of dilferentiation. To begin with we shall

consider what is the difference between so-called ‘fine’ and
‘coarse’ differentiation.

Fine differentiation arises when the stimulus ^2 i*^ very similar
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to the stimulus i.e. when their centres overlap to a compara-

tively large extent. It follows that the excitation of the centre .93

elicits a strong excitation in the unconditioned centre, and

consequently, the stimulus .93, being non -rein forced, gives rise

to a strong inhibitory reflex. We have evidence that this actually

does haj)pen, as is shown, for instance, by the ])rolonged and

strong inhibitory after-effect following a differentiated stimulus

when the inhibitory reflex to it has been firmly established.

However, fine differentiation is also ‘dillicult i.e. it is elaborated

slowly, since its achievement demands the formation of a large

number of inhibitor\^ connexions, to balance the abundant

excitatory connexions existing between the subcentre h and the

centre S. For the same reason also it is unstai)le, is easily

'spoilt', or suffers disinhibit ion. This will be discussed at length

in the iU‘Xt chapter. Tlie existence between the centre and the

centre S of a large number of both excitatory and inhibitory con-

nexions has the effect that the inhibitory refle x to the stimulus

Ag possesses peculiar ‘ tension’, as if a severe struggle w(‘re

occurring between the processes of excitation and inhiliition.

If differentiation is too tine, i.e. if the part c of thc‘ centre A’3

cannot form a suflicient qiiantity of inhibitory connexions with

th(‘ unconditioned centre for them to balance the numerous

excitatory connexions coming from part b, it remains constantly

incomplete, requires continual training (with the danger,

however, of overtraining), and easily succumbs to weakening as

the result of too frequent application of the conditioned stimulus

s^. This, of course, occurs because the repetitive application of

this stimulus with reinforcement results in the predominance

of the excitatory connexions between the centres h and S, and

in consequence the inhibitory reflex to the stimulus .Vo is dis-

inhibited.

On the other hand, in ‘coarse’ differentiation the common
part b of the centres and ^3 is not large, w ith the result that

the stimulus A’2 weakly excites the unconditioned centre, and so

the inhibitory reflex formed to it is comparatively weak. At

the same time it is formed without difhculty, because of the

small quantity of excitatory impulses being sent by subeentre h.

We say of such a differentiation that it has low ‘tension'.
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The above-described relations could be analysed with far

greater detail and precision if, instead of using simple and

‘indivisible’ stimuli, compound stimuli were used, e.g. if the

compound stimulus "'^re differentiated from the similar

compound stimulus (The stimuli and ^3 must, of

course, be dissimilar stimuli.) It is easy to sec that the centre

of the stimulus corresponds to the subcentre a, the centre S2

to the subcentre by the centre ^3 to the subcentre c. As it is

possible to apply each of these stimuli se])arately and thus to

excite the corresponding centres independently (which could

not be done with the subcentres b and r), the investigator

would be able to examine the properties of eacli of them in

detail, and thus penetrate more deeply into the mechanism of

differentiation. Experiments of this kind exist only in one case,

namely, when the conditioned stimulus is differentiated from

a compound stimulus consisting of the conditioned stimulus and

an accessor\^ agent. This case is known in Pavlovian terminology

as conditioned inhibition, and it w'as investigated in fair detail.

We shall take up its analysis in a moment.

As we have said in preceding chapters, the application of a

stimulus intermediate betw'cen two differentiated stimuli results

in a greater or lesser conditioned response, according to which

of the stimuli the applied stimulus more closely approximates

to. This is quite understandable. The more the centre of such

a stimulus overlaps with the centre of the conditioned stimulus,

the greater is the predominance of excitatory over inhibitory

connexions; the more its centre overlaps with the centre of the

inhibitory stimulus, the greater is the predominance of the

inhibitory connexions. So the ‘balance’ between the excitatory

and inhibitory impulses falling on the cells of the unconditioned

centre determines the magnitude of the response to the applied

stimulus.
5

As we said above, conditioned inhibition is a form of differenti-

ation exceptionally convenient for analysis, since particular

components of the inhibitory stimulus can be applied, and so

analysed, separately. As this form has also been investigated

experimentally in detail, it can help greatly towards verification
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of our conception. For whereas in our analysis of differentiation

so far we have operated with wholly abstract and imperceptible

parts of centres, in this case we can deal with comparatively

more concrete, and in any case more operable centres of separate

stimuli.

Let us denote the conditioned stimulus, and the additional

stimulus which with the stimulus forms the inhibitory com-

pound,

As the stimulus is generally reinforced by the stimulus S
(with the exception of those cases in which it is applied together

with Sq), we can infer that, after the elaboration of differentiation,

between its centre and the centre S excitatory connexions

continue to predominate, i.e. that the inhibitory connexions

arisen between them have been adequately compensated by the

additional excitatory connexions. It follows that the magnitude

of the conditioned reflex to the stimulus suffers no change,

and in any case is not diminished. \Vc know that this is so in

fact.

On the other hand, the stimulus Sq which is combined from

time to time with the stimulus 6*^ is tiever reinforced, and so

exclusively inhibitory conne.xions must have been formed

between the centre of this stimulus and the unconditioned

centre; if, of course, we leave out of account those weak excita-

tory connexions which might be formed if this stimulus happened

to be transiently a conditioned stimulus of the second order.

So in the ease of conditioned inhibition we deal with an

interesting situation, and one very suitable for analysis, in

which the excitatory and inhibitory connexions have their

starting point in two different cortical centres: the centre S| is

the starting point for almost exclusively i xcitatory connexions

with the centre S, while the centre is almost a pure source of

inhibitory connexions.

Now wc shall see whether this view* explains the existing

experimental facts concerning this kind of inhibition.

To begin with, it is obvious that if the stimulus Sq is much

weaker than the stimulus tlic conditioned inhibition is formed

with difliculty and often remains incomplete, since the inhibitory

connexions arriving from the centre Sq. at the centre S are
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inevitably weaker than the excitatory connexions between the

centres and S, This fact is eonipletely confirmed by numerous

experiments.’^'

Secondly, if the stimulus which hitherto has been applied

only in combination with the conditioned stimulus is added

to another conditioned stimulus S2. the elTeet of this stimulus

also suffers inliibition. This is understandable, since the inhibitory

impulses arriving from the centre at the unconditioned centre

prevent the excitatory impulses arriving from the centre S2 from

activating it. Moreover, if the conditioned inhibitor is added

to the reinforcing unconditioned stimulus, its eflect also is

diminished, this constituting a direct proof of the inhibitory

effect of the inhibitor on the unconditioned centre.

Thirdly, in Leporsky's experiments^ it was found that a con-

ditioned inhibitor capable of completely inhibiting the elfeet of

each of the conditioned stimuli separately failed to do so when
they were a{)plied jointly. This result is completely explained
by reference to a balance of excitation and inhibition on the

cell surfaces of the unconditioned centre.

Fourthly and finally, if the complex is repeated many
times, and then the stimulus is applied, the reflex to it [irov’cs

to be strongly and protractedly inhibited. J This is explained
by the fact that successive repetition of the stimulus without
reinforcement leads to the formation of fresh inliibitory con-

nexions between the centre and the centre S, These con-

nexions did not reveal themselves until this stimulus was
applied together with the stimulus (since the effect of the
reflex was zero in any case), but became manifest when it was
applied separately. As these connexions were fresh, after a
certain time they spontaneously disappeared, and in consequence
the conditioned reflex to the stimulus was restored.

On the other hand, on the basis of our conception we must
categorically oppose Pavlov’s statement that the conditioned
inhibitor inhibits not only homogeneous but also heterogeneous

Vide Fursikov, D. S., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1924, vol. i/l, p. 3.

t Leporsky, N. I., Diss., Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes,
p. 79).

t Diegtarova, V. A., Diss., Petersburg, 1914 (Pavlov, Conditioned
Reflexes, p. 172).
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conditioned reflexes.’’* For, if it is assumed that the centre of

the conditioned inhibitor forms inhiV>itory connexions with the

centre of the given unconditioned stimulus, there is no reason

for it to act inhibitorily on the centres of other unconditioned

stimuli unless the two centres partially overlap. Pavlov bases

his statement on Babkin’s experiments concerning alimentary

and acid conditioned reflexes, both measured by the same

indicator—the secretion ot saliva. But a great deal of evidence

indicates that the relationship betw'een these two groups of

reflexes is complex, and far from being purely antagonistic.

And so, if the conditioned inhibitor of the alimentary reflex

does in fact inhibit an acid reflc'X or vice versa, this in our view

only indicates that the alimentary and acid centres partially

overlap, which is, for that matter, suggested by the identical

nature of the two reactions. A genuine proof of Pavlov’s

statement would be the demonstration that, for instance, a

conditioned inhibitor of an alimentary reflex inhibits the

defensive conditioned reflex reinforced by stimulating the paw
with an electric shock. But no one so far has demonstrated this.

From the foregoing it follows that conditioned inhibition

may be very useful for a better understanding of the structure

of various groups of reflexes and their mutual relations. Indeed,

if we establish that the conditioned inhibitor, acting inhibitorily

on the group of conditioned reflexes reinforced by the stimulus ,

is capable of inhibiting the reflexes reinforced by the stimulus

that is direct ])roof that both these groups of reflexes are partially

allied, in other words that the unconditioned excitation caused

by the stimulus and partially overlap. In this manner we
can disclose the ‘aflinity’ between various groups of reflexes.

It would be extremely interesting to see whether the results of

these investigations proved to be identical with those obtained

from research into alliances and antagonisms among reflexes,

pursued by the method we proposed in Chapter vii.

0

Surveying the mechanism of dilTerentiation (in the widest sense

of this term) we must distinguish between two mutually in-

Vide Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, p. 77.
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dependent problems. One concerns the mechanism of plastic

changes involved in differentiation, and we have attempted to

solve this particular problem in the two immediately preceding

sections of this chapter. The other, no less important, concerns

the question of the configuration of centres of differentiated

stimuli, and their physiological structure. At present this

problem is still far from solution, and in consequence many
phenomena in the field of differentiation must remain mysterious,

and we can only explain them by hypotheses comparatively

little supported by experimental facts.

In the present section we consider certain ditHdulties which we
meet with in this field, and shall try to indicate a way of over-

coming them.

To begin with, let us consider the differentiation of two

related tones, two similar sounds, two difl'erent geometrical

figures, etc. In all these cases we may imagine the cortical

centres of these stimuli in a simple manner as homogeneous

cellular fields partially overlapping, and though this scheme

represents nothing but deliberate over-simplification, it can

successfully serve for explanation of the mechanism of the

above-cited examples of differentiation. But let us assume that

we apply an external stimulus in such a way that it is alternately

reinforced and non-reinforced by an unconditioned stimulus, or

reinforced once in three, or once in four applications. After

a time a differentiation will be formed, and it will be of such a

nature that this stimulus produces either an active conditioned

reflex, or an inhibitory reflex, in dependence on its order in

successive trials. If we took the view that each time exactly

one and the same cortical centre is excited, it would follow that

this centre, being excited, sets up sometimes excitatory and

sometimes inhibitory impulses, a deduction which is obviously

quite untenable. However, such an assumption is not at all

necessary. For in reality the external stimulus is not an isolated

phenomenon, but acts on the cerebral cortex in space and time

;

concurrently with it a vast number of other extero-, intero- and
proprioceptive stimuli are in operation, while the traces of

stimuli which had acted earlier still remain in the cortex. As

we said in Chapter vi, all this complicated compound of stimuli
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takes part in the elicitation of a conditioned reflex, and its

various elements may acquire more or less significance in accord-

ance with the conditions of the experiment. In the cerebral

cortex this compound stimulus possesses a certain ‘centre’,

i.e, a complex configuration of neurons, which it excites, and
there is no doubt that this configuration is slightly different

with each application of the stimulus, above all because each

time other traces help to form the background of its action. So,

in the concrete case under consideration, the excitatory configura-

tion corresponding to the stimulus varies slightly, in dependence

on whether the stimulus is applied after a reinforced or a non-

reinforced trial, and this very fact may ])rovide adequate basis

for differentiation.

Approximately the same kind of situation arises when we are

dealing with an inhibition of delay. As is known, this inhibition

arises when the isolated period of the conditioned stimulus lasts

several minutes instead of the usual duration of 15-80 seconds.

In the initial phase of its action the conditioned stimulus evokes

an inhibitory reflex, which in its properties is in no way differetit

from other varieties of internal inhibition.

How should we conceive of the mechanism of this kind of

inhibition?

If we assumed that during all the period of its isolated action

the conditioned stimulus excites exactly the same cells in the

cerebral cortex, we would find it quite incomprehensible that

these cells could set up first both inhibitory and excitatory

impulses, and then only excitatory impulses. However, we

suppose that such an assumption would not correspond with the

true state of affairs. For there is no doubt that a delayed reflex,

like trace reflexes and reflexes ‘ to time arise because the animal

discriminates between particular moments of the operation of

the stimulus, i.e. here we are dealing with differentiation, but not

of different similar stimuli, but different moments in the opera-

tion of one and the same stimulus. The moment immediately

Trace reflexes are those which arise when the conditioned stimulus is

reinforced not during its action, but some minutes after it has been witli-

drawn. Conditioned reflexes * to time ’ arise when the unconditioned stimulus

is simply applied at identical intervals of time.
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preceding the unconditioned stimulus becomes an active con-

ditioned stimulus, the more remote moments are differentiated

and become inhibitorv^ stimuli. So we have reason to assume

that the delay inhibition, like every other differentiation, occurs

because of slight differences in the configuration of the centres

of two similar stimuli, in this ease the two periods of action of

one and the same external factor. The closer the two moments
of this factor are to each other, the finer is the differentiation,

i.e. the corres})onding ‘centres’ overlap to a greater extent. On
the other hand, two remote moments of action of the inhibitory

stimulus (e.g. the beginning of its isolated action and the

moment immediately preceding the presentation of food) are

not very ‘similar’ to each other, and so they correspond to the

relations which are observed in eoars(‘ and easy differentiation.

So we consider that the best and, in our view, most probable

model for inhibition of delay is a spatial one, in which the various

moments of the action of the conditioned stimulus behave like

all similar stimuli and, consequently, possess in the cerebral

cortex configurations of neurons which arc partially identical,

but do not completely overlaf). Speaking generally, we assume

that the capacity which the cerebral cortex possesses of analysing

purely temporal relations must be achieved with the aid of

spatial mechanisms. But we have no idea of the kind of cortical

structure we have to deal with, or of the nature and forms of its

functioning. We can say with all certainty that the cerebral

cortex does {>ossess a sufiiciently comple.x and rich functional

equipment to analyse phenomena of the external world both in

time and in space to exactly the same extent as does the psyche

of the individual, but the nature of this e({uij)mcnt still remains

a secret.

However, it seems to us that there are categories of facts

which provide certain indications of the line that should be

followed in investigations into the above problem. These facts

are known both in psychology and in physiology. In experi-

ments with conditioned reflexes they assume the following form.

Rosenthal was the first to point out* that the differentiation

of two frequencies of rhythmic tactile stimulation of the skin,

Rosenthal, O. S., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1926, vol. i, nos. 2/8, p. 141.
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formed on one place, also applies to stimulation of other places

without elaboration. Experimentation of this type was developed

by Dolin,* who showed that the differentiation of two rhythmic

stimuli of a given analyser (e.g. a metronome beating in different

rhythms) not only ipso facto passes to other rhythmic stimuli

of the same analyser (hissing, bells, etc.), but even to the rhythmic

stimuli of other analysers (e.g. the rhythmic lighting of a lamp),

i.e. the rhythm is, so to speak, abstracted by the animal from

the other characteristics of the given stimuli.

Similar phenomena of transposition are found very frequently

in the higher nervous activity of animals, and especially of man.
Thus, knowing a certain tune, i.e. differentiating it from other

combinations of sounds, we recognize it as such irrespective of

the key in which it is played; we recognize a given shape visually

as such, independently of the j)art of the retina (and therefore

of the visual area of the cerebral (wtex) on which its image falls;

if we have differentiated two definite shapes one from the other,

their differentiation is preserved independently of their magni-

tude, etc. All these phenomena are regarded by certain psycho-

logists as a main argument against the physiological approach to

higher nervous activity, and as a proof of the 'bankruptcy’ of

physiology in this field. None the less, we shall attempt to

analyse them from the physiological aspect.

FTom the facts cited it follows that if dilferentiation has been

elaborated to a particular property of a stimulus, or compound

of stimuli, it can be transferred ‘automatically’ to other stimuli

or their compounds furnished with this same jiroperty, even when
these stimuli are acting on other analysers. So we must either

assume that the conditioned connexion, formed or differentiated

from others, passes on its copies, so to speak, to different areas of

the (*ercbral cortex, which is hardly a very credible assumption

and is difficult to justify physiologically, or else that the centres

of stimuli are so constructed that they satisfy the possibilities

of the phenomenon of transposition. Let us recall that, as a

matter of fact, nervous impulses reaching the nerve cell do no

more than provide impetus for its own activity, which by no

Dolin, A. O., personal communication, also Conference on Problems of

Higher Nervous Activity, 1937, p. 17.
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means consists in the faithful passing on of the messages which

it has received. Bearing this in mind, we may assume that

stimuli reaching a certain, even narrowly localized, spot in the

given projection field of the cerebral cortex, are transferred to

centres of ‘higher orders’, which react selectively only to

definite characteristics of these stimuli. Thus the stimulus is, so

to speak, broken up into its component characteristics and

analysed in the literal sense of the word, to the degree and

extent corresponding to the possibilitit^s of the given cerebral

cortex.

Accepting the existence of such complicated ‘many-storied’

nerve centres in the cerebral cortex, we can easily explain the

various cases of transi)osition with the aid of the mechanisms

previously described. We take, for example, the above-described

experiments by Dolin. The excitation produced in the cerebral

cortex by beats of a metronome with a frequency of 120 to the

minute is extremely widespread; all the characteristics of this

stimulus that the animal is capable of seizing upon have their

own separate cortical ‘representation’, and each of these

‘representations’ takes part in the general pattern of excitations

caused by the action of the metronome beating at 120 to the

minute. The same metronome beating at 60 to the minute

evokes an almost identical pattern of excitations, for only in

the ‘centre of rhythm’ are other cortical elements excited.

Hence, a conditioned rellex formed to the first of these stimuli

is also generalized to the other. But if the metronome beating

at 120 is constantly reinforced, while the metronome at 60 is

not, then all other characteristics of the metronome except its

rhythm lose their significance and arc, so to speak, rendered

indifferent (since the corresponding centres are bound up with

the unconditioned centre both excitatorily and inhibitorily). On
the other hand, those cell elements which corresjx)nd to the

more frequent rhythm acquire exclusively excitatory connexions,

while those which correspond to the less frequent rhythm acquire

inhibitory connexions. If we now take a new rhythmic stimulus

with a frequency of 120 beats to the minute and form a con-

ditioned reflex to it (which is very easy to accomplish, since in

the sphere of rhythm it overlaps with the corresponding fre-
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quency of the metronome), this reflex is at once (lierentisted,

since it somehow utilizes the same arrangements in the sphere

of the rhythm centre as were formed in the differentiation of the

metronome's frequency,

We must once more emphasize that the speculations presented

in this section arc of a provisional character, and serve only to

help in an understanding of various forms of cortical analytic

activity which cannot he conceived with the aid of simple and

intuitive spatial models. We are, however, quite aware that they

may he nothing more than working hypotheses, which may he

overthrown hy further experimental investigation.



Chapter X

Internal inhibition. 2. The basic properties of

inhibition

1

The (lynannc* properties of intenial infiibition (i.e. the results of

mutual interaction between concurrent inhibitory and excitatory

conditioned reflexes as well as acute chan^^es of inhibitory re-

flexes under the influence of various factors) have been investi-

gated by the Pavlov school thoroughly and in great detail. This

is due to the eircumstanee that Pavlov derived the basic laws

of the functioning of the cerebral cortex very largely from experi-

ments on internal inhibition, while the corresponding properties

of the process of excitation were established by him rather

a posteriori, on analogy with those mechanisms which had been

established for inhibition. For this reason, when we set about

analysis of this field of f)henomena we art' able ov er a wide range

to make use of an abundance of accumulated factual material,

and to find in it a great deal of experimental evidence to support

our argument.

To ensure a greater clarity in our further exjxisition we shall

once more briefly present the basic properties of internal inhi-

bition, using the Pavlovian nomenclature only for their denomina-

tion, and not for their interpretation.

(1) If an inhibitory stimulus is followed by an active con-

ditioned stimulus, the effect of the latter is temporarily reduced

to a lesser or greater extent (so-called inhibitory after-effect).

This diminution usually is the stronger and the more prolonged,

the more times the inhibitory stimulus has been successively re-

peated (so-called summation or deepening of internal inhibition).

(2) Inhibitory after-effect does not usually appear in all its

strength during the action of the inhibitory stimulus, nor

immediately after its cessation, but at first increases for a period

of from a few tens of seconds to 2-3 minutes, then gradually

decreases over a period much more prolonged. (Experiments
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by Kogan, Anrep, Ivanov-Smolensky, Kreps, Andreyev, and

Podkopayev.)

(3) Inhibitory after-effect depends on the quality of the

excitatory conditioned stimulus applied after the inhibitory

stimulus. Given an identical ‘age’ and strength of excitatory

conditioned stimuli, the degree of inhibition depends on their

similarity to the inhibitory stimulus. The greater the similarity,

the stronger and more protracted is the inhibition of the corre-

sponding reflex. Conditioned reflexes to stimuli which are

dissimilar to the inhibitory stimulus (e.g. which belong to other

analysers) are inhibited to a much lesser extent. (Experiments

by Krasnogorsky, Kogan, Anrep, Ivanov-Smolensky, Bieliakov,

and Podkopayev.)

The facts jiresented in paras. (2) and (3) provide the main

basis for the law of irradiation and the concentration of the

inhibitory process.

(4) If the conditioned stimulus is applied during the action

of the inhibitory stimulus or immediately after its eessatioij, it

may giv^e an effect either slightly reduced l^y comparison with

the norm, or a normal, or an increased efh et. This last pheno-

menon is called jKisitive induction.

(5) The phenomenon of |X)sitive induction occurs most often

with differential inhibitors. It depends on the stabilization of the

differentiation and its subtlety (difliciilty, tension). If the

differential inhibitor is very firmly established or is not very

similar to the conditioned stimulus, positive induction rarely

occurs. If the dilfcrentiation is line and fresh, |X)sitivc induction

is obtained easily and is strong (Kalmykov). Positive induction

occurs more readily during the action of the inhibitory stimulus

than after its cessation (Podkopayev). It is manifested in a

reflex both to a stimulus differentiated from the inhibitory

stimulus, and to other conditioned stimuli.

(6) If immediately after the active conditioned stimulus

(given without reinforcement) an inhibitory stimulus differ-

entiated from it is applied, this stimulus yields a positive effect,

which will be the stronger, the more similar the two stimuli are

to each other (Pietrova, Podkopayev). This fact is regarded as

a manifestation of the irradiation of excitation.
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(7) Extraneous agents not particularly strong, acting con-

currently with the inhibitory stimulus, or slightly preceding

it, cause disinhibition of the inhibitory reflex, i.e. they temporarily

restore its positive response. The less established the inhibition

and the greater the ‘tension’ it possesses, the more readily

disinhibition occurs.

(8) An increase of excitability of the unconditioned centre

or a general increase of excitability of the brain produces a dis-

inhibition of not too firmly established inhibitory reflexes.

(9) Two inhibitory stimuli acting concurrently or in im-

mediate succession sometimes have a deeper inhibitory eflect

than each of them applied separately, but sometimes, on the

contrary, they mutually disinhibit each other and have a positive

effect.

Our task consists in linking up, systematizing, and re-inter-

preting all this assemblage of facts.

2

As w-e said in the previous chapter, the non-reinforcement of

the conditioned by the unconditioned stimulus leads to the

formation of inhibitory connexions (in addition to the existing

excitatory ones) between the centres of these stimuli, and, as the

result, impulses delivered by the conditioned centre to the un-

conditioned centre act on the latter both excitatorily and in-

hibitorily. The greater the quantity of inhibitory connexions

formed between the two centres, tin* stronger is the action of the

inhibitory impulses opposed to that of the excitatory impulses,

and the more reduced is the conditioned res[)()nse. The action ol‘

the inhibitory impulses may be interpreted as a temporary rise

in the threshold of excitability of the unconditioned centre, i.e.

as a shift of its characteristic curve to the right.

We shall first consider the differential inhibitory reflex, as

being the most carefully studied form of chronic inhibition, and

in particular we shall analyse that stage of its formation when
full differentiation has just been achieved, i.e. when the stimulus

has begun to produce a zero effect. Thus in this stage the con-

ditioned reflex has become completely subliminal, not, however,

because the excitatory impulses falling on the cells of the un-
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conditioned centre have grown fewer (as is the case in a con-

siderable weakening of the conditioned stimulus, vide p. 112),

but because the threshold of excitability of these cells has been

raised as the result of the inhibitory impulses falling on them.

In this case the subliminal excitation of the unconditioned centre

is very strong (i.e. close to discharge), since just so many in-

hibitory connexions, but no more, have been formed as are

necessary to prevent a conditioned effect.

Let us consider what will happen if concurrently with such

a reflex an excitatory conditioned reflex is put into action. The
effect of such interaction is shown diagrammatically in fig. 11.

Let us assume that the conditioned stimulus, when acting

separately, i.e. against the background of a normal characteristic

of the unconditioned centre, evokes a conditioned response of the

height aa\ The inhibitory conditioned stimulus, before it was

transformed into an inhibitor, evoked a reflex of the height bb\

but in the present stage its effect is zero, since during its action

the inhibiting impulses produce a shift in the curve of the

characteristic of the unconditioned centre to the position

If these two stimuli act concurrently the amount of

excitation they su})ply to the unconditioned t entre is

Oa+Oh^()i\

while they will act against the background of the inhibitory

characteristic As is evident from the diagram, their

joint effect cc' will be far greater than the effect aa\ of the

conditioned stimulus applied separately, i.e. we shj^ll have a

typical phenomenon of facilitation.

Thus we are confronted with the classic phenomenon of so-called

positive induction. As can be seen, it is the result of the summa-

tion of the conditioned excitatory reflex with the subliminal

reflex, evoked by the inhibitory stimulus—a summation which

in this case leads to facilitation. As the mechanism of jK)sitive

induction is, as we sec, in certain regards similar to the Sherring-

tonian ‘immediate induction’, and as the term 'induction’ in

the latter sense is rarely used of recent years, we propose to

retain it to denote the above phenomenon, rejecting the ad-

jective ‘positive’ as unnecessary.
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Now we must consider whether the known properties of

induction can be explained with the aid o( the ineclianisin we

have just described.

We have said before that the finer the differentiation, the

stronger is the manifestation of the induction. This fact is easy

to understand, since the more the centres of the two differ-

Fig. 1 1 . Interaction between inhibitory and excitatory conditioned reflex

(induction). 0«, the (juantity of excitatory impulses delivered to the

unconditioned centre in a unit of time by the active conditioned stimulus.

aa'i effect of stimulus when applied separately. ABC^ ‘normaF charac-

teristic curve of effector units of unconditioned centre. Oby the quantity

of excitatory impulses delivered to the unconditioned centre in a unit of

time by the inhibitory conditioned stimulus. the chamcteristic

curve of effector units of the unconditioned centre during the action of

inhibitory reflex. Oc, the quantity of excitatory impulses delivered to the

unconditioned centre in a unit of time by corujurrent application of the

active and inhibitory conditioned stimulus {Oc — Oa-k-Ob), cc', corre-

sponding reflex response. cc'>ua'. A^U^C\ and characteristic

curves of unconditioned centre during the action of more deeinmed inhibitor!'

reflexes, cc" and cc'" respective reflex responses when these inhibitory

reflexes act concurrently with the given excitatory conditioned reflex.

cc"^aa'. cc'"<aa'.

entiated stimuli overlap, the more excitatory impulses are

passed by the inhibitory stimulus to the unconditioned centre,

and hence the better the conditions for summation and facilita-

tion of both reflexes. On the other hand, with a coarser differenti-

ation, when both stimuli have little in common, the inhibitory

stimulus gives rise to few excitatory impulses, and so the

facilitation is weak.
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Similarly, the more elaborated and deepened the inhibitory

reflex, i.e. the more the charaeteristic curve of the unconditioned

centre is shifted to the right during the action of the inhibitory

stimulus, the weaker of course is the facilitation, and the

induction is less manifest. Indeed, there is clear experimental

evidence that an increase in the effect of the conditioned

stimulus applied concurrently with the inhibitory stimulus is

most readily obtained when the inhibitor is fresh, a fact that

has long been known from Kalmykov's experiments.

It follows also from our analysis that, ceteris paribus, a strong

stimulus applied as inhibitor produces a stronger induction

than a weak one (since it passes more excitatory impulses to the

unconditioned centre) and that weak conditioned reflexes acting

concurrently with an inhibitory reflex produce a greater addi-

tional effect than do strong ones, since their effect is farther

away from the top. While the first of these facts is well known,

the second has not so far been checked.

We have also said that although induction is strongest during

the action of the inhibitory stimulus, it can also be detected not

long after its cessation. This fact is explained by the well-

known evidence that the conditioned reflex (whether excitatory

or inhibitory) outlasts considerably the application of the con-

ditioned stimulus, always giving rise to a ])rolonged and strong

after-discharge.

Finally, it has to be noted that, as Asratian established,*

an increase in the reflex response during the action of the

inhibitor, or immediately after its cessation, is to observed

in the case not only of the conditioned, but also the uncon-

ditioned reflex, this latter being increased by 10-15 This

fact demonstratively indicates that although the inhibitory

stimulus is not able to evoke supraliminal excitation in the

unconditioned centre, nevertheless it causes a subliminal ex-

citation in it, and this, sumniating with the direct action of the

unconditioned stimulus, gives an increase in the latter’s ettect.

Now let us consider what happens if concurrently with or

immediately after a fresh and not deepened inhibitory stimulus,

not an active-conditioned, but another inhibitory stimulus is

Asratian, E. A., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1941, vol. x, p. 282.
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applied. The situation that then arises is presented in fig. 12.

The inhibitory stimulus sends an amount of excitation of

the value Oa to the cells of the unconditioned centre; this

excitation is subliminal because of the shift of the charac-

teristic curve to the position The second inhibitory

stimulus ^2 excites the cells of the unconditioned centre with

the strength Ob, the characteristic of the cells being

Fig. 1*2. Interaction between two inhibitory conditioned retlexes (mutual
disinhibition). Oa, the quantity of excitatory impulses delivered to the

unconditioned centre in a unit of time by the first inhibitory stimulus.

A^BiC^y the characteristic curve of effector units of the unconditioned

centre during the action of corresponding inhibitory reflex. 06, the quantity
of excitatory impulses delivered to the unconditioned ctmtre in a unit of

time by the second inhibitoiy* stimulus. the characteristic curve

of effector units of the unconditioned centre during the action of corre-

sponding inhibitory reflex. Or, the quantity of excitatory impulses de-

livered to the unconditioned centre in a unit of time by the concurrent

application of both stimuli (Or ~ Oa -f- 06). A^B^ C, , the characteristic curve

of effector units of the unconditioned centrt' during the joint action of both

reflexes. cc\ corresponding reflex response. As is seen, the concurrent

application of two inhibitory stiiiiiili results in this erase in a supraliminal

response.

If these two stimuli act concurrently, the amount of excitation

set up by them will be equal to Oa -f Oh = Oc, while the amount

of inhibition jointly provided by them causes the curve of the

characteristic of the unconditioned centre to shift still further

to the right, to the position A^B^C^ {AA^^AAiA'AA^). As can

be seen from the diagram, with this position of the curve the

excitation of the unconditioned centre becomes supraliminal
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and is expressed by the magnitude cc\ So the concurrent

application of two inhibitory stimuli may in sum have a positive

effect, i.e. both the inhibitory reflexes may undergo mutual

disinhibition.

In the example we have given neither of the two inhibitory

reflexes was deepened to any great extent, the quantity of inhibi-

tion in each was only just suflicient to make them both subliminal.

It is easy to see that a slight shift of either of these eurves to the

right causes the reflex response produced by the concurrent

application of both stimuli to become subliminal, i.e. no dis-

inhibition will follow. So, as can be seen, the mutual disinhibi-

tion of the two internal inhibitors is to be considered rather as

a fairly rare fact, which can be obtained only with an appropriate

relationship between the inhibitory and excitatory processes.

The experimental facts strikingly confirm the foregoing ob-

servations. The problem of the interaction between two internal

inhibitors was investigated long ago,* and it must be said that

while the majority of the authors stated that the processes of

internal inhibition can only ‘summate’, in certain experiments

the opposite result, i.e. mutual disinhibition, was also obtained.

As these were rare cases, the view prevailed that disinhibition

of the internal inhibitor by another internal inhibitor (in con-

tradistinction to the action of external inhibitors) is impossible,

and the exceptions to the rule w'cre explained as disinhibition

caused by fortuitously acting extraneous agents. But later,

after the discovery of positive induction, the fact of mutual

disinhibition of inhibitory reflexes was recognized, end experi-

mental facts came to light which confirmed this viewpoint

(‘positive induction from inhibitor to inhibitor’, as Sirictsky

defined it).

Perhaps the most glaring case of inutiial disinhibition of

inhibitory reflexes is the shortening of the latent period of the

The most important papers on the subject arc: Nikiforovsky, 1*. M.,

Trudy Obshch, Htwk, Vrachei^ Petersburg, 1909, vol. i.xxvi; Krasnogorsky,

N. 1., Diss., Petersburg, 1911; Patiokhiii, S. I., Diss., Petersburg, 1912;

Folbort, J. V., Diss., Petersburg, 1912; I^porsky, M. I., Diss., l*etersburg,

1911; Corn, E. L., Diss., Petersburg, 1912; Ivanov-Smolensky, A. G.,

Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1982, vol. iv, p, 178; Siriatsky, V. V,, Rwtk. Jis, Zh,

1926, vol. IX, no. 1.
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excitatory conditioned reflex when acting in overlapping

sequence with or in close succession to an inhibitory reflex.

As is well known, conditioned reflexes dealt with by the Pavlov

school are usually delayed reflexes, the first seconds of the action

of the conditioned stimulus having inhibitory properties. This

is because of the regular postponement of the reinforcement

by 15-30 seconds after the conditioned stimulus is applied.

Now the conditioned stimulus, given immediately after the

inhibitor (or in overlapping sequence with it) as a rule has a

shortened latent period, which can be explained (and which is

so explained by various authors) as due to the disinhibiting

action of one inhibitory reflex on another.

So, as we see, the Pavlovian positive induction consists in

both the summation of the subliminal (inhibitory) reflex with

the supraliminal conditioned reflex, causing an acceleration in

the conditionally secreted saliva during the second period of

action of the conditioned stimulus, and the summation of the

two subliminal (inhibitory) reflexes, eausing a sliortening of the

latent }>eriod of the excitatory conditioned reflex.

In strict connexion with the above-described phenomena
is the fact of the disinhibition of the difl’erential inhibitors,

given immediately after the excitatory conditioned reflex (ex-

periments by Podkopayev and Pietrova, p. 15). The conditioned

stimulus causes an excitation of the unconditioned centre which

greatly outlasts the period of its application. This excitation

summates with the excitation of this centre caused by the

inhibitory stimulus, and as the result, if the inhibitory reflex

is not too deepened, the excitatory impulses obtain the pre-

dominance over the inhibitory ones, and disinhibition follows.

The more similar the differential inhibitor is to the conditioned

stimulus, i.e. the more excitatory impulses it passes to the un-

conditioned centre, the greater will be the joint effect of the

two stimuli and the stronger, eo ipso, will be the disinhibition.

These relations are shown in fig. 18. So, as we see, the fact

which from the viewpoint of Pavlov s theory was explained

by reference to a mechanism exactly the converse of positive

induction, namely, that of irradiation of excitation, is from our

viewpoint based entirely on the mechanism of induction.
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Indeed, in the summation of two concurrent allied reflexes it

makes no serious difference in which sequence they act and to

what extent they temporally overlap. In all such cases the

Fig. I a. Disinhibition of inhibitory conditioned stimuli applied immediately
after the active conditioned stimulus (according to experiments of Pietrova
and Podkopayev). Or/, quantity of excitatory impulses delivered t<^ the
unconditioned centre in a unit of time after the cessation of conditioned
stimulus. AIiC\ ‘normar characteristic curve of effector units of uncon-
ditioned centre. aa\ the size of reflex response after the cessation of con-
ditioned stimulus. Ob. Or. Od. Of. quantities of excitatory impulses
delivered to the unconditioned centre^ in a unit of time by inhibitory dif-

ferentiated stimuli at various distances from excitatory stimulus. The more
remote the given stimulus is, the less its centre overlaps with the centre of

the conditioned stimulus, and the fewer excitatory impulses it sends to the

unconditioned centre. . charact(‘ristic curve of effector units of tlie

unconditioned centre during the action of inhibitory reflexes. For the sake
of simplicity it is assumed that all given reflc'xes yield the s/iine amount of

inhibitory iinpuLs<»s to the unc'onditioiu^d centre, which is probauly not true.

respective quantities of excitatory' impulses yielded to the

unconditioned centre by inhibitory stimuli acting immediately after active

conditioned stimulus {Of— Oa -f- 06, Og~Oa -f Or. Ob = On -f- Oc/, Oi = Oa -f Or)

gg\ hh\ ii\ respective conditioned responses evoked by these stimuli.

As is seen, the more remote the inhibitory from the active stimulus the less

the amount of its di-sinhibition. The effect of the disinhibited inhibitory

reflex can Ik* either greater than the after-effect of the excitatory' reflex

(ii'>aa') or equal to it (hh' — aa') or smaller {gg' < (ia\ ff' <aa').

essence of the phenomenon of summation is exactly the same,

aiul the insignificant quantitative difTerences are the result of

differing intensities of the processes of excitation and inhibition

at various moments in the course of both reflexes.
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Just as our conception has enabled us to explain the

mechanism of induction and the mutual disinhibition of internal

inhibitors, so we can apply it for the interpretation of other

properties of fresh and not too firmly established inhibitory

reflexes. First of all, there is no difficulty whatever in explaining

the fact of the disinhibition of an inhibitory reflex under the

influence of the increased excitability of the unconditioned

centre or of the whole brain. Of course, these factors cause the

characteristic curve of the unconditioned centre to shift to the

left (cf. fig. 6), so it is not surprising that they disinhibit those

inhibitory reflexes which are immediately below threshold.

A similar mechanism of disinhibition operates in the case of

concurrence of an inhibitory conditioned reflex with an extra-

neous reflex partially allied with it. Thus, in Bieliakov’s experi-

ments already referred to (cf. p. 110), an unusual sound of a

trumpet evoked a strong aggressive reaction in the dog, and
this led to a complete disinhibition of the inhibitory alimentary

reflex. This is explained by the fact that the aggressive reflex

causes inter alia a subliminal excitation of the alimentary centre,

which summates with the similar excitation caused by the

alimentary inhibitory reflex, resulting in a supraliminal re-

sponse.

Here we arrive at the important problem of how we should

explain all forms of disinhibition of inhibitory reflexes under

the influence of extraneous agents. For it is clear that the case

observed in Bieliakov’s experiment is not typical, as usually

disinhibition is obtained by the action of weak extraneous

stimuli, whereas strong stimuli eliciting an orientation reflex of

a defensive but not aggressive nature generally fail to cause

disinhibition.

Unfortunately, although the phenomenon of disinhibition is

among the best known of phenomena in the field of physiology

of higher nervous activity, so far no research has been directed

towards the elucidation of its mechanism. The evidence that

moderate extraneous stimuli have usually a double action, both

inhibiting the excitatory reflexes and disinhibiting the in-

hibitory ones, leads to the assumption that one and the same
stimulus may temporarily paralyse both inhibitory and excita-
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tory connexions, and that the ultimate result of its action

depends upon which of these connexions are affected more
strongly. Thus with the weak extraneous stimulus in action

the inhibitory connexions between the conditioned and the un-

conditioned centre, being generally more fresh and unstable, are

the first to be affected, and so the disinhibiting influence of

such a stimulus prevails over its inhibiting action. But with

stronger stimuli the inhibiting effect upon the excitatory con-

nexions between both centres grows stronger and stronger, and

therefore it more and more overshadows the disinhibiting

effect. Thus, with a very strong extra-stimulus the disinhibition

of inhibitory reflexes is nil, not because it has no power of

disinhibiting, but because it has a great power of inhibiting

excitatory reflexes.

But, on the other hand, another mechanism of disinhibition

must be taken into account, namely, that resulting from the

generalization of excitatory conditioned reflexes. Let us assume

that conditioned reflexes are formed in a dog to stimuli of various

analysers, that one of these stimuli is transformed into an

inhibitor, and that it is disinhibited by a weak extra stimulus.

It may happen very easily that this stimulus, being similar to

one of the conditioned stimuli, evokes a subliminal conditioned

response (the similarity being not so strong as to cause a supra-

liminal reflex). Now, if such a stimulus is applied concurrently

with the inhibitory stimulus their subliminal effects will summate,

and so th(' inhibitory reflex will be disinhibited. With stronger

extra stimuli such facilitation is less probable, since they possess

more foreign elements which will be in antagonism with the

given conditioned reflex.

The experimental evidence that very often excitatory con-

ditioned reflexes are enhanced by the action of weak extraneous

stimuli (vide p. 21) seems to testify in favour of the existence

of the mechanism just described. But, on the other hand, it

must be realized that this fact may also be the result of dis-

* We do not believe, of course, that there is such a phenomenon as

inhibition of inhibitory synapses, and therefore we have to assume that

inhibition of an inhibitory reflex takes place in one of its intermediary

excitatory relays.
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inhibition (in accordance with the first mechanism here pre-

sented) since, as we noticed above, the conditioned reflexes

dealt with in Pavlov’s school are more or less delayed, and an

admixture of inhibition is always present in them. So, as we see,

further experimentation is needed in order to disentangle all

this problem.

The same phenomena which are manifested in the case of

differential inhibition occur in experimental extinction and

inhibition of delay at the corresponding stages of the process.

The only exception is the action of the conditioned inhibitor

(but not that of a compound stimulus consisting of the con-

ditioned inhibitor plus the conditioned stimulus, which is

nothing else than a differential inhibitor). In view of the fact

that, as was emphasized in the preceding eluipter, the conditioned

inhibitor passes only inhibitory impulses to the unconditioned

centre and passes no (or almost no) excitatory impulses whatever,

it is obvious that it cannot either cause induction, or succumb to

disinhibition. On the contrary, its activity is exclusively in-

hibitory; when it is added to conditioned stimuli it inhibits their

effect, when it is added to the unconditioned stimulus it partly

inhibits the unconditioned refle^x. The din’crence between the

properties of this inhibitor and other kinds of internal inhibition,

which from the standpoint of the Pavlov theory cannot be satis-

factorily explained, finds a complete explanation on the basis

of the present conception.

3

Hitherto we have been considering that stage of formation of

an inhibitory reflex in which exactly so many inhibitory con-

nexions have been formed between the conditioned and the

unconditioned centre as will balance the existing excitatory

connexions, and no more. When the differentiation is very fine,

i.e. when the number of inhibitory connexions cannot increase

any further because of a considerable overlap of the centres of

the two similar stimuli, this stage may last permanently. But
in the event of a less fine differentiation, or an acute or chronic

extinction, this stage is transient. So, in these cases the further

repetition of the non-reinforced stimulus leads to an increase
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of inhibitory connexions, which gain stronger and stronger

predominance over the excitatory connexions.

What will be the effects of this deepening of the process of

inhibition?

It is obvious that if to such a deepened inhibitory stimulus an
active conditioned stimulus be added, instead of its effect being

heightened it may be diminished, because, as the unconditioned

centre is bombarded by the great number of inhibitory impulses,

the curve of its characteristic will be shifted more to the

right (see hg. 11). In other words, the inhibitory stimulus in

this case will, so to speak, do more damage to the conditioned

reflex with its inhibitory impulses than it will help it with

excitatory impulses.

The general balance of activity of excitatory and inhibitory

impulses falling on the cells of the unconditioned centre during

the concurrent action of the inhibitory and excitatory con-

ditioned stimuli is not a constant magnitude, but fluctuates in

dependence on various, often even imperceptible, factors. As

a consequence, in certain cases the result may be a reflex response

greater than the normal response of the excitatory conditioned

reflex, in other cases it will be smaller, and in still others it will

be approximately equal. That is what actually does happen

(cf. the data of Podkopayev’s experiments in the footnote to

p. 18). It is well known that an increase in the effect of the

conditioned stimulus a])plied in overlapping sequence with the

inhibitor (i.e. positive induction in the Pavlovian sense of the

term) by no means occurs always, and often it yields ph^ce to an

insigniticant diminution in the conditioned reaction. From the

viewpoint of the Pavlov theory there is a fundamental difference

between an increase and a diminution of the conditioned re-

sponse, for in the first case we are dealing with positive induction,

in the second with irradiation of inhibition. From our view-

point the question is rather one of small fortuitous shifts in the

relations between excitation and inhibition, and it would be a

mistake to counterpose these two cases.

A deepening of the inhibitory reflex caused by an increase in

the number of inhibitory connexions between the conditioned

and unconditioned centre is, of course, manifested not only by
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its influence upon excitatory conditioned reflexes. It is under-

standable that the disinhibition of such a reflex, whether as

the result of external stimuli, or through an increase of the

excitability of the centres involved, occurs with more difficulty.

These facts are so well known that there is no need for us to

dwell on them.
4

In the preceding sections we have analysed the influence of

inhibitory reflexes on other active or inhibitory conditioned

reflexes elicited concurrently or immediately after. Now we shall

study phenomena which arise some time after the application

of the inhibitory stimulus, i.e. phenomena for which the

Pavlovian terminology is ‘the irradiation and concentration of

inhibition’, or (if we are to avoid imputing a definite mechanism

to them) simply ‘inhibitory after-effect’.

We shall first consider those phenomena of inhibitory after-

effect to which Pavlov gives the name ‘irradiation of inhibition

within the single analyser’, i.e. which concern conditioned stimuli

similar to the inhibitory stimulus (experiments by Krasnogorsky,

Kogan, Ivanov-Smolensky, and others). In these cases the main
mechanism involved in inhibitory after-eff*ect is that of generali-

zation. Indeed, as, according to our conception, generalization

consists in a partial overlap of centres of similar stimuli, the

extinction of the conditioned reflex to one of these stimuli must

involve the partial extinction of reflexes to other stimuli, the

extent to which this occurs being the greater, the closer the

similarity of these stimuli to the stimulus originally extinguished.

If extinction is chronic, then, of course, the secondary inhibition

of other reflexes also has a chronic character. But if the extinction

is acute, then the situation is rather different. For we know that

such extinction undergoes regression, and so the secondary

inhibition of other reflexes will also suffer regression.

Let us consider this last case in more detail. We will assume

that on the model of the experiments described in Chapter ii

(§ 2), we have elaborated conditioned reflexes to the stimulation

of various places on a dog s skin, and that, after these reflexes

have been stabilized, from time to time we carry out the acute

extinction of one of them, while investigating the magnitude of
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other reflexes at various intervals after the last application of

the extinguished stimulus. Let us anticipate wliat will happen
in such an experimental situation. First, if we test various con-

ditioned stimuli at an equal interval after the extinction of one
of them, we should find that their elTects are the more inhibited,

the closer the given stimulus is to the extinguished stimulus,

i.e. the more their centres mutually overlap. Secondly, if the

stimulation of some place on the skin is tested at different

intervals after the extinction (but not at too brief intervals, in

order to avoid the operation of induction), it should appear that

the longer the interval the weaker will be the inhibition, because

of the gradual atrophy of the fresh inhibitory connexions. It

follows that the more remote the place on the skin is from the

place originally extinguished, the more rapidly will the con-

ditioned reaction to its stimulation return completely to normal;

and the return to the norm will be slowest in the case of the

reflex elicited from the place originally extinguished. Thirdly,

the more strongly one of the conditioned stimuli is extin-

guished (i.e. the more times it is repeated without reinforce-

ment. and the shorter the intervals between the trials) the

stronger should be the secondary inhibition of the other reflexes,

and the slower should be their recovery. Fourthly and finally,

inhibitory after-eflect cannot be revealed in all its strength

during the action of the inhibitory stimulus, or immediately

after its cessation, because of the actual subliminal excitation

of the unconditioned centre. It follows that in the first seconds

and minutes after the cessation of the inhibitory stimulus the

inhibitory after-cfl’cct increases with the gradual lulling of the

excitation of the unconditioned centre.

Thus, as we see, all the facts upon which the Pavlovian con-

ception of irradiation and concentration of inhibition is built up

can be explained without its aid. They derive entirely from the

principle of the formation of inhibitory connexions between the

centres of the conditioned and the unconditioned stimulus when

the first is not reinforced by the second, from the retrogression

of those connexions when the inhibitory stimulus ceases to be

applied, and from the partial overlapping of the centres of

similar stimuli.

12-2
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What is the inhibitory after-effect following the differential

inhibitor? As w'e said in the preceding chapter, the centre of

such an inhibitor is composed of two subcentres: one partially

overlapping with the centre of the active conditioned stimulus,

and the other not overlapping with it. Between this latter

subcentre and the unconditioned centre exclusively inhibitory

connexions are formed, whereas the first subcentre is linked

with it mainly by excitatory connexions. But if the differential

inhibitor is repeated several times in succession, a situation is

created that in no way differs from extinction. The common
part of the centres of the two differentiated stimuli produces

fresh inhibitory connexions with the unconditioned centre, with

the result that the active conditioned stimulus applied there-

after is partially inhibited (cf. Diegtiarova's experiments,

described on p. 156). This inhibition will, of course, be transient,

like all inhibition after acute extinction, and will be the stronger

and the more permanent, the more the two centres overlap,

i.e. the more fine the differentiation. Krasnorgorsky's and

Bieliakov's experiments* completely confirm our deductions.

The authors showed that the finer the differentiation, the

stronger and more lasting is the inhibition of the differentiated

active conditioned stimulus applied after the inhibitory stimulus.

5

As we have seen, the principle of generalization of the inhibitory

reflex completely explains the classic experiments of the Pavlov

school concerning the secondary inhibition of stimuli similar to

the inhibitory stimulus, i.e. ‘irradiation and concentration of

inhibition within a single analyser’. But we know that in the

case of alimentary reflexes a strong inhibitory reflex (such as is

obtained, for instance, by deep extinction of the conditioned

reflex) often causes a diminution of the effect of conditioned

stimuli from other analysers, and may even cause a partial in-

hibition of the unconditioned reflex. Thus, after a deep extinction

of the conditioned reflex it is sometimes observed that the

• Bieliakov, V. V., Diss., Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Lectures, vol. i,

p. 174). Krasnogorsky, N. I., Diss., Petersburg, 1911 (Pavlov, Conditioned

Reflexes, p. 154).
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presentation of food fails to evoke salivation during the first

few seconds of the act of eating. Pavlov explains this as due to
‘ the irradiation of inhibition over the entire cortex The question

arises, how are these facts to be explained from the viewpoint of

our conception?

It is well known that the alimentary centre (and possibly

other unconditioned centres, too, but as to this point we have no

clear evidence) is characterized by a certain functional inertia,

which is manifested by the fact that when this centre is excited

the salivary reaction considerably outlasts the actual duration

of the stimulus, continuing sometimes for several minutes after

the cessation of the act of eating. Moreover, this excitatory

after-effect even lasts much longer in a latent form, considerably

facilitating the succeeding conditioned reflexes.* In the light of

Lorente de No’s conception of ‘closed self-re-exciting chains of

neurons’ this phenomenon is completely intelligible. It is also

clear that such long-lasting supra- or subliminal excitation can

be immediately checked by the application of a strong inhibitory

stimulus (external or internal).

The above-adduced facts concerning inhibitory after-effect

are evidence that a similar mechanism of inertia is proper to the

inhibitory alimentary reflex, i.e. that a strong and prolonged

bombardment of the alimentary centre with inhibitory impulses

has the effect of inhibiting it for a time, or of causing it to lose

the acquired excitatory tonus. And in this connexion, just as

excitatory after-effect can be momentarily checked by the

application of an inhibitor, so, conversely, the inhibitory after-

effect is immediately abolished by giving the dog food, which

completely ‘washes out’ the state of inhibition.

If such a ])rolonged state of inhibition in the alimentary

centre is capable even of influencing the unconditioned reflex at

the first moment of its action, its influence on alimentary

This, inter alia, explains the soundness of the proverb: ‘L’appetit vient

en mangcant\ A phenomenon analogous to the meaning of this proverb

is observ^ed in many dogs. When, after an almost 24 hr. fast, the animal is

taken to the experiment, the first conditioned reflex is usually very weak,

and so it is often not even taken into account. Only after the dog has eaten

the first portion of food do the conditioned reflexes gain their ‘normaP

magnitude.
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conditioned reflexes will be much greater, and they, too, as the

result of this state will be inhibited to a greater or lesser extent.

But as the secondary inhibition of reflexes to stimuli similar to

the inhibitory stimulus occurs mainly in consequence of generali-

zation, so, m order to observe the pure effect of inhibition caused

by the inertia of the inhibitory process in the alimentary centre,

we must employ conditioned stimuli dissimilar to the inhibitory

stimulus, the best of all being those of other analysers. Indeed,

we know quite well that secondary inhibition of the conditioned

reflexes from other analysers is obtained much more rarely

than from the same analyser as that of the inhibitory stimulus,

that it is much weaker, and lasts a much shorter time. This is

quite understandable, if we bear in mind that in this case the

inhibition of the reflex is due solely to the acute mechanism of

inertia of tlie inhibitor}^ process in the alimentary centre,

whereas in the secondary inhibition of stimuli similar to the

inhibitor, not only this mechanism, but the much stronger and

more long-lasting mechanism of generalization comes into

action.

So a diminution in the effect of alimentary conditioned re-

flexes to stimuli given a short time after a series of inhibitory

stimuli may be due to two mechanisms, which will act in varying

proportions according to the conditions of the experiment and
the individual characteristics of the dog. Om* is the manifesta-

tion of the plastic properties of the cerebral cortex, and depends

on the formation of fresh inhibitory connexions between the

conditioned and the unconditioned centre. The other is the

manifestation of the excitability properties of the nervous

system, and depends on the transient inhibition of the ali-

mentary centre, being the result of the inertia of its activity,

due most probably to ita^structure. We give below the similarities

in the action of these two mechanisms, and the differences

enabling them to be distinguished from each other.

(1) The mechanism of generalization of the inhibitory reflex

and that of the inertia of inhibition in the alimentary centre act

in one direction, and so their results summate.

(2) They both depend on the intensity of the inhibition^

i.e. on the number of repetitions of the inhibitory stimulus.
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(3) Whereas the mechanism of generalization embraces only

stimuli similar to the inhibitory stimulus, and is featured by
a definite gradient of inhibition according with this similarity,

the mechanism of inertia causes, ceteris paribus^ identical

inhibition of all the conditioned reflexes, and also of the un-

conditioned reflex.

(4) The presentation of food wipes out the inhibitory after-

eflect caused by the mechanism of inertia, but it probably has

hardly any influence on generalization of the inhibitory reflex.

(5) A diminution of the reflex response as the result of the

inertia of inhibition occurs only after the application of the

inhibitory stimulus, whereas generalization of the inhibitory

reflex is observed in both acute and chronic inhibition, i.e. is

not necessarily bound up with the phenomenon of inhibitory

after-eflect.

(6) The mechanism of inertia to a large extent depends on

the individual properties of the animal, and also on the group

of reflexes being dealt with. It is very definitely to be observea

in alimentary reflexes. The mechanism of generalization occurs

in all animals and in all groups of reflexes.

If we take into account these two mechanisms of inhibition

just described, we are able to understand a number of facts

which hitherto have either been left unexplained, or have not

received suflicient attention. Wc mention certain of them here.

It is clear that normally in acute extinction of the conditioned

reflex two mechanisms jointly play a part: there is the formation

of more and more numerous inhibitory connexions, and the

increasingly strong inertia inhibition of the alimentary centre.

For this reason the process occurs far more quickly than if only

the mechanism of plasticity were in operation. On the other

hand, chronic extinction, or difl’erentiation (w^hen the inhibited

stimulus is applied among active stimuli, and never successively)

depends exclusively on the mechanism of plasticity. Therefore

a great incompatibility in the rate of the process in the acute

and chronic forms of inhibition is often observed. We will

illustrate this by the following example.

We conipared the rate of acute extinction and differentiation

in two dogs. In one dog (old) the differentiation was formed
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slowly and with great difticulty, but the acute extinction of the

conditioned reflex was each time obtained very readily and

swiftly. In the other dog (young and lively) the same differentia-

tion was formed much more rapidly, but the acute extinction

was slower than in the first dog. Taking into account the two

mechanisms that may be involved here, it was easy enough to

explain this disparity. The first dog. being very old, was much
less capable of developing any plastic changes than the second.

Therefore elaboration of excitatory conditioned reflexes as well

as the formation of chronic inhibitory reflexes occurred in the

first dog slowly and sluggishly, while in the second dog all these

processes ran a very rapid course. But the first dog displayed

a very great inertia of the alimentary centre in respect to both

excitation and inhibition. So in this dog salivation after the act

of eating was very protracted, and the inhibitory after-efl'ect ol*

each acute ^^xtinction was so strong that it influenced even the

unconditioned reflex. Therefore acute extinction occurred in

this dog w'ith great rapidity, while in the second it ])roceeded

more slowly, as here only the mechanism of plasticity and not

that of inertia was involved. By testing for inhibitory after-

effect it was shown that in the first dog it affected reflexes to all

the conditioned stimuli, whereas in the second it w'as manifest

only in regard to stimuli similar to the inhibitor.

Many years ago the Pavlov school was greatly interested

in the problem whether an acutely extinct conditioned reflex

can be completely resurrected through the application of

the reinforcing (alimentary) stimulus itself, or whether this

stimulus, like the external stimulus, only tem|X)rarily dis-

inhibits the extinguished reflex, but docs not restore it. The
discussion was vigorous, and opinions w'cre divided. Finally,

on the basis of Podkopayev’s experiments, Pavlov came to the

conclusion that the restoration of an extinct reflex tlxrough the

unconditioned stimulus is only apparent, and that, if one waits

long enough after the act of eating, the conditioned reflex proves

to remain extinguished. This even gave cause for Pavlov’s

enunciation of the following noteworthy opinion: ‘The results

of these recent experiments incline us more and more to believe

that the inhibitory process arises in the nerve cells themselves
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and not in the connecting path between those cells excited by
the conditioned stimulus and those excited by the special un-

conditioned stimulus employed. Otherwise it is difficult to

reconcile the fact of the identical restorative action of the acid

and the food.’*

None the less, it has to be pointed out that the results of

various experimental investigations are in manifest contradiction

to this ‘decision’ of Pavlov’s. For instance, in Soloveychik’s

experiments, published much later, *j* the presentation of food

quite unquestionably accelerated the restoration of the con-

ditioned reflex, although this acceleration was not so considerable

as when food was given together with the extinguished con-

ditioned stimulus.

On the basis of tlie foregoing considerations one has no

difficulty in disentangling this whole question and elucidating

the sources of the discrepancies wliich are observed between

various ex{)eriments. In those eases in which, because of the

animal's individual properties, the inertia of inhibition played

a large part in the extinction of the conditioned reflex, the

presentation of food removed this state and eo ipso partly

restored the conditioned reflex. On the other hand, in those

cases in which the main cause of the extinction was the forma-

tion of inhibitory connexions, the actual presentation of food

could not have any particular significance; only reinforcement

of the extinguished conditioned stimulus by food could produce

an effect. As the degree of the functional inertia of the ali-

mentary centre can be determined in every particular case, the

results of these and similar experiments could easily be foreseen.

6

Summarizing all that has been said in this chapter, we see that

the effects of an inhibitory stimulus on the nervous system are

numerous and many-sided.

First, the inhibitory stimulus evoke s a siMiminnl excitation

in the unconditioned centre, supplying it with both inhibitory

and excitatory impulses. This excitation lasts only during the

* Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes^ p. 891.

t Soloveychik, D. I., Tmdy Lab. Pavlova, 1940, vol. ix, p. 270.
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action of the inhibitory stimulus and shortly after it, and is the

cause of such phenomena as induction and disinhibition. As

the inhibitory reflex gets more and more fixed and the inhibitory

impulses get predominance over the excitatory ones, both these

phenomena are less and less clearly manifested, and the in-

hibitory reflex, instead of facilitating the active conditioned

reflex, partly inhibits it. There is a purely inhibitory action in

the case of the conditioned inhibitor.

Secondly, the application of an inhibitory stimulus (or, more

strictly, the non-reinfarced conditioned stimulus, no matter

whether excitatory or inhibitory) initiates plastic changes in the

cerebral cortex, consisting in this stimulus becoming more

inhibitory (since its application causes the formation of new

inhibitory connexions), while together with it other conditioned

stimuli similar to it become more inhibitory. This property of

the inhibitory stimulus explains certain of the phenomena of

inhibitory after-eftect, namely, those which come under the

Pavlovian term of ‘irradiation of inhibition over the given

analyser’.

Thirdly and finally, in certain groups of reflexes, e.g. in ali-

mentary reflexes, the inhibitory stimulus may for a period cause

a state of inhibition in the unconditioned centre, as an expression

of the latter’s functional inertia. This property is the cause of

that part of the phenomena of inhibitory after-effect which

comes under the Pavlovian term of ‘irradiation of inhibition

over the entire cerebral cortex’.

All these properties of internal inhibition combine in the most

varied manner according to the conditions, with the result that

in the majority of experiments the complete picture of the

after-effect of the inhibitory stimulus is highly complex. How-
ever, knowing these properties and understanding their signifi-

cance, we can often decipher the picture, and even anticipate it.

Let us try to do this for a number of different cases.

The most simple and typical kind of relations existing after

inhibition is provided by the experiments of Ivanov-Smolensky
(vide p. 18 and fig. 1). In these experiments (let us once more
recall) extinction of one of the conditioned stimuli was conducted

and the secondary inhibition of other, similar conditioned stimuli
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was tested. As the diagram shows, inhibitory after-elYect grew

stronger during the first minutes after the cessation of the in-

hibitory stimulus, and began to dissipate only thereafter. The

greater the similarity between the tested and the extinct

conditioned stimulus, the deeper was the former’s inhibition.

The fact that inhibitory after-effect did not manifest itself in

all its strength immediately after the withdrawal of the ex-

tinguished stimulus but only after the lapse of several minutes,

indicates that down to this moment induction was operating,

i.c. interaction was present between .the inhibitory conditioned

reflex (outlasting the application of the corresponding stimulus)

and the excitatory conditioned reflex evoked by the stimulus

tested. As is seen from the diagram, in this experiment facilita-

tion was never very strong, and the response to a conditioned

stimulus tested in no case exceeded its normal size. This fact

is easy to understand. The eonditioned stimulus subjected to

extinction was always repeated without reinforcement several

times in succession, till zero reaction was obtained. Of course,

this procedure created quite favourable conditions for generaliza-

tion of the inhibitory reflex. That it was really so is clearly seen

from the fact that the more similar the tested stimulus was to

the primarily inhibited stimulus, the stronger was its inhibition.

Now, if the inhibitory conditioned reflex to the extinguished

stimulus was generalized, it follows that the conditioned stimuli

tested were not ‘pure’ excitatory eonditioned stimuli, but had

a strong admixture of inhibitory properties, these being the

stronger the closer their resemblance to the primarily inhibited

stimulus. Hence it is obvious that the concurrence of two such

stimuli could not bring about a great facilitation, as it was not

really the interaction of an inhibitory and an excitatory eon-

ditioned reflex, but the interaction of two inhibitory reflexes,

one stronger and the other weaker.

It is also quite clear that the more remote the tested stimulus

from the primarily inhibited stimulus, the less inhibitory it is,

and the greater the facilitation it provides when applied con-

currently with the extinguished stimulus. It is quite jx^ssible

that if the author tested a conditioned stimulus completely

dissimilar to the inhibitory stimulus (e.g. one acting on another
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analyser) the true Pavlovian induction would have been oV)-

tained, i.e. the reflex response would be higher than normal.

The absence of data concerning the stimuli of other analysers

makes it impossible also to determine the role of inertia of the

inhibition in the above series of experiments. If we could do this

it would enable us to understand in full detail the whole of the

experimental situation under discussion.

To summarize: the effect of the conditioned stimulus applied

immediately after the extinct stimulus (which giv'Cs 30-100 %
of the norm) is the result of interaction between two homo-

geneous, partially inhibitory conditioned rctlexes; facilitation

in this situation is achieved the more readily, the less inhibitory

the stimulus tested. The inhibition of conditioned reflexes

elicited several minutes after the suspension of the inhibitory

stimulus (amounting to 70-100 %) is chiefly the product of

generalization of the inhibitory reflex, and therefore is the

stronger, the greater the similarity between the tested and the

inhibitory stimulus. The gradual dissipation of this inhibition

depends on the retrogression of the inhibitory reflex caused by

the fading of fresh and not fixed inhibitory connexions. The role

played in the described experiments by the inertia of the in-

hibitory process is unknown, because of the lack of appropriate

experimental data.

The experiments of Kogan* and Podkopayevf ran appro.xi-

mately the same course, and had results very similar to those of

Ivanov-Smolensky. We shall briefly analyse Podko[)aycv’s

experiments. Several conditioned reflexes to the stimulation of

different places on the dog’s skin were formed, then from time

to time one of these reflexes was extinguished to zero (by applying

the corresponding stimulus at 2 minute intervals without re-

inforcement), and the effect of the inhibitory stimulus u|X)n the

other conditioned stimuli was tested. Curves based on the

figures reported by the author are presented in fig. 14. As can

be seen, they are largely analogous to those of fig. 1. It is worth

Kogan, B. A., Di«s., Petersburg, 1914 (Pavlov, Cmiditioned Reflexes,

pp. 157 et seq.).

t Podkopayev, N. A. , Collection of Articles in Honour of Pavlov's 7&th Birth-

day, Leningrad, 1924, p. 297 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 209, 216)
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drawing attention to the fact that the author applied the tested

stimuli not only in successive but also in overlapping sequence

with the inhibitory stimulus, and found that the conditioned

response was in this situation even greater than when tlie

stimuli were applied in succession. This fact is quite clear, as

facilitation during the action of the inhibitory stimulus is always

Fig. 14. Inhibitory after-effect caused by extinction (on the basis of Pod-

kopayev'\s experiments). Abscissa: time elapsed after the last application

of the extinct stimulus (in minutes). (F <*onnotes the moment of cessation

of inhibitory stimulus. Ordinate: the size of conditioned response in

percentage of normal response. inhibitorA^ after-effect tested by
stimulation of the place nearest to the one undergoing extinction (distance

1 cm.). inhibitory after-effect tested by stimulation of the remote
place (89 cm. from the one undergoing extinction).

greater than after its cessation (see preceding sectionV It is also

worth noting that in Kogan’s exjieriments (also performed with

tactile conditioned stimuli) the stimulation of the most remote

place on the skin immediately after the stimulation of the

inhibitory place sometimes elicited a more or less increased

response. This effect and its happening precisely at the most

remote place is quite intelligible, without needing any comment.

In Chapters ii and in (pp. 18 and 4»6) we drew attention to the

fact that, when acute extinction of some conditioned stimulus is

carried out, another conditioned stimulus similar to it, applied
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a couple of minutes after the extinguished stimulus (and so in a

sense imtead of this stimulus), gives a very strongly diminished

reaction, whereas if it is applied together with the extinguished

stimulus it gives an almost normal reaction. In the light of our

present considerations this fact is quite clear. The conditioned

stimulus similar to the stimulus primarily extinguished also

acquires inhibitory properties, hence the reduction of its effect

w'hen it is given separately. But when this stimulus is applied

concurrently with the stimulus primarily extinguished, there is

interaction between the two reflexes resulting in a summation

of the excitations they produce, this being manifested by a

greater or lesser supraliminal response.

Quite different results from those of the previously described

experiments were obtained by Krcps.* In his experiments,

alimentary conditioned reflexes were formed in a dog to the

stimulation of five different places of the skin along the body,

while a differential inhibitor was formed of stimulation of a sixth

place. Then, at various intervals of time after the inhibitor, one

or another conditioned stimulus was applied, and its effect

tested. The results are shown in the curv es we have made on the

basis of the author’s statistical data (fig. 15). As can be seen

from the diagram, these results differ from those of the pre-

viously cited experiments in the following respects. First, an

effective and quite strong induction is to be observed. Secondly,

the inhibitory after-effect is we^k, the conditioned reflexes are

reduced to barely half. Thirdly, all the active stimuli (both close

and remote in relation to the inhibitor) are inhibited more or

less equally.

Are we able to explain the results of these experiments? We
think we can. We draw attention to the fact that the differential

inhibitor was applied only once, and so almost no conditions

were present for a generalization of the inhibitory reflex. Thus
the chief cause of inhibitory after-effect would be the inertia of

inhibition in the alimentary centre, which accounts for the

almost equal reduction of all the conditioned reflexes evoked
after inhibitory stimulus, as well as for the comparatively small

Kreps, E. M., Collection of Articles in Honour of Pavlovas TSith Birthday

^

Leningrad, 1924, p. 328 (Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, pp. 205-6).
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amount of this reduction. As, according to our explanation, the

conditioned reflexes elicited after the inhibitory reflex were
‘ pure ’ excitatory reflexes (generalization playing an insignificant

part in these experiments), i.e. they supplied only excitatory

impulses to the unconditioned centre, the existence of strong

induction can be readily deduced. If these experiments were

Fig. 15. Inhibitory after-effect caused by differentiation (on the basis of

Kreps’s experiments). Abscissa: time (in minutes) elapsed after single

application of inhibitory stimulus (tactile stimidation of a place on the shin).

Ordinate: the size of conditioned response in percentage of normal response.

Curve I, stimulation of a place on the thigh. Curve 11, stimulation of another

place on the thigh. Curve HI, stimulation of a place on the abdomen.
Curve IV, stimulation of a place on the chest. C iirve V, stimulation of a
place on the shoulder.

made to-day, it would not be dillicult to test our explanation,

for, if it is sound, then, first, the reflexes to the stimuli from

other analysers would be inhibited to the same extent; secondly,

the presentation of food to the dog should completely abolish

the inhibitory after-elYect ; and thirdly, if instead of a ditTerential

inhibition the extinction of the conditioned reflex were used, then

the results would be different and the gradient of inhibition in
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relation to the distance from the extinguished stimulus would

emerge more clearly.

Still other and yet more unexpected results were obtained in

Andreyev's experiments.* This author formed alimentary re-

flexes to the stimulation of three spots on a dog’s skin, along

one hindlimb. A differential inhibitory reflex was formed to

the stimulation of a fourth spot, situated farther up. As in

Kreps’s experiments, the inhibitory after-effect after a single

application of the inhibitor was investigated. The author pre-

sented the results of these experiments in tliree graphs (fig. 16 ).

As can be seen from the graphs, these results differ from the

data obtained by Kreps, despite the fact that the course of the

experiments was similar. First, the inhibition of all three points

differed, but, conversely to the results of Kogan’s, Podkopayev’s

and Ivanov-Smolensky’s experiments, the point farthest from the

inhibitory point was most strongly inhibited. Secondly, a quite

strong induction occurred in the nearest point. Thirdly, the in-

hibition of the two nearest points was of an undulating nature.

Turning to analysis of these results, we assume that just as

in Kreps’s experiments, so in this ease, generalization of the

inhibitory reflex played no part. For it is not to be conceived

that if it had been present the inverted relations between

the inhibition of the near and the distant points could have

occurred to such an extent. It follows that the curves which

were obtained constitute the resultant action of induction and

inhibitory after-effect, produced solely by the inertia of inhibi-

tion in the alimentary centre. As can be seen from the diagram,

in the point farthest from the inhibitor induction is only feebly

expressed ; the action of the inhibitor amounts almost exclusively

to inhibitory after-effect, w^hich, be it noted (probably because

of the individual properties of the dog), was far stronger than in

Kreps’s experiments. In the nearer point induction is more
manifest, in the nearest point it is strong.

How is one to explain the different degrees of induction

brought about by one and the same inhibitory stimulus? It

seems that the cause of this phenomenon is to be found in the

particular way in which these experiments were conducted.

Quoted from Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes

^

pp. 210-12.
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First of all it has to be noted that the differentiation dealt with

in these experiments was in general extremely fine, far finer

than in Kteps’s experiments. Moreover, immediately before the

inhibitor the author applied the conditioned stimulus, which was

tested afterwards in ord^r to determine its ‘normal’ effect. So

if a stimulus very close to the inhibitor was applied before-

Fig. 10. Inhibitor^’ after-effect caused by differentiation (on the basis of

Andreev’s experiments: taken from Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexe^y p. 211,

by permission of the Oxford University Press). Abscissa: time elapsed

after the single application of inhibitory stimulus (tactile stimulation of

the upper part of the thigh). Ordinate; the size of conditioned response

in percentage of a normal response. Graph 1, stimulation of a place on
the leg nearest to the inhibitory place. Graph 2, stimulation of a place on
the leg more remote from the inhibitory place. Graph 3, stimulation of

a phw'e on the leg still more remote from the inhibitory place.

hand its centre largely overlapped with the centre of the in-

hibitory stimulus, and therefore the excitation of this over-

lapping subcentre with reinforcement led to a strengthening of

the excitatory connexions between it and the unconditioned

centre. In consequence, if the differential inhibitor was applied

in close succession it supplied a large number of excitatory

KCR 13
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impulses to the alimentary centre, and so gave a strong induction.

On the other hand, the application before the inhibitor of a

remote stimulus, so that its centre was less overlapped with the

inhibitor’s centre, caused the inhibitory stimulus applied there-

after to send far fewer excitatory impulses to the unconditioned

centre, with the result that in this case the facilitation was weaker.

In other words, we assume that in each particular experiment

we had to deal (owing to the special experimental conditions),

not with an identical differential inhibitor, but with one some-

times more, sometimes less fine. But hence follows the simple

deduction that this inhibitor gave sometimes less and sometimes

more induction. One will realize that the acute struggle between

the excitation and the inhibition could cause the undulations

in the curves obtained.

It is rather more dilhcult to understand the fact tliat the

inhibition at the most distant point was not only deeper than

that in the two other points, but lasted much longer. The prob-

able explanation of this fact is as follows: As we said, the

stimulation of the inhibitory point after the nearest exeitatory

|>oint causes a far greater amount of excitatory impulses to be

sent to the unconditioned centre than follows from a stimulation

of this point after the most distant ]X)int. As a result, in the

latter case the unconditioned centre is more strongly inhibited

than in the former, hence it can be inferred that the inhibitory

after-effect will be stronger and will last longer.

It is obvious that in this series of experiments also all our

suppositions could be very easily tested experimentally, and

thus more profound analysis of the results could be achieved.

In conclusion, let us consider one other fact which from the

standpoint of the Pavlov theory is rather unexpected, but which

from the standpoint of the conception advanced in this book

can easily be foreseen.

Podkopayev* elicited an active conditioned reflex against the

background of an inhibitory reflex, and obtained the following

results: when the active conditioned stimulus was brought into

action almost simultaneously with the inhibitor, its clTect was
more suppressed than when it began to act rather later.

Podkopayev, N. A., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1932, vol. iv, p. 854.
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Ivanov-Smolensky obtained similar results.* Applying an

active conditioned stimulus almost simultaneously with the

differential inhibitor, he established that the latent period of

the conditioned reflex was considerably prolonged (c. 15 seconds

instead of 6 seconds); but if the active stimulus was brought into

action only after the inhibitor had been acting for 15 seconds,

the latent period, on the contrary, was shortened (to 3-4 seconds),

and the effect of the reflex considerably increased.

Both these authors concluded from their experiments that

immediately after the inhibitory stimulus is brought into action,

the process of inhibition irradiates over the cortex, then swiftly

concentrates, only to irradiate again after the cessation of the

inhibitor’s action, and then once more to concentrate, this time

much more slowly. It is easy to see that the original irradiation

and concentration cannot be justified, and is only one more label

mechanically stuck on to an appropriate phenomenon.

Asratianf observed an analogous fact in his experiments.

He investigated, inter alia, the influence exerted by the inhibi-

tory stimulus on the magnitude of the unconditioned reflex, and
established that if the unconditioned stimulus (the presentation

of food) was applied after the inhibitor had begun to act, its

effect w^as increased by 10-15 % (which, of course, w^as explained

by positive induction), but if it was brought into action simul-

taneously with the inhibitory stimulus its effect was diminished.

He did not attempt to explain this fact by reference to the

original irradiation of inhibition as the previous authors had

done, but simply stated that to him it was quite incompre-

hensible.

In the light of the present conception there is no difficulty

in understanding these facts. As w'c have repeatedly emphasized,

in the ordinary experimental conditions adopted by the Pavlov

school, when the conditioned stimulus constantly precedes the

presentation of food by 15-80 seconds, the beginning of its action

becomes a strong inhibitory stimulus. This can be easily demon-

strated if the conditioned stimulus is applied shortly after the

dog has consun\ed its food, during the secretory after-effect. We
* Ivanov-Smolensky, A. G., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1932, vol. iv, p. 208

t Asratian, E. A., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1941, vol. x, p. 282.

I3'2
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then observe that this secretion stops at once (just as when the

inhibitory stimulus is applied) and begins again only after a

few seconds, as a conditioned secretion to the stimulus applied.

Now, if the beginning of the action of the active conditioned

stimulus displays inhibitory properties, the beginning of the

inhibitory stimulus differentiated from it must have a far

stronger inhibitory eflPect, since the already formed inhibitory

connexions are added to by new ones arising as the result of the

non-reinforcement of this stimulus by the unconditioned

stimulus. So we must distinguish two phases in the action of

the ordinary differential inhibitor. The first, corresponding to

the inactive (latent) phase of the excitatory conditioned reflex,

is characterized by a strong fixation and a great predominance

of inhibitory over excitatory connexions. In the second phase,

corresponding to the active phase of the excitatory conditioned

reflex, the fixation of the inhibitory reflex is much weaker, and

there is a state of relative equilibrium between the inhibitory

and excitatory connexions. So it is not surprising that if the

excitatory conditioned or the unconditioned reflex is applied

during the first phase of action of the inhibitor, the inhibiting

influence of the latter will prove to be stronger than the facilita-

ting influence, and as the result we get a diminution of the effect

of the reflex and/or a prolongation of its latency. But if the

positive stimulus is concurrent with the second phase of the

inhibitory stimulus, then the balance is quite different, and, if

the inhibitory reflex is not too firmly established, the facilitating

predominates over the inhibiting influence.

It seems to us that the examples we have cited make it clear

that with the aid of the present conception (which as a matter of

fact involves nothing but the logical consequences of the general

laws governing the central nervous activity) a large number of

very complex and, seemingly, mysterious facts related to

the effects of internal inhibition can be elucidated. The in-

adequacy of the Pavlov theory in this respect can be shown
by his own words: ‘Considerable difficulties arise, however,

when a general rule governing the inter-relations between the

two processes is looked f5r. Why is it that in some cases

undulations are present, in others absent, why in some cases
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is the spreading inhibition preceded by a positive induction,

and why in others the latter is not apparent, etc.? Now we are

still confronted with a series of unrelated facts deprived of all

order.’* And yet we should not forget tliat the experiments we
have discussed were conducted under the guidance of quite

different ideas from those which now provide their explanation,

and that from our viewpoint they lack a number of essential

elements which would make their content more intelligible and

would provide material for their more exact analysis.

ADDENDUM

On the Phenomenon of Sleep

In concluding this chapter, we must devote a few remarks to

the problem of sleep, because of the fact that this phenomenon

often accompanies internal inhibition, and is treated by the

Pavlov theory as an irradiation of that process over the cortex

and the subcortical ganglia.

We have already (Chapter itr, §7) drawn attention to the fact

that in experiments with conditioned rellexes situations arise

in which the dog falls asleep, though there cannot be any hint

of irradiation of inhibition (the application of weak conditioned

stimuli, or food reinforcement of electrical stimulation of the

skin). These facts overthrow the Pavlov theory of sleep in its

own fortress, and so all the more compel us to seek a new inter-

pretation of the phenomenon.

Obviously, here it is not possible or even expedient to discuss

the problem of sleep in all its extent and eomplexitv. We shall

only try to show that the sleep phenomena which emerge in

conditioned reflex experiments can be considered from exactly

the same point of view as those sleep phenomena which are

encountered in other situations.

Taking into account the wdiole body of the facts related to

sleep, we must note that they can be divided into tw^o groups.

Pavlov, Conditianed ReflexeSy pp. 214^15. As the English translation

of this passage was not exact enough for our purpose, we have presented

it in a revised form.
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The first group of facts points to the probability that sleep is

essentially a subcortical phenomenon, which is controlled and

regulated by definite centres situated at least partly in the

hypothalamus. This is indicated by the evidence that the

electrical stimulation of certain parts of the hypothalamus

causes sleep, that in encephalitis lethargica we find pathologo-

anatomical changes in this region, that sleep is connected with

the excitation of the parasympathetic system (and inhibition of

the sympathetic system), and that it has in general a close

relation to the vegetative life of the organism. To all this w^e

must add that the so-called emotions connected with the central

excitation of the sympathetic system, such as anger, joy, alarm,

are in antagonism to sleep, keeping the individual awake, and

sometimes causing prolonged insomnia. All these data sxipport

the assumption of the existence of a 'sleep centre’, probably

largely overlapping with the subcortical parasympathetic

centres. We must, of course, remember that we use the term

‘centre’ here in a broad physiological sense, not fiscribing too

narrow anatomical bounds to it.*

On the other hand, we have clear evidence, partly from our

ovrn experience, that monotonous surroundings and absence of

external stimuli have a soporific elTeet. This has been ])roved in

extremely demonstrative fashion by Cialkin and Speransky,

who, having deprived dogs of three receptors (olfaertory, visual

and auditory), found that they slept unbrokenly for 23 ho\irs

a day and awoke only to eat and to evacuate. It is worth

pointing out here that we have no evidence to show that tlie cause

of the sleep thus evoked is to be found in the cerebral cortex.

A dog completely deprived of the cortex, but not deprived of re-

ceptors, does indeed sleep longer tlian a normal dog, but in-

comparably less than the dogs in Galkin’s and Speransky’s

experiments.! On the other hand, we know that by varying the

external stimuli we can maintain a state of wakefulness, or can

awaken a sleeping individual.

Of course, we do not know in the least what is the mechanism

See in this context the interesting work of Nauta, W. J. H., J. Neuro*
phynoL 1946, vol. ix, p. 285.

t Vide Asratian, K. PkysioL J. V,S,S,H, 1988, vol. xxiv/l>-2, p. 86.
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of the soporific effect of the absence of stimuli, and its relation

to the activity of the ‘sleep centre’. Nor can we explain how
the action of variegated stimuli prevents or dispels sleep. But
it is worth noting that while the emotions to which we have

just referred take away the inclination for sleep and cause wake-

fulness, the action of external stimuli simply prevents sleep

but does not eliminate sleepiness. This indicates that these

two factors act on two different links of the process under

discussion.

Taking the foregoing remarks into account, we must first and

foremost note that in normal experiments with conditioned

reflexes, conducted according to standard procedure, the animal

is placed in conditions mostly favourable to its falling asleep.

Quiet, the monotony of the environment, a certain restriction

of movements, all largely conduce to sleep. It follows that the

fact that many dogs fall asleep during experiments is not particu-

larly surprising, and the important thing is to ascertain what
conditions increase this tendency.

The fact that sleep comes more easily when only weak stimuli,

or always one and the same stimulus, are applied in experiments,

or when there are long intervals between the conditioned stimuli,

or when the experimental chamber is acoustically isolated, is so

obvious that it calls for no comment. Nor is it surprising that,

on the contrary, variety in the conditions of the experiment, the

application of variegated conditioned stimuli, the application of

active conditioned and inhibitory stimuli alternately—all this

dispels sleep and keeps the dog on the alert. But even more

interesting are other less intuitive factors which came to light

through the work of tin Pavlov sc1uk)1, and which call for more

detailed analysis.

Thus, it appears to he beyond all doubt that a peculiar kind

of ‘affinity’ exists between the internal inhibition of alimentary

conditioned reflexes and sleep, and that sleep often demon-

stratively arrives with delayed reflexes, when the action of the

differential inhibitor is prolonged, etc. Obviously, we cannot

explain this fact without special investigations which would

clarify whether this phenomenon also occurs in less soporific

situations than tliat of the typical conditioned reflex experiment,
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whether it also occurs during the inhibition of defensive re-

flexes, etc. In any case, it must be noted that the deep internal

inhibition of alimentary reflexes is an important ‘event’ in the

emotional life of the animal, and therefore its connexion in one

way or another with sleep should not cause surprise. It is a

matter for future investigation to determine wliat this con-

nexion consists in.

Just as unintelligible is the extremely interesting fact that

the stimulation of a dog’s skin with an electric shock, reinforced

by food, frequently leads to the animal falling asleep. At

present this is only experimental raw material, but it should

provide a starting-point for further analysis.

Summarizing what we have said, we must state that the

valuable experimental material collected by the Pavlov school

in this field should undoubtedly be taken into consideration in

any investigation into sleep. But the interpretation of this

material must be along totally different lines from those hitherto

followed. Instead of accepting the ‘irradiation of inhibition’,

a phrase which tells us nothing and is not susceptible of further

analysis, we should treat tlie phenomenon of sleep as a definite

unconditioned process, and take the line of investigating what

functions of the central nervous system are favourable or

antagonistic to it. Only in this way shall we be able better to

understand the sleep phenomena arising in conditioned reflex

experiments and so contribute to our knowledge of the mechanism

of sleep in general.



Chapter XI

The dynamic stereotype and hypnotic phases

1

In point of fact, a great part of tliis book has been devoted to

analysis of the magnitude of conditioned reflex response, and of

its changes under the influence of various factors. Thus in

Chapter vi we discussed the effect upon the magnitude of

conditioned reflexes of the ‘age’ of a reflex, the strength of the

conditioned stimulus, and the excitability of the nervous

centres. In Chapter vii the changes of conditioned response

under the influence of concurrent homogeneous and hetero-

geneous reflexes were examined. And finally, Chapter x was

ohiclly devoted to analysis of the changes of conditioned response

due to the concurrent action of inhibitory reflexes.

The present chaj)ter will be in a sense supplementary to those

mentioned, as it will deal with those factors influencing the

sizi‘ of conditioned reflexes which so far havx not been dis-

cussed. Strictly speaking, this chapter will go beyond the scope

of this lKK)k, since, as we shall see, the problems we now intend

to raise cannot be analysed to the same i^xtent as those discussed

in previous chapters, because of either the complexity of these

new problems, or the insullieiency of experimental material.

However, we shall survey them mainly in order to point to their

existence and in part to the possibility of their future elucidation.

2

Investigators engaged in the study of conditioned reflexes long

ago drew attention to the fact that, if a dog has grown ac-

customed to certain conditions of experiments which are repeated

day after day, even a slight change in these conditions causes

sometimes considerable perturbations in conditioned reflex

activity. We can treat such a change as a factor provoking an

orientation reaction. Every experimenter working in the field of

conditioned reflexes must bear in mind the existence of such
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a reaction to every ‘innovation’, whether it be the application

of a new stimulus, or a new arrangement of old stimuli; other-

wise he runs the risk of a misleading interpretation of the facts

obtained. Let us, for instance, assume that we are engaged in

the study of the laws of summation of conditioned reflexes. To
this end we apply concurrently two conditioned stimuli which

hitherto have always been applied separately. This will un-

doubtedly cause a greater or smaller orientation reaction, which

may distort the true effect of summation. Only when we
eliminate this reaction shall we be able to analyse the results

satisfactorily.

It was Soloveychik’s experiments* that first indicated what

great importance a constant order of applying conditioned

stimuli has for the dog's conditioned reflex activity. In these

experiments the conditioned stimuli were applied day after day

for a long period at identical inter\'als and in precisely the same
order of succession. It appeared that a change in the order of

the stimuli in one experiment caused a strong diminution in all

the conditioned reflexes for several successive days. Although

this effect is not displayed in the same measure in all dogs, but

is characteristic only for the so-calkxi 'weak type of nervous

system’, it is none the less highly significant. Kupalov obtained

similar results in his experiments.t This investigator, as we have

already mentioned, created a ‘mosaic’ of positive and negative

stimuli by the stimulation of various parts of the skin, and

repeated these stimuli day after day in a definite order, applying

positive and negative stimuli in turn. When the order of the

stimuli was changed the conditioned reflex activity of the dog

was disturbed. The introduction of a new conditioned stimulus

had the same effect.

A further step forward in this field was taken by AsratianJ

and Skipin.§ These investigators obtained the following result,

which later was confirmed again and again. If a system of

conditioned stimuli is repeated day after day at equal intervals

Soloveychik, D. Y., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1928, vol. ii/2, p. 01.

t Kupalov, P. S., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1929, vol. iii/2~d, p. 39; ibid,

19^, vol. V, p. 345; ibid. 1933, vol. v, p. 383.

} Asratian, K. A., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1938, vol. viii, p. 1.

§ Skipin, G. W., Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1938, vol. viii, p. 10.
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and in the same order of succession for a long period, and then,

in one of the experimental sessions, instead of these stimuli one

and the same stimulus is applied successively at the same
intervals (a weak stimulus being the best for the purpose), the

conditioned effect of this stimulus changes according to the

stimulus it replaces. When it replaces a strong stimulus its

effect is strong, when it replaces a weak stimulus the effect is

weak
;
applied in place of an inhibitory stimulus its effect is almost

zero. So in each case this stimulus produces a reaction not

proper to itself but to the stimulus which it replaces.

From all this evidence we see that in conditioned reflex

experiments each separate trial is not an independent event but

forms a certain whole with other trials. Pavlov called this fact

the ‘dynamic stereotype* of the cortical activity. It shows that

not only are individual conditioned stimuli linked up with the

corresponding unconditioned stimuli which accompany them,

but that conditioned stimuli applied in the same order of

succession are also linked up among themselves, and the course

of the entire exj^eriment possesses its traces in the dog’s cerebral

cortex, and unfolds like a well-known melody heard over and

over again. A change in the usual system of stimuli may lead

either to a more or less strong orientation reaction, which

violates the dynamic stereotype and completely upsets the

normal course of reflex activity, or, on the other hand, it leads

to the dynamic sterwtypc being maintained, and the animal

reacts on the old lines, and contrary to the new order of things,

as though it had not noticed any change in the experimental

conditions.

Although of recent years the dynamic stereotype of condi-

tioned reflexes has been investigated in great detail, it seems to

us that its signifu^ance in the conditioned reflex activity is not

so far adequately recognized, and many facts which are ob-

viously its product are artificially interpreted with reference to

other laws. By way of illustration we give the following examples

:

In one of his works Ivanov-Smolensky* found that when two

differential inhibitors were applied one after another at intervals

of 5~7 minutes (i.e, at the customary intervals separating the

Ivanov-Sinolcnsky, G. P., Trudy Lab. Pavlova, 1932, vol. iv, p, 148,
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application of stimuli), the second inhibitory stimulus almost

always proved to be disinhibited, while the positive conditioned

stimulus applied at such an interval was usually more or less

diminished (inhibitory after-effect). The phenomenon of dis-

inhibition of the inhibitor coming second in succession appeared

the more puzzling in view of the finding that it was not disin-

hibited when applied only 1 minute after the first inhibitor.

The author could not think of any explanation for this fact,

and only stated its existence.

We think the fact just described must be regarded as a pure

product of dynamic stereotype. In hundreds of experiments

the dog was made accustomed to a single application of

the differential inhibitor between positive stimuli, and so it

is not surprising that he reacted positively to the stimulus

applied immediately after the inhibitor, even when it was another

inhibitor.

Here is another example. Every worker who has studied

inhibitory after-effect, and for this purpose has had from time

to time to carry out an acute extinction of the conditioned

reflex, knows how quickly the dog is trained to this process.

After a time it is sufficient to apply the stimulus two or three

times in succession at brief intervals and without reinforcement

for complete extinction to follow\ Here, too, we have a case of

the animal growing accustomed to the procedure. It simply

differentiates the situation in which a conditioned stimulus

applied in succession at brief intervals is not accompanied by

feeding, from the normal situation in which this stimulus is

applied among other stimuli and at other intervals, and when it

is regularly followed by the presentation of food.

The stereotype is also the explanation of the fact that a

differential inhibitor, regularly applied in the same order and
always between positive conditioned stimuli, evokes an in-

creasingly weak and brief inhibitory after-effect (‘it con-

centrates’, to use the Pavlovian term). The dog gets accustomed

to the procedure in which the inhibitor is always followed by
a positive conditioned stimulus, so it is not surprising that

corresponding changes are effected in the dynamic of its cortical

processes.
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Moreover, with the aid of the stereotype one can undoubtedly
explain those ‘inductive relations’ between a ‘pair’ of stimuli

differentiated one from the other, concerning which so much is

written in various works on conditioned reflexes. If a positive

and a negative conditioned stimulus are applied very often in

turn, the result is the formation of a dynamic stereotype, so

that the application of the inhibitor leads to an intensification

of the effect of the positive conditioned stimulus and, on the

other hand, the application of the latter stimulus with reinforce-

ment improves the state of the inhibitor.

The Kupalov experiments cited above may serve as a classic

example of this phenomenon. Kupalov applied tactile con-

ditioned stimuli, positive and negative, in turn for a long period

at identical 7-minut(‘ intervals. When thereafter a positive

stimulus was followed at the normal interval by another positive

stimulus, the effect of the latter was diminished; if, on the other

hand, a negative stimulus was followed at the normal interval

by another negative stimulus, the latter was disinhibited. If

a negative stimulus was followed by a positive stimulus not

after 7 but only after 14 minutes, it was observed that after

7 minutes there was a spontanc*ous secretion of saliva, while the

conditioned reaction to the applied positive stimulus was

diminished. If the interval between the negative stimulus

and the positive stimulus was increased to 21 minutes, the

effect of the latter was normal. Similarly, if two positive

stimuli were applied in succession at a 14-minute interval, the

effect of the second conditioned stimulus was also normal, and

so on.

The investigator explained all the above facts b}^ reference

to inductive relations between the corresponding regions of the

cerebral cortex (hence the term ‘cortical mosaic’), and where

there w'ere longer intervals betw'een the stimuli he accepted the

existence of ‘waves of positive or negative induction’.

It is easy to see that the relations he obtained are by no

means ‘natural’ and permanent properties of the cerebral

cortex, but were imposed on it. The positive stimulus applied

7 minutes after the other positive stimulus gives a diminished

effect not as the result of any induction, but because of the
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stereotype formed in the dog; it ‘expected’ a negative stimulus,

i.e. it possessed an elaborated inhibitory reflex ‘to time’, which

lowered the value of the |>ositive conditioned reflex. For

similar reasons the application of a negative stimulus 7 minutes

after another negative stimulus causes its disinhibition, the

application of a positive stimulus 14 minutes after a positive

stimulus gives a normal effect, and so on.

Summarizing, we must point out that the cerebral cortex

gets ‘attached’ to it not only those experiences which we wish

to instil into the animal, but also others which occur in the course

of the experiment but are not taken into account by the investi-

gator. So if, in experiments with conditioned reflexes, attention

is not paid to the entirety of the experimental conditions, a

number of ‘laws’ of the functioning of the cerebral cortex will be

discovered which will be ascribed to its permanent functional

properties, and not to the fact that the experimental dog has

been taught to react in this and no other way. And so, if the

possibility of the emergence of various, sometimes complex

stereotypes, often such as the experimenter had by no means

expected, is not borne in mind when carrying out work on

conditioned reflexes, mistakes can be made and artefacts

peculiar to this field may be obtained.

Many such artefacts are to be found in the existing factual

material devoted to studies of conditioned reflexes. It would

seem that the experimenters frequently act in more or less the

same way as magicians, who, much to the surprise of the

audience, take out of an apparently empty jX)cket an article

which they themselves have hidden there. The only difference

is that the experimenter seems to be just as surprised and

amazed at his discovery as the audience, forgetting that he has

found only wliat he liad previously put into the experiment.

8

As we said at the end of Chapter ii, there are definite types of

perturbations in a dog’s conditioned reflex activity which have

been called ‘hypnotic phases’, since they arise inter alia in states

of sleepiness, and also in neuroses. Pavlov explained these

perturbations by reference to the ‘top capability of cortical
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cells’, and to ‘top inhibition’. Let us try to throw some light

on this phenomenon from our viewpoint.

First of all, attention must be drawn to the fact that the

phasic phenomena we refer to by no means arise so frequently

as is assumed. In this respect there is some confusion, due to

the following causes. As is well known, the Pavlov school dis-

tinguishes a phase of equalization at a low level, a phase of

equalization at a high level, a paradoxical phase at a low or at

a high level, an ultra-paradoxical phase, and a narcotic phase

(when the reflexes are reduced, with the preservation of normal

relations between them). It is obvious that the specified ‘ phases ’

exliaust all the possible relations between reflexes, i.e. no matter

what the magnitude of two reflexes, one following the other,

it will always be possible to attach one of the foregoing labels

to their mutual relations.

It is well known that if a dog is placed in a (‘ondition which

for any reason departs from the normal, e.g. if it is restless

owing to the need to evacuate, is sick, is in any pain, is slee] v,

etc., the conditioned reflexes become simply irregular, which is

quite understandable, since the excitability' of the centres

involved may change from minute to minute. But if we analyse

such experiments in order to determine phasic phenomena we
shall undoubtedly find these phenomena, sinet it will be possible

to subordinate each section of the experiment to some phase

or other. Thus we may obtain now the animal’s normal state,

and now a narcotic, paradoxical or equalization phase in various

combinations, according to the fortuitous relations between any

pair of successive reflexes.

So if we are to avoid being misled wdicn analysing the experi-

mental material w't‘ must attribute to particular phases only such

changes in the magnitudes of reflexes as are of a more or less

permanent character and are repeated in identical conditions

consistently and regularly.

As for the causes of the emergence of the equalization and

paradoxical phases, we havT alreadydiscussed them in Chapter vii,

§ 8. We then pointed out that so-called supramaximal stimuli

cause a defensive reaction, which collides with their conditioned

response, and as a result this response may be lower than that
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of the usually strong conditioned stimuli. If the excitability of

the dog’s defensive centres is increased for some reason, the

defensive reaction may appear even to such stimuli as normally

do not evoke it. Thus a bell of usual strength, which normally

elicits a maximal conditioned reflex in the dog, gives a diminished

effect because of the admixture of a defensive reaction. As the

result the equalization or paradoxical phase is obtained. In

laboratory practice dogs arc met with which ‘ cannot bear strong

stimuli’ (Pavlov's expression), i.e. they display a defensive

reaction to them. Normal work with such dogs can only go on

when the loud auditory stimuli arc muflled.

Undoubtedly such a mechanism of phasic phenomena had

its share in the production of neuroses in various dogs after the

Leningrad flood in 1924, when the Institute of Experimental

Medicine was flooded. In certain animals this catastrophe

raised the defensive excitability to such an extent that the

strong conditioned stimuli became ‘supramaximar and elicited

a considerably diminished conditioned response.* Possibly

this mechanism also plays a part in other observed cases of

phasic phenomena. For instance, various investigators have

found that there is frequently some weakening of alimentary

conditioned reflexes to strong stimuli w'hcn caflein is adminis-

tered. It would be interesting to clarify whether this pheno-

menon occurs because of the admixture of a defensive reaction

owing to a strengthening of the excitability of defensive centres,

or for other reasons.

The important question arises, are all the cases of phasic

phenomena to be explained in this manner? In other words,

are the phasic phenomena displayed in conflict neuroses, and

sleepiness, due to an increase in the animal's defensive excita-

bility, or have they another mechanism? Although it is prob-

able that the first explanation is correct, we would also like to

point out another }H)ssible interpretation of the inversion of

conditioned reflexes in the above states, which must be verified

in further investigation.

There is no doubt that in neuroses caused in the dog by the

Vide, for example, Speranski, A. D., Trudy I^ab. Pavlova^ 1927, vol.

ii/l, p. 8.
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methods adopted in the Pavlov school, i.e. by a ‘collision of

excitation and inhibition’, ‘overstraining of the process of in-

hibition’, etc., the functional conditions of the alimentary

centre are far from normal. If a hungry animal does not take

the food presented, turns away from it, or displays ambi-

valence, its alimentary function is certainly greatly disturbed.

That is not to be wondered at, if we consider that this collision

of opposite processes affected this very function. So, without

going into a more detailed analysis of the phenomenon, we must

state that in experimental neurosis we have to do with a

‘neurotic state of the alimentary centre’, and must reckon with

the circumstance that, at least in the experimental conditions,

the activity of this centre is not normal.

From Wedensky’s classic experiments it is known that an

‘altered’ part of a nerve conducts impulses not like a normal

part, but gives an inversion of relationship between the strength

of the stimulus and the strength of the reaction, i.e. we have to

do with a phenomenon to some extent analogous with ^he

phenomena above described. The facts discovered by Wedensky
can be at least partially explained on the basis of the

existence of a subnormal phase of nervous excitability, i.e. on

the basis of the same mechanism as served Gasser for his con-

ception of inhibition.

So we may assume that in certain rather pathological states

of nerve centres they can react to a dense shower of excitatory

impulses with ‘inhibition’, due to the subnormal phase of

excitability caused by the first discharge of impulses. We have

written the term ‘inhibition’ in quobition marks, since we con-

sider that the mechanibin of this phenomenon is so distinct from

that of the inhibition we have been considering, that to avoid

a confusion in terms it would be wise to give this phenomenon

quite a different name (vide p. 71).

The mechanism we have spoken of would without any great

difficulty explain the so-called phasic phenomena in conditioned

reflexes. A similar explanation was in fact given by Pavlov and

Razienkov, w'hen the facts were observed. The difference

between our and Pavlov’s view of these phenomena consists in

the circumstance that whereas he localizes them in the centre

KC R 14
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of the conditioned stimulus, in our view they take place at the

s>Tiapses of the unconditioned centre.

We must also briefly discuss the narcotic phase, which Norkina

has investigated in more detail.*** On the basis of her own and

previous experimental material she concluded that the narcotic

phase is characterized not by a simple reduction in the con-

ditioned reflexes, but by a far stronger reduction of reflexes to

weak than to strong stimuli. In other words, here the relations

are quite the converse of those which arise in the equalization

or paradoxical phase. The narcotic phase is clearly to be ob-

served in many states: in sleepiness caused by narcotics, in the

satiation of the animal, etc. As we have said in Chapter vi,

there is no difficulty in explaining this state. It is caused by

a diminution in the excitability of the unconditioned centre,

which diminution affects the conditioned reflexes to weak more

than to strong stimuli (vide, fig. 6, p. 104).

Norkina, L. N., Diss., 194.> (unpublished).



Chapter XII

Conditioned reflexes of the second type

Dedicated to the memory of Dr Stefan Miller, killed by the Xazis.

This section of the physiology of higher nervous activity was elaborated

in a common association with him of effort and thought,

1

In the chapter on the plasticity and excitability of the cerebral

cortex we said that the formation of a Pavlovian conditioned

reflex, and also its internal inhibition (as well as inhibition of an

orientation reaction) are not the only mechanisms of plasticity.

The hijrher animals display other kinds of plastic changes, whose

gradual recognition and investigation by objective methods is

an important task of the {ihysiology of higher nervous activity.

For over ten years the writer was assoeiated with the late

Dr Stefan Miller in the physiological analysis of plastic changes

which do not come within the scheme of Pavlovian conditioned

reflexes and must be regarded as a separate kind of plasticity.

They are the same changes which the behaviourist psychology'

has studied for many years under the grouf) term of ‘habits’.

In this chapter we shall present the chief results of our research

in this field.*

The starting-point for our investigations was the fact, known
from everyday life, from training experience and from the evi-

dence of behaviourist psychology, that if an animars motor

refction leads to a ‘satisfying state of affairs’ (Thorndike) then

it tends to be repeated in the same situation, but if it leads to an

‘annoying state of affairs’, then it tends to be avoided. We
subjected these generally known and universal facts of animal

Our main works on the subject include; Miller, S. and Konoi'ski, J.,

C,R, Soc, ItioL, Paris, 1928, vol.xcix,pp. 1155, 1158; Konorski, J. and Miller,

S., ibid. 1980, vol. civ, pp. 907, 911; ibid, 1984, vol. cxv, p. 91; Podstaivy

flTjotogiemej teorii ruch&iv nabytych {Bases of the Physiological Theory of

Acquired Movements), 1988, Warsaw; Przegiqd Fiz, Ruchu, 1988, vol. v;

Trudy Lab, Pavlova, 1936, vol. vi, p. 119; J, (wen, Psychol, 1987, vol. xvi,

p. 264; ibid. vol. xvii, p. 405; J. Konorski, Przegl^ Fiz, Rtichu, 1939,

vol. IX, p. 191.

X4-2
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behaviour to conditioned reflex investigation, analysed them in

regard to their structure and, to some extent, in regard to their

physiological mechanism.

The first variant of experiments of the conditioned reflex type

used to illustrate these facts was as follows

:

If an animal placed in a certain environment (e.g. a dog at

the stand) is from time to time provoked into the execution of

some movement (e.g. raising the leg), and if this movement is

reinforced by the presentation of food, after a time it appears

that in this environment the animal ‘spontaneously’ performs

the same movement without the application of the factors which

originally evoked it. If this spontaneous movement continues to

be reinforced by food, then it is fixed and is performed by the

animal with the maximal rapidity and frequency (see below).

If the movement is reinforced in the given environment by

the introduction of acid into the mouth, or by some other un-

conditioned stimulus evoking a defensive reaction, then the

animal resists the provocation of this movement by performing

an antagonistic movement. For instance, if the movement
provoked is flexion of the leg, the animal resists every attempt

at its provocation by extending the leg.

The manner in which a movement is provoked is quite un-

important. It can be caused either reflexively (e.g. by stimula-

tion of the paw with an electric shock or by pricking until the

animal is forced to bend its leg), or by mechanical means (e.g.

bending the dog's leg with the hand or by a special apparatus),

or by waiting until the animal performs the movement in

reaction to stimuli imperceptible to us (e.g. the dog scratches,

barks, etc.).

From these experiments it is evident that unconditioned

stimuli can be divided into two categories: those which by
reinforcing the animal’s movement cause it to perform the

movement spontaneously, and those which, by reinforcing the

movement, cause it to perform an antagonistic movement,
i.e. to resist the performance of the movement required. We call

the first class of stimuli positive unconditioned stimuli, and the

second class negative unconditioned stimuli.

Let us make a more detailed analysis of the phenomena we
1 4.^ in Tf the flcxion of the
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limb becomes a signal for presentation of food or introduction

of acid into the mouth, then, in accordance with the general

rules of conditioning, the alimentary or aeid conditioned reflex

is formed to this movement, or, more strictly, to the proprio-

ceptive stimuli engendered by it; this reflex will be manifested

by the secretion of saliva and a motor alimentary or defensive

reaction. But, as is evident from the experiments cited, we have

also to deal with a new phenomenon which cannot be antici-

pated on the basis of those rules; in the case of reinforcement

by food the animal comes to perform the movement s[)ontane-

ously in a repetition of the situation in which it was originally

reinforced, i.e. in a sense it provides itself with a conditioned

stimulus heralding the positive unconditioned agent; but if the

movement is reinforced by the introduction of acid, on the

contrary, the animal begins to perform an antagonistic move-

ment, or, in more general terms, to prevent the operation of

the stimulus involving the negative unconditioned agent.

We shall atteinpt to express these relations in schematic form.

We take s to denote the compound of stimuli representing the

circumstances of the experiment, r is the mo'^'ement of raising

the limb, and the corresponding proprioceptive stimulus, is

the antagonistic movement, is the presentation of food,

the introduction of acid, and tlie secretion of saliva and

the unconditioned reaction generally. -> denotes unconditioned

evocation of denotes conditioned evocation of or r,

-f denotes ‘accompanies’.

Expressing the course of the experiments above described in

the foregoing symbols, wt* get;

Conditioned rcHex Conditioned reflex

first type second type
H\-

If + r + •S’u then (1) r und (2) s

1 I

! i

1

1

K «. r

If

1

then (1) s+ r and (2) s
1

1

1

t

1K «.
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behaviour to conditioned reflex investigation, analysed them in

regard to their structure and, to some extent, in regard to their

physiological mechanism.

The first variant of experiments of the conditioned reflex type

used to illustrate these facts was as follows:

If an animal placed in a certain environment (e.g. a dog at

the stand) is from time to time provoked into the execution of

some movement (e.g. raising the leg), and if this movement is

reinforced by the presentation of food, after a time it appears

that in this environment the animal ‘spontaneously’ performs

the same movement without the application of the factors which

originally evoked it. If this spontaneous movement continues to

be reinforced by food, then it is fixed and is performed by the

animal ^vith the maximal rapidity and frequency (see below).

If the movement is reinforced in the given environment by

the introduction of acid into the mouth, or by some other un-

conditioned stimulus evoking a defensive reaction, then the

animal resists the provocation of this movement by performing

an antagonistic movement. For instance, if the movement
provoked is flexion of the leg, the animal resists every attempt

at its provocation by extending the leg.

The manner in which a movement is provoked is quite un-

important. It can be caused either rcflexively (e.g. by stimula-

tion of the paw with an electric shock or by pricking until the

animal is forced to bend its leg), or by mechanical means (e.g.

bending the dog’s leg with the hand or by a special apparatus),

or by w’aiting until the animal performs the movement in

reaction to stimuli imperceptible to us (e.g. the dog scratches,

barks, etc.).

From these experiments it is evident that unconditioned

stimuli can be divided into two categories: those which by
reinforcing the animal’s movement cause it to perform the

movement spontaneously, and those which, by reinforcing the

movement, cause it to perform an antagonistic movement,
i.e. to resist the performance of the movement required. We call

the first class of stimuli positive unconditioned stimuli, and the

second class negative unconditioned stimuli.

Let us make a more detailed analysis of the phenomena we
have to deal with in these experiments. If the flexion of the
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limb becomes a signal for presentation of food or introduction

of acid into the mouth, then, in accordance with the general

rules of conditioning, the alimentary or acid conditioned reflex

is formed to this movement, or, more strictly, to the proprio-

ceptive stimuli engendered by it; this reflex will be manifested

by the secretion of saliva and a motor alimentary or defensive

reaction. But, as is evident from the experiments cited, we have

also to deal with a new phenomenon which cannot be antici-

pated on the basis of those rules; in the case of reinforcement

by food the animal comes to perform the movement spontane-

ously in a repetition of the situation in which it was originally

reinforced, i.e. in a sense it provides itself with a conditioned

stimulus heralding the }>ositive unconditioned agent; but if the

movement is reinforced by the introduction of acid, on the

contrary, the animal begins to perform an antagonistic mov^e-

ment, or, in more general terms, to prevent the operation of

the stimulus involving the negative unconditioned agent.

We shall attempt to express these relations in schematic form.

We take s to denote the com})ound of stimuli representing tlie

circumstan(!es of the experiment, r is the movement of raising

the limb, and the corresponding proprioceptive stimulus, is

-r

the antagonistic movement, is the presentation of food,

the introduction of acid, and the secretion of saliva and

the unconditioned reaction generally. denotes unconditioned

ev^ocation of , denotes conditioned evocation of or r,

-f denotes 'accompanies’.

Expressing the course of the experiments above described in

the foregoing symbols, we get:

If

Conditioned reflex

first type
-f-

s 4" ?* + •'X then (1) .v-f r

1

i

then (1) s + r
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Thus, if the compound of stimuli s-^r is reinforced by the

stimulus eliciting the reaction then, first, the compound

s plus r becomes a conditioned stimulus and begins to produce

the reaction /?„, secondly, the stimulus s begins to evoke the

movement r; if the compound of stimuli s plus r is reinforced

by the stimulus eliciting the reaction 7?^, then, first, the

compound s plus r becomes a conditioned stimulus and begins

to cause the reaction secondly, the stimulus s begins to

evoke a movement antagonistic to the movement r.

It is easy to demonstrate that this new conditioned reflex

s r, or s has a completely different mechanism from

that of the ordinary conditioned reflex, i.e. that it is due to other

plastic properties of the cerebral cortex. To do this one needs

only draw attention to the following differences between them:

(1) The response of an ordinary conditioned reflex is always

identical with the response of the unconditioned reflex rein-

forcing it, this being due to the very nature of its mechanism.

As a rule the response of the new^ reflex is different, for it is a

movement which was reinforced by the positive unconditioned

stimulus, or a movement antagonistic to the one reinforced by

the negative unconditioned stimulus.

(2) Ordinary conditioned reflexes arc ahvays of identical

pattern, irrespective of the unconditioned reflex which serves

for reinforcement; the new conditioned reflexes are of different

patterns in dependence on whether the reinforcing stimulus is

a positive or a negative unconditioned stimulus. In the first

case its response is the movement provoked, in the second the

corresponding antagonistic movement.

(3) The response of ordinary conditioned reflexes may be

any reaction of an organism, whether somatic or autonomic.

As for the new' reflexes, their effect is probably only a somatic

reaction, and the pyramidal system seems to be an indispensable

condition of their formation.*

We suppose that it is this feature which gives the motor activity the
stamp of ‘voluntary activity' which it possesses. Indeed, if an individual
is capable of performing a certain function because it leads to the achieve-
ment of a positive unconditioned stimulus, or to the avoidance of a negative
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Because of the foregoing differences we have called the

ordinary conditioned reflexes with which the physiology of

higher nervous activity has hitherto been concerned, conditioned

reflexes of the first type, while the reflexes we are now discussing

we have called conditioned reflexes of the second type. The con-

ditioned stimulus which evokes a conditioned reflex of the second

type will be called the conditioned stimulus of the second tyjye."^

2

We shall analyse, in the first instance, the category of facts in

which the animal’s motor reaction is reinforced by a positive

unconditioned stimulus {the first variety of conditioned reflexes,

second type). The experimental procedure which we usually

followed consisted in causing passive flexions of the dog’s limb

by means of a system of pulleys, reinforcing each movement
with food. After a time, as soon as the dog is placed at the stand

it begins to lift its leg without provocation. At first these active

movements are awkward and slight, and occur rarely. They are

accompanied by a general motor restlessness in the form of

shifting from foot to foot and many other additional move-

ments. But with suitable training (when the active movement
of the limb is further slightly assisted and when movements only

of a certain extent are reinforced) the raising of the limb grows

more and more fluent, it occurs more and more rapidly, and with

stimulus, it is, viewed introspcctively, 'voluntary'. If we w’ere able in tlie

same manner to change the blood pressure, thus getting rid of a head-ache,

for instance, or to diminish the secretion of gastric juice, so eliminating

heartburn or the pains of stoinatic ulcer, these activities would l>e just as

‘voluntary’ as motor behaviour.

In recent years various authors observed the dilTerence existing

between two types of conditioning in question and gave theoi appropriate

names: e.g. Ivanov Smolensky {Korsakov J. Keuropath. Psychol. 1928,

vol. xxxi/8, p. 229) distinguished ‘conditiono-um^onditioned reflexes’ (our

first type) and ‘conditiono-conditioned reflexes’ (our sec*ond type),

Skinner {J. Gen, Psychol, 1937, vol. xvi, p. 272) distinguished type S
and ty|)e R of conditioning, etc. Hilgard and Marquis, in their excellent

monograph Conditioning and Learning (New York, 1940), subjected

both types to thorough analysis and called the first type ‘classical con-

ditioning’ and the second ty|)e ‘instrumental conditioning’. As it is

difficult to fort‘see which terminology will be ultimately accepted, in this

book I use those terms which we have introduced in 1928 (Miller mui
Konorski, C.R, Sac, Biol 19*28, vol. xcix, p. 1155).
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an increasingly brief latency. Finally, the dog begins to raise

its leg immediately it is placed at the stand, and raises it again

and again as soon as it has eaten the jx>rtion of food which re-

inforced the preceding movement. Thus the frequency of the

motor response is regulated by the size of the jwrtions presented.

While eating, the dog never raises its leg. Also, the application

of a firmly established and adequately strong alimentary

conditioned stimulus of the first type causes inhibition of the

active movements. A strong extraneous stimulus evoking an

orientation reaction acts in the same way.

A parallel examination of the salivary and motor reaction

shows that the dog learns the trick of lifting its leg almost

exactly when this movement (as a proprioceptive stimulus)

becomes an alimentary conditioned stimulus, i.e. when it begins

to cause a conditioned salivation. From this the inqx)rtant

conclusion follows that there is a strict connexion between the

elaboration of the active movements on the one hand, and the

formation of the alimentary conditioned reflex of the first type

to the compound of corresponding proprioceptive stimuli on

the other.

If w'e cease to reinforce an active movement by food, the dog

at first continues to perform this movement, doing so with the

maximum frequency, while saliva is secreted coj)iously. Gradu-

ally the movements of the limb grow more infrequent, and the

secretor\" reaction diminishes. Finally Imth reactions subside

more or less coterminously (fig. 17). The same conditions which

cause a revival of the conditioned reflex of the first type, namely

a long period without raising the limb (which corresponds to the

non-application of the conditioned stimulus), a pause in the

experiment, the presentation of food, or the application of a

weak external stimulus, also cause a revival of the animars

active movements. Their noii-reinforccment leads to their more
rapid extinction, in accordance with the general laws of plasticity.

Thus, all the factors that weaken or abolish the conditioned

reflex first type to a movement, regarded as a conditioned

stimulus (external inhibition, extinction, the animars strong

satiation, etc.), also cause a transient or more lasting disappear-

ance of the conditioned reflex second type. All the factors which
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cause a conditioned reflex first type to a movement to reappear

(regression of acute extinction, disinhibition), are also favourable

to the manifestation of the movement itself. In other words,

a movement acquired as the result of conditioning second type

recurs when (and with certain exceptions only when) the com-

pound of proprioceptive stimuli engendered by its performance

plays the role of active conditioned stimulus.

Fig. 17. Kxperiinental extinction of the conditioned reHcx second type (first

variety) (senii-sehcnuitie). Conditioned stimulus of the second tj^>c, experi-

mentul env ironment. Conditioned respons<‘ of the second type, raising the

leg. I, record of motor reaction of the second type. II, saliv'ation fin

droj)s). Ill, unconditioned reliex (act of eating). V, time (15 sec.).

Explanations in text.

The rule we have just formulated also explains certain details

of the formation of a conditioned reflex second type. When we
raise the dog's leg to a certain height and reinforce this act by

food, a conditioned reflex is formed not only to this concrete

compound of proprioceptive stinmli, but, in accordance with

the law of generalization, to all similar compounds. Hence it

follows that the dog does not necessarily perform the exact

movement which we tended to inculcate, but rather dilTercnt

movements (lower, partially with other limbs, etc.), at the

disix)sition of his motor system and within the 'field of generali-

zation’ of the given reflex. However, if we do not reinforce

such movements, but only those of a definite height, definite

shape, etc., gradually difTerentiation is formed, because only the

definite conqx)unds of proprioceptive stimuli are reinforced and

in consequence only they become excitatorily conditioned. And
it is this differentiation which effects the gradual shaping of an

active movement in the form which the experimentei* requires.
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3

The disadvantage ot* the type of experiments just described is

that the conditioned stimulus of the second type (in our case,

the experimental environment: the dog at the stand, usually

vdth a band round the leg, connected with an arrangement for

recording movements, etc.), is a long-lasting stimulus acting

throughout the experiment, and so it is rather indefinite and is

dilhcult to control. It presents the same situation as would

arise if an ordinary conditioned reflex were formed simply to the

experimental environment and not to particular single stimuli.

And so our next task was to make the conditioned stimulus pro-

ducing the active movements more definite and easier to operate

—concretely, to make it a sporadic stiiimlus.

It is easy to understand that the key to the experiments just

described is that for the animal in the ex]>erimental situation

the performance of a certain movement is an indispensable

condition of receiving food. In order to satisfy this recpiirement

the experiments were conducted as follows: At normal, several-

minute intervals we ajiplied a definite indifferent stimulus (say

the beat of a metronome), concurrently we mechanically flexed

the dog s limb and presented food. (Such trials corresfKind to

those moments in the action of the continual stimulus when we
raised the dog's limb and presented food.) However, from time

to time w^(‘ applied the metronome s(*parat(*ly, w ithout raising the

leg and w ithout presenting food. (Such trials corresjiond to the

moments in the action of the continual stimulus when the leg

was not raise<l and the dog did not get food.) In such con-

ditions the dog very quickly learns to raise its limb actively to

each application of the stimulus, while the raising of the leg in

the intervals (observed in the initial phase of the training) gradu-

ally disappears, not Inung reinforced.

But now let us sec what happens if w'(‘ try to form a motor
conditioned reflex to a rnetronoim*, proceeding rather differently,

namely, always combining the metronome with mechanical

flexion of the leg, and reinforcing this compound with food.

The result we get then is a.s follows: First, an alimentary

conditioned reflex first type is formed to the metronome, the
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dog displaying the secretory and the motor alimentary reaction

(turning the head to the food table, licking the lips, etc.).

Secondly, the dog begins to raise the leg actively with greater

or lesser frequency during the intervals between the conditioned

stimuli, these movements, lacking reinforcement, having a

tendency to gradual extinction. But the active movements are

not performed to the application of the metronome; in fact,

rather the reverse is observed, as the movements are more or less

definitely inhibited by this stimulus. There is not even a hint of

any ‘ connexion ’ between the metronome and the raising of the leg.

The result wc obtained is not dillicult to understand. \Vc re-

inforced the compound, consisting of the metronome and raising

the leg, by food, and as the result each of these stimuli ‘off its

own bat’ became an alimentary conditioned stimulus. Therefore

the metronome began to eause a secretion of saliva, and the dog

started to raise its leg activedy, a visible sign that this move-

ment, too, was becoming an alimentary conditioned stimulus.

But the metronome, being a strong conditioned stimulus, not

only failed to (‘voke the movement of raising the limb, but, on

the contrary, inhibited it.

Thus, if we a{){)ly only the compound, the metronome plus

raising the leg, and rtdnforee it by food, the motor conditioned

reflex to the meimuotne fails to be formed. To form this reflex

one must return to th(' method })r(wiously described, i.e. must

interweave the a])plication of the compound, consisting of the

metronome and the passive raising of the leg reinforced by f(M)d,

with the application of the metronome separately without

reinforcement, or, which amounts to the same tiling, must

prolong its operation, waiting until the dog finally docs perform

the required movement. In these conditions the dog soon begins

to raise its leg actively to the metronome, the active movements

during intervals gradually subsidtx and finahy th.c trained

movement recurs only to this stimulus, with a minimal latency.

From the foregoing data it follows that in order to form a

conditioned reflex second type -metre aiome—> raising the h g

—

it is not suflioient to have a simple concurrence of these two

phenomena and to reinforce them by food. In order to form

such a reflex, a situation has to be created in which the move-
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ment is an indispensable condition of the dog’s obtaining food,

i,e. it must be an indispensable complement of the given stimulus

to the conditioned compound.*

A more detailed explanation of this state of affairs is provided

by the following experiments.

In a dog one or several alimentary conditioned reflexes of the

first type are elaborated. Then to some new stimulus a con-

ditioned reflex of the second type is formed, and, when this

reflex is firmly established, both conditioned stimuli of the first

type and of the second type are applied at the same experi-

mental session. The following relations are then found: The
conditioned stimulus of the first type as a rule does not provoke

the second type motor response. But we need only cease to

reinforce this stimulus with food, to get immediately the learnt

motor reaction. Similarly, if we apply a fresh and not too fixed

differential inhibitor, then, too, the dog performs the trained

movement to it, the inhibitor usually being disinhibited.

Further, we may often observe that the second type motor

resix)nse appears immediately after the dog has finished eating

the given portion of food (fig. IHa).

These facts indicate that the movxunent acquired as the

result of second type conditioning is by no means bound up

with the stimulus to which it was formed, but may recur under

the influence of other factors with which it had never previously

been associated. On the basis of the above data it is easy to

see that the performance of this movement is related with the

fall of active excitation in the alimentary centre. This fall is caused

either by cessation of the act of eating, or by the application of

the alimentary conditioned stimulus without reinforcement, or

of a fresh inhibitor. But it has to be added that the performance

of the acquired movement (since this movement is an alimentary

conditioned stimulus of the first type), causes a scries of excita-

tory impulses to be sent to the alimentary centre, i.e. a fall of

excitation in this centre is partially averted.

* Wc liave discussed the whole of this problem in detail in the following

works; Konorski, J. and Miller, 8 ., Podstawy fiyologicznej teorii ruch&w
nabytych {Basts o/ the Physiological Theory of Acquired Movemmts)^ Warsaw,
1938, and Trudy Lab, Pavlova^ 1986, vol. vi, p. 119.
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Returning to the experiments we have been previously dis-

cussing, we see that the formation of a conditioned reflex

second type to a metronome was obtained not because (or not
only because) the passive raising of the leg was associated with

this particular stimulus, but in the first instance because this

stimulus was transformed into an alimentary conditioned

stimulus of the first type, and then was inhibited (by not giving

the dog food to it), i.e. it was turned into a signal of a fall of

excitation in the alimentary centre.

,
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Fig, 18. Conditioned reflexes second type to sporadu* stimuli (senii-schematic).

I, record of the motor rciiction of the second ty|>e (raising the leg). II, sali-

vation (in drops). Ill, unconditioned stiiniilus (a, fof>d, b, acid). IV. con-
ditioned stimuli. V. time (30 sec.).

{a) Conditioned alimentary* rcHex second type (hrst variety). Sy con-

ditioned stimulus of the second type. S -h . active conditioned stimulus of

the first type.
,
inhibitory fresh conditioned stimulus of the first type.

To the stimulus S the dog raises leg, and obtains food. To the stimulus S-{~

the dog exhibits ‘pure’ alimentary reaction without raising the leg. To the
stimulus S— the dog raises leg, and the inhibitory reflex is disinhibited.

Note that raising of the leg sometimes occurs after eating.

(6) Conditioned defensive reflex second type (third variety). »S'j, con-

ditioned stimulus of the second ty|>e. •S'a, active-conditioned stimulus of

the first type. The dog raises its leg not only to the stimulus but to the

stimulus St ami to the introduction of acid.

It is worth noting that exactly the same situation arises when
a conditioned reflex of the second type is formed not to a sporadic

stimulus but to the continual stimulus of environment. As is

well known, giving the dog food at the stand leads to the forma-

tion of an alimentary conditioned reflex to the environment,

i.e. the dog salivates continually during the experiment and

‘expects’ food permanently. By applying some sporadic
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stimulus reinforced by food (in this case a compound of pro-

prioceptive stimuli engendered by raising the leg) the environ-

mental stimulus is gradually inhibited; i.e. the alimentary

excitation which it evoked falls, whereas the sporadic stimulus

acting against its background becomes an active conditioned

stimulus. Thus the conditions for the formation of a conditioned

reflex second type to environment are wholly fulfilled, according

to the above-stated principles.

Summarizing, we come to the following conclusions:

(1) The motor response acquired by the mechanism of second

type conditioning is by no means bound up with the stimulus to

which it was formed, but may be elicited by other stimuli or

factors.

(2) Active excitation in the alimentary centre caused either

by a conditioned stimulus of the first type, or by the uncon-

ditioned stimulus itself (presentation of food), not only does not

produce the acquired movement, but, on the contrary, has a

tendency to inhibit it.

(3) A fall of excitation in the alimentary centre, such as

occurs with non-reinforcement of the conditioned stimulus,

cessation of the act of eating, or application of a fresh inhibitory

stimulus, causes a recurrence of the acquired motor reaction.

4

Apart from the question of the intimate mechanism of the first

variety of the conditioned reflex second type, the appearance

and maintenance of this reflex depends entirely on the ali-

mentary reinforcement. A conditioned reflex of the second type,

elaborated either to a continual stimulus, such as the experi-

mental environment, or to a sporadic stimulus, subsides if it is

not reinforced, just as does the conditioned reflex first type.

This fact enables us to carry out exactly the same ‘operations’

upon conditioned reflexes second type (of the variety just

described) as we can with conditioned reflexes first type.

Thus, if it is not reinforced by food, the reflex, metronome— raising of the leg, gradually disappears, just as does a con-

ditioned reflex first type. If a stimulus similar to the conditioned

stimulus of the second type be applied (e.g. a different frequency
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of the metronome beat) it will by generalization evoke the same
movement. But if the conditioned reflex second type to the

previous frequency of metronome beat is constantly reinforced,

whereas the new frequency is not reinforced, then differentiation

follows, and the dog ceases to raise its leg to the new stimulus.

Similarly we can form a conditioned inhibitor to a conditioned

reflex second type, we can transform it into a delayed reflex, etc.

In all these cases we liave to deal with typical internal inhibition

of a conditioned reflex second type, this being demonstrated by

the j)ossibility of disinhibiting the inhibitory reflex, by inhibitory

after-effect, etc.

Experiments of this kind make it possible to examine simul-

taneously the course of the conditioned reaction first type—the

secretion of saliva, and the conditioned reaction second type

—

the trained movement. The corresponding experimental evidence

shows that these two reactions behave in approximately the

same way. The relation between the two reactions largely

de5)cnds on the individual properties of the animal. We have

had experience of dogs which exhibited a very exact parallelism

in the two reactions; for instance, whenever the conditioned

reflex second type was subjected to extinction both the acquired

movement and the salivary reaction Avould disappear at exactly

the same trial. But with other dogs different results were ob-

tained. In certain eases the salivary reaction would undergo

extinction (or differentiation) much earlier than the motor

reaction, in other eases, on the contrary, the motor reaction

became inhibited first. Taking into account the existence of

subliminal conditioned reflexes, of which we have spoken in

Chapter vii, we find these facts quite intelligible. In certain

individuals, in which the ‘salivatory centre’ is of low excita-

bility, while the motor centre is more excitable, at a definite

stage of extinction the excitatory impulses sent to the first

centre arc not able to excite it supraliminally (owing to the rise

in the threshold of its excitability, caused by the inhibitory

impulses), whereas excitatory impulses sent to the motor centre

are still able to evoke active excitation. In other dogs, in which

the excitability relations are the converse, the motor reaction

disappears first.
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5

From the very structure of the conditioned reflexes second type

it results that, with the aid of one and the same reinforcement

(food), reflexes can be formed which will differ not only by their

afferent part (as is the case in conditioned reflexes first type) but

also by their efferent part. For instance, to the beat of a

metronome and the lighting of a lamp we can form reflexes

consisting in raising the right foreleg; to the sound of a bell and
a tactile stimulus—reflexes consisting in raising the hind left

leg; to a tone and the smell of camphor—reflexes consisting in

barking, etc. And so, while retaining the term ‘group’ for all

conditioned reflexes (both first and second type), reinforced by

one and the same unconditioned stimulus, we shall use the term

subgroup for an assembly of conditioned reflexes of the second

type, which differ from one another only by the stimuli, but

possess the same response and the same reinforcement. Reflexes

belonging to a single subgroup we shall call homo-effectory, to

different subgroups, hetero-effectory.

If a dog has several elaborated hetero-effectory conditioned

reflexes of the second type, then the individual motor reactions

are by no means specifically bound up with the stimuli to which

they have been formed, but may ‘cross’, i.e. they either replace

other motor conditioned reactions or coexist with them. We
have called phenomena of this kind ‘cortical switching’, and

have established the conditions in which they appear.

They will be clear from the following experiments:

(1) An alimentar}" conditioned reflex second type consisting

in raising the left hind leg to a tone was elaboratetl in a dog,

while to the lighting of a lamp a reflex was formed consisting in

raising the left foreleg. During the training of the first of these

reflexes a band connected with an apparatus recording move-

ments on a kymograph was fastened to the hindleg, and during

the training of the second reflex it was fastened to the foreleg.

After the elaboration of both reflexes it was established that

when the band was on the foreleg, lioth the lamp and the tone

evoked a movement of this leg; but when the band was on the

hindleg both stimuli produceil only the movement of the hindleg.
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When there were bands on both legs, in the majority of cases

the animal performed alternately both the Required movements
to each of the stimuli.

(2) In a dog running freely about the room an alimentary

conditioned reflex of the second type (the beat of a metronome—> barking) was formed. Then work on this reflex was suspended

and in completely different conditions (at the stand behind a

screen) we elaborated a reflex: tone— raising of the hindleg.

When, in these conditions, after the establishment of this reflex

we applied the metronome, the dog responded with an intensive

raising of the hindleg, and only after a long period, when food

was not presented, did it start to bark.

As can be seen from these experiments, the conditions in

which the movement was elaborated and trained (e.g. the band

on the leg, the given environment, etc.), predestine the appear-

ance of this particular movement, irrespective of the stimulus

which should evoke it. Similarly, a lengthy training of one of

the formed movements w’ith no training of the other, or a re-

latively greater ease of performing one movement, may have

the effect that the movement will appear to a stimulus which

‘normally’ does not evoke it.

The experiments described in this section, as well as those in

§ 3, enable us to characterize the conditions governing the

recurrence of movements acquired as a resiiit of conditioning

second type in the following manner. We can distinguish

determining factors, wdiieh themselves do not evoke any move-

ment, but designate what movement may be performed in a

given situation, and provoking factors, wrhich produce the move-

ment designated by the determining factors. As can be seen

from the experiments described, the determining factors are the

external situation in w'hieh the particular movement was

elaborated and trained, namely, the experimental environment,

the band on the leg, etc. Provoking factors are, as we liave seen,

those which cause a fall of excitation in the alimentary centre.

To these belong hUer alia the stimulus to which the conditioned

reflex of the second type was elaborated, for this stimulus, as

we have said, was at first an active conditioned stimulus of the

first type, but then became partially inhibited. It must,

KCR 15
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however, be noticed that this stimulus is not exclusively a pro-

voking factor, but also to some extent designates the movement

to be performed. This is best testified to by the fact that in the

second experiment just described, the dog eventually ‘ recalled
’

that at the sound of the metronome it should bark, which it had

never done at the sound of the tone.

It must be pointed out that we have it to a large extent in our

own hands to strengthen or weaken the significance of these or

other determining factors. For instance, if the experiments

described in point (1) above are continued by retaining the

bands round both foreleg and hindleg, and reinforcing by food

only the ‘correct’ movements, we can finally make the sporadic

stimulus a chief determining factor (even while it docs not cease

to be a provoking factor). On the other hand, if after some time

the dog learns not to raise its leg when it has finished eating, or

to some inhibitory stimulus, it is not because these factors have

ceased to be provoking ones, but because in these circum-

stances the movement was not reinforced, and consequently

underwent inhibition. But this does not mean that in these same

conditions a new movement formed in the dog could not re-

appear.

So far we have been discussing the formation of a conditioned

reflex of the second type, consisting in the animal learning to

perform a movement which is an alimentary conditioned

stimulus (of the first type) or is complementary to such a

stimulus. The question arises, what will happen if the movement
is, conversely, a hindrance to the receipt of food, i.e. is a con-

ditioned inhibitor? In order to ascertain the answer we arranged

an experiment on the following lines. A given stimulus (e.g.

a metronome) being reinforced by food, the conditioned reflex

first type is formed to it. Then from time to time we join to this

stimulus a passive flexion of the leg, such combination not being

reinforced. We shall soon find tliat the raising of the leg becomes

a conditioned inhibitor, i.e, when applied concurrently with the

metronome it inhibits the secretion of saliva to this stimulus.

But in addition, more or less at the same time, the animal begins
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to resist the passive flexion of the leg by actively extending it.

After a time the animal performs an active movement of ex-

tension to the metronome itself, this movement increasing in

strength with every attempt at mechanical flexion. Finally,

the movement of extension becomes so strong that we are

almost able to raise the animal into the air by its extended limb,

and it can easily be recorded with the aid of a sprung floor.

Thus, contrary to the reflex previo\isly described, in this case

the provoked movement is not a conditioned stimulus, but a con-

ditioned inhibitor, whereas the formed movement is not the one

provoked, but a movement antagonistic to it. We shall classify

such reflexes as the second variety of conditioned reflexes second

type.

Des])ite the above-mentioned difference in the manner of

forming the second variety of conditioned reflexes second ty{)e

as compared with the first variety, when the reflex is already

formed, its properties are entirely identical. For instance, its

respyonse may be replaced by another motor response, in accord-

ance with the principle of switching, or may be brought about by
non-reinforcement of the conditioned stimulus of the first type.

We can also extinguish, differentiate, and delay such a reflex,

just as we can the first variety of conditioned reflexes second

type.

By inhibiting this variety we may disclose one very interesting

and important property of motor conditioned reflexes which

escapes our observation in the first variety. Let us assume that

we have a well elaborated reflex : metronome » extension of

the limb, and that we inhibit it by extinction or differentiation.

Then vre find that at a certain stage of the process the dog’s

behaviour changes as follows: the limb which hitherto has

appeared to be fastened firmly to the floor is gradually relaxed,

the dog ceases to press its paw against the floor, and begins to

perform a flexion movement. This indicates that when the con-

ditioned reflex of the second type is transformed from an excita-

tory to an inhibitory one, an antagonistic excitatory reflex

simultaneously arises. This fact confirms the existence of re-

ciprocal relations between the antagonistic motor cortical

centres. We shall discuss its significance later.

15-2
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7

We turn now to the analysis of defensive conditioned reflexes of

the second type, i.e. those formed with the aid of reinforcement

by an unconditioned negative stimulus. At first we shall study,

not the reflex we discussed in § 1, when the given movement
signalizes the negative stimulus, but the reflex arising when the

movement is a conditioned inhibitor. The advantage of such

a sequence will be evident later.

Then the course of the experiment is as follows. The external

stimulus (say the metronome) is reinforced by a negative un-

conditioned stimulus, e.g. the introduction of acid into the dog’s

mouth. The conditioned reaction consists in the secretion of

saliva and making rejecting movements with the mouth. When
this reflex is formed, from time to time we provoke a passive

flexion of the limb in association with the metronome, and in

these trials the acid is not introduced. After a comparatively

short time a reflex is formed in which the dog itself raises the

limb to the metronome—a movement saving it from the intro-

duction of acid. This reflex is soon established so firmly that for

weeks and months the dog goes on raising its paw to each applica-

tion of the metronome, even though the reflex is never reinforced

(for the metronome is reinforced only when the dog does not

perform this movement, which occurs very rarely). We call

this reflex the third variety of conditioned reflexes second type

(fig. 181.).

In this variety also, as in those previously described, the

acquired movement is not specifically bound up with the

stimulus to which it was formed. Thus, if we have previously

formed an acid conditioned reflex first type to a number of

stimuli, and then have formed a defensive conditioned reflex

second type to one of them, the application of any of these

stimuli evokes an identical reaction, even though previously

this stimulus has never been associated with this movement.
Similarly, if we take a new stimulus and reinforce it by the

introduction of acid, as soon as the acid conditioned reflex of the

first type is formed to it a conditioned reflex of the second type

immediately appears in the form of raising the leg. The acquired
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movement is also performed to the unconditioned negative

stimulus itself, if this stimulus is not too strong.

So we see that whereas in the case of alimentary reflexes of

the second type the factor producing the animal’s movement
(i.e. ‘the provoking factor’) is a fall of excitation in the uncon-

ditioned centre (caused by discontinuing the unconditioned

stimulus, by extinguishing the conditioned stimulus, etc.), in

defensive conditioned reflexes of the second type the factor is, on

the contrary, a rise of excitation in the unconditioned centre,

caused by the application of an active conditioned stimulus, or

of an unconditioned stimulus. As we have said, the dog’s per-

formance of a movement which is an effect of an alimentary

conditioned reflex second type averts a fall of excitation in the

alimentary centre by providing it with new excitatory impulses.

On the contrary, performance of the movement which is an elfect

of the defensive conditioned reflex second type averts a rise of

excitation in the defensive centre. Indeed, as this movement is

a conditioned inhibitor, it provides the unconditioned centre

with pure inhibitory impulses.

Further experiments showed that if we reinforce the new
stimulus by another unconditioned negative stimulus, e.g. by
pufling air into the ear, the animal immediately begins to ‘defend

itself’ against this stimulus also, performing the movement which

saved it from the introduction of acid into the mouth. Therefore

the defensive reflex second type is not bound up wdth the definite

unconditioned defensive reaction with the aid of which it was

formed, but is ‘generalized’ to heterogeneous reflexes, and so

appears to conditioned stimuli of other defensive reactions.

We would like briefly to discuss the above property of reflexes

belonging to this variety, a property never met with in other

conditioned reflexes, and consisting in their being virtually in-

extinguishable, though ostensibly they are not reinfori ed in any

way. The unusual character of this property must strike anybody

who knows how rapidly the alimentary conditioned reflex

second type subsides when it ceases to be reinforced, and who
knows, too, that the simple association of passive flexion of the

leg with the metronome (without the ‘threat’ of introduction

of acid) does not lead to the formation of a motor reflex, though
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this association be applied hundreds of times. In other words,

work on conditioned reflexes of the second type brings out

the fact that the dog does not perform any of his movements

‘disinterestedly’, so the fact that the particular reflex in

question is maintained permanently, without any reinforcement,

is all the more surprising.

There is ample evidence to show that the movement which is

a conditioned defensive response of the second type continues

to preserve a definite defensive character even after hundreds of

trials without reinforcement. This is proved by the fact that if

we introduce acid into the mouth or puff into the ear at the

beginning of the experiment, for that experimental session,

and also for some days after, the dog raises its leg to the con-

ditioned stimulus more vigorously and with a briefer latency

than usually. Moreover, it is suflicient to take a new stimulus

and begin to reinforce it by a negative unconditioned stimulus,

for the dog immediately to perform the acquired defensive

movement to this stimulus. So the dog remembers that this

movement saves it from the negative stimulus, and performs

the movement for this very ‘purpose’. But we have no evidence

on which to assume that the defensive nature of the given move-
ment remains specific, i.e. that it is in some way bound up with

the negative stimulus to which it was originally antagonistic.

For, on the one hand we know that when the conditioned reflex

second type: metronome raising the limb (in w'hich this

movement defends the dog against the introduction of acid), is

formed and fixed, we sec no trace of a specifle defensive reaction

to the metronome in the form of a secretion of saliva, or rejection

movements of the mouth. On the other hand, as wx‘ have said,

the dog performs the movement as defence against any negative

stimulus. Therefore the dog's defensive movement is not of a

specific character, but the animal raises the leg in order to avert

some undefined negative factor.

The conditioned reflex of the second type just described is

liest maintained when the applied conditioned stimulus is

sufficiently strong (for these purposes an auditory stimulus is the

best), and when this stimulus is interrupted as soon as the dog
raises its leg. So one gets the impression that this very cessation

of the conditioned stimulus is a peculiar form of ‘reinforcement*
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of the reflex, the more so as, if this stimulus continues to act

over a long period, the dog ‘in panic’ raises its leg again and
again in rapid succession for a very long time.

A sulficiently strong auditory stimulus possesses to a larger

or smaller extent latent properties of the stimulus of defensive

reaction, and in favourable circumstances (and, therefore, pre-

cisely in the case of its reinforcement by a negative unconditioned

stimulus) these are enhanced (cf. p. 119). Therefore, whether

because it is to a slight extent a negative stimulus and this

negative quality has grown as the result of an alliance of all the

defensive reflexes, or whether because this quality has been

entirely imparted by conditioning, such stimulus is in any case

a negative one, and therefore its cessation constitutes a certain

type of unconditioned event which may serve as reinforcement

for some conditioned reflex (just as withdrawal of food is also

a reinforcement).

In appropriate experiments we were able to establish that if

a place on the dog’s body is stimulated not very strongly with

an electric shock, and this stimulus ceases simultaneously with

raising the dog’s leg, the animal learns to raise its leg as soon as

the current is applied. It is easy to see that there is only an
insignificant difference between the two phenomena we have

described. In the latter case the dog raises its leg in order to rid

itself of the electric shock, in the former case it does so in order

to rid itself of the stimulus which heralds the negative uncon-

ditioned stimulus.

But the follow’^ing interesting circumstance is worthy of

attention. If, after an acid conditioned reflex to a metronome
has been formed, we apply the metronome over months w ithout

reinforcement, the reflex to it should surely have subsided long

before, and hardly any trace of it should be left. So wdiy is it

that the character of this stimulus as a conditioned defensive

one is somehow ‘ jireserved ’ when it is accompanied by a move-
ment constituting a conditioned inhibitor? One has the im-

pression that this very movement somehow^ protects the

stimulus against extinction, and thus the conditioned reflex

second type is maintained perpetually. But we dre unable to

explain the causes of this phenomenon.

In conclusion to this section we would like to point out that
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non-reinforcement of the defensive conditioned reflex second

type by any perceptible unconditioned reflex has the effect that,

once the conditioned reflex has been created, we cannot perform

any ‘operations’ on it similar to those possible on conditioned

reflexes of the first type, and on alimentary conditioned reflexes

of the second type. Thus, we cannot extinguish it, or differentiate

it, or delay it, nor can we form a conditioned inhibition to it, etc.

Like the unconditioned reflex, this reflex is in a sense inviolable.

Anything we wish to do with it has to be done before its forma-

tion; then we can dift'erentiate two similar stimuli, reinforcing

only one of them by the introduction of acid, we can form a delay

inhibition, etc. All these plastic changes would be passed on to

the conditioned reflex second type, but after its formation this

is no longer possible.

8

Now we turn to a fourth variety of conditioned reflex second

type, in which the movement, e.g. the flexion of the limb, is

reinforced by a negative unconditioned stimulus. Then the

animal learns to perform an antagonistic movement, namely

extension. The stimulus to this movement may be either a

specially applied extenial stimulus, accompanying the flexion

movement, or simply a skin stimulus, arising with a mechanical

flexion of the limb. In this latter case, to each attempt at passive

flexion of the limb the dog will perform a straightening move-
ment. It is clear that this reflex is distinguished from the third

variety of conditioned reflex second type only in regard to its

formation, and apart from this it possesses exactly the same
properties as the other.

In summary of the foregoing, we give a table of all the four

varieties of conditioned reflexes of the second type:

Form of
Stimulus H Un(!onditioned conditioned

Compound applied reinforcing reflex

Variety s-k-r separately stimulus second type

First Reinforced Non-reinforced Positive «

r

Second Non-reinforced Reinforced Positive « ^ r

Third Non-reinforced Reinforced Negative a > r

Fourth Reinforced Non-reinforced Negative s - - -> ^ r

external stimulus.

r, movement applied, or corresponding proprioceptive compound stimulus.
^ r, movement antagonistic to r.
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As we have said again and again in the preceding sections, the

effect of the conditioned reflex second type is never specifically

bound up with the stimulus to which it has been formed ; both

in the field of alimentary reflexes, and in that of defensive

reflexes there can be interchanges of responses of different re-

flexes in the same group (in the class of defensive reflexes, even

between various groups of reflexes), and the provoking factors

capable of eliciting the acquired movement are: for alimentary

reflexes, stimuli causing a fall of excitation in the alimentary

centre; for defensive reflexes, stimuli causing a rise of excitation

in the corresponding unconditioned centre. The problem we shall

now consider is, whether it is possible to have interchanges of

responses between alimentary and defensive reflexes of the

second type: i.e. can the dog use a movement elaborated as an

alimentary one for the purpose of ‘ protection ’ against a negative

stimulus, and, conversely, can it ‘demand food' with the aid of

a movement elaborated for defence?

This problem, which we have dealt with in a special work,* is

complex, and we are not in a position to discuss it in detail here.

We give briefly only the most im}x>rtant of the data we have

obtained.

In our type of experiment (i.e. the dog at the stand, trained

movements consisting in raising the limbs, the stimuli for these

movements usually being indifferent stimuli), the relations are

as follows:

(1) In general, between alimentary and defensive movements

(as we shall, for simplicity’s sake, call the responses of the

respective conditioned reflexes of the second type) interchanges

occur to a very weak extent. In other words, if both alimentary

and defensive conditioned reflexes of the second type have been

formed in the dog, then appropriate alimentary stimuli will

provoke chiefly alimentary movements, whereas stimuli evoking

a defensive reaction will provoke chiefly defensive movements.

(2) In experiments of this kind it is necessary to reckon with

the circumstance that the alimentary or the defensive attitude

Konorski, J., ^Zasady przci^u^zaiiia korowego’ (‘Principles of cortical

switching'), Przegiqd Fiz, Ruchu, 1939, vol. ix, p. 191.
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of the dog is often marked by a certain inertia, which reveals itself

in the following manner. If, after a series of alimentary condi-

tioned stimuli, we apply a stimulus evoking normally a defensive

movement, we shall find that the dog’s immediate reaction to

this stimulus is salivation and performance of the alimentary,

movement, and that only as the stimulus continues is the

alimentary reaction replaced by the defensive reaction; the

secretion of saliva stops and the defensive movement appears.

The very next application of this stimulus gives a pure defensive

reaction. Conversely, if after a series of conditioned defensive

stimuli we apply an alimentary conditioned stimulus of the

second type, we may find that the defensive movement appears

at first; but experimental analysis will show that this is because

this stimulus, acting after a series of defensive stimuli (i.e. against

the background of a defensive attitude), has temporarily acquired

defensive properties. In different dogs this property of inertia

is manifested to different degrees, and in some animals it is not

to be observed at all. But it has to be taken into account when
interpreting the facts.

(3) However, independently of this factor of the inertia of

unconditioned states (which, by taking certain precautions, we
can counteract) the interchange of alimentary and defensive

movements does sometimes take place.

If we carry out extinction of an alimentary conditioned

stimulus of the first type, then, as w^e have said, at first ali-

mentary movements are performed in abundance, since this

stimulus, as a fresh inhibitor, has become a provoking factor.

Gradually, together with the extinction of the saliva reaction,

the above movements also disappear. However, if we continue

to apply a non-reinforced conditioned stimulus, then we may
observe that with very deep extinction (sometimes after several

days of acute extinction) defensive movements begin to appear

more or less regularly to this stimulus. We have the impression

that these movements continue to retain their defensive cha-

racter, and appear as a reaction against the application of the

conditioned stimulus so many times without reinforcement,

which stimulus to some extent acquires the properties of a
negative stimulus.
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The converse phenomenon, with alimentary movements
appearing to the stimulus of a defensive reaction, also sometimes

occurs, but the conditions governing its occurrence are not

clear.

The facts above described show that among the determining

factors designating which of the second type motor responses

may appear in the given situation, the unconditioned back-

ground (alimentary or defensive) plays an important part.

Stimuli evoking an excitation of the alimentary centre create

a disposition for alimentary movements to be performed, but

stimuli evoking excitation of the defensive centres create a

disposition to defensive movements.

10

The factual material presented in the preceding sections allows

us to draw certain conclusions concerning the inechanism of the

formation and course of conditioned reflexes of the second type.

Although we consider that the problem of this mechanism in all

its extent is still far from solution and calls for much more

experimental w'ork, attempts at a solution can already be

undertaken, and may at least serve as working hypotheses,

providing material and stimuli to further experimentation.

Let us endeavour first and foremost to pick out those elements

in the process of formation and course of conditioned reflexes

second type which seem to be fundamental to the problem posed.

(1) Conditioned reflexes of the second type always arise

against a background of certain situations, which in the case of

alimentary reflexes are: non-reinforcement of the aliiiientary

conditioned stimulus (of the first type) by food, or the with-

drawal of food, and, in I he ease of defensive reflexes: the action

of an excitatory conditioned stiimdus, or a negative uncondi-

tioned stimulus. In other words, the animal learns to perform

some movement when, despite its expectation, it does not get

foo<l, or when it is expecting the advent of an unconditioned

negative stimulus. On the contrary, in situations in which the

animal is expecting food, which it will certainly get, or when it

is already receiving food, i.c. during the action of an alimentary

conditioned reflex or an unconditioned reflex, a conditioned
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reflex of the second type is never formed. Putting it briefly, the

conditioned reflex of the second type is formed against the back-

ground of a fall of active excitation in the alimentary centre, or

that of a rise of excitation in a defensive centre.

(2) If, against the background of the states described in

point (1) above, some movement is performed which leads to the

reception of food, or to the avoidance or elimination of the

unconditioned negative stimulus (i.e. if this movement becomes

an alimentary conditioned stimulus, or a conditioned defensive

inhibitor), then it is established, i.e. it begins to be performed
‘ spontaneously in the circumstances attendant on the foregoing

procedure. If, on the contrary, a movement provoked in or

performed by the animal is not reinforced by food, or is rein-

forced by an unconditioned negative stimulus (i.e. if it becomes

an inhibitor of the alimentary reflex or a conditioned stimulus

of the defensive reflex), then this movement is inhibited, this

being accompanied by a movement antagonistic to it. So the

given movement is established only when its performance averts

a fall of excitation in the alimentary centre, or a further excita-

tion, or rise of excitation in the defensive centres.

(3) The stimuli causing the performance of the established

movement are the compounds of stimuli (extero- and intero-

ceptive) which were witnesses of its formation and fixation,

i.e. in the presence of which this movement played the part

indicated in point (2) alxive. Stimuli in the presence of which

the movement ceased to play this role (i.e. was not a means of

receiving food or of avoiding a negative stimulus) begin to cause

an inhibition of the movement, with an antagonistic movement
making an accompanying appearance.

(4) A movement formed and fixed in the above-described

manner is executed by the animal when the factors specified in

point (1) come into action. In other words, the animal performs

the given trained motor reaction when there is a fall of excitation

in the alimentary centre or a rise of excitation in the defensive

centre. On the other hand, active excitation of the alimentary

centre, like inhibition of the defensive centre, never causes

acquired movements to be performed.

Now to co-ordinate these facts into a general system.
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Laboratory practice and everyday observation show that in

the situations described in point (1) there is always a general

motor excitation of the animal. Thus, both the withdrawal of

the animal’s food (or its insufficiency to satisfy the animal) and

the application (best of all several times over) of the alimentary

conditioned stimulus without reinforcement, or of a fresh differen-

tial inhibitor, always evoke a lesser or greater motor restlessness

in the dog, such as shifting from paw to paw, vocal reactions, etc.

A similar state of affairs is observable during the operation of

an active conditioned or an unconditioned defensive stimulus.

On this basis we are justified in assuming that the state we are

discussing is due to some general exeitation of the motor cortex,

the nature of which has still to be investigated. Without going

into an analysis of this state, we shall call it ‘a state of exalta-

tion’ of the motor cortex.

Thus, both a fall of exeitation in the alimentary centre, and

a rise of excitation in defensive centres, cause a state of exalta-

tion to arise in the motor cortex, which state, as we have shown

above, is an indispensable condition of the formation and recur-

rence in dogs of conditioned reflexes of the second type.

If, with such a state of exaltation as the background, in the

presence of a certain compound of stimuli a movement is pro-

voked, then, between the cortical centres of these stimuli and the

centre of the movement,* synaptic connexions arise. These con-

nexions are either of an excitatory or of an inhibitory character,

according to the role played by the movement itself. If its per-

formance leads to a renewed rise of excitation in the alimentary

centre or to a fall of exeitation in the defensive centre, i.e. to

an abolition of the state of exaltation in tlie motor cortex, then

excitatory connexions arise between the corresponding centres.

But if this movement does not lead to an abolition of the state

of exaltation, or even incites this state, inhibitory connexions

arise betYreen the corresponding centres; then the accompanying

* When we speak of a * centre of movement ’ we understand the term in

a general sense, not attempting to be precise as to whether it is a centre

of the proprioceptive stimuli corresponding to this movement, or the actual

motor centre. At present the structure of motor centres is so little known
that it seems quite fruitless to speculate on the subject of their intimate

mechanism.
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stimuli evoke an inhibition of the provoked movement, bound

up with elicitation of the antagonistic movement.

We would not wish to make any claim that the above ex-

planation makes the phenomena under discussion completely

intelligible, and does not require further development. But we
consider that in this interpretation we have gone as far as the

present state of our knowledge permits.

In order to achieve greater clarity, let us compare the

mechanism of the formation of a conditioned reflex second type

with that of the formation of conditioned reflexes first type.

We recall that in conditioned reflexes of the first type the

synaptic connexions arose between the centre of the ‘ indifferent
’

stimulus and the unconditioned centre when they were con-

currently excited, and that if the excitation of the first centre

occurred during a rise of excitation in the second, the synaptic

connexions then being formed had an excitatory character; if the

excitation of the first centre occurred during a fall of excitation

in the unconditioned centre, synaptic connexions of an inhibitory

character arose. In conditioned reflexes of the second type the

connexions arise between the centre of the indifferent stimulus

and the motor centre of the cerebral cortex, the indispensable

condition of conditioning being that the motor area must be

brought into a ‘state of exaltation’. This state causes the motor

centres to acquire the temporary capacity to form synaptic

connexions (directed towards these centres) with other centres

coupled with them. In other words, the motor centres of the

cortex temporarily take on a similarity to unconditioned centres

(or to their cortical representations) which possess the above

capacity more or less permanently.* So if in such a state a

definite movement is provoked in some way or other, synaptic

connexions are formed between the centres of the accompanying

stimuli and the centre of the movement. These connexions have

an excitatory character when the performance of this movement

Permanence is, of course, relative. The association of an indifferent

stimulus with the introduction of food into the mouth of a completely
satiated animal does not lead to the formation of an alimentary conditioned
reflex, first type, just as the simple association of an indifferent stimulus
with passive flexion of the limb docs not lead to the formation of a con-
ditioned reflex second type.
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abolishes or reduces the state of exaltation, but an inhibitory

character when it maintains or increases that state. We are not

yet in a position to explain why this happens, any more than

we are able, for that matter, to say why excitatory or inhibitory

connexions arise in conditioned reflexes of the first type

according to the sequence in which the conditioned and un-

conditioned stimuli are applied.

It is easy to show that the interpretation we have just given

of the formation of conditioned reflexes, second type, satis-

factorily enables us to comprehend and systematize all the

experimental material we have presented in this chapter. By
way of example we shall analyse from this aspect the most

important relevant facts.

There is no difficulty in elucidating the formation of the first

variety of conditioned reflex second type. In § 3 above, on the

basis of experimental evidence, we showed that this reflex is

formed against a background of a fall of active excitation in the

alimentary centre (when during consumption food is removed or

expected food does not come), i.e. against a background of a

state of exaltation of the motor cortex. In this situation the pro-

vocation of a definite movement and its reinforcement by food

leads to the formation of syna}3tic connexions betw^een the centres

of the indifferent stimuli which accompany the procedure and

the given motor centre. These connexions are of an excitatory

character, since the movement, becoming a signal of food,

acquires the properties of an excitatory conditioned stimulus;

consequently its centre sends excitatory impulses to the ali-

mentary centre, and these, averting the fall of excitation in this

centre, abolish the state of exaltation in the motor area.

But let us consider wdiat happens when the movement thus

formed ceases to be reinforced by food, i.e. when w^e carry out

acute extinction of the conditioned reflex second type, the

course of which is showTi in fig. 17.

In the initial phase of extinction active movements appear in

great abundance in quick succession. This is understandable,

since the dog, not receiving food, performs a movement which

in the given circumstances provides the alimentary centre wnth

excitatory impulses. However, this movement is not reinforced,
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and in consequence the active excitation in the alimentary centre

falls again, which causes an immediate reappearance of this

movement. This process continues so long as the given move-

ment is an active conditioned stimulus, i.e. so long as it provides

excitatory impulses to the alimentary centre. Gradually, how-

ever, its non-reinforcement results in inhibitory connexions

being formed in greater and greater quantities between the

centre of the proprioceptive stimulus and the alimentary centre,

and in consequence the active excitation of the alimentary

centre evoke<l by the performance of this movement grows

weaker and weaker. Therefore the movement ceases to avert

a fall of the excitation in the alimentary centre, i.e. it no longer

abolishes the state of exaltation of the motor cortex, and in

consequence inhibitory connexions arise betw^een the centres of

the accompanying stimuli and the centre of this movement. And
so the motor reaction gradually subsides, and antagonistic motor

reaction arises in its place. If this reaction consists in an exten-

sion of the limb it is of course difficult to perceive, but if the

trained movement is that of extension, and the antagonistic

movement is flexion, the latter is quite perceptible (cf. p. 227).

An antagonistic movement appearing in the extinction of

a conditioned reflex second type soon subsides if it is not

reinforced. But if w e cultivate and reinforce it (as is the case in

the second variety of conditioned reflexes second type), this

movement becomes an alimentary conditioned stimulus (first

type); as such it begins to oppose the fall of excitation in the

alimentary centre, and in consequence, in the circumstances in

which it was evoked, it becomes fixed and is performed regularly.

Similarly, we can analyse and explain the mechanism of the

formation of defensive reflexes second type (third and fourth

varieties). In the third variety a movement is provoked in

a state of exaltation of the motor cortex produced as the result

of the action of an excitator}" defensive conditioned stimulus.

The movement is followed by the withdrawal of this stimulus

without successive application of the unconditioned stimulus,

i.e. the state of exaltation is abolished. So it is clear that

excitatory connexions arise between the centres of accompanying

indifferent stimuli and the centre of the movement, and in
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consequence the movement begins to be performed in the circum-

stances in which it was provoked. But if, when provoked in

these circumstances, it is reinforced by an unconditioned negative

stimulus, i.e. it itself becomes a conditioned stimulus of a defen-

sive reaction, its performance not only fails to assuage the state

of exaltation of the motor cortex, but, on the contrary, enhances

this state, and in consequence inhibitory connexions arise

between the centres of the accompanying stimuli and the centre

of the movement. Then we get the fourth variety of the

conditioned reflex second type.

Similarly, there is no difficulty in clarifying the phenomena of

cortical switching, which we discussed in §§ 5 and 9. We recall

that the performance by the animal of a definite movement
was found to be dependent on the one hand on determining

factors, which designate what movement is to be performed,

and on the other on provoking factors, which give the "execu-

tive order’. It is clear that the determining factors are those

whose centres have been associated with the centre of the given

movement by excitatory connexions, while the provoking

factors are those which cause a state of exaltation in the motor

cortex and somehow provide impetus to the execution of one

of the formed movements.

Here the important question arises, to what extent is a state

of exaltation of the motor cortex necessary to the execution of

the movement when it is adequately formed and fixed? We are

unable to give a final answer to this question. So far as defensive

reflexes are concerned it seems highly probable that the move-

ment (with the aid of which the animal prevents the application

of a negative stimulus) is performed only when a corresponding

‘threat’ arises, i.e. when signals heralding a negative stimulus,

and therefore causing a state of exaltation of the motor cortex,

come into being. But so far as alimentary reflexes are concerned,

the position is by no means so clear. In fact, when a movement
regularly used in feeding (e.g. in the case of a monkey, the hand

movement of seizing food and raising it to the mouth) is firmly

established it becomes an integral part of the act of feeding, and

it is difficult to assume that th<: impossibility of direct reception

of food, i.e. a state of exaltation of the motor cortex, is always
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an indispensable condition of its performance. In experiments

with monkeys we sometimes noticed* that an animal which

could obtain the food directly none the less performed a certain

acquired and firmly established movement, in a ‘ ritual ’ manner,

so to speak, though it was completely unnecessary. Similarly,

we frequently observed that a monkey performed a conditioned

motor reaction of the second type during the actual act of eating,

and therefore during an unconditioned stimulation of the ali-

mentary centre (never, however, observed in a dog). In these

conditions it is difficult to assume a state of exaltation in the

motor cortex. Moreover, so far as dogs are concerned, we were

able to observe that a completely satiated animal executed the

trained movement to the given stimulus, even though it did not

eat the food which, thanks to this movement, was offered to it.

So we have to ask whether the performance of the movement was

the result of alimentary excitation, or whether the dog executed

the movement only because of prolonged and intensive training.

Obviously the problem calls for further study, and of course

the degree of phylogenetic development of the animal must be

taken into account.

11

In preceding sections it was shown that conditioned reflexes

of the second type form a specific kind of plastic changes wnth

a mechanism differing essentially from the plastic changes which

constitute conditioned reflexes of the first type. But so far as

established conditioned reflexes of the second type are con-

cerned, it is easy to demonstrate that in respect of their excit-

ability properties they are very similar to conditioned reflexes of

the first type, and perhaps are even identical with them. Although

we do not yet possess sufficient experimental evidence to prove

this completely, the data we have collected are largely in its

favour.

For instance, we liave been able again and again to observ'c

that the principles of both external inhibition of active condi-

tioned reflexes and the disinhibition of inhibitory conditioned

reflexes by extraneous agents wholly apply to conditioned

* Konorski, J. and Norkina, L., unpublished exi)erimenU.
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reflexes of the second type. Similarly, we have established that

the strength of the motor reaction (i.e. the magnitude of the

movement, its rapidity and its latency) to a large extent depends
on the excitability in the centre of the reinforcing unconditioned

stimulus. For instance, when the animal is satiated the ali-

mentary motor responi.e of the second type possesses an extra-

ordinarily long latency, and sometimes occurs very slowly, in

contradistinction to the energy and rapidity with which this

same movement is executed when the animal is hungry. Similar

relations also occur in defensive reflexes of the second type.

Finally, we have obtained clear evidence that in both defensive

and alimentary reflexes of the second type the law of the strength

of conditioned stimuli is binding, i.e. the strength of the reflex

depends on the strength of the conditioned stimulus. Weak
conditioned stimuli usually produce a weaker, slower motor
reaction, with a longer latency, than strong stimuli. In certain

conditions (e.g. when the animal is satiated) these differences

emerge with extraordinary clarity, so enabling us to define this

state as a typical ‘narcotic phase’.

Obviously it would be very interesting tc make a more detailed

investigation of the other excitability properties of the condi-

tioned reflexes of the second type in regard to summation,

induction, etc. But we think that the evidence we possess allows

us to express the supposition that while the mechanism of the

formation of different plastic changes may be very various, the

mechanisms of the course of conditioned reflexes are identical,

and completely accord with the course of innate reflexes.

12

It would carry us too far from our main object to compare and

confront our conception of the formation of conditioned reflexes

of the second type with the conceptions of various American

psychologists, such as Thorndike, Guthrie, Hull, Skinner, and

others. We have engaged in an extensive discussion and

Thorndike, E. L., Animal Intelligence^ New York, 1911 ; Fundamentals

of Learnings New York, 1932; Psychol, Hev, 1938, vol. xlv, p. 191, et alia.

Guthrie, E. R,, The Psychology of Learnings New York, 1935. Hull, C. L.,

Psychol, Rev, 1980, vol. xxxvii, p. 241; ibid. 1930, vol. xxxvii, p. 511;
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criticism of their views elsewhere."** Here we only point out in

passing that, as is easy to see, there are certain elements in

common between our conception and those of the above-

mentioned authors (especially Hull and Guthrie). However, the

differences are no less important. They concern both the method

of approach, which in the case of these writers is more descrip-

tive, and the deductions drawn from analysis of the problems

discussed. This is not surprising, because in order to construct

their theories the American w'riters made use of facts often taken

from every day observation or from experiments far too compli-

cated for elementary analysis (e.g. an animal’s run through

a maze, behaviour in an experimental box, etc.), w'hereas our

experiments were constructed in as simple a manner as possible,

and their object was to elucidate the mechanism of the pheno-

mena represented in them.

None the less it is not difficult to show that, with the experi-

mental evidence at our disposal, we can easily and with great

precision analyse and explain a number of the phenomena of

animal behaviour provided by behaviourist psychology.

In order to demonstrate this, let us analyse the behaviour of

an animal, based on the so-called method of trial and error,

such as in the opening of an experimental box and in maze-

habit.

Let us assume that through the bars of the cage the animal

";ees food. The sight of it is, of course, a powerful ‘natural’

conditioned stimulus, i.e. it evokes a strong excitation in the

alimentary centre. But as the food cannot be reached, there

follows an abrupt inhibition of the alimentary reflex (so-called

‘unceasing extinction’) wliich entails a fall of active excitation

in the alimentary centre (if we examined the secretion of saliva,

we would be able to measure its extent). This causes a state of

exaltation of the motor cortex, and consequently the animal

begins to execute the movements in its repertory, the deter-

mining factor being the given experimental situation. So it will

ibid, 1982, vol. xxxix, p. 25; ibid. 1987, vol. xuv, p. 1. Skinner, B. F.,

J. Gen. Psychol. 1982, vol. vii, p. 274; ibid, 1935, vol. xii, p. 66; ibid. 1907,
vol. XVI, p. 272.

^ Konorski, J., Usp. Sovran, Biol, 1942, vol. xv, p. 4.
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not leap up, or scrape the ground, as it would if the food were
hung up or buried, but will gnaw at the bars, will try to bend
them aside, will stretch out its paw towards the food, etc. These
movements, which are ineffective, gradually subside; although

the animal returns to them from time to time as the result of

a regression in the e^itinction, this happens more and more
rarely. But the movement leading to acquisition of the food,

being reinforced, has a tendency in the given situation to become
fixed.

The maze habit is a chain conditioned reflex of the second

type which we have succeeded in completely reproducing with

the aid of conditioned reflex experiments.* If a stimulus is a con-

ditioned alimentary one of the first or second type, it obviously

can serve as a reinforcing agent for another conditioned reflex,

as it does in conditioned reflexes of the second order. Thus we
can create a number of conditioned reflexes of the second type,

of which each preceding reflex is reinforced by the conditioned

stimulus of the following reflex, according to the pattern:

h n - ^2 — ^3 ^*3 •••

(- means evokes, — entails, ••
•‘?n

^re conditioned

stimuli, ... r„ are various motor responses, the

presentation of food.)

But as each of the following movements, being closer to the

unconditioned stimulus, is a stronger conditioned stimulus and,

as such, has a greater tendency to b(‘ performed, consequently in

chain reflexes we very often observe ‘anticipation’, consisting

in the given movement a{)pearing earlier than it should, and

only its non-reinforcement leads to the performance of the

‘ correct ’ movement. So the formation of a chain reflex is usually

based on a special kind of differentiation, wdien to the earlier

stimulus the animal must inhibit a later reaction, which enables

it to execute the proper reaction to this stimulus. As for extinc-

tion of a chain reflex, it begins, of course, from the end, since

those elements of the reflex which arc nearest to the uncondi-

tioned stimulus are most strongly inhibited.

* Konorski, J. and Miller, S., Podataivy fisjologicznej teorii ruchdw

nabytych {Bases of the Physiological Theory of Acquired Movements)^ VN'arsaw,

1088, p. 99; Konorski, J. and Norkina, L., unpublished experiments.
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It must be pointed out that Hull has provided a similar

analysis of the experiments we have described. The difficulty

which he came up against was due to his attempting (in our view

ineffectively) to force the phenomena he analysed into the

scheme of conditioned reflexes of the first type.

In conclusion we must point out that it would be erroneous

to consider that conditioned reflexes of the first and second type

completely exhaust the acquired behaviour of higher animals

and man. One can easily demonstrate that there are other forms

of behaviour, which have not so far been subjected to physio-

logical analysis, as for instance, various kinds of intelligent

behaviour investigated by psychologists. The experiments of

W. Kohler and Norman Maier* seem to be especially instructive

in this regard. It seems to us that by way of an exact analysis

of these experiments and separation out of their essential

elements, it would be possible to construct appropriate condi-

tioned reflex experiments, w'hich would illustrate the corre-

sponding facts (just as we have done in the case of conditioned

reflexes of the second type) and thus to set about their physio-

logical study. Before the outbreak of war in 1939 we had begun

work in this direction on dogs, monkeys and children. Un-

fortunately it had to be broken olf, though its first results

seemed to be highly promising.

Kdhier, W., The Mentality of Apes, New York, 1925; Maier, N. H. F.,

‘Reasoning in white rats’. Comp. Psychol. Monogr. 1929, vol, vi, no. 29,



Chapter XIII

Nomenclature of the physiology of

higher nervous activity

The reorientation of the physiology of higher nervous activity

which we have attempted in this work necessitates extensive

changes in nomenclature.

To enable the reader to follow the changes that need to be

made, we give a table (p. 251) of the main features of higher

nervous activity discussed in this book. The following is a brief

commentary to this table.

In the first column arc given the descriptive names or, where

names are lacking, a brief description of the corresponding

phenomena. The second column gives the names arising from

the Pavlovian interpretation of the mechanism of the pheno-

mena, or the interpretation itself. In the third column are the

names it is proposed to adopt for these phenomena in accordance

with their analysis in the present work, or a description of their

mechanisms. For instance, external inhibition is a descriptive

name serving to denote the phenomenon consisting in a fall in

the magnitude of the conditioned reflex under the effect of

extraneous stimuli. This name involves no conclusion as to the

mechanism of the phenomenon. Negative induction is the name
given to this phenomenon in accordance with the Pavlovian

conception of cerebral activity. This name connotes that exci-

tation of the centre of the extraneous stimulus produces inhi-

bition around this centre w'hich explains the reduction in the

conditioned reflex. Inhibition of the conditioned reflex under

the influence of an antagonistic reflex (interference between

reflexes) is the class to which we have allocated this phenomenon

on the basis of our analysis.

Items I to 8 concern the properties of active conditioned

reflexes (their formation, generalization, external inhibition, top

valueand interactionbetween homogeneous conditioned reflexes).

They were discussed in detail in Chapters vi—viii. Items 9-16

are devoted to intenial inhibition (i.e. its formation, inhibitory
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after-effect, disinhibition and induction), discussed in detail in

Chapters ix and x. Finally, items 17-19 concern problems which

were only touched on in passing in this book, namely, the

so-called hypnotic phases and the phenomenon of sleep. The
fourth column of the table indicates the chapters and sections

in which the various problems are discussed.

So far as the first column is concerned—the descriptive

names—there is no reason whatever why any changes should be

made. These names are in the main convenient and have been

well chosen, moreover they have been generally adopted

(especially in psychology) so that changes would only cause

confusion and misunderstanding. And so we think they should

all remain unaltered.

But when we turn to the second column, from all we have

said it is obvious that these terms must be rejected in their

entirety. The names in the first column do not convey any

suggestion as to the mechanism of the phenomena in question,

but those in the second group say a great deal, and what they

say is inaccurate. To leave them in use would only cause

confusion.

There are hardly any new names in the third column. The
great majority are taken from the general physiology of the

central nervous system, mainly from the vocabulary of the

Sherrington school, which has been completely adopted in

current scientific usage. Certain of them have been modified

a little to adapt them to the specific properties of higher

nervous activity.

Thus, so far as the terminology of physiology of the higher

nervous activity is concerned we completely reject the terms:

irradiation and concentration of excitation and inhibition,

positive and negative induction, the top capability of cortical

cells, and top inhibition. As can be seen from the table, the

phenomena which were given these names have been regrouped

and explained in a quite different manner. As we said in

Chapter x (§ 2) we have decided to leave the name ‘induction’

for the phenomena called ‘positive induction’ in the Pavlov

system, because this term approximately coincides with the

Sherrington term * immediate induction’. But the meaning we
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give the term is quite different from that of the Pavlov theory.

For in this theory it denoted the rise of excitability of the nerve

cells surrounding the focus of inhibition (or the rise of excit-

ability of the cells after their inhibition), whereas we take it

as meaning the summation of the excitatory and inhibitory

conditioned reflex, resulting in a more or less strong facilitation.

Therefore disinhibition of an inhibitory reflex preceded by an

excitatory conditioned reflex is according to our terminology

a typical manifestation of induction, whereas in the Pavlov

scheme this phenomenon was allocated to a completely different

category.

As we have indicated above, the term ‘ top of capability of the

cortical cells’ must be completely dropped. However, in its

place we have decided to introduce the purely descriptive term

‘top value of conditioned reflexes’, or ‘top of conditioned

reflexes’, to denote the greatest magnitude of these reflexes

achievable in a given animal, in given conditions with given

reinforcement.

As for the phenomena corresponding to the so-called ‘hypiu'tic

phases’, we have used ‘equalizing relations between reflexes’,

and ‘ paradoxical relations between reflexes ’ as descriptive terms.

These describe the phenomena to which they refer, without

suggesting any explanation. We have seen that these phenomena

have to be explained, at least in certain cases, by reference to

antagonistic inliibition caused by a defensive reflex. Whether

the term ‘hypnotic phases’ is theoretically valid for other cases

can only be decided by future research.

Comparison of the various columns and items of the table

reveals the fundamental changes that have been made in the

systematization of phenomena in the field of science under

discussion.

On the one hand certain phenomena to which the Pavlov

system attributed one and the same mechanism have been

separated. For instance, according to the Pavlov theory the

generalization of conditioned reflexes (item 3), the disinhibition

of inhibitors by an active conditioned stimulus (item 15) and by

an extraneous stimulus (item 16) have a common mechanism

—

the irradiation of excitation. In our view each of these pheno-
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mena has a quite separate mechanism: genendixation depends
on the partial overlapping of the conditioned centres, disinhibi-

tion of the inhibitory reflex by the active-conditioned reflex is

an expression of summation and facilitation, disinhibition by
an external stimulus is probably due chiefly to interference

between heterogeneous reflexes. Similarly, in the Pavlov theory
inhibitory after-effect (item 11), the direct inhibitory influence

of a strong inhibitory stimulus on active conditioned reflexes

(item 13), and sleep (item 19), are all manifestations of the

irradiation of inhibition. In our conception the first of these is

the result either of generalization of the inhibitory stimulus, or

of the inertia of inhibition in the unconditioned centre; the

second is the result of the predominance of the inhibiting in-

fluence of the inhibitory reflex over the facilitating influence;

the third is a quite distinct phenomenon, with a sub-cortical

mechanism. Finally, according to the Pavlov theory external

inhibition, being an expression of negative induction (item 4),

and increase of the conditioned reflex after-current to the

inhibitory reflex, being an expression of positive induction

(item 12), are symmetrical phenomena. In our view they have
nothing whatever in common.
On the other hand, certain phenomena which Pavlov assumed

to possess quite separate mechanisms we have explained by
reference to one mechanism. For instance, according to Pavlov,
increase of the active conditioned reflex after-current to the

inhibitory reflex (item 12) and disinhibition of the inhibitory

reflexes after-current to the active conditioned reflexes (item 15)
are the expression of two completely different mechanisms, the

first of positive induction, the second of the irradiation of excita-

tion. In our conception these two phenomena have an identical

mechanism, and are both the result of summation and facilita-

tion of supraliminal and subliminal conditioned reflexes. Simi-
larly, external inhibition of conditioned reflexes (item 4) is

explained according to Pavlov by reference to negative induction,

and the diminution in the conditioned reflexes to supra-maximal
stimuli (item 6) by reference to top inhibition. In our conception
these two phenomena have exactly the same mechanism, being
caused by antagonistic inhibition, evoked by a defensive reflex.
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The difference between them consists solely in the circumstance

that in the first case the alimentary conditioned reflex and the

defensive reflex are evoked by two different stimuli, whereas in

the second case the source of both the reflexes is one and the

same stimulus.

AH of which goes to show how extensively the whole field of

knowledge under consideration has been resurveyed, and how
thoroughly it has been reorganized.

Descriptive term
or description

of the
phenomenon

Mechanism or
name of the
phenomenon
according to

Pavlov’s theory

Mechanism or

name of the
phenomenon

according to the
new’ conception

Chapter
and

Section
reference

Excitatory or
active
conditioned
reflex

Excitation of the
conditioncfl

centre as the
chief feature of

the phenomenon

Excitation of the
unconditioned
centre as the
chief feature of

the phenomenon

Ch. VI

The formation
of the
conditioned
reflex

‘The meeting of

the waves
irradiated from
different points’

(Pavlov)

The formation
of excitatory

synaptic connex-
ions between
two coupled
centres as the
result of their

concurrent
excitation

Ch. V, § 4
Ch. VI, § 2

(iencraliwition of

the excitatory
C!onditioned

reflex

The irradiation

of excitation

from the centre

of the condi-

tioned stimulus

Partial over-

lapping of the
centres of the

primary and
secondary condi-

tioned stimuli

Ch. viii

External
inliibition

Negative
induction

Inhibition of the

conditioned
reflex by an
antagonistic
reflex

(interference

between reflexes)

Ch. Yii, § 2

Top value of
conditioned
reflexes

Top capability of

cortical cells

The ‘state of
saturation’ of

the connexions
between the
conditioned and
unconditioned
centre;

occlusion

Ch. VI, § 2
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Descriptive term
or description

of the
No. phenomenon

6 The diminution
of the con-
ditioned reflex

to the supra-

maximal
stimulus

7 Interaction of

homogeneous
conditioned
reflexes to

weak stimuli

8 Interaction of

homogeneous
conditioned
reflexes to

strong stimuli

9 Internal inhibi-

tion (inhibitory

conditioned
reflex)

(a) Experimental
extinction

{b) Delay
(c) Differentiation

(d) Conditioned
inhibition

Mechanism or

name of the
phenomenon
according to

Pavlov’s theory

Top inhibition

Summation either

in conditioned
centres or in

unconditioned
centre (?)

Top capability of

cortical cells

Inhibitory' pro-

cess occurring
in the con-

ditioned centre

10 The formation of

the inhibitory

conditioned
reflex

The establishment
of ‘ inhibitory

excitability’ in

the conditioned
centre

Mechanism or

name of the
phenomenon

according to the
new conception

The inhibition of

the conditioned
reflex by an
antagonistic

defensive reflex

(interference)

Summation and
facilitation in

unconditioned
centre

Occlusion in

unconditioned
centre

Inhibition and
excitation of

unconditioned
centre {a b, c)

Pure inhibition

of unconditioned
centre (d)

The formation
of inhibitory

connexions
between two
centres as the
result of coinci-

dence in excita-

tion of condi-

tioned centre

with fall of
excitation in the
unconditioned
centre

11 Inhibitory after-

effect

Irradiation of

inhibition from
the centre of
the conditioned
stimulus

(1) Oneralization
of the inhibitory

reflex

(2) Inertia of

inhibition in the

unconditioned
centre

Chapter
and

Section
reference

Ch. VII, § 3

Ch. VII, § 1

Ch. VII, § 1

Ch. IX

Ch. IX, § 1

Ch. X,

884.5
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Descriptive term
or description

of the
phenomenon

Mechanism or

name of the
phenomenon
according to

Pavlov’s theory

Mechanism or

name of the
phenomenon

according to the
new conception

Chapter
and

Section
reference

The increase of
the excitatory
conditioned
reflex concur-
rent with the
inhibitory reflex

Positive induction
between the
centres of
inhibitory and
excitatory

conditioned
stimuli

Summation of
the excitatory
conditioned
reflex and the
excitato-

inhibitory con-
ditioned reflex

with facilitation

predominating
(immediate
induction)

Ch. x,§2

The decrease of
the excitatory

conditioned
reflex concur-
rent with the
inhibitory reflex

Irradiation of

inhibition from
the inhibitory

conditioned
centre

Summation of

the excitatoiy’

conditioned
reflex and the
inhibitory (or

excitato-

inhibitory) con-
ditioned reflex,

with inhibition

predominating

Ch. X, § 3

Mutual disinhibi-

tion of inhibitory
conditioned
reflexes

Positive induction Summation of

two exeitato-

inhibitoiy’ con-
ditioned reflexes

with facilitation

predominating
(inunediate
induction)

Ch. X, § 2

15 Disinhibition of

inhibitory con-
ditioned reflex

after-current to
the excitatory

conditioned
reflex

16 Disinhibition of

the inhibitory

conditioned
reflex by
extraneous
stimuli

Irradiation of

excitation and
'washing out’
of inhibitory’

excitability

from the
inhibitory con-
ditioned centres

Irradiation of

excitation from
the centre of

the extraneous
stimulus

Summation of Ch. x, § 2

the excitatory
conditioned
reflex and the

excitato-

inhibitory con-

ditioned reflex

with facilitation

predominating
(immediate
induction)

(I) Inhibition of Ch, x, § 2
the inhibitory

reflex by
antagonistic reflex (?)

(2) Summation
and facilitation

of allied reflexes
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Descriptive term
or description

of the
phenomenon

Mechanism or

name of the

phenomenon
according to

Pavlov’s theory

Mechanism or

name of the

phenomenon
according to the

new conception

Chapter
and

Section

reference

(a) The equalizing

relations

between condi-

tioned reflexes

(5) The para-

doxical relations

between condi-

tioned reflexes

The lowering of

the top capa-

bility of the

cortical cells

(equalization

and paradoxical

phase)

(1) Inhibition of

the conditioned

alimentary' reflex

by the defensive

reflex

(2) ‘The indirect

inhibition’ (?)

Ch. XI. § 8

The diminution

of conditioned

responses

particularly to

weak stimuli

Narcotic phase* The fall of

excitability in

the uncondi-

tioned centre

Ch. VI, § 8
Ch. XI, § 3

Sleep The irradiation

of inhibition

over the cortex

and subcortical

ganglia

A subcortical

phenomenon
rehited to the

sleep centre (?)

Ch. X,

addendum



Chapter XIV

Conclusion

Looking back over the course of the .work we have traced in the

foregoing chapters, we think we have succeeded in demonstrating

that reconstruction of the physiology of higher nervous activity,

and its harmonization with the general physiology of the

nervous system, are both necessary and possible. Here we briefly

resume the essential points on which our attempt to achieve

such a reconstruction has been based.

All our conception of higher nervous activity has been

consistently founded on the neuronic theory of the functioning

of the nervous system. All the ideas we have developed in this

book fit perfectly into the framework of that theory, and we have

advanced nothing in conflict with it. But it needs to be enlarged

a little if it is to serve as a basis for understanding the activity

of the cerebral cortex, i.e. the activity of an organ endowed not

only with excitability but with plastic properties, an organ which

not only transmits nervous impulses, or inhibits their trans-

mission, but also creates new paths for them to travel along. The

additional assumptions required in order to account for these

properties are as follows:

Firstly, we have assumed that the elaboration of a conditioned

reflex consists in the formation of new functional connexions in

the brain, i.e. in a formation and multiplication of synapses

between the concurrently excited coupled cerebral centres.

Secondly, we have postulated that if a combination of excitations

which results in a plastic change is not repeated witliin a certain

period, a greater or lesser regression of this change occurs, in

Other words, the corresponding synaptic connexions undergo

atrophy. Thirdly, we have assumed that internal inhibition, i.e.

the process that arises with non-reinforcement of the established

conditioned reflex, consists in the formation of new synaptic

connexions of an inhibitory character, independently of the

already existing excitatory synaptic connexions.

It seems to us that if the foregoing assumptions are added to
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the general laws established for the central nervous activity, the

main data in the field of physiology of higher nervous activity

can be satisfactorily explained, and the lines and perspectives

of the further development of this science can be projected. Then

the physiology of higher nervous activity becomes a genuine

branch of neurophysiology, entirely founded on the general

laws of this science and drawing on its achievements. And so we
dare to suppose that the work we have undertaken will not have

been altogether useless, even if one or another of the various

statements and formulations we have put forward should prove

to be inaccurate in the light of future experimental work, and

so to require correction.

In conclusion, we would like to state our own view of the scope

and the limitations of our work, and of the importance it may
possess for physiologv' of the nervous system.

We begin by pointing out its limitations.

It is very important to realize that the problems which this

book discusses concern only the lowest levels of cortical co-ordinu-

tioHf and it would be highly detrimental if, armed with the

principles we have established, we attempted to subject to their

domination all the phenomena of cortical activity in animals

and men.

Even in the field of purely Pavlovian conditioned reflexes the

investigator is continually coming up against facts which, because

of their complexity, are not fully covered by the principles laid

down in this book, and which necessitate the discovery of new
ways for their complete understanding. Some examples of these

more complex phenomena are the dynamic stereotype, which

we discussed in Chapter xi, the orientation reaction to new
patterns and combinations of stimuli, the conditioned reflex ‘to

time the differentiation of complex compounds of stimuli, and

so on. Although all these are facts that have been discovered in

physiological experimentation, hitherto they liave not been

susceptible of strict physiological analysis, and they can be

studied only externally, by way of pure description. In other

words, in these cases we are held up at the level of investigations

proper to behaviouristic research, which is concerned with

precisely this kind of exact description and systematization of
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the manifestations of cortical activity, but not with their deep
physiological analysis.

Still further facts hitherto unsubjected to physiological analysis
are to be found in the field of animal-motor activity, of which
one of the simplest mechanisms has been isolated in the form of

conditioned reflexes second type, described by us in Chapter xii.

In that chapter we have drawn attention to the phenomena of

so-called intelligent behaviour, and have stressed their distinctive

character. In view of the present state of our physiological

knowledge we think it perfectly reasonable that contemporary

behaviourist psychology is engaged on the description and
systematization of animal and human motor behaviour, with-

out waiting for a corresponding development in physiological

investigation.

But the phenomena least accessible to the physiological

approach in the present state of our knowledge are those, of

course, associated with human mental activity. It is true that

many phenomena in this field are already susceptible of physio-

logical analysis, and that such analysis contributes to their more

profound and full understanding. But we would be falling into

a serious error if we considered, as some do, that these latter

phenomena exhaust all our cortical activity, and that in

consequence the whole of the human mental processes can now
be physiologically explained. It seems to us that the physiology

of higher nervous activity is now approximately at that stage

which physics reached several centuries ago, when Newton’s

genius laid the foundations of its modern development. Although

by comparison with the present position the range of facts then

known and comprehensible to physics was insignificant, it

gained a stable basis and ground-work for further progress. And
just as thereafter physics advanced continually for several

centuries, conquering more and more phenomena of inorganic

nature, and more and more profoundly elucidating the mecha-

nisms of those phenomena, so the science of higher nervous

activity, which by Pavlov’s genius has been set on the firm

ground of biological investigation, now has all the requisites for

the mastery of ever widening fields of mental activity and their

increasingly deep analysis.

KCR 17
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But while there are phenomena of cortical activity not yet

susceptible of an adequate physiological approach to them, there

are others in which physiological analysis can already be begun.

Among the imp>ortant fields falling within this category is the

pathophysiology of higher nervous activity.

We have deliberately excluded this field from our scope, since

its study presents a new and considerable task, one all the more

difficult to undertake because, we think, even the rich agglomera-

tion of facts gathered in this field by the Pavlov school is not

sufficient to enable us to achieve a synthesis. For, whereas in

the investigation of the normal activity of the cerebral cortex

we have been able to make use of ready-made schemes drawn

from the physiology of the lower nervous activity, no such

schemes are available in this field. And although the Pavlov

school has established a great mass of facts, as they have been

assembled under the guidance of fallacious principles, they

cannot be satisfactorily adapted to the formulation of a new
scheme. Indeed, as one reads the extremely interesting and

factually rich works done by the Pavlov school on the subject

of experimental neuroses, their aetiology, symptoms, and

treatment, one cannot but feel that, although these works have

contributed a great deal of positive value to our knowledge of

the pathophysiology of the nervous system, they still remain in

the category of raw material, since the interpretations given to

these phenomena are often arbitrary and inexact. However, we
believe that the task we have indicated is perfectly possible of

realization, and, furthermore, that it is urgent, since its accom-

plishment will provide the vitally important pathophysiological

bases for the study of nervous and mental disorders.

We consider that the inclusion of the physiology of higher

nervous activity in neurophysiology, and its transformation into

a normal branch of this science will not only open new horizons

for itself, but also may contribute considerably to the enrichment

of neurophysiology as a whole, by providing new conceptions and
new methods. Again and again in the foregoing pages we have

pointed out that, though the conditioned is distinguished from

the ordinary reflex both by the manner of its establishment and
by the manner of its maintenance, as an excitability pheno-
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menon it possesses the same properties as the ordinary reflex. So

these properties in conditioned reflexes can be investigated in

exactly the same way as in ordinary reflexes, and the laws

discovered in the course of such investigations will have validity

for nervous activity as a whole.

Although it is only to be expected that investigation into

conditioned reflexes will, perhaps, never achieve that degree of

precision which has been gained in the study of lower nervous

activity, none the less these reflexes possess certain properties

which enable the physiologist to make a deeper analysis of

certain aspects of nervous phenomena than is possible in the

case of investigation into ordinary reflexes.

When dealing with the reflex preparation of a decapitated or

spinal animal, we come up against a ready-made system of

relations, defined and fixed in advance. It is true, of course, that

out of the extremely rich central arrangements of the nervous

system the investigator can at will select either two-, three-, or

multi-neuron reflexes, whether active or inhibitor}^ But the

range of these reflexes is fixed and defined by the animal’s own
phylogenetical development. In the case of conditioned reflexes

the situation is quite different. Here the conditions of the

experiment are imposed by the experimenter himself, he himself

establishes the reflexes he requires, he dictates his demands to

nature, and is not compelled to subordinate his experiments to

established patterns. Thus, in accordance with the requirements

of his experiment he can elaborate a series of allied reflexes,

evoked by the stimuli of one or of different analysers, of identical

or different strengths; he can establish inhibitory reflexes of

different depths and with different proportions of the processes

of excitation and inhibition, he can change the intensity of this

or that process, in accordance with his own desires. It is obvious

that ordinary reflexes cannot provide such extensive possibilities,

or allow such freedom in the utilization of the experimental

object. And so we expect that in the course of further study

of the relations between both allied and antagonistic, both ex-

citatory and inhibitory reflexes, the method of the conditioned

reflex should yield better and richer results than are gained by

the present methods of investigation of spinal reflexes.

17-2
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But whereas for the general physiology of the central nervous

system the reconstruction of the field we have been discussing

will be no more than an enrichment and supplementation of

its achievements, for the science of higher nervous activity

itself it is of fundamental importance, and the sooner it is carried

through, the more rapidly will this branch of physiology emerge

from the deadlock in which it is at present. For so long as the

great edifice of knowledge built up by Pavlov was guided and

extended under the direction of that great scientist’s genius, it

could continue to grow despite its isolation, and despite the

fundamental inadequacy of its construction. But since Pavlov’s

death this science, rent as it is with intrinsic contradictions,

submerged beneath a great mass of inexact and arbitrary inter-

pretations of the facts, isolated from cognate fields, and with its

own specific system of terminology and concepts which is wholly

foreign to other branches of neurophysiology, has been unable

to make any further progress. And unless a fundamental

readjustment, such as we have attempted to make in the fore-

going pages, is not made in its basic concepts and standpoint,

the physiology of higher nervous activity is bound to suffer

degradation in status, and Pavlov’s priceless heritage will be

largely wasted. It is at least a good sign that many investi-

gators in this field, both inside and outside the Pavlov school,

are more and more realizing the necessity for such a re-

adjustment.
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